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Cesar Chavez and Ralph Nader 

and to all those who have put up a gallant fight 
against the use and mis-use of pesticides across 
this nation. 

Dedication 
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Foreword 

The public has long been misled by federal, state and local government, into believing that 
Malathion is safe or virtually non-toxic. This claim is misleadingly based on short-term 
acute toxicity tests with purified formulations. 

Technical Malathion contains a wide range of 'unlabeled' highly toxic thioate impurities, 
besides other toxic inert ingredients. Additionally, Malathion induces a wide range of 
delayed effects, including disturbances in learning, genetic abnormalities and cancer. These 
considerations are all the more important in view of the extremely widespread (nation
wide) use of Malathion in urban mosquito abatement programs, household uses, as well 
as for eradication of the 'alleged' Medfly infestation in California and elsewhere. 

Betsy Manning assembles all this information, and much more, in her most readable, well 
organized and up-to-date anthology on Malathion. 

Her monograph could not be anymore useful and timely. Manning's monograph should 
provide citizens' groups with the very necessary information to mount aggressive action 
to block recklessly irresponsible spraying programs so enthUSiastically pushed by regulating 
authorities in connivance with powerful agri-chemical interests. 

SAMUEL S. EPSTEIN, M.D. 
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DOES MALATmON=AGENT ORANGE? 

Could IVlalathion present the same effects (cancer, birth defects, neurological problems) 
to us and our children, as Agent Orange did to Vietnam Veterans and their children? 

One of the bumper stickers in Los Angeles against aerial spraying reads, "MALATIUON
FROM THE SAME PEOPLE WHO GAVE YOU AGENT ORANGE!" 

A Vietnam Vet was interviewed on the TODAY Show and he shocked the audience by stating, 
''I am here to-day but I died in Vietnam" ••• meaning, I believe, that although he returned 
physically from Vietnam, he felt he had lost the very essence of his own being- his 
humanity •• after being sprayed with such a deadly pesticide. 

Never before in the history of mankind has any government poisoned its own army as our 
government did, by the use of spraying such a caustic poison as Agent Orange on its own 
troops. One of the Vietnam Veterans interviewed for a book on Agent Orange, WAITING 
FOB. AN AllMY TO DIE" stated, "If it happened here (Vietnam) it will happen .there, 
(America)." According to the Federal Registrar, June 22, 1990 the U.S. Government plans 
to spray the entire United States with f.lalathion to rid itself of the Medfiy ••• 

According to John Judge who worked with the Vietnam Vets in Washington, D.C., 10,000 
vets have thus far committed suicide. A pamphlet published by the U.S. Government lists 
one ot the chemicals used in Vietnam as "Malathion." 

Organophosphates are known to cause depression. In fact, our schools are sprayed with 
organophosphates during the school week, or during the weekend (when all windows and 
doors are closed thus Monday morning finds the toxic fumes still present. There are 
extremely high· statistics of teen suicides in this country. You may want to ask, 'Could 
the spraying of organophosphates have something to do with this statistic?' 

Because of lack of trust in the state and Federal government by people in southern 
California regarding the way the spray program has been conducted; a committee of 
scientific experts was recently formed. Already one member (physician) has resigned 
because of complacent-like policy within the committee. 

When the Vietnam Veterans hollered loud enough and long enough the government finally 
decided to do a study regarding Agent Orange. However, one more fiy in the ointment ••• 
one more Catch-22 ••• one more stone-walled attempt by the Veterans Administration to 
keep information. under wraps-this was to disqualify any scientist who had ever written 
a paper about Agent Orange or who had a prior position regarding the effects of Agent 
Orange on human health. So those scientists who were the leading experts on Agent Orange 
were disqualified. It did not, however, prevent industry scientists from making a bid for 
the job. 

The comparison is made between the way the contract for the study on Agent Orange was 
handled and the studies and scientists who came out against the aerial spraying of malathion 
over a large population in southern California. Those scientists who testified against aerial 
spraying of Malathion offering documented evidence from the medical journals in their 
testimony, were brazenly ignored in favor of two small studies held up by the California 



Department of Food and Agriculture to be "The" studies. One study was done on birth 
defects (in its...own summary it stated that there were deficits in the study) and the other 
study has never been published to date, and according to leading scientists can never be 
published as it stands. 

When the VA did award a contract for th~ study of Agent Orange it was to an epidemiologist 
at U.C.L.A by the name of SpIVY. Dr. SplVY stated, "'Ibe frenzy over Agent Orange is worse 
then Agent Orange!" 

According to the New York Times, Dr. Spivey was quoted as saying, "Agent Orange was 
used primarily in areas where few or no troops were located and therefore the likelihood 
of substantial exposure to ground troops in Vietnam was not great." 

Similar types of comments were again made about the "harmlessness" of Malathion and 
Agent Orange by two health professionals: First, Dr. Spivey is quoted as saying, "There 
is to date little evidence of any specific human health effect as a result of the powerful 
herbicide. The feu which is generated by current publicity is very likely to be the most 
serious consequence of the use of Agent Orange." Second, Beverlee Myers, Director of 
the California Health Department Services (1981) stated, '"Ib.e people would be sick if 
they were sprayed with water." 

Spivey completed the study two years later (after Congress had ordered the V A to begin 
an epidemiogical study on the Vietnam Veterans). However, the study was rejected by 
scientists and returned to the author as flawed. This was May 1981, and now 9 years later, 
May 1990 Congress has finally declared Agent Orange huardous to human health! 

Many people will state that comparing Agent Orange to Malathion is like comparing apples 
to oranges, because these two chemicals are not in the same class of compounds. Malathion 
is an organophosphate and Agent Orange is an organochlorine. (See Chapter No.3 whereby 
articles claim there is a link between chemicals and A.I.D.S.) 

The comparison I am trying to draw, or the parallel I am trying to make is the stonewalling, 
the cover-up of the hazardous nature of Malathion. Will we as citizens of the United States 
have to wait another ten or twenty years before the government recognizes the existing 
studies which declare Malathion as causing cancer, birth defects, neurological defecits, 
eye defects, depression, as well as headaches, nausea, diarrhea, vomiting and other adverse 
effects. 

People were asked to call the Los Angeles County Health Department after the spraying 
of Malathion if they had symptoms of headaches, nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, etc. Yet 
when they called the Health Department they were told their symptoms must be from other 
'causes' and the party calling was then referred to his doctor in the spray area. 

Unbeknownst to the citizen the doctor in the spray areas had been given a "DEAR DOCTOR" 
Letter by the Los Angeles County Health Department stating that he was to find 'other' 
causes for flu-like symptoms, rather then document symptoms of Malathion poisoning. 
Thus the Los Angeles County Health Department recorded very few calls who claimed 
to be ill because of Malathion. 

In an article by Walt Murray of the Long Beach Press Telegram, TOxicologist, Dr. Brian 
Dolan, M.D., is quoted as saying, "If you're a physician who thinks a patient's symptoms 
are from the spraying, and the county health department belittles you, who wants that? 
In fact, there is virtually no way a doctor can prove that symptoms were from the sprayings. 
It would require some highly sophisticated testing." 

During the aerial spraying of Malathion in 1981 in northern California, Maurice Rappaport, 
M.D., President of the Santa Clara Medical Society also circulated a letter to members 
of the society which said, "Many of the symptoms of acute anixety reactions mimic those 
of Malathion intOxication." 
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To again make a comparison, the V A Hospital employees were 'primed' to always state 
to the veteran (when he came in with symptoms of Agent Orange poisoning) that he must 
be suffering from post-war stress, psychiatric disorders, a drug or alcohol problem and 
he was given either tranquilizers and/or a stay at the psychiatric ward! ••• As one veteran 
so succinctly stated, "How do you relate liver cancer to post-war stress?" 

And so-the Los Angeles resident was also left "holding the bag. It • In other words, there 
was no help forthcoming or test(s) available to him (until just recently, and only after many 
complaints from the citizens) because every step he made towards opening a door to 
determine if he had been overly exposed to Malathion ••• was shut in his face •• 

According to Paul Papenak, M.D. of the L.A. County Health Department, orily 700 telephone 
calls came into his office by citizens relating symptoms of Malathion poisoning. Yet over 
10,000 calls were received by independent groups taking calls from residents who had 
symptoms of Malathion poisoning after the spraying. 

Dr. Papenak also stated in Walt Murray's article in the Long Beach Press Telegram, (7-
3-90) "There aren't many things we know how to do to test for an illness related to 
malathion." As the Editor of this book and after interviewing many health professionals 
I have learned there are tests to determine if the nervous system has been injured by 
malathion. One of these tests are very inexpensive and non-invasive and only it only takes 
about IS minutes to complete. It would tell if a child's fine motor skills had been injured 
by the spraying of this pesticide. Also there is a test Pacific Laboratory is developing 
which can test for exposure level of malathion. The state has had access to developing 
this test in its own laboratory, but has failed to develop it. 

So, again the comparison is made between what happened to Vietnam Veterans and the 
victims of Malathion spraying ••• both were stone-walled! 

THE DEPAllTIlEMT OP DEPEHSE wanted to make sure that whatever was used for a 
defoliant would be "perfectly innocuous to man and animals and at the same time will do 
the job." We are told by the State and Federal Government that Malathion is of low 
toxicity. In 1964 a press release by Dow Chemical Company stated that 2,4,S-T was 
absolutely nontoxic to humans and animals, but by 1965 the Company confirmed that 2,4,S-
T was contaminated with TCDD-Dioxin. . 

Will we as U.S. citizens (in 1990) have to wait until the year 2010 to be told that "Yes, 
malathion does cause eye damage, cancer, birth defects and neurological deficits?" 

There were scientists around the world (back in the 60's) who knew Agent Orange was a 
carcinogenic, yet our government chose to use this poison. Today there are world-wide 
scientists speaking out against the aerial spraying of malathion and yet our state and federal 
government continues to sprB:Y; California, Florida and Texas is the latest on their list. 

One of the leading epidemiologists in the world who spoke out against Agent Orange also 
speaks out against Malathion. In fact, Dr. S. Epstein, M.D. (formerly of Harvard Medical 
School) just recently gave Expert Witness Testimony before a judge in El Cajon, California. 
This is the first time Live Witness Testimony was allowed into a court of law on the 
Malathion issue. 

Why are we not listening to leading scientists and foraging ahead on a path of health and 
freedom rather then on a path of lies, illness and destruction? Our constitution tells us 
we have rights-but have the rights been stripped and are we. to see more and more of the 
same? 

That old saying, f1What goes around, comes around, tt is really true. Remember Chernobyl, 
and how the radiation emissions came across America only a short time later? This toxic 
fall-out or any chemical spill/spray will migrate through the air and can actually clip down 



into a city, town or village, when the weather pattern becomes erratic, thus poisoning 1 
unsuspecting areas far from the pOint of origin of the released toxin. 

Michael Brown in his book, THE TOXIC CLOUD tells how the prevailing winds are westerly l 
so our weather patterns start in California and blow across all the agriculture, down the 
Mississippi, swirl around the Mississippi, the Gulf of Mexico and up the Eastern seaboard. 
And what you have are all the previous pesticide exposures in this nation. 1 
From the jacket of Mr. Brown's book it states, "Winds sweep across America, carrying 
thousands of different toxins from Los Angeles to Utah; from Washington State to Chicago; l 
from Louisiana to Minnesota; from Ohio to Maine. Yet no one has investigated these 
chemicals, no one knows how concentrated they are or their long-range effects on health." 

One of the executives from a plant that formulates l\lalathion stated to me, "You know 1 
your own government is definitely prepared to use it (Malathion) on the Russians or anybody 
else. Under the Regan administration we' produced millions of tons of these nerve gases 
in the U.S. You should remember that the· Pentagon has developed more of these then l" 
anybody else, and we are hoping they won't use them either!" 

And so the government must re-think what it is doing by the aerial spraying of a pesticide l' 
over entire cities. Some of these toxins are like World War n nerve gases, and these same . 
gases are what caused the tragedy in Bhopal. 

We' must not give up... just like the veterans did not give up until Congress finally listened l 
and declared Agent Orange hazardous to human health. 

Soll)e people who fought the battle of Agent Orange believe there was a conspiracy. I leave l. 
it up to you the reader to decide if you think there is a conspiracy to suppress the truth 
about Malathion? 

l 
ArtIcle L, SBCTlOR L, of the COltS'iyr0110lf OP THE STATE 01' CALlPOIUfIA STATBS: 
"All people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights, among these -l' 
are enjoying and defending life, and liberty, acquiring possessions, and protecting property, -
and pursuing and obtaining sa~ety, happiness, and privacy. 

Under the title WTBB PUBPOSB OP GOVBJlNMBIfT: "AB11CLB 1., SBCTJOR 2& STATBS: l' " 
"All political power is inherent in the people. Government is instituted for their protection, . 
security and ~enefit, and they have the right to alter or reform it when the public good 
may require. n l 
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--------------------------------r ______ ------------------~-------
r In the literature it states ~talathion is a neurotoxin causing neurological and behavioral 

disorders as well as depression. The literature also states that Malathion can even cause 
cancer and birth defects. 

r If merely one or t.wo journals stated the above, one would not take the literature too 
seriously. However, many medical journals in the United States along with European and 
Asian Journals reiterate these same facu over and over qain. 

r We are told by the professionals from the California Department of Food and A1rieulture, 
the Los Angeles County Health Department, the Govemor of California and other state 

r authorities that chUdren, pregnant women, the elderly, those who are W and thole who 
are chemically sensitive need not worry about the aerial sprayinc of Malathion. because 
it poses no threat to anyone in the amount beiJll sprayed over Los Anceles and aurroundinl 

r areu. 

Yet we hear of reports of spontaneous abortions; of entire ne"hborhoodl becominlill after 
a sprayinc. We are ctven the Los Anlelea County Health Department number to call It 

rf we feel matter a .ayinc. The health department in turn ltat. our symptoms mUit be 
from other causes and refers us to our doctor. 

r The doctors (ira the spray areas) have been riven a 'DBAIl DOCTOR Wi'll'" by the Los 
Anceles County Health Department statinr that when a patient presents .ymptollll of 
pesticide poisoninc, he is to "find causes other than 'Malathion poisoninl'." 

r We are told by reputable health profeuionala and from reading the Uterature in medical 
journals that Malathion should not be sprayed on urban populations. Yet our own California 
Department of Food and Acriculture alone with the Loa Ancel. Cour.ty Health Department r-'states that these prof_ionall are not "mainltream" Icientists and therefore Ihould not 
be taken seriously. 

r-We are told the long-term effects of Malathion sprayinc (cancer, birth defects and 
neurolorical deficits) may be more HrioUi than the short-term effects. Alain the Loa 
Anleles Health Department merely ltat. that tboIe Icientlita purportinc these Idea are 
not of the "mainstream," and that they are spea.lclnc out u a minority in the scientiflc r' community; yet senior scientists 'from the EPA and the world's lea_ tomcol.t claim 
Malathion can be cancer causi",. In fact, the January lit, 1988 EPA Report Itates there 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

are data raps in delayed neurotoxicity, inhalation, chronic feeding and metaboUsm. . 

When the aerial sprayinr of Malathion first beran in southem California an expert witness 
for pesticides and toxic chemicals wu' contacted by someone from the state recardiDI 
a study on the population at risk. Needless to say this was the first and last contact made 
to this professional, leaving one to question the state's motives by neclectine to foUow
up with a study on the citizens. 

The Insecticide, Funrieide and Rodenticide Act clearly Itates that a pesticide can only 
be used on a population after the testinc of th1I particular pesticide hu been proven safe. 
Malathion hu never been proven sate to Ipray over an urban population. It II beiJII used 
because it came in by way of the back-door throup an 'emelleftey' state. 

A report insticateet by California State Senator N. P,tria on pesticide reruJations tella 
how the state tODcoiortsu are beinc used u 'window dr_iDl' only, and are not allowed 



to actually participate in many of the most serious decisions on regulatory matters 
concerning pesticides. 

'A report signed by Beverlee Myers in 1981 (California Health & Safety Worker) stated 
Malathion was safe to spray over urban populations. Looking up the journals from the 
reference section of this particular report confirmed what 1 had thought- many of these 
journals stated there were adverse affects on living beings. 

The chanling of Marc Lappe's (Ph.D) figures regarding the safety of Malathion (1981) has 
led me to cast an even more suspicious eye on the state and the Los Angeles County Health 
Department (1990) regarding the mass spraying (poisoning) of an urban area. 

In World War D the Germans spoke of chemical warfare. A chapter in this book also 
addresses chemical and biological warfare. Could this type of warfare possibly be happening 
to America? You must understand that the United States is the largest manufacturer of 
nerve lUes today. I,leave it up to you the reader to decide for yourself after reading this 
chapter. 

A report on the safety of Malathion in relation to birth detects hu been held up by the 
state repeatedly u a report showilll that Malathion is safe to use on an urban population. 
Yet this report hu never been published, and accordinl to a hlIhly qualitied scientist the 
study wW never be published in the form it is now in because of its lack of validity. The 
author of this unpublished study sits on the Los Angeles Health Advisory Panel Committee. 

'lbe book Usb tests completed by Eldon Savlle, Ph.D. Ihowina how larCe dOHI of Malathion 
affects the neurolocica1 system. The book also Usts a non-Invuive tat tor tine motor 
IkUl deficits due to low dose exposure to Malathion, lead, nickel etc. Altho. the 'IP A' 
and 'WHO' have used this instrument ncc_fully for ten yean the State of California hu 
yet to use this non-invasive, fifteen minute test which is also. a low COlt test and could 
be used in the schools to test for fine motor akW deficits due to the spraYinl of Malathion 
and other toxins. 

An analytic chemist stat. that the choUnesterue test is not the proper test for low dole 
Malathion (whicb is what is beinl aprayed on the population). He states that there are 
other tests more appropriate (I ... itive) which he hopes to let the state to use. It is 
interestins to note that this more lensitive type test hu bee" in the scientific titerature 
for some time and yet the state hal not developed this test during the one year spraytnc 
of Los· Angeles, althoUlh they have had the ability to develop this test within their own 
laboratory. 

A double blind study wu done by a cert1fled eYironmental physician on the aerialspraytnc 
of Malathion near a school in Oeorpa and the tests showed there were detinite eftects 
on behavior and academic skills of these children. 

The government fint sprayed Florida in 1955, 1956 and the Bay Are~ in 1981 and Los Ancel .. 
and surroundins cities in 1984 and .,sin in 1989 and 1990. When they sprayed the Bay Area 
in 1981 over protests and law suits by each and every town who was being sprayed, the then 
Governor, Jerry Brown, listened to the people and refused to give the s~ate permission 
to spray. However, the federal government stepped in and said they would ban all fruits 
and produce being shipped across the United States by California, wess they were allowed 
to spray. It was only then Jerry Brown relented and gave the government permission to 
spray. 

In the 1981 aerial sprayins of northern California there were helicopter accidents, maimed 
citizens, and pilot deaths. There were 'accidental' dumpinp of Malathion on individuals 
which left their life in shambles. There were over a do.en childrens' deaths related to 
the sprayinc. 
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Now Los Angeles and surrounding areas are being sprayed and some health professionals 
tried to get the California Medical Association (CMA) to take a stand against the spraying, 
but the final say of how the CMA delegates vote is left up to the CMA- and the members 
must 'spew' the party line, and so no stand was taken by the delegates to ban the spraying. 

Yet Dr. Alan Levin, M.D. and allergist of San Francisco gave his testimony at the Los 
Angeles City Council stated, if you give a physician immunity he will tell you that to spray 
Malathion on an urban population is unsafe. 

What is so interesting is that during the Los Angeles hearing on Malathion spraying, the 
Los Angeles County Health Department and the California Department of Food and 
Agriculture were asked over and over again if there were any studies done showing the 
aerial spraying of Malathion over an urban population to be safe. They all stated there 
were no such studies. 

As the Editor of this book I did find a study in the University of California San Francisco 
Library, dated 1955 and published by the AMA and printed in the Industrial Archives of 
Health. It stated aerial spraying of Malathion was used as a test over an urban area in 
Planada, California (San Joaquin Valley). The conclusion of the study was that it was safe 
to spray over an urban population. This study was funded by a manufacturer of Malathion. 

There are many entomologists today who state the Medfiy has become endemic to the 
United States, and these same scientists also state they have actually found ways to control 
the Medfiy biologically, rather then through the spraying of Malathion along with other 
toxic ingredients which not only destroys the Medfiy (temporarily) but also the beneficial 
insects (bees, lady bugs, spiders, etc) as well as the soil. Many of the residents of Los 
Angeles are stating that not only are the bees and lady bugs and spiders dying but the fish 
and birds as well. 

You, the reader, may want to ask is there a cover-up going on within the State of California 
regarding the aerially spraying of Malathion. And my answer to you would be, "I don't 
Imow." I do know several of the health professionals I interviewed for this book were all 
of a sudden not allowed to participate in the book. I also know of one scientist at a large 
university who has been quietly threatened and the same time told to back-off· from the 
controversy. I leave it up to you the reader to decide for yourself, if in fact, you think 
there is a cover-up within the county, state and federal government. 

One of the world's leading toxicologists, Samuel Epstein, was an expert witness in a court 
trial in the .Malathion issue. His credentials are impecable. He has held posts at many 
of the leading universities. His findings were that Malathion not only interferes with 
learning, but can cause birth defects and cancer as well. Dr. Epstein also stated in the 
court trial that the 'inert' ingredients are highly toxic to man, and that Malathion changes 
into 'malaoxon' which is much much more toxic to humans than Malathion. In the court 
trial this physician came out in no uncertain terms and stated that the state was behaving 
in a reckless and irresponsible way by allowing the aerial sprayjng of a toxic pesticide over 
an urban area. 

It seems that the helicopter company spraying the Los Angeles area is owned by a man 
who sits on the California pesticide board. Just recently the FAA has learned that the 
helicopters that have been spraying in formation over these urban areas have a maximum 
speed of 78 miles per hour. The minimum speed limit according to FAA regulatiOns is 150 
miles per hour. Thus the flying of helicopters over urban areas at the low speed of 78 miles 
per hour is illegal and it seems the bi-plane people have brought this bit of information 
to the attention of the FAA. 

Victims of the Malathion aerial spraying are finally allowed for the first time (in this book) 
to describe to the state what happened to them after they were sprayed. Heretofore the 
state has refused to listen! 



One dedicated citizen, Jean Hinsley, found there were no surveys being taken by the state 
of people. who were being aerially sprayed with Malathion. As a concerned citizen, Jean 
began a search on her own time to find out exactly what was happening to the people, only 
to realize that many had become ill after the spraying. Before it was over Jean had 
surveyed three Pony League teams who were directly sprayed, plus many spectators, as 
well as other neighborhood groups. Please find a chart of Jean's surveys in Chapter 5. 

It is also interesting to note when the state found Ms. Hinsley had taken her own surveys 
they became quite 'frantic' and at the same time quite interested in her surveys and even 
called her home to discuss how they may get hold of a copy. It seems they were willing 
to go to any length to get hold of her survey. Months later the Los Angeles County Health 
Department has yet to conduct their own survey. 

As the Editor I conducted numerous interviews with politicians, lawyers, and health 
professionals, as well as victims of the spraying. It was also interesting to note that many 
scientists were willing to be interviewed, but were later intimidated and refused to 
participate in the book. 

As this book goes to press I found that the Federal Registrar, dated June 22, 1990 under 
the Department of Agriculture -Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (Docket 90-
108) has not only found 'outbreaks' of the Medfly in California and Florida, but has also 
concluded the fly has the potential to establish itself in the States of Alabama, Arizona, 
Georgia, Louisiana, MiSSissippi, South Carolina, and Texas. The Department proposes to 
not only spray these states, but the entire United States Mainland! Just recently the state 
of California not only sprayed Los Angeles and surrounding areas, but San Diego, Riverside 
and San Bernadino County as well as the State of Florida. 

According to USDA we have an extended time, November 9th, 1990, to give our input on 
why we believe it is harmful to aerial spray urban areas. The USDA will also consider input 
on intergrated control, sterile insect technique, etc. 

You may write your views to the following: (Be sure to include the Docket Number of 
90-108 on outside envelope). Michael T. Werner, Deputy Director, Environmental 
Documentation, Biotechnology, BiologiCS, and Environmental Protection, APHIS, USDA, 
Room 828, Federal Building, 6505, Belcrest Road, Hyattsville, Maryland 20782. Telphone 
No. (301)-436 8565. 

According to Cesar Chavez, Malathion will only be used until it is found that it actually 
does not eradicate the Medfiy, and then something much more toxic will be used on the 
~pulation. 

Cesar's suggestion to stop this fiagrant injustice of aerially spraying is by boycotting the 
manufacturers products: i.e.; they spray dangerous pesticides on grapes- so, Cesar's message 
is, "Don't buy the grapes!" 

Another way for states to regain their constitutional freedoms are through the courts and 
just this past June (1990) a land-mark case was held in a court of law on Malathion in El 
Cajon, California. This was the very first time live witness testimony was allowed into 
a court of law regarding Malathion. Dr. Samuel Epstein, the world's l~ading toxicologist, 
gave live-witness testimony which will now be used as the classic format for not only 
California but the entire United States to stop this irresponsible spraying of pesticides 
over urban areas. 

And yet another avenue to stop the spraying is through the Initiative Referendum Process. 
According to Eleanor Gillardi, "There is only one route to follow when all else fails, (when 
it boils down to the bottom line), and that is the State Initiative Referendum Process. 
Through this process the citizen can take matters into his own hands by writing his own 
law(s); thus one can bypass the elected official(s) who has done nothing over the years to 
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protect the citizen. In many cases the elected official is so owing to the vested interests, 
(who have given money to his campaign) ..• that this politician will do nothing to risk losing 
his campaign financing... thus the only way to win is through the State Initiative 
Referendum Process. II 

The states that have this process are: Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, 
Florida, Idaho, illinois, Maine, Massachuetts, Michigan, i\1issouri, Montana, Nebraska, 
Nevada, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington and 
Wyoming. 

A NOTICE BAS BEEN SENT OUT STATIMG THE UHlTED STATES GOVEBlfMEKT IS 
CONSIDERING SPRAYING CHEMICALS ACROSS THIS NATION TO EllADICATE THE 
MEDlTERRlAN FRUIT PLY 

NanCE OF INTENT (SUMMARY) 
PEDERAL llBGISTllAll NOTICE VOLUME 55, No. W, PBlDAY, JUIfB 22, 1990 
We are advising the public that the animal and plant health inspection service intends to 
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (ElS) for the medical cooperative eradication 
program. The Environmental Impact Statement will analyze potential environmental effects 
of a program to eradicate the Mediterrian Fruitfiy from the United States mainland. 

We are also requesting comments from public government agencies and private ~ndustry 
concerning this issue that should be addressed in the environmental impact statement. 

Consideration will be given only to comments received on or before August 21st, 1990. 
Scoping Process: The initial step and process of EIS development is scoping. Sceping 
includes solicitation of public involvement in the form of either written or oral comments 
and evaluation of these comments. We are therefore asking for written comments that 
identify significant environmental issues that should be analyzed by the EIS. The major 
issues: The following are some of the major issues that will be discussed in the ElS (1) 
Program control and alternatives. (2) Use of chemically applied chemical pesticides. (3) 
Potential impacts of the alternatives on the physical environment, non-target organisms 
incuding endangered and threatened species, and the human environment regarding health 
and safety. (4) For potential cumulative effects and impact. (5) Monitoring. 

What you need to do is send yoW' written comments including· the original and three copies 
by registered mail to Michael T. Werner, Deputy Director Envionmental Documentation 
Bio-technology, Biologics and Environmental Protection. APHIS, USDA, Room 828, Federal 
Building, 6505 Belcrest Rd .. , Hyattsville, Maryland 20782, Reference Docket No. 90-108. 
Or send your originals to National Coalition Against Pesticide Abuse, P.O. Box 63302, Los 
Angeles, California 90063. For further information or assistanc;e please (818) 784-5107. 



ORGANIZATIONS FIGHTING THE AERIAL SPRAYING 
OF MALATHION IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

S.A.F.E. 
P.O. box 63302 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90036 
(818) 359-2491 

Pasadena Area Coalition 
Against Malathion 

ACTION NOW 
2219 W. Olive Ave., Suite 254 
Burbank, Ca. 91506 
(818) 567 0904 or (213) 452 9605 

115 W. CaliforQia Blvd., Suite 419 
Pasadena, Ca. 91105 

Remedy Our Laws 
c/o Oscar Singer 
P.O. Box 63302 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90063 
(818) 359-2491 (818) 449-4566 

NCAPA 
18034 Ventura Blvd., Suite 173 
Encino, Ca. 91316 
(818) 784-5107 

Learn how to fight against the aerial spraying of pesticides in your own area by calling 
one of the above named organizations. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Financial aid is urgently needed by the above named organizations in 
order to continue the fight against aerial spraying! 

Contact Oscar Singer in order to learn how to place an initiative on the baliot in your state. 
The initiative is the power of the electors to propose statutes and amendments to the 
constitution. About 21 states have this initiative. Oscar Singer's telephone number is area 
code (213) 263-2640. 

Adelaide Nimitz and friend getting ready for a Malathion Rally! 



Introduction 

For 10 months, from August 10, 1989 to May 30, 1990, residents of Los Angeles were sprayed 
with 47,000 gallons of technical grade malathion in a campaign that covered a maximum 
area of 536 square miles, included the release of 3.6 billion sterile Medflies and reached 
a cost of over $36 million dollars. The aerial spraying of malathion over urban areas has 
been a central piece in the campaigns the California Department of Food and Agriculture 
has waged since 1975 to prevent the Mediterranean Fruit Fly from establishing itself in 
California. For the last ten years, CDFA has assured the public that aerial spraying over 
urban areas poses no risk and malathion is a "safe" substance. After more than ten years, 
the Medfly "eradication" campaign has proven unsuccessful in preventing the insect from 
reappearing in California and a growing number of independent entomologists believe that 
the Medfly is established in the state. Meanwhile, Californians have become aware of 
the risks to human health posed by the aerial spraying of malathion. 

Gradually, residents of sprayed areas in California became concerned as many of them 
experienced illnesses they believe were caused by exposure to the malathion solution. 
Their concerns grew as they learned from scientists and physicians that there were risks 
of acute and chronic adverse etrects that were not being acknowledged by the state 
officials. Concern turned into organized political action when they ran into ' evasive, 
arrOilant or adversarial attitudes from o!ficials of the CDFA or the Department of Health 
Services. Scientists found it difficult not to get involved when they heard m~ading 

' statements being made publicly on matters in which they had expertise. Attempt.. to 
exchange views with state officials were met with attitudes that these scientist.. found 
foreign to the scientific tracltion and professional standards of conduct. Slowly, a group 
of community activists, residents of sprayed areas, scientist.. and health professionals, 
environmentalists and elected public officials have created a serious opposition movement. 
This book is a comprehensive selection of the most relevant documents, data, opinions, 
and testimonies on the medical, SCientific, ethical and poli tical issues raised during thia 
debate. 

The reader may find the information in this book disturbing. You will learn that thousands 
of residents of the sprayed areas have reported classical symptoms of malathion poisoning 
consistently after the pesticides are sprayed over their neighborhoods. That the solution 

. sprayed contains technical grade malathion,S percent of which consists of 16 "impurities", 
some of Which are more toxic than malathion. That state officials have consistently claimed 
that 'there are no significant risks for human health, but fail to present scientific studies 
to back up their assertion, while SCientists affiliated to prestigious institutions have offered 
expert testimony, based oli numerous published scientific studies, that point to serious 
risks of acute and chronic adverse etrects. That the larger the population exposed, the 
higher the number of people that are especially susceptible to the actions of malathion. 
(Any statement about a particular dose causing a given effect, is based on an average, 
and in any calculation of an average, there are people at both ends of the curve. In a 
population larger than a million and a half, even just the 1 percent on the high end of the 
curve, representing people that are very sensitive, amounts to 15,000 people). That the 
objections of city governments in Southern California have been overridden under a "state 
of emergency" declared by Governor Deukejian. That the CDFA has justified its actions 
claiming that the establishment of the Medfly wollld spell disaster for California's 
agriculture. Yet, official estimates place the costs to agriculture at S194 to 205 million 
annually. This figure, which several entomologists consider grossly exaggerated, repre5ents 
only 1.2% of the estimated 16.5 to 17 billion dollars annual value of Califoria crops. 

What is abundantly clear is that, whether or not there is a serious risk to the health of 
Cali(mu~ or an impending crisis for California's agriculture, there is a crisis of 
CPlJ!j~c~ in the institutions entrusted with protecting the health and economic well-being 
of the state's residents. This loss of credibility is the direct result of ttle attitude and 
behavior of state officials. 



State health officials claim t,hat the "doses" applied are too low to pose any risks (curious!v, 
they use the word "dose", which refers to the amount to which a person is actually exposed, 
to refer to the amounts deposited on the ground. 

Given the magnitude of the urban spraying operation, only the state and county Departments 
of Health Services have the resources and personnel to adequately monitor the population 
in the sprayed areas. Such efforts can at best be described as inadequate. They have been 
more concerned with exonerating malathion as the Cause of thousands of reports of adverse 
reactions and supporting the CDFA than in responding compassionately and professionally 
to the concerns of residents .... There is no serious effort by health officials to monitor the 
exposure levels of the population and to conclusively establish whether there is a correlation 
between exposure to malathion and the symptoms reported by thousands of residents. At 
best, an experiment is being carried out on the pop,ulation of Los Angeles, and no one is 
collecting the data. 

After examining the scientific literature, I and many independent scientists have found 
no evidence to back up the state's assertion that applying technical grade malathion on 
the amounts mentioned before, over a densely populated urban area, is safe for human 
health. At best, this should be considered an experimental situation, and this raises the 
issue of informed consent. Even when a substance is used experimentally for the benefit 
of a terminally ill patient, he must give his consent after receiving all the relevant 
information. In this case, not only have those affected not been asked for their informed 
consent, but their objections and those of their elected representatives have been ignored 
under the existing state of emergency. Informed consent is not an issue in a totalitarian 
society. It certainly should be in a democracy. 

Much of the concern of residents was prompted by their suffering from acute health effects. 
But far more serious are the possible long-term delayed neurotoxic effects of malathion. 
In April 1990, the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress issued a very timely 
report on Neurotoxicity prepared by a Neuroscience Advisory panel consisting of 12 of 
the most authoritative neurosc ientists and 6 of the foremost experts on neurotoxicity. 
Under the heading of "neurotoxic pesticides" the report states that carbamates and 
organophosphates, the class of pesticides that malathion belongs to, "are the most 
neurotoxic classes of pesticides used in the United States and are the most common causes 
of agricultural poisoning: In California, malathion is the 3rd most frequently cited cause 
of agricultural poisoning amongst the organophosphates. The report notes that "a number 
of researchers have observed persistent alteration of brain function" after exposure to 
organophosphates which "can produce delayed and persistent neuropathy by damaging certain 
neurons in the spinal cord and peripheral nervous system." It discusses case reports after 
poisoning with parathion, mevinphos and malathion, which "indicated that 4 to 9 percent 
of the acutely poisoned individuals experienced delayed or persistent neurological and 
psychiatric effects' (such as) " ... agitation, insomnia, weakness" nervousness, irritability, 
forgetfulness and confusion, and depression; persistent mental disturbances, reported 
as delirium, combativeness, hallucinations, or psychosis. 

I must emphasize that just as the OTA report points out about neurotoxic agents in general, 
I believe that we do not know with certainty what is the full extent of the risk of neurotoxic 
effects posed by spraying of a substance with neurotoxic potential like malathion, over 
an urban area. The risk, however, has simply been ignored by state officials. But there 
is a body of evidence documenting neurotoxic effects, including, but not exclusive to, the 
studies by Dr. Satoshi Ishikawa in the Saku region of Japan. The state has attempted to 
discredit his work, which has been published in international peer-reviewed journals, by 
having an alleged "panel of experts" pass judgment on Dr. Ishikawa's work, a procedure 
which is unprecedented in scientific circles and amounts to no more than a public relations 
ploy . 

StBte officials claim that most scientists agree that what t hey are doing poses no risk and 
dismisses scientists voicing concerns as scientists outside the mainstream. On occasion 
they will claIm that there is a disagreement between scientists. But what I have seen 
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throughout this debate is, on one side, independent scientists, active in research, members 
of scientific societies, affiliated to prestigious institutions, voicing concerns about the 
behavior of the CDF A and the risks to the health of the population of California, and on 
the other, highly paid appointed public officials, who I have never seen or heard present 
their credentials as scientists, and whose publications (the measure of the calliber of a 
scientist) I have yet to find in any prestigious scientific journal, making claims that are 
unsupported by the scientific literature. It is very telling that in no public forum that I 
am aware of, has the CDFA or CDHS presented the public testimony of scientists who 
have presumably authored those studies which they claim prove that their malathion 
spraying campaign poses no risks. But while scientific data and opinion plays an important 
role in this debate, it is clear that public policy is being based on other considerations. 
Only effective political and legal action will force the reversal of a policy that, as the 
sub-title of this book indicates, has lead to "the poisoning of our people. It 

Jorge ManCillas, PH.D., Neurobiologist. UCLA 



Chapter 1 
VICTIMS TELL THEIR STORY 



Introduction to Chapter 1 I< ....... 
--------------------------------~~ 

In an article by John Schneider, 'Millionth Child, ' a 5 year old girl dies of cancer. This 
family's backyard was directly next to the airport. The helicopters , used for aerial spraying 
of malathion, could be seen by the girl's mother on many occasions, 'sloshing' malathion 
out of their t anks with a 'mist' forming, and coming down directly into their backyard. 

Molecular Biologist Paul McClain, Ph.D. is interviewed on a Los Angeles (KPF A) radio 
show. Victims of the spray area call in sharing their stories with the audience; relating 
how malathion has affected their lives. 

A citizen in the Monrovia area, who wishes to remain anonymous, was interviewed and 
she tells of becoming acutely ill within an hour after gardening in her back yard (day.s s/t·el' 
the spraying). According to Dr. Samuel Epstein, once the sun causes these other impurities 
sprayed to rise in the air, these particular impurities can become even more toxic to humans 
than the malathion. 

A chemically sensitive young woman who was sprayed has now become even more sensitized 
since she has been sprayed with malathion. 

A woman tells of being aerially sprayed in 1981 in the Bay Area and then moving to Los 
Angeles. She now has two children and tells how she herself has become ill after each 
spraying and she relates how frightened and angry she is over fear of her children's health. 

A professor at California State University-Los Angeles tells her own story of not only having 
'flu-like' symptoms after the aerial spraying of malathion but central nervous system 
symptoms as well, (lack of concentration, memory loss (vocabulary loss) with a slurring 
of speech, and a jaw that was unresponsive). She suffered deep depression with vague 
thinking patterns and was unable to prepare lectures for her classes. Alter . suffering for 
sometime she then discovered a homeopathic remedy for malathion poisoning and tells 
us how this remedy has helped turn her life around for the better. 

Another mother in the 1984 Los Angeles spray campaign, gives her affidavit regarding 
the spraying at that time. A notice was sent by the county which stated aerial spraying 
was perfectly safe for children. Believing the notice, the mother stood on the porch with 
her young daughter watching the helicopters spray malathion only to realize too late ... her 
daughter had become critically ill by the next day. 

Note: For further testimonies of people from the Los Angeles area regarding the effects 
of malathion spraying on them, plus discoveries they have made during this time, please 
write to Sacramento and ask for Report on Hearing or ~e State Rules Committee, dated 
February 21 , 1990, State Capital, Box 942849, Sacramento, California 94249-0001. Price: 
$6.00, plus 6 3/4% sales tax. Make check payable to the State of California. 
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MILLIONTH CWLD 
By John Schneider 
As Narrated by Gloria Martinez 
First AppeaI'ed Rio Hondo College (La Cima Magazine, Whittier) 
(EJ::cerpted) Reprinted with Permission, Copyright 1990 

The little girl laughed as her small furry companion chased her across the their 
back yard. As the dog pulled an evasive maneuver the girl tried to turn quickly, but tripped 
and went sprawling on the dewy grass. The dog's consoling presence greeted her instantly 
as he whinned and lapped at her grass stained cheek, urging her back into the chase. She 
rose and, with a loud giggle, pursued Pepper again. They continued their frolic in their 
little piece of heaven, upon God's earth and under His sky, surrounded with each other's 
friendship, in El Monte, on July, 198!. 

The happy routine of the Martinez family was interrupted on January 12, 1984, when 
Leticia's first symptoms appeared. She was stricken with a high fever and vomiting. At 
Kaiser Permanente, she was diagnosed as having a bronchial infection, and was given 
antibiotics. 

In February, the family had settled in for dinner when David, Leticia's father, remarked 
that Leticia's eyes were crossing. Gloria, her mother, saw the problem plainly the next 
morning as she combed out her daughter's beautiful waist length hair. 

A nurse-practitioner at Kaiser referred her to an ophthalmologist, who said she had 
strobisimus, an eye problem that could be corrected, but also referred her to a neurologist. 

After many tests, primarily for balance and coordination, David and Gloria were told that 
their child was alright. In the beginning of March, Leticia was hard at play in the park, 
enjoying the firm, centrifugal thrill of the swing set. Then she made a little girl choice 
to move to the slide, as her mother watched. Gloria felt her heart go into her stomach 
as she saw her child walking, lean off balance to the left. 

Leticia had never fully recovered from her previous illness, and the next day in Kaiser's 
emergency room the Martinez family was told their daughter was alright, but had better 
see a neurologist, "just in case." As the emergency room doctor ruled out the "possibility 
of a tumor," Gloria was taken aback. She had never before considered this horrific 
possibility. Later, a CATscan was set up, where the brain is pictured in a three-dimensional 
pattern with numerous x-rays. 

The medication that was to sedate her enough to get a good picture wasn't working. Another 
administered dose failed to get any results, and she left without getting the examination. 

Soon after the aborted CATscan, Leticia attempted a simple dance step that she had earlier 
mastered. She was loosing her excellent sense of balance though, and kept falling down 
on the polished wood noors of the studio. She could no longer dance. 

On April 4, another CATscan was attempted. The results brought the most crushing possible 
news to the Martinez's. The x-rays detected a large, inoperable brain tumor, very centrally 
located on the base of Leticia's brain stem. The young child was given three months to 
live . 

... Friday, C'n the second week of her stay in Children's Hospital, was not a good day for 
Leticie . St,e was wracked by muscle spasms, clenching her jaw and biting her tongue. 
In interu;j,·" care she Just worsened. She had to be put on an air respirator. 

On July 1984, it was decided that they should try to remove the respirator . Afterward, 
she w~~ ·.'t h:"athing properly, so the devise was re-inserted, in itself a painful and traumatic 
proc( ~..t:.~. ThE' M£:t!nez family was told that the next time they took her off the devise, 
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it could not be reinserted because they had already torn her esophagus. Her heart rate 
was much too high and she was suffering too much. The doctors recommended and the 
family earnestly conferred and resolved. Leticia would be taken off the respirator and 
put into God's hands. 

The doctors in charge of Leticia had no easy client in David l\-lartinez. While Gloria's 
approach was just to deal with the "here and now," David's state of mind kept asking "what, 
how, and w~y?1t as he watched his beautiful young daughter struggle with her life. It was 
David, to Gloria's disbelief, who kept trying to make a connection to his daughter's illness 
and the ~falathion aerial treatment program, whose helicopters filled and refilled, landed 
and departed just a few hundred yards away from their own back yard, separated from 
the EIl\lonte Airport runway by a 5 foot ivy covered fence, during 1980 and part of '81. 

••• A t one point, David asked the doctor overseeing the procedures, "Could the Malathion 
have caused Leticia's tumor?" 

"Yes, it could have been responsible,". the doctor replied. "Would you sign a statement 
to this effect?" asked David. "No." replied the doctor. 

••• Gloria recalled during the 1981 treatments how she could see the helicopters silhouetted 
against the far runway lights. As they rose, tanks brimming with the Malathion in' bait 
cargo, she saw several slosh out a liquid substance, which quickly dissipated in the heavy 
rotor down drafts, which shook the branches on their small fruit tree. 

After calling the airport the following morning, she was told not to worry, the 1: quid they 
said was a "small amount of bait overfiow', and did not pose any harm to local ~ ::sidents.fI 

Pepper, their dog, died after exhibiting unusual behavior, including heavy salivation and 
spasm, one month later. When a reporter asked how much her little girl played in the back 
yard, she replied, wistfully, "Leticia and Pepper were back there constantly ••• " 

On January 18, 1985, dangerous symptoms of lethargy afflicted Leticia. The doctors 
suggested she had only about seven days left. They could only offer, at this 'point, to put 
the girl on a new, experimental form of chemo (chemical) therapy. Gloria ,and David's 
many hours logged within the walls of local medical institutions had revealed the grim, 
sometimes torturous goings on there. Watching children bleed and die from the 
chemotherapy itself, and getting to know those agonizing parents convinced them ••• 

••• A herbal practitioner in Tijuana had good references and testimonies to his credit, and, 
while he made no promises, he assured them Leticia would be comfortable. The treatments 
began on January 21 and lasted until March 15. 

During the drive to Tijuana for another scheduled treatment, Leticia became very ill and 
started vomiting. After they cleaned her up they decided to continue on to a small, Catholic 
hospital in that city, staffed with gentle, compassionate nuns. At 2:00, March 23, 1985, 
within the sunny, whitewashed walls of the Hospital Del Carmen, Leticia Martinez passed 
away, up and out of her parents arms and her own wilted body, to a place many of us believe 
is better •••• 

From November 1989 to May of '90, the Martinez's have had to live with the large, insect 
like craft and their questionable cargo. They lived again with the booming fliers, and worst, 
possible contamination of their house and yard. Their neighborhood, to add possible injury 
to inconvenience, is also in a spray zone, and so they got a direct dousing with ltlalathion 
in bait about every two weeks •• 

They fear for their remaining child ••• Mando, who suffers from asthma and many allergies. 
He is alway~ suffering more ill symptoms after a direct spraying, Gloria informed the writer. 
She has 8!"rived at tne same presumption as her husband; that lfla1athion may very well 
have been tne :au\e of their daughters's cancer. 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS PROPESSOR WITH 
MEMORY LOSS, DEPRESSION, DUE TO 
REPEATED SPRAYING OP MALATmON 

MALA11iION: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

LUANE: I teach at California State University, Los Angeles. I became very ill early on 
with 'fiu-like' symptoms (sore throats, headaches, malaise, aching and muscle spasms in 
arms and legs) following the first spraying. By the 2nd and 3rd spraying I was experiencing 
serious central nervous system symptoms. 

I began having extreme memory loss along with the inability to concentrate. I had a slurring 
of speech and my jaw became very unresponsive. I had a vocabulary loss where I simply 
couldn't find words, and even very simple ones. Por instance, if I started to say ••• nl am 
going to close the door, It by. the time I got to the end of the sentence, 'door' wouldn't be 
there. I came to the point where I literally could not lecture. I had to start substituting 
other activities in my classes. I was also extremely depressed. 

EDITOR: Were you depressed because of your memory deficits and lack of concentration 
or was ita different kind of depression? 

LUANE: I was clinically depressed. I was chemically depressed; a great deal of crying, 
and vague thinking patterns. I couldn't focus my thoughts. I couldn't plan my classes. I 
have never gone into a class unplanned. You just donlt go into a 4 hour class unplanned. 
I would just wander into the class and feel guilty I hadn't done any preparation. It was 
really awful. 

Pirst I went to a physician and he said I just had the 'fiu.' I was about six weeks into this 
when I talked to some people in our area who understood the harm malathion· can do and 
and then I took a homeopathic remedy for malathion. A mild form of the only known 
antedote, which is Atropine. It is something you don't fool around with either; but I thought 
about it for a long time and then I did take the homeopathic form. It is not like taking 
Atropine in a hospital. Within 21 days the symptoms were greatly improved. It was 
astounding. This simply reinforced my own feelings that my symptoms were due to 
organophosphate poisoning, because you don't respond to an antedote unless you have been 
poisoned. 

I work in one spray area, and I live in another spray area. So I would be sprayed one day 
at home and go to school the next day and be sprayed again. It would be a double exposure 
for me. There was really no way to escape it. Until finally I decided to leave home and 
stay in a motel or with relatives during the spraying times, plus take my homeopathic 
remedy. 

I am better then I Wti. I still don't have quite the same drive, but I am getting better. 

Luane Oberholtzer, M.A. 
Pasadena, California 
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KPPK RADI<r"THE WIZARD SHOW" 
(GUEST) PAUL MCCLAIN, MOLECULAR BIOLOGIST 
INTERVIEWED BY 
(HOST) BOB NEILSON 
AND TELEPHONE CALLERS VICTIMS SHARE THEIR STORIES WITH RADIO AUDIENCE 

BOB NIELSON: Hello, you are on the air. 

CAIJ,ER: I subscribe on your show, by the way. I have just been diagnosed as having a 
full blown classic, (was the doctor's term) seizure disorder, which I believe, is the current 
euphemism for epUepsy, ••• and the interesting thing is I am 59 years old. I can trace the 
symptomatology in a sub-elinical fashion back in my life, but, the overt symptomatology 
definitely coincided with the acid spraying. I live at Boyle Heights in Los Angeles, I have 
been very heavily sprayed from the earliest times. I thought that might be interesting. 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Yes. A seizure disorder per se besides my kind of orthodox training, 
I also have extensive training in herbals, and botannicals and acupuncture and homeopathy, 
and a number of other areas, and seizure disorders, in my mind, are probably, in many, 
many cases, due to environmental insult, and we've been fairly successful in using a number 
of these so called, "alternative" or wholistic things, to deal with a number of those, and 
as you point out, you're nervous system is much more sensitive, for whatever reason, kind 
of like the straw that breaks the camel's back... The environmental insult may be just 
all it needs to trigger you off, and this again why we question the competency of the medical 
officals, by saying, "Absolutely nobody could be affected by these doses, because they are 
too small." Well you are an example of someone, who can ~ obviously. 

BOB HEILSON: Hello you are on the air: 

CAI.IJDl: Hello •• I have been having eye problems too, and also sinus problems. So I am 
one of the people that is getting affected. I would like to know, first of alL •• do you have 
a number, for people that you treat as far as a phone number for an office or something? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: I personally do not. I do know that doctor Dr. Sadun, at the Doheney 
eye Institute, USC is developing a program, he is an ophthalmologist, and has been spent 
time with Dr. lshlkawa in Japan and looking at the destruction at the optic nerve, so I 
would say he would be your best bet. 

BOB lfBII.80N: Dr. Sadun was a guest on our show (by phone) in February, and also 
presented a very interesting commentary regarding malathion and the optic nerve. 

PAUL MCCLAIN: And again, here is one of those arguments ••• about dose, and systemic, 
if you have to take enough in, to elevate the level in your entire blood stream, to cause 
effects in large muscles, versus the amount that you could get in your eye, which is absorbed 
there, or even systemically how large the optic nerve, is and how susceptible and how large 
the muscles in the eye are, and susceptible they are, can certainly have affects, when you 
are not going to see any effects in other parts of the body. So these are the arguments 
that the state won't even think about getting into when we talk about adverse affects. 
So you are a good example. 

BOB NEILSON: Hello you are on the air ••• 

CALLER.: I t'lave Parkinson's disease, and my brain cells are already deteriorated down 
to r· i'1.1:-)'/ low level. Parkinson's is probably c811Sed by chemical damage, environmental 
chellllclils, at least that is what is thought to be a leading factor in it. I don't want to be 
sprayed with malathion because it is going to push me over the line, I don't have very far 
to ~o l spend $3,000 a year on medication for my Parkinson1s disease, and I want the 
go\' f!l n;'l' LO reimDurse me for this. I think that there may be 50,000 Parkinson's patients 
i~ lhf. L j6.. area. and I think we have the baSis for a class action suit. We don't have very 
far t\"' 1:0. We can't tolerate much of this. I think.. 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS RESIDENT OP MONROVIA 
RESIDENT TELLS WHAT HAPPENED TO A BABY t 
SOME SCHOOLCIDLDREN AND HERSELF 
APTER THE SPRAYING OP MALATHION 

MAL.AniION: TOXIC ""ME BOMB 

EDITOR: I understand you have information concerning a baby who became very ill after 
she was sprayed with malathion in the town of Monrovia? 

RESIDENT: Yes. It was December 7th or December 8th, and the reason I know about this 
incident is the child's baby sitter is my mother's best friend. Both parents of the child 
are teachers. They had put the baby to bed on this particular night in the middle of the 
house where there were no windows (thinking it would be more safe). Unfortunately, there 
was a fireplace in this room and they forgot to close the vent, (the baby was 10 months 
old at the time, completely robust and healthy); at 6:30AM the next morning they found 
the baby unconscious. They could not wake the baby. They rushed her to the Arcadia 
Methodist Hospital, and she was there for 3 or 4 days. 

The doctors at the hospital didn't make the connection between the malathion and the baby's 
Sickness, and neither did the parents. But, the day after they were sprayed, along with 
the baby, I realized I had been displaying malathion symptoms. 

I called and talked with the baby sitter and said here is what I have learned over the last 
two days, and I think there is a connection between what happened to the baby and what 
happened to me during the malathion spraying. I said I had just talked to the department 
of health (Papenakls Office) and mentioned you, and they asked that you call them 
immediately. 

She hung up and called Papenak's office; she talked to both Jacobs and Papanek. After 
they finished the conversation, an hour or so later, I called the baby sitter back, and I said 
well, "What happened?" Wh~re before the baby sitter had also been excited and alarmed, 
••• now that she had talked to Papenak she was ••• I am going to use the phrase, "spewing" ••• 
the party line •• meaning, "O.K. something has happened ••• the baby is not dead." This woman 
is a health worker; she teaches public health at a junior college level. Papernak had· told 
her not to say anything to the press, etc. about the incident because it would cause 
hysteria ••• and that is what she told me. She said they weren't going to say anything about 
it publicly because being a health worker (she has a masters in public health), she 
understands about mass hysteria and how things spread. rhis was just another story they 
clamped down on. 

For the next 3 or 4 spr,ayings, after this incident, the parents took the baby out of town. 
I guess there were so many complaints, (my assumption); after this baby almost died, or 
at least was made unconscious. The next time they sprayed I went out of town. The 3rd 
time they called it off, and the 4th time they sprayed, I stayed to see what would happen. 
I listened to the helicopters. The 1st time they sprayed the helicopters were right overhead 
and it seemed like no more then 300 feet off the ground. It was like apocalypse now; it 
was just terribly loud. The next time I stayed home ••• three or four times later, they went 
overhead, but I could barely hear them. One of my friends, (who knew my story) was 
watching them. She said evidently because they sprayed our area so heavily the first few 
times, they avoided this area when spraying now. So, for a couple of times I know, they 
didn't spray directly over my house. Probably not over this baby's house either. They can't 
afford to lo~e a yea: old baby. 

Later, when I again spoke to the baby sitter she agreed with me that the first time they 
had sprayed they must have dumped all of it, or a large amount ••• more then they had 
intenoed to on this area, because so many people had become ill. 
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I have talked to 4 or 5 other people about this story, and I think someone might have been 
connected with the anti-malathion movement •••• they tried to get information on the files 
at the Health Department to see if there were indeed any records about this baby, 
concerning the malathion incident ••• 1 don't think the county ever went back to the records, 
and/or amended the records to say, "We think the probable cause of this child's 
unconsciousness was exposure to or breathing in of malathion" ••• but I know the day after 
I had called the Poison Control Center, {also connected with Papenakls office) ••• all of my 
records disappeared. 

I don't know if the county (Papenak) included this "baby" and myself as one of the so called 
'100 people' who were made sick through the malathion spraying. Weeks after ••• two months 
after the initial spraying •• the child was still lathergic, slowed down, wouldn't row over, 
was having to be shaken awake, to suckle the bottle; was slow and would just drift off, 
according to the baby sitter (my mother's best friend). 

When I again spoke to the baby sitter at a later date, she said the parents had taken the 
baby out of town 3 or 4 times after the initial spraying in December and that the last few 
sprayings they had covered everything up ••• taped the Windows, etc. and she said the baby 
is now doing fine. 

I think the explanation for all of these very serious health problems were not enough 
safeguards on the spraying apparatus on the helicopters; and they just dumped gallons or 
whatever quantity; just dumped too much of this stuff •• and it was probably impure, also 
there was a really distinctive odor the morning after they sprayed. 

When I talked to this scientist at American Cyanamid •• l talked with his staff first, before 
I spoke to him •• 1 talked about the smell and they said, every time you have malathion with 
a distinctive •• (it smells like death) chemical, metal sort of smell.. that means that the 
malathion is very impure and probably very old. When that happens things start to break 
down and it becomes very toxic. 

RBSIDBIIT: After the first spraying, I waS sick, and after the second spraying I went out 
to the super market right in my area, "Ralphs" and nVon's" and I stood out there for a couple 
of days, and I talked to every woman who had children. 

1 especially talked to a lot of Spanish women, and every one •• 10096 of the people I talked 
to ••• all the women with children who had been sprayed, had a child who was ill or going 
through to emergency room of the hospital, 

EDrroa: How many were there you spoke with? 

BRSJDBNT: 15 to 25. 

EDITOR: 1 wish you had done a survey that morning. 

aRSJDEHT: 1 know. I didn't ... well, I was so sick the morning after. 

Either the kids were sick the next morning, vomiting, and just very sick and/or they had 
a child who was taken to the emergency room or to the doctor the next day because they 
were so sick. 

Later in talking' to women who deal with Latino people, they told me a lot of Latino people 
won't report sic:kness because they are maybe not legal ••• and they won't say anything, so 
obviously these people did not complain. 

I also talked to people in their seventies who had been sprayed and they were telling me 
how they Celt the next morning.. They said they felt bad. They had sore throats, they 
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MALA1liJON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

also said they were old •• and we donlt know whether it is the spray or what •• but you know 
everybody I talked to had talked to their w hole half· block or so, and everyone noticed they 
were sick, especially after the first spraying; this is just from people in this area I assume. 

I haven It gone out since then and talked to anybody. And since then I know they have 
avoided spraying me twice;they have not sprayed overhead, because I have a friend who 
lives 4 blocks kitty cornered from me, and when they would go over his house, he would 
say it sounded like apocalypse now ••• they were low when spraying, but they didn't go over 
my house this particular time, obviously they can control it ••• but that first night they didn't. 

EDITOR: Is your area still being sprayed? 

RESIDENT: They are going to spray this evening, and I am going to stay home, and just 
see what happens, and if I smell it in the morning, what I will do is load my dog in the car 
and run up to the monastery in Sierra Madre foothills and stay all day, and then when I 
return I will stay inside the house. 

Something happened last week ••• 1 have a lot of green trees around my house, but there 
is one area in the back yard, that gets full sun, has no trees to shelter it. I had some guys 
dig up the lawn to prepare for a garden, and I was out there putting little plants in. I was 
out there all day, (5 hours) on my hands and knees, getting exposed to whatever •• l took 
a shower and walked a block and a half to a restaurant, and I almost collapsed. I was 
thinking... "I am feeling so weak, (I had felt weak a week and a half ago after exposure 
to the back yard) I thought I had better write my name and address on a piece of paper 
in case 1 faint." 1 had to sit in the restarant for about two hours before 1 could get enough 
strength to walk a block and a half. Now when I tried to get more information about ••• the 
people I talked to said •• that this is probably the maloxin that is in the soil ••• that was stirred 
up when the people turned the garden over. 1 just can't believe it ••• it just drains the energy 
out of me. I have not been the same since they sprayed in December. If 1 do any digging 
or planting, I notice the effect within three hours. I have no energy. 1 can walk a block 
and a half, that was it ••• 1 almost faint. So I am sure that the people digging in the soU who 
have been sprayed ••• are going to keep running into this symptom. 

EDITOR: This is horrible. This is reminiscent of a bomb being dropped. 

BPSDENT: Yes it is. I called the Poison Control Center last week. I told them what 
had happened. I said, Could you look up maloxin." They looked through the books and 
couldn't find it. They said, "What is maloxin?" I said, "It is a by product when malathion 
changes ••• and as soon as I said malathion, she shut up, and I said, "Are you there, are you 
there?" She said, "We can't handle anything about malathion. This is the Poison Control 
Center." 1 also found out a week and a half ago they had added about 20 people to work 
at the Poison Control Center. They will not even talk to you when you say malathion. 
They say, "Call L.A. County Department of Health." Then they dismiss you one way or 
another. Once I mentioned the word malathion it was ~e ••• silence. and then she said, 
"We can't handle any complaints about malathion." So, I don't know what's going on. 
Papenakls controWng the Poison Control Center. The Department of Health is Controlling 
the Poison Control Center. . 

EDrroR: J~ Poison Control Center part of the Department of Health? 

RESIDENT: It would have to be. I found out from the supervisor of the Poison Control 
Centc: t:l&t Pepenak's office is on the same fioor as the L.A. County Health Department. 
Poiso!~ f.·onl~!>l dJdn't take my address. I said I wanted to be put into the computer, and 
I said wanted her to back-date a call that I put in in December 7th or 8th. 1 don't mow 
if she did it or not. I assume she didn't. So, I don't know what's going on. They are trying 
to kt!~r' eve"yttung very quiet. Obviously people are being made sick, but they can't 
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acknowledge it publicly. Knowing how weak I was a week and a half ago makes me 
concerned about the well being of other people in simUar circumstances. 

About four weeks into the spraying all the news stations, Channel 4,2, 7 and 9, for three 
or four days concentrated all of the sudden on the increase of sick babies going to the 
pediatricians' office. 

EDITOR: Did they say that on the news? 

RESIDENT: It had to be the malathion. That was the only thing that had changed. The 
only variable ••• they said they didn't understand the reason for it. They were saying the 
children had upper respiratory infections, and upper respiratory problems, breathing 
problems ••• which is one of the main symptoms ••• the first symptom of malathion pOisoning 
is sore throat, (which is the breat~ing in of malathin) ••• and it was obvious to us who had 
been priviledged to read all the research from the doctors, that this is what it was. The 
pediatricians all over L.A. County were frantic; they couldn't get the kids to the office 
fast enough to treat them, and there was indeed, no treatment for them. All of sudden 
there were like tens of thousands infants, 2,3 and 4 years old and older children being 
brought in with flu ••• saying 'nu,' but it wasnlt the nu. 

EDITOR: This was after the first spraying? 

Rp.cnDBNT: This was after the first few weeks. After they sprayed everybody and probably, 
and (my guess would be) before they got the spray techniques under control, and my quess 
is that they were heavlly over-dosing everybody by •• who knows ••• X amount times more 
then they should have been. 

mrroR: So this was that in the news? 

BRSJDBNT: Oh, yes, for one whole week this information was bombarded on all the news. 
2,4, 7 and 9 basically had interviews with the pediatricians. The pediatricians were 
overwhelmed. The complaints were all the same ••• upper respiratory, sore throat, lethargy; 
all of these complaints ••• and the school teachers called in •• a lot of the teachers took a 
survey in their classrooms, and had the kids write their names, dates, addresses and write 
a little story, of how they felt the day after the spraying, versus the day before. 

I went through all of these letters myself, 8596 percent of the kids were vomiting, had 
diarrhea, sick at their stomachs, sore throats, nausea, on and on and on. All sorts of 
symptoms •• 4, 5 and 6 grade levels of children who were saying that the day before, they 
sprayed they weren't sick. And all of a sudden these were the symptoms. 

RRSJDBNT: When I went into the hospital after the first spraying, I said I had malathion 
poisoning. First of all they said we don't have the tests, second of all, we don't test, and 
third, we don't accept the fact that malathion is making you sick. 

Did you read the letter that Papenak sent to all the doctors in the spray areas? 

EDITOR: yes. 

RESIDENT: You read what he said? He told the doctors in the spray areas not to put 
malathion down as a cause. The doctors are under orders to find another cause. 

Rex McGee is under Henry Voss. When I talked to Rex McGee and the people in Sacramento, 
I was yelling at thena, Rex McGee laughed in my face •• he said, "We have enough studies, 
there is no way anybody could be made sick." This was after I was made terribly sick ••• He 
laughed in my face an~ he said we have enough studies, we are not going to go and measure, 
and I said. "Come and measure in my bedroom." He said, "We are not going to do that, 
we have finished all c.:.f our studies and you can1t be made sick, so forget it. And then when 
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MALAniION: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

1 talked to somebody else that is equal to Rex McGee, in the department, and I told him 
my story, he was more sympathetic, and I said what is going on with Papenak, and the people 
down here •• Spoughy ••• He said "Papenak and Spougy .•• are only designated spokesmen for 
us. He said they have no control, and no say over what we do •• he said, (I am going to use 
my words) ••• when you are talking to them, you might as well be talking to a stone 
wall ••• because they can't do anything ••• they have to do exactly what we say •• and what we 
tell them to do •• and they have to give the answers we tell them to give •••. (this was Bill 
Kallison •••• He was in Dr. Siddikki's office. He said, he knew about the cholinesterase test, 
but he just couldn't believe it would be hurting anybody. 

RESIDENT: When I was talking to one of the scientists at American Cyanamid Company 
where they make malathion; and he said, ••• that things which you smell are the impurities 
in malathion, and the heavier the smell, the more the impurities •• and then 'mercaptins' •. 
that is what you smell. 

We were doused so heavily that you could hardly breathe, it was so bad. You could smell 
the impurities at 3 parts per billion, and he said they are highly volatile and that means, 
it has something to do with very high toxicity ••• the more you can smell it ••• the more toxic. 
The first time they dropped it over us •• it was like a stench of death ••• you wouldn't 
believe •• and that is why there were so many people sick in this area ••• and all the 10,000 
kids in L.A. were taken to pediatricians •• 

The reason this scientist talks so openingly is that evidently he has checked and has found 
that their company (American Cyanamid) did not make the malathion that is being 
sprayed •• in Southern California, He said it was brought in from Holland. 

EDITOR: That doesn't make sense. 

RESIDENT: 1 guess when the chemical starts getting old, they start selling it to other 
countries, and in a round about way, it can come back here ••• or, you know we bought 
it •• maybe Deukmejian and Henry Voss bought it along time ago •• and have been storing 
it •••• but I did found out, that every time you can smell it strongly ••• it means it is impure 
and it means it heightens the toxicity of it ••• we were drenched with it •• 

This scientist at American Cyanamid Company said if you have a colinesterase depression, 
severe enough, it will cause coma; it will cause convulsions, and it will be life threatening. 
He said it takes three months for the red blood cells to get back to normal again. He said 
it is in all the nerve cells. He also said that •• aged, poisoned malathion •• yields penumonia ••• if 
you are sensitive ••• you get a whiff of this stuff, a big whiff ••• coma, convulsions, life 
threatening. 

He also talked a lot about the risk calculations of your weight and the percentage of 
formula .... he said the state should be monitoring._the strength of it and taking air 
samples..which they are not-He said they sbould be monitoring the' weight to percentage 
ratio. He also said should be mODit· the manit· the air sam as after 
spraxing, every spray. and I said they weren't. He was very surprisecL._ 

Dan Bender has at least 15 or 20 tapes of people calling in telling him how sick they 
are ••• and he has all the written letters from the teachers of the children telling •••• he has 
a lot of information, 

Here are 8 couple of tidbits to end on ••• (I) Someone called in on a radio talk show and said, 
they had used male.thlon routinely as crowd control in some foreign country. It just makes 
sense ••• lt slows everybody down •• you can't breathe too well. You are just slowed down. 
Everybody becomes apathetic ••• and you can't respond ••• you can't fight anymore after you 
have been sprayed to many times ••• that is basically the feeling. We don't have as much 
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niE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 1 
air, we don't have as much stamina ••• everybody is like in slow motion. Also that was the l'" 
comment from the teachers. They said the day after the spraying the kids came to school 
from the sprayed area, and went to school into another sprayed area ••• It was as though 
they were in slow motion ••• they were completely controllable ••• everybody was quiet ••• there l 
was a marked difference. 

(2) A government brochure for the Vietnam Veterans has a list of chemicals used in Vietnam. 
One of the chemicals on the list was malathion. l 
mrroR: Thank you so very much for the wealth of information you have provided us with. 
1 appreciate your' time and your willingness to share with the reader this tragic event in l· " 
your life. . 

l 
l 

Reprinted from National Fluoridation News l 
EDITOR INTERVIEWS ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE PERSON l 
AND THE EFFECT MALATmON AERIAL SPRAYING BAS HAD ON HER. 

EDITOR: I understand you have environmental and/or chemical sensitivity? l 
GIGI: Yes. As a child I was environmentally sensitive. 

Lately 1 worked with chemicals in a hair salon and I was exposed to. them through perms, 
and hair coloring, plus 1 was a make-up artist and facialist and worked with chemicals in 
the make-up which aggravated the problem. 

In 1986 1 was diagnosed as having Epstein-Barr virus and allergies to chemicals such as 
ethenol, phenol, and formaldehyde whereby it adversely effected my immune system. The 
'straw that broke the camels back' was the painting of the inside of my home (the paint 
contained formaldehyde and phenol). The carpeting as well as the 'leather' in the new 
furniture contained formaldehyde. 1 think people are beginning to understand how dangerous 
formaldehyde and other c.hemicls are to the immune system of human beings. 

January of 1989 1 went to the Environmental Health Center in Dallas, Texas where Dr. 
William Rea treats the chemically sensitive. I was diagnosed as having a chemical overlaod 
and was placed on a treatment plan for six months. In or.der for the treatment to be 
effective, I was told to remove all gas appliances from my home because of the chemicals; 
gas dryer, gas stove and gas heater. After my six month treatment I was showing 
improvement in the way that I felt. 

In December of 1989 malathion spraying got under way in No.r.walk where 1 live. I was 
concerned and ce.lled the health center in Dallas and was told to leave the area for two 
weeks. 1 stayed with my sister in Riverside. After returning home for a few hours to get 
more clothes, J experienced my chemical sensitivities once again. I continued to go to 
Riverside each time Norwalk was sprayed. 

My Eister sold her home in RiverSide, so 1 nad nowhere else to go when they sprayed. I 
stayed ir.cico!'s for one week after each spraying using my purifier 24 hours a day. I feel 
like a prisoner in my own home. 
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MALAn-uaN: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

In April I attended a birthday party for my nephew in the park: my sister wiped down the 
tables and covered them with paper and also covered the barbeque with plastic the night 
of the aerial spraying which was four days prior to the party. I became very ill by the end 
of the day. 

All my sensitivities came back. Just being around the malathion brought my immune system 
down. Sinc'e then I have experienced dryness in my throat. cough, headaches. dizziness, 
a drugged-like feeling, vomiting, and diarrhea. 

EDITOR: Involuntary vomiting? 

GIGI: Yes, plus dizziness and light-headedness 

EDITOR: W hat about depression ••• have you been depressed? 

GIGI: Yes. A little depression did set in. I became so frustrated because I spent all this 
money to get treated, and now it seems like it has been wasted because of the malathion 
spraying-

Since the spraying I have suffered severe sinus infections and I'm having the same symptoms 
as 1 had when I was chemically overloaded. The immuno therapy for my allergies is no 
longer effective since I've been exposed to malathion. 

EDITOR: It must have been very costly to go to the clinic in Texas. 

GIGI: Yes. 

EDITOR: What are you doing to alleviate your present set of symptoms? 

GIGI: I'm receiving IV therapy and staying indoors as much as possible. 

EDITOR: Are you able to work at all, Gigi? 

GIGI: I go to work once a week, and see how I feel. It is hard for me because the 
photographers I work with ••• work out of their home which has gas appliaances. 

EDITOR: Are you a photographer's model? 

GIGI: I am a make-up artist. 

EDITOR: Do you think the chemicals in the make-up could have contributed to your illness? 

GIGI: It could have. A 10n6 time ago when I was working in the hair salon, I always used 
to become very irritable. I knew there were chemicals in the products, but I never knew 
what these chemicals were ••• in perms, hair dyes, etc. 

EDITOR: You were a facialist? 

GIGI: Yes. 

EDITOR: Just being around these chemicals made you sensitive? 

GIGI: Yes. I qui t that job and started working with photographers; free-lancing with 
photographers, and I was O.K., but then the chemical over-load started happening when 
we painted the hOu.fie, and then I would go to work and become worse ••• so, Dr. Ray suggested 
1 quit :ompletely be!..8use of the chemicals in the make-up. 

I car.nct work every aay, because of the chemicals, maybe one day a week 1 will go to the 
photog-raphe:os studio. I switched my makeup around to find which ones don't have as many 
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niE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

chemicals as the ones 1 was using •.• s" chemicals do have a lot to do with chemical overload 
in effecting the immune system: whereby when some pesticide (malathion) is then sprayed. 
the bod v is once again overstressed I then become ill, because the immune system will 
not and cannot carry the toxic overload. 

I know I'm not the only one with chemical sensitivities and am experiencing adverse effects 
of malathion", so I hope an alternative solution will be made soon. 

Gigi Genesta 
14507 LePloss Ave. 
Norwalk, California 90650 

EDITOR INTERVIEWS MOTHER SPRAYED IN SAN JOSE IN 1981 
AND NOW IN LOS ANGELES AREA 1990 

EDITOR: What happened to you when you were sprayed in San Jose and since? 

PAM: In San Jose I was young and working full time and really had no need or requirement 
to cover lawn furniture before the malathion aerial sprayings. We lived in an apartment 
and had no small children, so I just went to work, carne home and stayed inside when we 
were being sprayed. 

This time though, (Los Angeles spraying) I have two small children, and the first time we 
were sprayeQ, I just followed the directions (as they told us), covered all the lawn furniture, 
stayed inside and the next morning went out and, (actually I didn't even do it the next 
morning, because I took my kids down to San Diego for two days [so I left for two days] 
and I came back [this was the first time we were sprayed] and I was taking the coverss 
off the lawn furniture and within an hour I had this horrendous sinus-like burning headache, 
it started in the front of my head and went back, and my son was also playing in the yard 
with me at this time (this is now back inJanuary, that is when we were first sprayed) and 
he said his stomach was hurting and we went inside, and he had diarrhea, and I had this 
headache· that went on for two days, and it hindered my ability to work at work and so 
on and so forth. I thought, this is weird, it just has got to be the malathion, but maybe 
not. Then the 2nd month we were sprayed (going into the last part of January) and same 
thing ••• took the covers off the lawn furniture and within an hour I had this same headache 
which went on for two days. (We have been sprayed 9 times) I am still taking the plastic 
off, (my husband is always at work or somewhere else) and I am the one that gets to do 
it •• because I cover this one garden and I get this darn headache every time. 

I have called the health department and they say, "It just has to be something else it must 
be your imagination." The first couple of times they were fairly polite, and now they are 
just real rude and they say, "Go to your doctor." I said, "I have a $500 deductible." I also 
said, "This is an economic hardship for me to take my child and myself to the doctor every 
time we are sprayed ••• why should the burdon of proof be put on me?" 

I am 34 years old and I have never had a history of sinus problems, and every single time 
we are sprayea now I get this burning type of headache ••••• last time, 1 got it 
again ••• Everytime I call the health department, they just say, "Well, you have to go to the 
doctor •• it.certainly i3 not the malathion, because malathion wouldn't do that; it is perfectly 
safe." So anyw8)" .•• ttJis last announcement stated they were going to start spraying us once 
8 week: I was J~t o1.ttraged. I called all of my assembly people and they say, "There is really 
nothing we can do." I just can't believe it, because my whole backyard now is just •• I can't 
let my kids run !!:"ound in it. because organophosphates are absorbed through the skin ••• and 
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MALA'nilON: TOXIC nME BOMB 

now we are gOing to start getting it once a weeK ••• and 1 am really angry aoout the whole 
thing •• in addition to this the spray is making me sick everytime ••. l am an uroan planner. 
and one time j was so deathly ill, I had to stay home; 1 was throwing up. etc. Since then 
I have oeen really extremely careful. I wear gloves and I wear a mask when 1 take the covers 
off. but 1 still get the headache, but I can't concentrate as well at work. and I have the 
headache for two days after I have been sprayed. We have been sprayed 9 times and every 
time it is the same: except for the really two bad times when 1 got very sick. 

Then of course 1 really try and protect my son and daughter. My daughter hasn't really 
shown any reactions. 1 try to take both of them out of the area; even by taking them out 
of the area and coming back a day or two later, each time we are sprayed. I still get the 
reaction ••• and I also may have a sensitivity to chemicals, because I know that I do tend 
to get nausious when there is perfume around and I clean the bathroom, etc. I think I 
may be borderline chemically sensitive ••• anyway •• which is what makes me angry, because 
the state doesn't take into consideration people that aren't the norm ••• Another example. 
when I 'was growing up my Mom used a lot of chemicals in the house ••• she was always 
cleaning, every time there there were spiders or whatever she would "bomb' the house. and 
used 'Raid,' and that was the time during DDT and so it could indeed be that I just rna\' 
have really gotten an over-exposure as a young child •••• but you know ••• you even try and 
explain this to the health department and they never call you back •• they never recora 
anything~ they never do follow up, they just tell you to go the doctor ••. 

The other thing I am thinking is ••• we get malathion in our food and I was sprayed in 1981 
in San Jose ••. Your body's tolerance to pesticides is broken down after awhile. and ~ am 
just wondering to ••• they are not taking that into consideration ••• whose been previously 
sprayed ••• how much malathiondo we get in our food and how much have we gotten all along 
in our lives ••• for our ability to actually take what we are getting now. I am outraged •. 

We were sprayed 30 times in San Jose. 

When we were in San Jose, we were younger, didn't have kids so we didn't worry too much. 
But we always covered our car and this one time •••• (we got sprayed one night) ••• we were 
on a four day treatment ••• and they said you won't be sprayed for another 4 days. We 
uncovered the car, went away for the week-end and that next evening they accidentally 
sprayed us again, it ruined the entire paint job on our car that had just been newly painted. 
and that kind of stuff is what went on up there ••••• 

Pam Gehrts 
4149 Lomina 
Lakewood, 90713. 
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niE POISONINO OF OUR PEOPLE l 
AFFIDAVIT OF TWILA NIBLACK 

l 
I, Twila Niblack. declare as follows: 
1. I am 20 years of age aDd mattzr af Jenisee Niblack Oxner, who is tiu= years af agc. l 
2. On November 6th. my dau~r aDd I resided at 37171/2 Bell Avenue. in the City of Bell. in thc Stale 

of California. My hame aDd my sisters home across the meet. were Witbin 1be irea of Los Angeles 
CountY, which was being aerially sprayed with me insecticide Malathion. 

3. On SUDday. November 6. 1983. at approximately 7 p.m.. my dau~r. Jcnisee. and I, wbile at my l 
sisters home. obselved ttne beIi~ ~ged in me Serial ~-yiDg af MaWbion directilL:cr our 
neigbbDdlDoc1. '!be cbildral I wu DabysiUjDg wam=1 to warcb me I=licoptm. sa I stooc1 on the porch 
of my siSter's bmDe widl tbmD aad warched l 

4. For abcm 1m mjnmes we SIDOd on me from P.Drcl1 and wat.cbecl die bdicol*#'S ~y. At me time I 
bad DO lIJIRhemiaDI about our dam, so because af me "Notice of Aerial 1'reannenr" cliSaibuled by me Los 
ADples-Coumy ~ Cgmmlajcmer'S office wbidl I bad !lid a few cl@Js befo=. 1bls DOUce 
IDIID1IDCCd 1be sprayiDg (allbDulb it said me spraying would bePl at 9 p.m.. DDt 7 p.m.) and gave express l 
IIIUDDCeS 1bat 1bere wU .~ kIiowD Dazanl to hnmans tt Tbe nol:ice alsO saad tbat cbildral wae "net at a 
sauter risk man me paeral ~"ptjCID," FiDally. it said dW me paleSt risk from aerial spraying was 
~IJY ~ amoDI me _dents of me azea." 'Ibis DD1ice lullecl me imD bdievmg me aerial 
sprayjDg ofMaJatbjQD over our lIm1es WU abso1u1ely safe. My belief to Ibis effect was misIUm Tbe l'"'"'_ 
"Notice of Aerial Tmmnem" was fgndamemany misJe8djng in lilbt of my expezirmce. described below. 

S. 1ba day after me ~. Maaday. November 7. 1983. mJidC:Ugbler played in our from yard for 
appromnate'Y 112 boar. ~ ~ sbe acI=d 1"U1S1II1. in tbat sbe . 't eat ciii:mer and men went "to sleep 
aiOuDd 7 pm. Jeaisee usually baS a Saoc1 ~rite aDd won', go to sleep umil around 10 pm.. l 

6. The am day. Tuesday. November 8. 1983, my dau~ didD', wake up umil approrimu:Jy DOCD. 
Usually D'S ~ by 8 LID. Sbe also sdJl felt tiled aad cWtn', wam to ~ out am p1ay.-Datb bebaviors are 
'!!D'sua' My sismr also n:maJted to me several rimes mat Jaissee didIi t ''look ligbt.'· l 

7. Jenj::~.z=s wae blin1cjn1 mDidlY IDd sbe was shaking aad swaying as if dnmk. EVeD tbough ~ 
sbe is toilet' abe bad loa CDIIIIDl of bef NaclcIer lad bowel fuDcliOD 

8. UDder u.e c::iIcmsmnca I decided 10 like Jeaisee to 1be Em~ Room 81 Mission Haspiml in l 
H.mrinll"" PIIt. We mived dime scmerme afIer 7 p.m. aDd saw a docIDr bY lbI: Dame ofTrln. • 

9. By 1biI1ime Jeaisee VIII also baYily dmotiDglDd bel' 1DDgUe was baDIiDK out of her JIIOIIIb. Dr. 
TmD asked bow laaIlbe bid beeD ~:m mm mmanect my ~iatticilD. "Dr: ShaDaIia Malek. wbam 
I bad Died 10 racb bat bid bem ODe of die fiISt 1biDIS be asDc1 my ~ VIa "How l 
tgDg bas abe becD IIIIIded?" WIleD JcaiIee's CODdiIian worseaecl we were tefened to Marlin Lu1ba' King 
HoipiIal. wbidI. I wu raid. wu bear equipped to admhrismr1alS in possible poitotring cases. 

10. I 1DOk 1m apiD 10 die CIIIIiiI'PDCY mam. tbis time at ManiD LUIber KiDg Hospilal. a liIde after 10 e:-"J spemlllflle ame 111= lIIIWeriq 1IIe quadaus of fagr cIDc:Ims cancenlil"« mv daqlJJer's medica1 l 
. • amp IDd diDIerOUS omdacIs iuouDi our hallie. ODe docIDr askec1 ~fira1ly about powb1e 

iT'IecDddm IlD1md Ibe house. 1 tbm tDld 1bmD about me aaial spraying of Malattrian going on ill me IIa 
wbaeweliw.. 

11. Somabne before midlliBbt JcaiIee was a.c:- -:ed to imeDs:ve 
en 8l ManiIl J...uIbIr JCq. JeaiIIe's bladder and b: :..IS were sdll cut 
of cammllDd sbe WII 8DiDI ill alii am of sleep. 

12. A Dr. Smril." at ManiD LUIber KiDg HQlpitaL msagnosec1 
possible OiprJD"~ poil!"'iDl aDd. ~ amidore for 
o~_==. A~ wu ~ After me 
AImpiDe wu ~.:.. .~ Jemsee sbowecl uupmvemem (her tODgUe 
wem mm bermDUlb IDd ber color _oYed). 

13. On Friday lDomiDg. November 11. 1983, Jenisee was moved 
out of me imlmiYe care UDit. aDd was Irleased from the hospital tbat 
aftemoon. 

14. UDder 1bese c:ircumstaDCeS. it is clear mat my daughter was 
~cmed by MaJptbjan aerially ~ by comracrors woriing for 
Fedeml. Slim aad Local Agr?i:ul1Ure offiaals The Notice of me 
Spraying was emanely =J~ing_. ~ to mat ace me S.A.F.E. 
Mexican FnDt EradIcation Pi'D;:tmi..os Anptes Caumy, insofar as it SlSeAl.i __ .fMlF!r~ 
c:DIIIls me amal tJI'oaacat spm)'i!Dg of Mahrrbicm.. poses a host of kDown 
aDd UDkDowD heIIdl dIDprs to me I"'idena; of me lI'eIDDem ua. Saic1 
spraym, sbaula:1 be VgmeiParr)y balrcd. 

From ...... PM cnt b1 TwiIa NIblack. daIed MarcIa 1t84 

P.o. Box 83302 
L08 An, ..... CA 10083 

(8'8) 319-28' 

w. need yaw' heApl Your aoniauana can stop the spraying. VOlun .. ,. are wetcome. 
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1 
------------------------~--~~l Introduction to Chapter 2 

A 'FACT SHEET' was sent to all citizens of Los Angeles (in the spray area) by the County 
Health Department. The notice stated malathion is one of the least hazardous insecticides 
in use today. It also stated that doctors use malathion to treat patients (including children) 
with malathion shampoo. (See Fact Sheet in this Chapter). 

A short time later a letter was sent out by the Department of Health Services in 
Sacramento, signed by Kenneth W. Kizer, M.D., M.P.H. The second paragraph of the letter 
states malathion shampoo is used by both adults and children for head lice. The letter 
goes on to state that this malathion shampoo is used in much higher concentrations than 
the malathion used in the spray program. (See 'Dear Californian' Letter this Chapter). 

To digress a moment from the safety of malathion shampoo ••• at the end of Kizer's letter 
he states, " ••• we are concerned that having Medfly maggots in fruits and vegetables would 
discourage people from eating these products. This is worrisome since we know Californians 
currently do not eat enough fruits and vegetables, and many types of cancer, heart disease 
and other conditions could be prevented if people ate more fruits and vege.tables." 

As the Editor, I would like to say to you the reader, that spraying malathion on fruits and 
vegetables mayor may not stop certain pests, but it certainly will not make our fruits 
and vegetables healthier (or ourselves) to have a poison sprayed on them; yet many 
agricultural areas routinely spray malathion on crops. 

Returning once again to the question of malathion shampoo ••• there is a journal titled 
TERATOLOGY 36:7-9 (1987). This particular issue reports a mother who used malathion 
shampoo while pregnant and the baby was born malformed. (See excerpts from this Journal 
in this Chapter). 

Mr. Edwin F. Tlnsworth, Director of the Special Review and Reregistration Division of 
the Environmental Protection Agency, wrote a letter to Mr. Jim Wells of the California 
Department of Pood and Agriculture on malathion on November 18, 1989. The letter, 
excerpted and shown in part only, states that developmental and maternal toxicity were 
noted in a rabbit study. Also a rat teratology study demonstrated no evidence of maternal 
or fetal toxicity was judged to be inadequate and must be repeated. A 3;reneration rat 
reproduction study was also found to be unacceptable •••• Oncogenicity studies using 
malathion in the mouse and malaoxon in the rat were not acceptable and are being repeated. 
(See this chapter for a page on this EPA study) 

The California Department of Food and Agriculture Medical Toxicology Branch in a 
summary of Toxicology Data on Malathion, dated July 30, 1986 and Revised May 3, 1988 
lists Data Gap Status, and in so doing showed Data gaps' and or inadequate study on the 
following: Onco mouse, Repro rat; Terato rat and in Chromosome and N eurotox. 

Last but not least a notice was sent to ALL COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONERS, 
dated, December 2, 1989.· (It states something which was never told to the citizen or the 
doctor in the spray areas). On page No.3 it refers to WORKER SAFETY REENTRY 
INTERVAL, and it states, "Do DOt eater treated areas UDtil spray residues have driecLft 

(See All County Agricultural Commissioners Notice in this Chapter). 

My question to you the reader is... are we as citizens of the State of California exempt 
from precautions regarding the spraying of malathion over state workers? 

You will wo noticf» "n the 'FACT SHEET' to the citizen and the "DEAR DOCTOR" letter 
the &.oo ... e is neve," :i.ated. 

(Continb~ next pap) 
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This same Agricultural Commissioners Notice also states, "Only ground applications shall 
be made in environmentally sensitive areas, such as water." Yet Silver Lake Resevoir and 
Bolsa Chicka were aerially sprayed like any other area, or within such close proximity the 
malathion drifted over the water. 

Another guideline also states, "Individual property owners should be contacted and advised 
of the treatment and appropriate precautions." My question to you the reader is why has 
the State not followed through with this rule? They have again broken their own directives! 

No. 10 guideline states, "This pesticide is toxic to fish aquatic invertebrates, and aquatic 
life stages of amphibians. Do not apply directly to water or wetlands." Going back two 
paragraphs, you again see how the State has broken its own directives! 

The California Medical Association held its delegate meeting at the Disneyland Hotel in 
March of this year (1990). As an Investigative Reporter I went to the Disneyland Hotel 
to interview Dr. Green. He was one of a small number of doctors who was opposed to 
the aerial spraying of malathion. 

While waiting to speak with Dr. Green, I became engaged in conversation with a young 
man who was an aide to the CMA Delegate Meeting. He stated that he nor his wife 
personally liked the idea of being sprayed in 1981, (they were living in northern California 
at the time). "But," he said, "The policy of the CMA is that aerial spraying of malathion 
is not dangerous to the population at large." In other words, being elected a (voting member) 
delegate, one must then put aside all personal feelings or judgements, and think in terms 
of CMA policy. The delegate must "spew" the party line. 

lnadvertantly, the aide also told me there are actual training sessions for the 
delegates . .. these training sessions it seems, teach the doctor the policy or "stance" of the 
California Medical Association so that the CMA policy will always be given precedence 
over individual or personal conviction(s) when it comes time to vote. 

As the Editor I was very impressed with Dr. Green for his stand against the spraying of 
malathion, although the CMA (of course) voted him and his small core group down. 

One of the statements Dr. Green (an Oncologist) made to me, was, "I just hope none of 
my patients will wish to have babies within the next five years." It seems he is concerned 
about birth defects after this latest series of aerial spraying of malathion. 

Dr. Alan Levin, M.D. who gave testimony before L.A. City Council stated, that if one were 
to offer an M.D. immunity, he would privately tell you that the aerial spraying of malathion 

is not in the best interest of people. \.1\~\..~'\1f N IS OKAY-liE 
I''', SJ9.Ys 

SOl 

The Experts 
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niE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 1 
MALATHION FACT SHEET l Q. How dangerous is malathion? 

A. Malathion is one of the least hazardous insecticides in use today. It is used b~ 
home gardeners and far.mers to grow food crops. In European countries, doctors use 
malathion to treat head and body lice on patients, including children. 

Q. How much malathion will be applied? 

A. Only 2.4 ounces of malathion mixed with 9.6 
surface acre. Tiny droplets of this mixture 
are eaten by the Mediterranean fruit flies. 

l 
ounces of a fly' bait are applied per 
fall direcely eo surfaces ~here the~ 

Q. Yhat should people do when the material is being applied? 

l A. 1. There is no need to leave the area. 

2. Because the bait droplets will soil articles they land on, it is suggested thatl 
anything that might be stained should be covered or washed off afterwards. 

3. If convenient. stay indoors at the moment of application in your area to avoid

l spotting of personal apparel. 

4. SPECIAL NOTICE: CERTAIN TYPES OF VEHICLE PAINT HAY BE DAMAGED BY THE MIT 
DROPLETS. VEHICLES SHOtn.D BE PUT IN A GARAGE OR COVERED TO PREyENT CONTACT VITH l 
THE BAIl DROPLETS, Vehicles that do get droplets on them must be thoroughly 
washed by no later than the following morning to avoid risk of damage. 

Q. What if the bait mixture gets on my skin or clothes? 

A. Normal washing with soap and water is all that is necessary. 

Q. Are there any other special precautions I should take? 

A. Some plastic skylights and awnings may be spotted by the spray mixture. 
fresh water after the treacment is completed to avoid spot:ing. 

l 
l 

!linse wieh l 
Q. What about infants, children, pregnant women, those with chronic illness and the l 

elderly? 

A. These populations are not at special risk frOID malathion bait applications. The 
amount of material applied is not toxicologically significant for humans and l 
malathion is not associated with any lDeasurable increase in risk of reproductive or 
chronic disease abnormalities. . 

Q. What about fruits and vegetables growing in our yard? l 
A. Fruits and vegetables can be eaten after the bait applications. All that is 

recommended is that they be rinsed before eating, just as is done with produce from l'"' 
the grocery store. Please do not move backyard fruit out of the quarantine area. 

Q. What effect will the malathion bait applications have on animals? l' 
A. Malathion is used on domestic animals for flea treatment. There is no special 

hazard sinee the conceneration applied in the bait is less than is used to treat 
fleas. FISH AltE VERY SUSCEPTIBLE TO ANY CHANCE IN THE CHEMICAL !SAKE-UP OF THEIR l 
ENVIRONHEN7. Covering of outdoor fish ponds is recommended, especially for those . 
les; ~~~n ':~r~a feet deep. It is also necessary to uncover the pond shortly after 
tne a~~iica:~~" in order eo avoid oxygen searvaeion under ehe cover. ~ 

10 
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71.n ... , STIIIT 
IACIAMINTO. CA ,.,. 

Dur Fellow Callfomtan: 

Thera haa been oonIIdlrabie r.cent public concem expf'IIUd about the hillth etfecta Of thl malathion· 
bait being uud to eradicate the Mediterranean fruit Iy (Medfly) In IOUlhlm CIltfomla. I am wrttlng thla 
letter to tell you that thIH outdoor. nlghttlml appUcaUona praunt no IIgntftcant haatth haZard to persons 
living In the _prayed .,.... 

MalathIOn ".. bltn wldlly uaed throughout the wOl1d for dlCldaa. Morels known about the health effects / 
of malathton than any other similar pestICide. MalathIon II among the safest InsectJcldes In use, being 
commonly uaad around the home, In gardena and In orchards. It II used at much higher conclntrattona . 
than ~ In the 'Pray program for the treatment of hIad lice In both chId,.n anet adUlts. It II ul8d In 
numerous veterinary producta. and It hal been ulld (at etgnlftcanUy higher concentratIOns) In mosquito 
abllarnant programs ttvoughOut the wortd ~ncludtng IOUthem California) for many years. 

The malathton-ball II belng applied to the aprayad II'IU In vary small doses. Each acre IPrayed wli 
recaIv8 2.8 Ouncel (abour 1/& of a cup) of malathion. In 8UOh small doaea. malathion II not danglroul to 
people or animals. Also, It II Important to emphulzl that In this program the malathion II not being 
aprayed auch a. done tn moIqUlto abatement programa. 1,*1Id. the malathion la ~nad In I com 
ayrup bait. and thll batt II wt.t " bIlng aprayed. Thlrlil ~Iy no waporalton of malathion from 
the bIlL 

To help add ... the public health ooncema that have been ecpr8II8d about the current malathion 
program. the Dapartment hili atabIlIhId a Public Health Eflacla AIJvtaOIy Committee. similar to what has 
bien dona to Iddraa pnwtoua malathion apray programa In CIIlfomtl and many other Iasuas. ThIa 
camrnlttIe will provIdl an open lCtIIitlftc and medical foNm to add,... public health concerns about the 
Madfty Project. About twenty five phyaldana and IOlentietl wttn ralevam axpeftIle (Lg .• toxicology) make 
up the commit... . 

Although the current eradication effon ".y be Inconvenient or even unplaaaam tor some persons. 
allOWIng the Medfty to become atabIlshecIln aouthem CIIIfornIa would be much worse from a public 
hlllth ptI'IpICINa. For exampll, If thl Medfly bicomll utablllhid In CIIlfomia, WI fear that home 
gard .... and farmIrI WOUld make much gralter un or peltlcldll that I,. far more dang.rOUl than 
malathion In 1ItI",,* to control the peat. Alao. the fumIgatIOn procell that would be required to prepare 
agrtcUtural praduara for· expOrt from the Medfly arII, would expoal worke,. to highly toxic fumigant 
pestlcidea. SlmIIarty, we are concarnad that haYIng Mldtly maggots In fruita and v.getables wcUd 
discourage people from eating these products. ThIa II worrtsarne since we know Callfomtana currently do 
not eat enough fruita and vegetabI .. , and many typII of cancer, heart dla_ and other conditions could 
be prevented If people ate more trults and vegetable •. 
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Amyoplasia Congenita-Like Condition and 
Maternal Malathion Exposure 

TERATOLOGY 36.;-91198;1 

D. UNDHOUTANDG. HAGEMAN 
D~pan1M'u ofCl""cai ~n~"cs. E,.aamuJ Unaw,.lItv. 3000 DR Rott~,.ciam 
'D.I.I; In.r"Ul~ of Human Gen~t'CJ. FtW U'IIWI"SItV. 1007 MC Anu",.ciam 
'D.I.J; D~parrm~,., of Child N~uroiDRY. t.;n,w,.'lIv 'HOIDUal AZL'. Ulnciat 
-G.H.}; D~DGrtm~nl 0; N~uroiDBY. Ho.puai Z~It~nzo"B. EMCMd.L 
Th~ N~lia~"UJntU IG.H.I 

ABSTRACT This repor:t concerns an amyoplasia-like condition in a case 
with maternal exposure to malathion during the 11th to 12th week of preg
nancy. Malathion is an agent acting on thp. neW'Omuscular system. The possi
bility of a causal association is discussed. 

Fia:. 1 .-\m~·oplula con&:enllu with t~'plcal malpG!'I' 
tlonlna: of hm~ .and trunk Dnd dlmpilna: of "kan. 

broad with apparent hypertelorism and se
vere micrognathia. CytOgenetic analysis of 
peripheral lymphocytes was no~al (~S. XX. 
G-banding). At postmortem examination. the 
mUlCles of the extremities. and thoracic and 
abdominal wall were almost completely re
placed by fatty tissue- The thymus was en· 
larpcl. The heart showed right atrial 
dilatation and right ventricular hypertrophy. 
Macroacopica11y, there was no obvious lung 
hypoplasia. but there we~ minor mi~o
scopiC signs of pulmonary tlSSue hypoplasia. 
The spinal cord was ~mar~ly thin ~n ~ 
eumjnation: for m1C:roscoplc exallUnatlon, 
only the medulla oblongata and cervical 
spiaal cord were available and they showed 
normal histology with an apparently normal 
number of anterior hom cells. A specimen of 
skeletal muscle could be obtained only from 
the diaphragm and the intercostal muscles, 
and these were described as "cell-rich with 
scattered atrophy. Of On gross examination the 
brain appeared normal. 

Family history 
The parents were healthy and not consan· 

gulneous. They had two previous children. a 
healthy son and daughter. A paternal cousin 
had l'eportedly a unilateral facial flammoid 
nevus. The mother's mother had had SIX 
pr~tn'.9.nCle~. of which three had ended in a 
spot': !1n~us abortion. 

DISCl'SSIO:-'; 
The present case has the clinical character· 

I' .~r.s of amyoplasia. Also in this case. there 
1:. no e\·ia~nf.'e of a genetic etiology. However. 
ttl!! £'s~lmar.p.d number of anterior hom cells 
of the cervIcal spinal cord was normal. When 
\'.'!: asked the mother about drug use or ex· 

H 

pOSUl'e to chemicals and other en\'i!'onmental 
a~renb;. she told us only about hel' use of a 
malathion-containing lotion dunn.: the 11th 
and 12th weeks after conception. This might 
have been a chance occurrence. However. 
malathion is an inhibitor of acetvlcholines. 
terase. When administered to aduit animals. 
~lathion and related thiophosphonates 
stImulate. and subsequently inhibit. the nic. 
otinic sites in skeletal muscle. l'esultinJ,t in 
muscle weakness and pal·alysls. These com. 
pounds require biotransiol'mauon anto active 
"oxon" ·metabolites. catalyzed b\' the cvto. 
chrome P-450 system. NeOnatal animals'are 
far more sensitive to the~ a.:ents than 
adults. mainly because of a slower rate of 
detoxification of the active metabolite tBro
deur and Dubois. ·S31. In animal teratobren. 
icity studies 'pregnant rats; 240 mg/kgt some 
increase in neonatal mortality of treated 
mothers was noticed-however.' without fur
ther specification of the cause «Kalow and 
Manon. 'SU, 

Since a similar discrepancy between me
tabolism of neonates and that of adults has 
been founci in humans (Karlsen et al., 'SU. 
and since. in general. drug metabolizing sys
tems are less well active or developed in the 
fetus than in the neonate. the human fetus 
is presumably much more sensitive to expo
sure to malathion than the adult. Therefore. 
the repeated lavage with excessive amounts 
of a malathion-containing hair lotion with 
longstanding wetness of the skin may have 
resulted in a maternal uptake of an amount 
of malathion that was, though not sufficient 
to cause maternal side effects. adequate for 
placental transport and fetal exposure in an 
early period of embryonic neuromuscular de· 
velopment. and this might have resulted in 
amyoplasia of skeletal muscles. 

Our case shows remarkable similarities 
with the case following treatment of mater
nal tetanus with muscle relaxants eJago. '70), 
Not only are the positioning of the limbs and 
the pathogenetic mechanism similal': the 
administration of the drug td·tubocurarinel 
also was in the 11th to 12th week of gesta· 
tion. as in our case. This may indicate a 
specific. teratogenetic period for amyoplasla 
congenlta. 

We thought it wise to report on this associ· 
ation. since malathion. although well known 
as a neuromuscular agent. is not recognized 
as such when routine questions about envI· 
ronmental agents do not include specific 
questIon about malathion-contalning prepa· 
I'atlons for external use. 
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MALATIiION: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

COIJNTY OF LOS .-\NGELES • DEP.AJtTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 
J 13 NORTH j:IGUEROA STREET. 1.05 ANGELES. CALifORNIA 90012 • (213l974. 

TOXICS EPIDEMIOLOGY PROGRAM 
2615 S. Grand Ave., Room 607, Los Angeles, CA. 90007 

(213) 744-3235 

Informaeion About Peseicide Application, Medfly/Fruit Fly Eradication Program 

(PLEASB DIP THIS lliPORMATIOH POR rtmJRB REPlRlHCI) 

A-

: 'Dtl~ 

January 3, 1990 

Dear Doctor: 

The following information may be of help to you in managing and counseling 
patienes potentially exposed to pesticides used in the current Mediterranean fruit 
fly eradication program. Because of the medfly infestation discovered in late 
1989, agricultural officials plan to conduct repeated aerial sprayings of 
malathion in certain areas of Los Angeles and surrounding counties throughout the 
winter and spring of 1990. Overall, we do not anticipate ~hat residents in the 
involved areas will be exposed to enough malathion to cause any serious health 
problems. However, we know that many people are concerned about the safety of 
malathion in this setting, particularly about the possibility of allergic 
reactions or other non-specific symptoms in "sensitive" individuals. 

The Department of Health Services is not directly involved in the medfly 
eradication campaign, but nonetheless has an important role in determining that no 
adverse health effects in the population are occurring or are likely as a result 
of these eradication efforts. Despite extensive outreach over the past decade to 
individual physicians, hospitals, schools, day care centers, emergency responders, 
and the general public, we have seen no cases of pesticide poisoning and no 
pattern of systemic illness which could be attributed to the spraying. However, 
we continue to be interested in receiving case reports of illnesses which appear 
to be associated wit~ the eradication campaian. 

BackBrOUDd: Medfly infestations in Los Angeles Co~ty and elsewhere in California 
have occurred several times in the past decade, and on each occasion have been 
successfully eradicated. Infestations are probably caused by introduction of 
contraband or other medfly-infested fruit from areas where the medfly is endemic, 
such as Central America, Hawaii, or Southeast Asia, rather than by a recrudescence 
of a previous infestation. Current eradication strategy relies on one or more 
aerial applications of a mixture containing malathion and a corn syrup protein 
bait, localized around sprayin8 of pesticides combined with fruit stripping in 
yards with medfly-infested fruit trees, and regional quarantines on the movement 
of cereain kinds of produce. In tvo previous fruit fly eradication campaigns in 
Los Angeles County, in 1981 and 1984, aerial spraying of malathion was repeated 32 
t~s in the involved areas at approx~tely weekly intervals. 
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Application Dose and Risk for Exposure: For the aerial sprayings, ~.8 ounces of 
malathion~ ~lxed with 9.6 ~unces of a co:n s~rup protein bait, are applied per 
acre. equ~valent to approxlmately 2 mg or ma!athion per square foot. Spraying is 
do~e at n~ght. afte: 9:00.p.m., by helicopter. !he unifor.mlty of the spraying is 
qUlte gooa. 7he stlcky V1SCOUS droplets are not respirable, averaging 300 to 700 
microns in diameter. Very few droplets are as small as 50 microns. The droplets 
fall to the ground within 15 to 30 minutes of being released, with little lateral 
"drift," and with very little subsequent evaporation into ambient air. Few 
persons in the spray areas notice an odor after the spraying. Once on the ground, 
the malathion degrades in the environment within 2 to 7 days. 

Given these methods of application. the principal route of exposure to the sprayed 
malathion would be through ingestion. Outdoor air concentrations of malathion 
following aerial spraying are typically a small fraction of a microgram per cubic 
meter; indoor levels are an order of magnitude lower. Skin absorption of 
malathion through direct contact with the spray droplets is very low. Since the 
reported single-dose no-effect level for malathion in humans is 0.2 to 0.5 mg/kg, 
it is difficult to imagine that anyone could absorb enough malathion after the 
spraying to produce systemic poisoning, with a Sizable margin of safety. This 
would apply as well to small children who might have extensive contact with 
sprayed surfaces or ingest sprayed soil or foliage. Since malathion does not 
persist in the environment or in biological tissues. repeated aerial applications 
of malathion do not appear to cause an increase in human health risk. 

Additionally. ground spraying of malathion and soil drenchi~g with diazinon are 
being carried out in yards with medfly-infested fruit trees. Diazinon is drenched 
into soil around such trees at a rate of 60 mg per square foot. The single-dose 
no-effect level for diazinon is 0.05 mg/ks. 

Health Effects of Malathion and DiuiDon: Careful surveillance in Los Angeles 
County over the past few years during aerial applications of malathion for medfly 
infestations has revealed very few health problems in area residents as a result 
of the sprayins. Both malathion and diazinon, like other organophosphate 
insecticides, cause poisonins through cholinesterase inhibition. Human 
cholinest~rase is approxtmAtely a thousandfold less susceptible to inhibition by 
malathion than is insect cholinesterase, a difference which explains the efficacy 
of malathion as an insecticide at doses which pose little risk to human health. 

Poisoning with organophosphates requires a dose sufficient to inhibit at least 10% 
to 30% of cholinesterase activity in the plasma or red blood cells. Classic 
symptoms of organophosphate poisoning. following a dose much larger than could be 
achieved in the current spraying. include anxiety. headache. dizziness. blurred 
vision. salivation, nausea. diarrhea. and urinary incontinence. At even hisher 
doses, a victtm can develop respiratory distress. with wheezing and pulmonary 
edema, muscle fasciculations and paralysis. progressing to collapse and death. 

Although some organophosphates can cause delayed onset peripheral neuropathy 
following an acute poisoning, neither malathion nor diazinon has been clearly 
linked with this outcome. Halathion has not been shown to produce delayed onset 
peripheral neuropathy in an~l studies. In any case. damage to peripheral nerves 
by organophosphate insecticides typically requires an initial dose higb enough to 
produce a significant systemic poisonins. There is no evidence linking chronic 
low level exposures t~ neurological disease. 
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The National Cancer Institute. the National Toxicology Program, the US 
Environmental Protection Agency, and the California Department of Health Services 
(CDHS) have all concluded that malathion and diazinon are not carcinogens or 
mutagens. Furthermo~e, CDHS has conducted an analysis of the possible cancer 
risks due to malathion exposure, based on "worst case" considerations from 
existing animal studies. CDHS concluded that even if malathion or its metabolites 
were speculatively carcinogens (which they do not appear to be), they would have 
to be extremely weak ones; the incremental lifetime cancer risk to any individual 
which might theoretically be attributed to the above schedule of spraying would be 
insignificant, approaching less than one chance in a billion. 

There is no eVidence from animal studies that either malathion or diazinon causes 
adverse reproductive outcomes, unless the doses administered to the pregnant 
animal were so large as to jeopardize the health of the mother. At lower exposure 
levels, specific adverseo reproductive outcomes have not been seen. A careful 
epidemiologic study of birth outcomes in the San FranciSCO Bay area in 1981 and 
1982, following aerial applications of malathion as often as 15 times over a 3-
county area, failed to show an association between exposure and adverse 
reproductive outcomes. 

Direct upper respiratory irritant effects from exposure to airborne malathion or 
corn syrup bait might theoretically be observed in persons who are out of doors 
and come into direct contact with the droplets during the sprayin8. Additionally, 
following a substantial exposure, an individual might theoretically experience 
allersic symptoms, including exacerbation of asthma, rhinitis, urticaria, or 
ansioedema, or non-specific reactive symptoms such as headache or nausea. Fever 
is not seen. Such symptoms would be expected to resolve rapidly. However, in 
practice such reactions appear to be quite rare, despite extensive surveillance in 
Los Anseles County and elsewhere in the state during past medfly episodes. Skin 
irritation and eczema following contact with malathion also appear to be rare. 

Of note, malathion-containing lotion (Prioderm, 1/2% malathion) has been available 
for years for the treatment of head lice. OccaSionally, tinglin8 of the scalp has 
been reported by patients followins application of this prescription medication, 
but other side effects are very rare. The amount of malathion in contact with the 
skin following sucn application of Prioderm is probably 10 to 100 times greater 
than would occur durins aerial sprayinB of malathion. 

Advice for Per.ODS iD Areas of Pesticide Treat.ent: Although the health risks and 
the amounts of malathion used are small, it is nonetheless prudent for individuals 
to take steps to decrease exposure to malathion. Residents may wish to avoid 
direct contact with sprayed surfaces, and may wish to wash off picnic tables or 
toys left outside which might be mouthed by small children. Detergents and other 
alkaline solutions degrade malathion almost ~diately. Residents should avoid 
being out cf doors during the spraying, and for about 15 to 30 minutes afterwards. 
Residents in the spray areas may also wish to keep doors and windows closed during 
the spraying, although even without such precautions the risk of any adverse 
health effects a~~ears to be extremely love 

Residents in the spray areas should keep children and pets away from diazinon
drenched soil fc~ a few days, to avoid harvesting fruit from sprayed areas for 
three days, ar.~ toJ wash all fruit before eating. Agriculture officials vam that 
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the spray mixture ma~ mar,the acrYl~c finish on cars, an effect due principally to 
the corn syrup prote!n balt. Coverlng cars overnight or washing them the next 
morning appears to obviate most problems with car finishes. 

Medical Treatment:. In the.ev~nt of a serious unforeseen accident involving 
exposure to mal~thl~n or dlazl~on,(such as might occur through accidental spillage 
or gross cont&mlnatl0n), the vlctlm should be advised to remove all contaminated 
clothing immediately and flood the skin with water or wash with soap and water to 
remove residual pesticide, and then seek medical care. If concentrated pesticide 
splashes into the eyes, irrigate the eyes with water immediately. 

The treating emergency physician should assess whether the victim manifests signs 
and symptoms of significant chol~nesterase inhibition. If the exposure involved a 
large dose of malathion, perhaps a few Irams or more, a plasma and RBe 
cholinesterase level should probably be obtained. Cholinesterase testing is not 
indicated for residents. in the spray areas because the dose of malathion is so 
low. Treatment with atropine and pralidoxtme is indicated only for severe 
poisoning. 

It is important to note that normal levels of cholinesterase vary widely among 
individuals. Therefore, to preclude false positive interpretations, it is 
important to correlate cholinesterase results with clinical findings. Thus, a 
person with a borderline low cholinesterase level but no history of significant 
exposure and no symptoms or sians of pesticide poisoning would probably represent 
a "false positive." To preclude false nelative interpretations in mild cases of 
pesticide poisoniDI. a follow-up level should be drawn at least three weeks later, 
when recovery is complete, to determine what the individual's "haseline" 
cholinesterase level is. 

In the event of irritative or allergic symptoms only, including eye or throat 
irritation, headache, nausea, ansioedema, or exacerbation of pre-existing asthma 

l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
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or rhinitis, treatment will he purely supportive. Because such symptoms have been ]' 
quite rare in the past following malathion spraying, health care workers should 
also seek other causes for the patientls illness. 

Any health care worker who observes a case of illness likely to be linked to the 
current aerial sprayins of malathion, is asked to report that case to Dr. Paul 
Papanek within the Department of Health Services, at (213) 744-3235. Persons 
needing more medical information about the sprayin8 may also call this number. 
Additionally, state law requires that all pesticide-related illnesses be reported 
by the treatins physician to the County Re8istrar, at (213) 974-7821. For further 
information about the locations and exact dates and ttmes of future sprayings, 
call the Medfly Hot!ines, at (800) 356-2894, (800) 225-1346 or (818) 350-1929. 
Thank you for your kind attention to these matters. 

~cerel~ " 
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~atJ 1 .;. a;t1 , Jr., HD MPH 
Chief, Tox1cs'~pidemiology Program 
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DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 

1220 H Stre!t. Room A_400 
Sacramento. ;aliforn;a 95814 

PRB 12~Z 

December 8. 1989 

Page Z 
·re: ALL COUJ:'!Y AGRICULTURAL CO"&.".ISSIONEP.S 

Dt'ution Rate: Apply with up to 39.9 91110ns of water per .~re b, ground or 
aDply ~ith ~ mlximum of 2.9 gallons of wlter per Icre by 
aircraft. No dilution with wlter shall be used over urban 
Ireas. 

Method of Application: Ground SDray equipment or by aircraft (see ·Other 
Reauirements· Section '7 regar~1~ imoact on 
enaangered species). 

freQuency/Timing of Application: This is a Quarantine treatment. ReDeat 
appl1cat10ns will be made at a minimum of 
7 dlY intervals. 

orker Safety Reentry Interval: Do not enter treated areas unt11 s~rey 
residues have dried. 

Preharvest Interval: 3 dars 

Effective Date: Oecemoer 9. 1929 

Expiration Date: OecemOer 8. 1992 

Other Requirements: 1. Applications .shall be made by or under the direct 
supervision of the California Department of Food 
and Agriculture, Division of Plant Industry. or 
other cooperating agencies. 

'

2. Aerial applications whenever possible should be 
li~ited to lite evening Ind early morning hours in 
urban areas. 

. 3. Only StRY'd 'pp11clt1o", shall be made in 
environmentally sensitive areas, such IS water. 

4. In urban Ireas. ground applications·shall be made 
vith approprilte ground spray equipment. Mtst 
blowers or hydraulic spray rigs .. ~ be used on 
commercial crops. 

j. Residue data vill be taken upon treatment of a 
specifted crop under this Quarantine exemption. 
Any treated commodities with residues of.malathion 
in excess of 8)ppm will be withheld from the 
chlnnels Of. ~/.de and EPA notified by phone. 
Residue dati' should De submitted to the Agency with 
the repartrreauired in item 9. 

2'1 
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~CALIrCR~iA DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AHD AGRICULTURE 
: \ 'J( MEOICAL TOXICOLOGY BRANCH ,-. , 

!,-.' . I . SU~:-'ARY OF' TOX I COlOGY DATA 

~ 
,f" I 

ttt , .-
t '1-;' +-, 
\ /1 ~J tr(\ 

N} , 
~~/ " 

~UTHIOH 

S8 950-343, Tolerance 1111 

Ju 11 30, 1986 
ReYised February 23, 1987 

Revised May 3. 1988 

. I. DATA CAP STATUS 
.... t. 

Combined (chronic + once) rat: No data gap, no adverse effect .. ' t.:, _ 
_ .,,' \ .,-,.~\.\ ,:\ ;..)00 •. 

C!lron 1 e dog: 110 data gap. no adverse effeet - loc, I ;'O~ .... ,>-\ ,-. \ ", l 
Oneo rat: ,HO data gap. ~:J adverse effect _ ~~ ('J-~"''''O) , 

Onco mouse: Dat'_9!.2.. 1~;:.oequAte study on file. no Adverse effect. . ~ 
tlrnOleated- - '_ ,.,~ ,t'".~ ~ 

Repro rat: Da~l gap, inadequate study 'on file, pes'sib,e adverse ef'ect~l 
.. lnileat ad •. ,..---------

Terato rat: ~D.i& gap. 1nadequat~ study on fi;e~, no adverse effect 
indicated --------

Terlto rabbit: "0 data gap, no adverse e'feet . 
.' . 

Gene Voutation· No data gap, no adverse e(fect' . 

Chro=osome: ~D&t& 9.p~1n&dequate stUd\~S 'on (\le, no adverse effect 
1naicated ~ . 

- '~C' ~,<t;~\:.:.,... , e,\ '. , :i. 

CKA damage: No data gap, no adyerse e'fect • (.,~ I' 0..; • _ -. 

lIeurotox: ~D&ta gap. no study on file, study to be 1n\t1ated ._ &::::r,. 

• 
-~---------------.--~-------.-------------------------------------~---------Note. Toxicology one-11ners are attached 

*. indicates acceptable study 
Bold face indicates possible adverse effect , 

. Fi'e name SB343MAL.JG3. revised 5/8a by O. Shimer and J. Gee 
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MALAnilON: TOXlC TIME BOMB 

J 

R~C!S~~ATICN S~~~CA~O 
Ie:: ..... -

l52 

To=icoleov C~ar2eteristies 

AC'.Jte Oral: 

Ac:~te Ce r:na 1 : 

Toxi~ity Category III (ran~es f=== 1546 to .19~S m;/x; 
in fe~ale raes and 1522 to 1650 =;/xg in Qa~e rat~). 

~oxicity Cate;ory III (>2000 m;/k; in female an~ 
male rats and rabbits). 

Acute I~halation: to~icity Category tIl based. en to~icity values 
ranqin9 frca }..7 to >4.0 mg/m) 1:'1 rats •. 

Primary Cerma~ Irri~&t1on: Toxicity Cateqory IV based. on mild 
der=al i~~itaticn reported in a ra~~i: 
study 

Pri~ary £y3 I~=itation: ~o=icity Cateqory II! based o~ fi~din;s 
of mild conjunctival reactions 72 hours 
p05t application in rabbits' eyes. 

Hen-sensitizi:'19 
I 

. Dat.4_gap.! 
" . 

Inhalation: cat~=ga~. .. 
nc:oge~icity: Data oaos for mouse (using malathion) and rat 

(using malao:on). 

hron~c: Feeeing: Cita 9iP' tcr rcde~~ and r.en:ecen~ (using 
mal~thion) and rodent (usi~9 ~alaoxcn). 

etacelisc: C3~a gaQ. 
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I _ , t _ ~.ni_E_PO_ISO ......... N_IN..;;;;.O~O.;..F .:.;OU:.:.R.;:.:P~E::::.OP~L::E /f S (S 
• 1 1 \, ~. 

UNITE:O 5T ATES ENVJRCNMEN1AL. PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, a.e. 10410 

ifl'e Ji:J :rall.s 
California Oepart:ent of 

700d and A9ricultur. 
1220 11 Street. 
S4cta=e~tc, CA 95814 

Dea: Mr. Wcl101 

NOV I e tsa9 

(Excerpted) 

An aeeeptable J~bblt teratolciY Itu4y dezonatr&ted no 
ttratooen'cityr bow,ver, developmental an~ ,at.~nal toxieity 
were not~d. A r~t t.ratoloqy .tudy, Which ~t~on.trat.d po 
.Y1~'nC8 f mattrftal or iatal toxielt ,va. ud 6d to ~. 

nade uata an~ aUlt • re .a • • - anetA on fa ze ro-
~uet1cn Itudy was a '0 fOUD to e u~Acc.pta~le. 

The Malathion ~egi.t:at1on·Stan~Ar~, l •• ued by the A98ncy 
in Februar1 1988, identified the Aee4 tOt certain additional 

P02 

,
~ata to .upport con~ift~.d aalathion regiltration. Jase4 Oft 
existing 4ata ,eviewed by the AgenC,Y to ass ••• tbe potential of 
malAthion ~o prod~c. cbro~lc healtb effects, tbe &yaney 

d e ticlde I ot carcino anie n two • eel •• 
of rata, and that ita •• tabotlte, malaoxcn, I not care nogen c 
in m1ce. Howey,r, oncogenicity atudies ualng =alat~ion in tbe 
moue. and And maliO!O" in tbe rat vor' not acseptabl. and arlo 
being repeated.. These data a~. ftec.8Sa%y for the Agency to' 
make a f1~al decision r.i&~dlng oncogenicity. 

~or.e of th. data available to the Agency me.i. or exceed, 
the criteria .pecified in tbe regulationa for initiating a 
speciAl .eview o! the p •• ticide. Bo~ever, a final 4.termlnati 
cannot be made until the ad~1tioD.l da\a requ{red 1ft the 
lcsi.~t't1on standa:4 bave been reviewed b1 the Agencr. The 
eh:onic feed1ni/oncogenciCY .tud1el are due to be .ubmitted 
~o tbe Agency C Afr11 1992. Thi. will ailow ~cr a final 
~.cialon raqarding rerag1.tration or other regulatory act ton 
lata in rY 92 or early FY '3. 

1n .u~~arYI ba.e~ on exlstlni ~at~, EPA ~o •• net believi 
existing use. of =alathion present any ~nrea.onabl. ri.~. 
The Asency is r.qu1:1ng additional dAta n.e~ed ~o make a 
final ~.rei1Itrat1on ~Qciaien. 

sincl;l~~ 

Edwin r. Tin.wortb, ~1~.ctor 
'pecial a.view aft~ 
II Ilrtgl.tratlcft ~19i.1on 
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Introduction to Chapter 3 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Russell Jaffe, M.D., Ph.D. just completed a study which he has released 
to the press stating 16 million Americans are allergic to pesticides. Jaffe also lists the 
most used pesticides and the amounts used in industry on a yearly basis. This study is 
excerpted for you in this chapter. 

Many of the people who are chemically sensitized are those leading the fight against the 
spraying of malathion, according to a member on the Public Health Advisory Committee. 
The member further stated the environmentally ill and the chemically sensitive are 
considered by many health professionals to be a 'fringe' group. In other words, this is a 
group of people the Public Health Advisory Committee feel are at the least 'controversial.' 

According to the PHA Committee the American College of Physicians and the American 
College of Allergists have come forward stating this group of people don't meet the 
diagnostic critera. So, in other words, they are saying much of their illness is 
psychosomatic. 

However the March 1, 1990 issue of The New England Journal of Medicine published a report 
on chemical sensitivity, with Part D the following week. Both of the articles are excerpted 
for you here in this ch~ter. 

Iris, R. Bell, r.t~D., psychiatrist from Harvard has authored a paper titled "Environmental 
Dlness and Health: The Controversy and Challenge of Clinical Ecology for mind-body Health. 
Excerpts are also listed in this chapter for you. 

Pred Nelson, Director of the Chemical Sensitivity Foundation was interviewed for this 
chapter and he sheds new light on the narrow mindedness of some health organizations 
and the "new" ~edicine now coming forth in this country today. 

Next are articles by Megan Shields, At.D. and Allen Lieberman, ~1.D. on reducing pesticides 
in the home. These articles are followed by a Product Use of Malathion, in other words 
the tolerances set by the EPA for malathion in or on our raw agricultural commodities. 

Last but not least is an article by Journalist, Michael Culbert, titled: "AIDS, The Iatrogenic 
Connection, Drugs-Legal and megal-Join Immunizations and Dioxin as possible AIDS 
Iatrogenic Factors." This article is listed for you along with an article by David Bergh, 
on the connection between AIDS and chemicals. Could malathion present the same problem 
to us in the future as Agent Orange did to the Vietnam Vets? 

Many years ago on television we saw and heard, "Better living through Chemicals." It seems 
chemicals play a large part in our lives on a daily basis. The Agent Orange used in Vietnam 
in the 60's has just now been proven to cause certain kinds of cancer. Hopefully it will 
not take the govemment another 20 years to find out that malathion is cancer causing 
while also causing birth defects •• 
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MALAniION: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

·PRESS RELEASE • 
SERAMMUNE PHYSICIANS LAB 11100 Sunrise Valley Drive, Restonr V A 22091 

• Contact: Russell Jaffe M.D., Ph.D. 
Release Date: April 2 - a.m. (703) 758-0610 (800) 533-5472 

16 MILUON AMERICANS. ARE SENSITIVE TO PESTICIDES 

About 5 million Americans are highly allergic to pesticides and risk severe 

immune reactions ranging from runny eyes and itchy skin to shock and death 
when they are exposed to these chemicals, reports Russell Jaffe, M.D., Ph.D., 
principal scientist at Serammune Physicians Lab, a biotechnology laboratory 

in Reston, VA. 

Another 11 million have moderate reactions to pesticides ranging from 
tearing and dripping noses to hives and muscle and joint pain. 

This is the first study that makes an accurate determination of the body's 
immune system response to pesticides • a class of chemicals called biocides 
used to ki11life. In a five year period, the study measured responses of more 
than 8,000 patients to th~ three major classes of pesticides - carbamates, 
organophosphates, and halogenated mmpounds. 

"Our research is the first to clearly link pesticides with immune recognition 
responses," says Dr. Jaffe. "It is DO Jonpr a matter of guess work. Now we can 
determine for an individual their seDSi~vity to pesticides." 

Dr. Jaffe's study data are derived from the ELISA I Ac:t test, a state-of-the-art 
evaluation tool of immune system reactions to 235 foods, pesticides and 
environmental chemicals. This is the first procedure to fully diagnose 

immune responses - providing physicians an immunolOgic /inger print. 

In susceptible people even low levels of these pesticides can cause major 
problems such as asthma, bronchitis, eczema, ~d migraine. The report 
estimates that about 500,000 people have these types of responses. 

A finding of the study is that more than 16 million people show impaired 
immune function due to the effects of these pesticides·- increasing 
susceptibility to chronic viral and bacterial infection and decreasing the body's 
ability to repair itself. 

Chronically impaired immune function greatly increases the risk of cancer 
and heart disease. Future prospective studies are needed to determine the 
e>3C1 nature of this risk. 



mE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

Adca .... l-=t.t ,. &be ~ of RaI&b. Vol 4. No. 3 ~s-ss 

Environmental D1ness and 
Health: The Controversy and 
Challenge of Clinical Ecology 
for Mind-Body Health 
Iris R. Bell 

Iris Bell. M.D .. Ph.D .. ;s JJlstr"~tor 1" Psychiatry 
at Ute Harvard Med:ical Scl,ooland Psychiatrist ill 
Charge of the Geriatric Inpati"nt Sen·Ice. McLeau 
Hospital. Beimont. AlassaciulSeUs. She is tI~ au
thor of Clinical Eeology: A New Medieal Approach 
to Environmental Illness. 

Environmental iIIDess aDd health have re-
o' • eeived much atteDtiml from the public:, 

health care JiNVidera. aDd pemmeut in re
cent years. The eoacem I-i ezpanded from an 
initial focus on outdoor air pollution to include 
indoor air pollution aueb as passive smo1ring, I 
tap water coDtamination..' formaldehyde in 
building materials, I aDd radon gas exposure in 
the home.· Meanwhile. iDterest in nutritional 
factors in preventive medicine' and in alter
native medical tree'nlft't of .mous ctiaor
derr10 has also grown. Within this context. a 
controversial field of medieine-"clinical eml
ogy" or "eDVironmental medicine" -bas de
veloped over the last fifty years or more. .... a 
Clinieal eeology synthesizes the fields of tom
cology. DutritiOn, aDd allergy in its fundamen
tal approach. What are the issues in this field
and what significance do the ideas of cliDieal 
ecology have for the frontiers of mind-body 
health? 

·DelDitiOD of Clinical Ecology 

Clinical ecology prqposes that chronie adverse 
reaetioDS to low doses of commonly encoun
tered themiea', and foods eauae aDdIor ex
acerbate D1IIDeroU8 maladies in suaceptible 
iDdividuaILn ••• Common foods implicated in
elude cmD, wheat. milk. egg. sugar, ehoeolate, 
potato, orauge, beef, tomato, aDd yeast. Com
mon themieal substances implicated iDelude 
polyesters; plastiCS; natural gas; ehloriDe; for
maldehyde; pesticides; smoke; car exhanst..; 

paints, 1OlveDta, and glues; phenols; and per
fumes. Generally, the disorders of environ
mental illness (EI) are less dramatie thaD the 
caeers (for example, lung cancer with asbes
tos) or birth defects associated with eertain 
types of pollution (for example, birth defects 
with radiation). Rather, EI dysfunetions are 
chrome aDd noDfatal, though often disabliDg, 
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THE SEW E~GL~="D JOURN.~L or MEOICI~E 

MEDICAL PROGRESS 

OCCUPA nONAL MEDICINE 

No. 10 (First of Two Parts) March l. 1900 

. MARK R. CULLE.N. M.D., MARnN G. CHERNIACK. 

M.D •• AND LINDA ROSENSTOCK, M.D., M.P.H. 

THE clinical discipline of occupational m~icin~. 
largely unstudied, uncaught, and unpracllced In 

major medical centers as recently as a decade ago, 
underwent unprecedented rejuvenation in the 19805. 
SpurTed by national ~~tory p~ms an~ ~~ire
menu, widespread bugatlon concernmg toXiC inJury, 
and an altered public perception of environmental 
risks, the demand for the services of occupational 
medicine has risen sharply, especially ouuide the 
workplace. 1 An outgrOwth of this increase in demand 
has been an explosion of new investigations and new 
infonnation as the field rejoins the mainstream of 
medicine, as well as new academic faculties, journals, 
and training programs. 

The goal of this article is to describe and review 
some of the new knowledge about clinical occupation
al medicine. Given the breadth of the subject, we can
not disc:uu every imponant topic in occupational 
mediciDe; inlcad, we shall attempt to cover the areas 
most relevant to clinical practice, emphuizing those 
that tend to be ignored in the nonspec:ialized medical 
literature. In a few insWices, we dilc:uu major ad
vances involving leu common disorders, because of 
their conceptual importance to developmenu in the 
field as a whole. 

MALAn-nON: TOXlC TIME BOMB 

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE - CULLEN ET AL. 

MEDICAL PROGRESS ~lan:h 8. 1990 

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE 

(Sec: aad of Two Parts) 

MAn R.. CULU:N, M.D., MARTIN G. CIlElUnAa, M.D., 
AND LINDA IloszNsToa, M.D., M.P.H. 

ItIcaIlIlagic D ....... 

The teDdc:acy of cenaiD workplace taxias, iIldud
iDr orguUc solvents such as .he::Dllc, metals such as 
lad aDd aneaic, aad cenaiD orpnopholpbaae c0m

pound'. to cause prafouDd aDd occasjmpeUy irrewn
ibIc damage to the uaaa of peripbe:ra1 DaVeS bas 
bem ImowD for several decades. lSI The im:valible 
caaaal nervous I)'ltaD drec:ts of related CDmpouads 
have abo beeD well cbaracaaizai ill defiDed RttiDp: 
the orpDic psychosis caused by the sol¥CDt carboD 
diluUide, the difFuse eaccphalapadly obsawd ill glue 
IDi&:n CEpOSed to toluaae, aDd the devutatiag CDIIR

qucDCIS of lc:ad uuaa"rina ill c:biIdral, for cam
plc.lMol. ID the put sevaal yean a aew aDd f&r more 
serioUi questioD bas beeD railed: docs repeated ~ 
lUre to leplly acceptable aad widely occurriag levels 
or these Jdads of CIDIIIP"'mcU rault in c:braDic ~ 
lasic dysCuDcciaD, espri.'1y of the caatral Denous 

sys1aII? 

15· 



TIlE POISONING Of' OUR PEOPLE 

EDITOR INTERVIEWS 
FRED NELSON, DmECTOR 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR THE CHEMICALLY SENSITIVE 

EDITOR: What countries have outlawed malathion'! 

DIRECTOR: WHO and the United Nations have severely restricted the cavalier use of 
malathion and Japan outlawed the use of malathion in 1972 because it is cancer causing 
properties, 

EDITOR: What pesticide are they using for termite treatment these days in the United 
States? 

DmECTOR: They are now using Dow Chemical Dursban TC, (a chlorinated 
organophosphate). On the label of one of their gallori jugs of Dursban it states that the 
effects may be permanent. The label also states that some people will become sensitized 
by orghanophosphates and some may have a higher sensitivity to it. 

Consequently we have found out that since small amounts of organophosphates interfere 
with the central nervous system of those people who have had their blood brain barrier 
compromised, the use of atrophine sulphate .3mg, has been found to be useful. If a small 
amount of organophosphate hurts you, then a small amount of atrophine neutralizes it. 

The basic problem with this last statement is, if the liver (if you happened to be born 
without enough cytochrome T450 liver enzymes, phososulphotransferase liver enzyme and 
glucose 6 phosphatases), has had an injury where it is no longer producing adequate amounts 
of these liver enzymes so that when you inhale, or through skin absorption, (which is even 
more dangerous then inhilation), you do not detoxify or break it down from a fat storable 
to water excretable, you then consequently get a blood saturation. When the blood 
saturation occurs, then the blood brain barrier gets saturated and the ion exchange 
transference across the blood brain barrier occurs; so therefore your brain has been poisoned 
by the organophosphates, whether it's malathion, etc. It also happens with carbo mates, 
and the organoclorine pesticides. What happens at that point is that the safety mechanism 
that they thought they had for the use of these pesticides on insects, (with less sophisticated 
livers) is no longer there. So we have probably 5 to 10 million people chronically effected 
in a very bad way and a total of 30% of the population are affected to some degree. 

People who go into the pesticide application business, or who go to work for a pesticide 
manufacturer... have a very high turnover rate in the first couple of years. If you start 
off wi:' an adequate amount of these detoxifying liver- enzymes you are able to tolerate 
the 1£ ..5 that applicators and the people that work in the factory get. Although a great 
many , : hose people do have health problems. Those people applying the pesticides usually 
have a iairly good level of enzymes. Long term employees have cerebravascular problems 
late in life. 

One of the first indicators of pesticide toxicity, especially the chlorinated hydrocarbons 
is the increase in triglycerides. They becomes quite high. You also have an increase in 
cholesterol. It is a problem created within the liver and those are the kinds of things tha t .... 
occur. 

EDITOR: What about the people in Los Angeles who are already chemically sensitive or 
the ones who are border-line cases, what will happen to them after being repeatedly sprayed 
with malathion and all the other chemicals it is mixed with? 

DmECTOR: Those that know they are sensitized to this organophosphate have left the _ 
city waiting for this "madness" to be over with. Those that don't know , are going to know 
prctt y soon. 
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MALAnJION: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

EDITOR: \\' ould this massive spraying affect the crime rate in a large city? 

nmECTOR: You may want to check to see if the incidence of violent crimes increased 
in this period of spraying ••• versus other periods when they didn't spray. Because one of 
the things that occurs is high levels of irritability and this liver damage actually, creates 
a situation where the liver does not regulate or control the testosterone ••• l bebeve you 
will see a direct correlation. 

You will also find that those children who live in public housing or HUD housing or those 
who have pesticides sprayed in or near their homes (usually an organophosphate or 
carbamate), who have a high level of the liver enzymes do as they should, but those that 
do not have poor academic achievement because the malathion reduces the mental acuity. 
Many people that have chemical sensitivity, will tell you that they lose 40 I.Q. points upon 
exposure. What it does is give high excitation to the immune system so that you have an 
excess amount oC T-helper cells, which causes an activated immune system. When a highly 
activated immune system, finds nothing, no virus, etc., it then attacks itself and the thyroid 
is one of the first glands or body tissue that is responsive, and the next is the senovial tissue 
and these are very, very common symptoms, along with CNS symptomology. 

mITOR: I spoke with a physician on the Health Advisory Panel in Los Angeles, and I asked 
him about the chemical sensitive person and the environmentally ill in relation to the 
spraying of malathion. He said the American College of Allergists and the American 
College of physicians have stated there is no diagnostic criteria for these types of people •••• 

DIRECTOR: First of all let me say there really isn't any real controversy about chemical 
hypersensitivity or chemical injury (see Neurotoxicity. Identifying and Controlling Poisons 
of the Nervous System (GPO Stock #052-003-01184-1) There are only those that haven't 
kept up with the current research or have a financial interest in their adversarial pasture. 

Most people in the medical profession focus on symptoms, and it is only logical because 
most medical schools teach medicine by saying, "Tell me your symptoms and I will tell 
you what is wrong with you." However, when you have an inappropriate inflammatory 
process that can attack tissue within the body, any organ, any system, the end result is 
a very confusing symptomology ••• and when you have too many symptoms, medical schools 
also teach- once you go past a couple of body systems, then it is not really an illness but 
hypochondria, or a psychosomatic problem. This is the error that is currently being taught 
in our medical system. 

Second, these doctors in allergy and occupational medicine are actually begrudging many 
of the doctors who do treat these people because it is taking away a great chunk of their 
business. Previously you would go to an allergist and you would have all this symptomology 
and he would start giving you allergy shots for pollen and all kinds of other things. There 
is a thing called provocation-neutralization and probably 10 to 2096 of the people that have 
chemical hypersensitivity are helped. But the 8096 or so, are not helped. The first line 
of defense in chemical hypersensitivity is to avoid what hl1;l'ts you. And it is an immune 
response, it is the activation of the immune system, it is not well understood. It is an 
inappropriate infiammatt)ry process. That is it in a simple nutshell. It is more complicated, 
(I have over-simplified it) but, to put it simply- it is an inappropriate inflammatory process. 

Dr. Nicholas Ashford, Ph.D. and Dr. Claudia Miller, M.D., M.S., have just completed a health 
analysis on Chemical Sensitivity for the Department of Health in New Jersey. The 
publications is titled, "Chemical Sensitivity, A Report to the Hew Jersey Department of 
Health." You may call or write to the New Jersey Department of Health or you can get 
a copy through Dr. Ashford directly writing Dr. Ashford c/o Massachuetts Institute of 
Technology, 77 Massacheutts Ave., Bldg. E40, Cambridge, Mass. 02139. Price $20.00. One 
of the statements made in the report is that there is a very petty argument between the 
allergists and occupational medicine doctors and those people who are treating. 
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THE POISONINC OF' OUR PEOPLE 

EDITOR: Are there different degrees of chemical hypersensitivity? 

DIRECTOR: There are different degrees of being chemically hypersensitive. If you are 
extremely sensitive, it is very difficult to go out there and take an exposure. Some people 
can get over the exposure in a few hours, some in a few days, some takes weeks. If the 
exposure is strong enough, it may be months. There can be quite a bit of damage. 

EDITOR: You talked about the blood brain barrier , how can malathion get past the blood 
brain barrier ? 

DIRECTOR: By saturation. If you can detoxify easily, then it won't go past the BBB unless 
you get a tremendous exposure, but if you no longer detoxify these pesticides, and you 
activate your immune system, then the killer cells and T-helper (macrophages) go around 
actually attacking the organs. In those organs are the storage of these pesticides which 
the immune system identifies like a virus. 

EDITOR: I was told by some physicians that the malathion leaves the blood through the 
urine in a very short t ime. 

DIRECTOR: You must understand it has to be converted from fat soluable to water 
excretable. Kidneys do not excrete, if you are not detoxifying in your liver (breaking it 
down in an excretable form) then you are keeping it. If you keep enough ·of it, it saturates 
the blood brain barrier. 

EDITOR: I was told that malathion leaves the body within 48 hours. 

DIRECTOR: Let me go back a step. If your liver is in good working order and the amount 
you were exposed to does not exceed your ability to detoxify, to break it down to the 
metabolites that are excretable, they can find the metabolites of this in your system weeks, 
afterwards. They don't find the malathion there. Malathion crossed your lung barrier along 
with the oxygen. Don't forget, they also usually use a petroleum solvent as a vehicle. This 
is what emulsifies the chemical so they can wet it in water. The petroleum helps it across 
the skin barrier and the lung barrier. So, they keep saying you excrete it. Well ... how about 
those people who don't excrete it. 

EDITOR: Because they don't have enought liver enzymes? 

DIRECTOR: Right. If you are already burdened with a large amount that is already stored 
in your body, (not malathion specifically), but of the chlorinated hydrocarbons, your enzymes 
are so busy keeping up with the fat storable chlorinated hydrocarbons; for instance everyone 
has DDT, (the metabolite of it is DDE). Many of the people have chlordane (small amounts) 
dieldrin, heptichlor, but they don't usually store them in the form they received them; they 
store them as a metabolite; such as transchlor , heptichlor, epoxicides- in a metabolite 
form. When you have blood saturation, it saturates he blood brain barrier, and it migrates 
across, just as the oxygen migrates across and the oxygen travels by the red corpuscles. 
So what you end up with is a brain that is receiving a central nervous system toxic material. 

EDITOR: What will the effect be? 

DIRECTOR: The way they kill bugs is to suppress their ability to breathe through their 
central nervous system. One of the symptoms of this •.• you see, in the brain you have the 
hypothalamus, a couple of other components of the primitive brain area, that regulate 
heart o"6.t, and s",·eating, and vascular constriction-diliation, permeability of the vascular 
system; many ccntreJ nervous system toxic materials have the same effect, and the effect 
is to dysregulate the hypothalamus, and some of these things can travel there directly 
thrOU;!1 tne olfactory nerves. (the nose). 
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une of t he iirst indicators of an exposure even if you can't smell it . is that you have 
tremenoous pam, you actually increase fluid retention, so tnat your eyes then oecome blurry 
and you will also have brain dis-regulation. Some .of the largest nerves in your body are 
vour ocular nerves , and one of the things that organophospnates do (and malathion does 
it terribly), is to de-myelinize the nerve sheathing so that the ion exchange of potassium 
and sodium is interferred with so that nerves no longer conduct in the way that God made 
them. If you get a large enough exposure , then you actually have that sheathing that allows 
the nerves to work, de-myelized, and you will have vision loss and peripheral neuropathy 
in usually the extremities of the body, and it strips it away, and you will be paralyzed. 
Those nerves will not work. 

EDITOR: How will you be paralyzed ... ? 

DIRECTOR: In the peripheral area or whatever area happens to be effected. They take 
on more of it quicker, and they have found that many of these toxic materials travel right 
up ... malathion has a tremendous affinity for the nerve chemistry and the bugs die from 
the inability to breathe. Now the only thing that keeps the human and the bug separate 
when they spray, is that the human has a more sophisticated liver and it protects him, 
except when it doesn't ... and so you have two pathways in there, the blood brain barrier 
and the olfactory nerve and some of them go directly to the hypothalamus. 

EDITOR: That is very serious. 

DIRECTOR: Oh, my goodness yes ! 

EDITOR: Are physicians trained to detect organophosphate pesticides and other toxic 
chemicals? 

DIRECTOR: 95% of the doctors are not trained in toxicology. They spend 4 years in medical 
SChool, and less then 4 hours of study is devoted to toxic exposure of chemicals and 
pesticides. 

EDITOR: You can prove that? 

DIRECTOR: I can prove it because it was written in a book titled, IPfHE ROLE OF THE 
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN AND OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE. 
It was published by the Institute of Medicine, a division of the the National Academy of 
Science, which is a Government Agency (it is independent) but it was written by them; 
that statement was made by them. 

EDITOR: What are the symptoms of chemically hypersensitive? 

DIRECTOR: The common. symptoms of 9096 of those with chemical hypersensitivity (injury) 
is chloracne, rash, anger, irritability, anxiety state, blurred vision, bone-joint muscle pain, 
chemical hypersensitivity, chronic cold infection, confusipn, indecisiviness, chemically 
induced depresSion, dizziness, flu-like symptoms, gastrointestinal disorders, hallucinations 
and delUSiOns, headaches and head pressure, heart palpations, hyperactivity, restlessness, 
hypertension, insomnia, numbness, tingling and anorexia, obesity, poor memory and 
concentration and respiratory problems, seisure activities, and suicidal feelings. 

EDITOR: It is interesting to note these symptoms are about the same for someone that 
has been poisoned with organophosphates. 

DIRECTOR: Yes. Your immune system it seems creates a brain allergy (that is not quite 
accurate statement) but it is so hard to coin new words and be understood ••• but the immune 
sYlitem does attack the brain ... most people get confused, and then mis-interpret. If a person 
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is not storing a great deal of the toxic material in their cody currently, and if they are 
in an environment that is really clean with air filtrations etc.; , then tne symptom~iogy 
calms down. This list of symptoms are not steady state, and it is a discussion of ... it takes 
so long to clear. 

The symptomology is like headache. the central nervous system problems, . .. ear ringing, 
is a central nervous system tOXicity problem, eye blurring- a central nervous system toxicit \" 
problem, lack of concentration, inability to concentrate, long-term , short-term memor~' 
problems. The confusion with some of the people , who they say have multiple sensitivit;· 
is, is that most occupational medicine doctors focus on one chemical exposure. one set 
of responses; the response is almost universal- central nervous system toxicity. The 
chemicals that effect 95% of the people are at least these and sometimes more .. petroleum 
derived products, gasoline, deisel, solvents, benzine, those of the petroleum family, tnen 
the phenyls, formaldehydes, pesticides, detergents enzymes; then you have the synthetic 
perfume and synthetic fragrance then the synthetic flavor products. I can eat a cherry 
pie, made with nice , organic cherries, and eat the whole thing. I couldn't get past three 
bites of artifical cherry pie. I would become very ill. 

EDITOR: Thank you very much Mr. Nelson for a very informative interview. I am sure 
manv of our readers (as well as myself) have learned things acout this most pervasive disease 
that·we would never have learned otherwise. 

Note: Mr. Nelson edits a newsletter for the chemically sensitive , health professional as 
well as for friends of the chemically sensitive. You may write or call for a sucscription 
or copy. Mr. Nelson's address is listed below. 

Fred Nelson, Director -The FOUDdatiOIl for the Chemically Sensitive 
P.O. BcD: 9, Wrigtltsri11e Beach, North Carolina 28480 
(1119) 271H1441 

Cause iorConcern: Childhood Cancer 
I n 1987 . • NaDauJ Ca.Dce:r InIti · 

lute st\lOV rnoaMd that ~n 
In hOt.dehOJd, wheR parenti \&led 
home or ptaal plStiQcia arc up to 
'lllUtncS more lilcely todcve~ aome 
forms 01 dUlGhood ~. *'That 

... liAI.a.owIMmt ., .2..J 

.MA'1 I -'''-~~ \.,'O~ 

flodinl wu kind of. flUKe . reelly.' 
&aid john Peters. rprofes:sor of Pre · 
venllll"'~ Medlane'l the Unlversn y 
of Soulncm Calilornlll .no one 01 the 
SludY'. 41uthors . °Tne StuOY WAS on! I' 
nall y loti up to look lit ch ilclhOOCl an' 

a:r ADd parenti occupation.a l 
c:qIICIIUrcJ 10 c.ncmlQb. So we 
ukeci a few coarse: screerung 
quahOftJ on the use of house· 
boWl and ,araen peslicide~ . · 

Peters' , roup located 123 
c:hik1ten In the U:u Anleies 
area who h.:Id childhood leu · 
kemla and m:uched Iherr. 
Wllh 1%3 hullny children 10 

sec: a.f any cnvlranmental dif· 
ferences mll"t oe &UOQ&led 

with the caneers. The UIOC:Ulion be · 
IWttt\ lcukenua ano pest~c: ezoo· 
sure was I1ron!. When pal"C'ftLJ rc;u · 
I.o:Iriy us.tdindOClr~l. tharc:tu l· 
oren wert 3.8 limes more likely to 
canmaet leukcmlol than children In 

nolUthokis where pc:sucides were 
sekiom v.aed . When the parents wee:! 
hcrbu:ides or uu.ectic:ides O4ltcioon . 
their c:hikirm were 6.5 lima likeher 
to ,cllCllkemia. When I'I'tOfMn rq-u · 
Llrly uxd he:rbicides or pesuc:idts OUt· 
oqors. Ihe11 c.hildrcn wete 9 limes 
mote likely 10 develop Icukem~ . 

The Ituay WlSnllpt'dflC C'ftOuSh 10 
identify any p:anlcuLar pestlade- if 
there is , \,lSI o ne -that u responsible 
for the. children's mae.sea a:ncer 
fUll. . Peters IS now relurrung to the 
ume hOUKholos .na asklnl partnn 

A ,.un, UIId" ,;,ows pa,ncuie del. Ilea quesuons .oout tn el f nome 
" ... In ,h t homt I"e,"", IIle use of pesllcloes. 8~ lhe enC! of 19!9 
nsJr of ehildhOOlJ lellAtmlQ. ne nopes 10 n.ye more Jluortnauon 
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HealthMed 
NOTEBOOK 

PH\'Sla\.~ ~om 

Reducing Pesticide Risks 
at Home 

BY MEGA.~ SHJEll)S, M.D. 

In 1987. the NaIionaI Academy of Sciena:s issued a repon 
on pesticides in the u.s. food supply. -Regulating Pesticides: 
The Delaney Pandox· condudf.d lhal &he poremial mks posed 
by ancer-amiDg pesiddes in food were such as to cause 
over one miIlioD addi1ional cases of ancer over our lifetimes. 

This report considered risk only for CIDCa', and only 
from pes1icides in food. It didn', address addiIioDaI risks from 
drinking WIler or from the average Amerian's single worst 
source of pesdckle exposure: indoor air pollution in our own 
homes. According to a pilot stUdy done by the Environmental 
ProreaiOD Afpt:y, I fun 90% of pestidde exposure OCCUIS in 
and arouncIlbe home as the result of our baale against 
imeas .. bIaeria and offensive odors 

In IDOIber SIUdy ailed ·Cbnclhood Leukemia and 
Pmnrs' 0caIpIIi0nal1Dd Home Exposures,. funded by the 
Nalionallmdlme of Healih and Safay and abe NIIional 
C'acet InsdIuIe, it was found Iballeukemia risk inaased 
grady for cbihben ,,'hose puems used pesIiddes in the 
home and pnlen. 

PoWER 1'0 CHOOSE 
The faa dill so much of our pesddde exposure ocaus 

in our own boas via air, "-.r and food bas one posi1iYe 
aspea.1t meam tbal it is widUn our power 10 make choices 
lbal an dIaiaIJy limit our exposure and thus our risk of 
disease. Once apiD, here are some sugestions for aaion 
gathered from the aSuges1ed ~g. below: 

1. Cease using unsafe pesticides in your home and 
garden. These iDdude most common disinfecwlls. 
deodorizers and inseaicides. All aerosol spny 
propellants should be a\'Oided. Tennite kiUers seem 
to be panicuIarly noxious. 

Thankfully. there are some safe 
household products. For 2l1ermtives to 
the 10xic products abo'·e. see the book. 
:"onlonc Ilnd Niltural. listed below. 

41 

Pesticide Risks ItDfIlI~ Jrr- /mall 

2. InsWi a bigb-qU2lity \\-ata' purifier in your hou.'ie~nl~ -
Ihere are affordable units ,,-hich produce better dnnking 
wuer than bonled Wiler. Get a filter on your shower. 
sinCe hal sbo\\·ers are known to libel'2te chloroform and 

. ocber IOIic chemic:aJs in their \'2porized \\'21el'. Information 
on WJla' purifiers an bt obt2ined by calling HealthMed. 

3. Where aVlibhle. buy organic or pesticide-free produce 
IDd meus. Kno,,· that the higher ~ou eat on the food 
cbain.1be bigber the concentmlons of pestiode residues 
you are .-nIIY exposed to (see Michael W'&mer's column 
for an expIanarion of this). The books desaibed below 
wiD refer you to sources of the safest produce, poultry, 
meal and fish. and other methods of health protection. 

Even in a polluted 'it'Drid. our personal be2lth is within 
oar amuoI- if we at! willing to mae the lifesyle changes 
which are somelimes ~ •. 

SUGGESTED READING 

~ 10 Uve. by Joseph D. Weissman. M.D. explores the 
IiDks beIweal -modem diseases and toxic cbemicals in the 
m~· and offers a 10-,-eet program for liking 
COGInJI of your own bealth (Grove Press. SI8.9;). 

NonJlJ%jc lind NlIblrlll, by Debra Lynn Dadd. is I consumer's 
guide 10 over 1200 IWUJ'21 itemS meet for nontOXidty. as well 
as safe subsdtutes for toxic produas (Tarcher/Sl Manin's 
Press, S9.95). 

Hlip ""nted: An Aclir,ul's Guide to Il Better EArth, 
by Cathy Spencer. OM~' Magazine supplement. September 
1989 issue. 

7JJe Helllth}' House: Hou' 10 Bu.1' One, Hou' 10 Build One, 
How to Cure Il -Sick- One. by john Bower (Carol Commun· 
iations. SI7.9;) .. ~l bookstores or order dlrealy by ailing 
(BOO) 634-1380. 

BRA VO VelerlllJS Oullook: :~~nt Orange: A l\ew Hope for 
Veterans: bv David Root. M.D. and R. Michael U'isner. 
September aSsue. Call BR.~\'O (818) 999·4218 for 2 free copy. 

HeaJthMed Notebook: If vOU'rt not already on the list for thi~ 
publiauon. call Health.\'~ at (213) 6S3-0837. 
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ALAN LIEBERMAN, M.D. DISCUSSES PESTICIDES 
ORGANOPHOSPHATES IN THE HOME 

I would like to talk a little bit about the chemically injured. Fred Nelson, of course is one 
of my patients, as well as a gentlemen who I talk to very, very often because he talks to 
hundreds of patients, and he gets a feel for what's going on, and if you remember, that 
out of about 6,000 of the case histories which he has collected, he has data that indicates 
that 80% of the people who are chemically injured can tell you exactly when they became 
injured, and of those 80%, the majority of them attribute their injury to pesticide exposure. 

For pesticide exposure you are going to have to break your pesticides into two generic 
groups. One is the chlorinated hydrocarbons, and the other, of course, is the 
organophosphates. Everybody thinks the organophosphates are very safe, and 'easy' kinds 
of pesticides, that is really wrong, because technically they are the high powered, quick
knock-<lown type of pesticide because they paralyze the neurologic system, or the nervous 
system of the insect, that is how they are killing them, and its affect on 
acetylcholinesterase, so they can kill an insect in seconds; what they are saying is is that 
the duration of action is not very long. 

But there is this one thing most people don't realize about the organophosphates in particular 
and that is that these chemicals do not break down in the absence of sunlight. There is 
very little breakdown, and that is why they should really not be used indoors. 
Organophosphates are still the most commonly used indoor pesticides. Once they come 
into your home, for example, they are not so short acting any more, because they are not 
degraded by the usual pattern which is sunlight. 

The last study which EPA did under Lance Wallace (Wallace is the one who did the TEAM 
Study), which deals with indoor air pollution; when they were studying the indoors of homes 
they were coming up with an astronomical number of chemicals and pesticides which they 
knew were never sprayed inside the home. So the question is, how did they get there? 
They still don't know the answer, but they think, or surmise at least (with good reason) 
that most of these chemicals came into the home on the feet, and they came in from the 
outdoors. Now where are these pesticides going? They are going on the floors of course. 
People who have carpeting on the floor for example and walk across this carpeting 
constantly with their shoes, which may contain residual pesticides and other types of 
chemicals, are then storing the pesticides in the carpet within the home. So we now realize 
of course that maybe the Japanese are right in terms of their shoes being removed before 
entering their home. It sounds silly, but that may be extremely important in the 1990's 
that we do that, and nobody talks about that, but I think that would be an interesting 
comment along with the fact these residues or pesticides may be stored in the carpet within 
the home. 

Let's specifically talk again about malathion, and look at malathion in the context of being 
an organophosphate pesticide. What you are going to find now is a lot more complicated 
in that all of these drugs work on the basis of inhibition of the, acetylcholinesterase enzyme. 

If you could test patients for the cholinesterase enzyme, and (that is how you test to see 
if these patients have been exposed to a cholinesterase inhibiting chemical) specifically 
organophosphates, you would find that many people are walking around with compromised 
levels. 

The interesting thing is that patients can react to these chemicals without demonstrating 
that-so it is not a hard and fast rule, that is, if you don't see it, it absolutely does not rule 
it out. 

Let's go back first and talk about acute exposures, versus chronic exposures. I think there 
is a big difference. A patient who is exposed to toxic knock-<lown levels of cholinesterase 
inhibiting organopncsphates pesticides is going to manifest a full syndrome and the full 
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impact which is nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, blurred vision, salivation, for example, mental 
confusion, fever, all these and also a fiu-like syndrome, and that is what you would see 
for example. 

Now when you want to talk about chronic exposure, what you are going to see is that the 
cholinesterase levels never return to normal and they are always compromised, they are 
always slightly down, and the question of course is what does that do? Apparently it does 
do something' because that is what is happening and we are seeing differences in patients 
who are chronically exposed to organophosphates, and who are these people? Us! Almost 
every single one of us, because· if you go into a restaurant, for example, the chances are 
you are exposed to an organophosphate pesticide. There isn't a decent restaurant in the 
United States that wouldn't spray, because God forbid anything come walking out on legs 
while you are there. So every place you go especially public places, hotels for example 
massively spray, hospitals massively spray, and people for example are literally being 
sprayed while they are sitting there, because the exterminator comes in and literally is 
spraying people rather then have them come out of their room. 

Now studies have been done especially with the organophosphate pesticides, that clearly 
show it is not safe to enter into a room that has been sprayed for as little as 24 hours, and 
in some places over 48 hours and you are finding the routine use of these pesticides are 
done while people are actually there. 

Our biggest concern of course is in the school, we are finding a routine application of 
pesticides in schools and they don't even wait for a Friday afternoon so the building can 
sit for a Saturday and Sunday; they will do it any day of the week, and so the students are 
exposed, the. teachers are exposed and we are seeing a massive amount of pathology coming 
out of schools and the thing is that nobody even thinks about a lot of the reaction we are 
seeing as coming from pesticides. This is a whole new ball game. 

People talk about the sick building syndrome because of poor air quality within buildings, 
and sealed buildings. Schools are the same way, because of the use of these particular 
types of pesticides. 

Dr. Lieberman is Certified in Environmental Medicine 
by the American Board of EDviraamental Medicine 

Pesticide Safety: 
Myths & Facts 

NahOnOl COOIIhon AgaInst the ...... su.e Of PestlCIOe:. 
~ lIn ~treel 5 t WastWnglon DC 2000,3 

2021!>4.3·~ .. ~,. 
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PRODUCT USE OP MALATHION 

TOLERANCES SET· BY THE EPA FOR r.IALATlDON IN OR ON RAW AGRICULTRUAL 
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Study Linki Diseases 
To Agent Orange 
House panel to hear testimony today 
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MAlJ\nlJON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 
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niE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

Your tum 

AIDS may 
be tied to 
chemicals 

SlUdies bave demoRsualCd remarkably 
similar sylftpzoms among chemical plant 
warten. users of herbicide$. exposure vic
tims of bertricide S1ftyaRg. railroad worten 
exposed lID pnICUISDrI of herbicides foUow
ins • hiD arQIent, residents living near 
chemiralplanLrcsick:nulivingDCll'bazanI
CUI wast.e lila and AIDS viclims. TIme 
aM lime we see repans of binh defects 
(rare) soft.aissue cancer. liver damage and 
(aftan filii) infections. 

By Dave Bergh 
It is c:ommoa for leukemia viclims to die of 

St Cloud infOCliaaa. High incidcDce of leukemia 
1i abe & ... -"-1 lmm n.,;-----. &11lOIII chemical plant workers ~ 10 
o mazay .--.-- IJ1IC --~ &be diaIiu' panm molecule. bc:mae, bas 

S)Ddaome (AIDS) is • Dew IDd frisJueaing beaD danl'l'ased for da:ada. 
pbcDomeDan. bult&) me. ilil.DeCCSIIIY IDCl 
pnKtic:IIb1e ompvwda of clio caacnmnies 
SUDOIIIIdiDg dioQas IIId AI= Oraap. 

Coaaidaable evideIa .... Ibal AIDS 
may be 1ft opidaDic 01 lealrrmilllympboma 
aaociaIccl wilb apoae 10 c:bIariIwed 
h)Clrac:arbolullld cbeirdiaaumtamiDIIIlS 
The c:hloriDated byda\iClltali iDclude die 
berbicides 2.4-D IDd 2.4.5-T (Aaem Or
ap).as well u pol)'dalariaaled bipbeDyls 
(PCBs). 

Itia. YinDalCCllliay ..... 1IamaD T-cell 
Leglrang Virus (bdY) II illlOlwed ill aida 
HIt, V primIriJy affecuT<ellaiD lbeblood. 
SIDdia GIl iabaIIay ..... e.e ..... 
IaIIId dIaldiaxiD (TCDD)lCIIlp"'riflcelly 
an T-cclll1IId die __ ca=a imal .. 
deft 'eacy. DiaIiDI ......... imm1lDC 
cIrfic ;mcy in upaICId ........ ' pJIDl wack-
en. While il was...., Iepaaed IbI& B
cella lie also IffecII:d ill aida. it .. abo 
reponed dial T -celli zepIue B<ell fuDc. 
IiaD. 

But HI'L V ha beca willa .. far same lime. 
How is it dill H'IL V coaIdc:bapdaaa .. 
and became f.-ely aar=vc? The ... 
swer is chrougb m""lim 1be c:IlIarinaIed 
hydrocarboftsllld IbeirclioliDCDIl1BlDiDams 
(pmicuIarIy TCDD) lie mUl8pDic chemi
cal subsIanc:es. It bat just been IDDOUDCed 
lhalmUllllOD of ancogaes (cancer Benes) is 
responsible. in pan. for causing lung cancer 
in &be fn proven cue amaag bWllllL'. I 
suspect Ibat aids bas been wiIb us for some 
lime. &1 weU.1bougb aaly fGrabe put two ID 

four years beiDg iclealifted as. syndrome. 

The ABan Orange family of babicides was 
deYoIoped during abe World War D en for 
miliIary (la1a'commercial) usc bulit was IIOt 
UIltiJ abe Vie&1llln W. era IbIlIbese sub
S\IDCeS weft found to be coraminated with 
SIIgenIlgllDOUll&S of dioaiDs. 

AuInIiID Vieallm ve&eIUI' surviwnbave 
bc&aDreceiviDgserYice.mnnecredcompea
suiOD· for lymphomas resulting from 
senicemeD'. exposure ID defoliants. U.s. 
ViemIm VAnDSD aperienciDglympbo
muu ... one-lbird bigberlbaDc*, [,.4 
In IDimalIlDdics TCDD ba beCD Ibown 10 

impIc& upoD Iberelicu'aeractcxbrJi.1 syam: 
lenIremii. lympboma or boda couJd rau1t 
fIaaa Ibis. 

DiaIiDI CllllBIbo ... emily pmpbyria 
c-. ... (PCT). a liverlblood diJanIer 
dill is poeacially faIaI in conjuDcdaa wiIh 
cIn1p. Puqde-red spotS on &be skiD of aids 
vic:IimI (Kaposi's sarcoma-. soft-liauo 
CIDCeI') JaaDbie PCT IDd cbIorIcDe - die 
c1iDic:al1Dllbr of dioaiD pcUoniDa. 

AIDS is clearly DOt limi&.ed co GDC or two Ie" tall of 1DCiay. Lut year over 92 
pen:aIlof Ibe rcpan.ed c:.a of AIDS 'Mft 
ill II m _ ,aaLtiIRuai mala. but Ibis yar 
• ......-baldropped so 71pcn:em. AD 
..... (bydiaUl) Yinlsof&be GDCOgeIIic 
Hn.V vlriaycoald be nnsmicred cIIIaaP . 
fecllaDd IIIiYa u well as IbrouJb semen 
lid blood. TCDD dicaiD is. very powerful 
eazyme inducer. Funbcr resean:b mID 
~D'. effects on &he RNA enzyme. re· 
¥enD 1IIIISCripIase. may demonsIrase how 
H1L V is acliV&lCd by TCDD. 

AIDS is. worldwide epidemic. But in me 
U.S .. approxima&ely 90 pcrcenl (aDd possi
bly aU) of &he rcpan.ed cases of AIDS occur 
in S&8ICI baving chemical planlS dwproduce 
Agent Orange-type subswlccs. 

Cancer vaccines such as alpha or gamma 
imafemn provide scme hope for saopping 
the AIDS epidemic. But abe raJ solUlicn ID 

the lXOblem lies in IRvencing human ~ 
sure 10 the chlarinaled hydnarbons and 
lbcir dioxin conwnanarus. 

46 

For. fuller account of dioxin. Ageru OIange 
and AIDS • see &be pamphlet mes .. Agent 
Onqe" and "Herbicides" at me SL C10ud 
Public Ubrary. RelaI.ed audiovisualllWal. 
all. available at boIb die Greal River Re. 
gioaal Library and SL Cowl Slate Univer
silY & Learning Resource Center. iDc!udc 
"A PIque on Our Childr=" (Pan 1. Diox
ins: Pan 2. PCBs) and "Agent 0raDge: A 
Story of Dignity and DoubL" 

OPe Bcqb. • Viemam veaemn is active in 
CIIYiraamcIual issaca and u an advoc:are for 
ocber Viemam Ve&a'IDS. 
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CHEMICAl "SED 
Agent Blue 

AgeD' GreeD ~ 
AgeDt Orange 

AgeDt Orange 

AgeD. P IDk 
Agent Purple 
AgeDt White 
AldrlD 
Azodrln 5 
BHC 
Bid ran 
Barate Chlorate 
Bromocll 
ButoxoDe 80 
Cacodylic Acid 
Carbaryl (SevID) 
ChlorrurazoJ 5 
Chlordane 
Creson 

2,4·0 Acid 

2,4·0 ESler 

DDT. 
DDVP 
Oil_pan 
Dfft 
DEL Delollan. 21 

Dlazlnon 
Oi brom 
DeHd rin 
Diquat 
EP" 
Endrln / Furoden 

~,a:::~: 
\-lallth , fl n 

.\1oneb 
~hlh~· 1 Parathion 
\l i rn 
\1onuron 
Paraquat 
Phosphamidon 
Phos\' tl 
Pieloran 

Polybor Chlorate 
Tandn 
T,lnolol 
l"ro~ 22 
Zinc Phosphite 
Z ine b 

OUR CHEMICAL LEGACY 
IN VIETNAM 1961·1973 

JlSE 
Rice crop destruction 
Kill grass & bamboo 
Jungle cover defoliant 
JUDI Ie cover derollant 

Jungle cover defoUant 

JUDgle cover defoliant 
Forest defoliation 
Forest defoliation 
Control of loll Insects 
Insecticide for rice. potatoes 
Insecticide ror cereal , beets 
IDsectlclde ror cottOD 
Herbicide aDd soli Iterllant 
Weed killer 
Defoliant 
Grul, bamboo, rice destructloD 
InsecUcide for crop I, ftc . 
Herbicide 
Insecticide, esp . termites 
Wood preservative 

Defoliant 

Defoliant 

Flu control In quarters 
Flu control, grain pestcontrol 
Control of grasses and brush 
Insect repellant 
Fin baH defoliant (causes 
leaves to drop from trees) 
Control of soli Insects 
Insecticide 
Insect control around quarters 
Defoliant. aquatic weed control 
Control or boll wffvlJlstem born 
Insect control on grains /cotton 
Insect control In living quarttrs 
C ollon /co rn Ig ra In I i nsec t con t rol 
Roachl(Ju powdtr ror 
living quarlus 
Roach /put control ror 
living quarters ' 
Control of tomato/potato bligh t 
Insut Control 
Gtneral purpose Instctlclde 
5011 sltrllant 
Contact herblcidt /dess lcant 
InStct control In quarters 
Grain storagt InStct control 
Htrblclde against deep-rooted 
wetds 
Weed and grass killer 
Wud &: bush ddoliant 
Htrblclde ror brUSh conlrol 
Long-luling soli sterllant 
Mlct/roVrodtnt control 
Control or mites on citrus 

MANIlFACTJ]BED By 
AnIuI Co 

AMQJ INT APrl 'ED 
~ . ~ milhon gals. 

Bayer A.G .. Dow Chemical. Union Cubide S.20S S&I, . 
Hc:rcu.les inc. Dow.Diamond ShllTD'ock. Uniroyal . 0.3 million ga ls . 
T .H.A&ri<u1lUre, Thompaon Chemical. MonsanlO 
MiUer Chemical Union Carbide Venae Dow. . million gals. 
Diamond Shamrock. CANZ 
Dow, Union Carbide. 
Union Carbide. Diamond SIwruock. Dow 
Dow. UrUon Carbide 
Shell Chemicals 
Cryllal Chemicol 1n ... ·America 
Hooker Chemical.Woolfolk Chemical 
Shell Chemical 
KerrM<Gec 
Hopitins Agricuhur. 
IC1ANZ 
Anlul Co. 
Union Carbide 
FISONS 
PPC lndwlries 
'Crowley Tar. Koppen Co .. Los Angeles 
Chemical Co. 
MUler Chemical. Union Carbide, Vertac. Dow 
Diamond Shamrock 
MUler Chemical. Union Cubide. Veruc, Dow 
Diamond Shamrock. ClANZ 
Montrose Chemical. Diunond Shamrock 
Hopitins Agriculwral 
Dow. Crystal Chemical, Bayer 
Chemical FormulalOrS. Hercules 
Awtralia 

Ciba Geigy 
CheVTon Chemical Co. 
Shell International 
ICI Plant Protection Div . 
E.l . duPont 
Vebicol Chemical Corp. 
Pillu Im'l, FMC 
Shell Im ' l 
Celamerck Gmbh and Co 

American CyanJJ"Ttid Co. 

Crystal Chemical. Cumberland In!'1 
Kerr McGeeChemical 
Allied Chemie .. 1 
Hopkins Ag . Chemical Co. 
Onllo 
Chevron Chemical Co.-Ortho Ag. 
Velsico l Olemical Co. 
Dow 

US Boru. 
FMC Corp. 
Union Ca.rbide 
Hopkins Ag . Chemical ~o . 
Hopkins. Bell Laboratones 
Bayer A.G .. Framoplanc FMC Corp. 

122.800 gal,. 
145.000 gal, . 
5.3 million ga..ls. 
15.400 Ib, . 
213 .850 Ib , . 
: 75 .575 Ib, . 
94.800 Ib, . 
4.500 Ib, . 
16.500 Ib, . 
44.100 Ib, . 
10.000 Ib, . 
72.750 lb,. 
less than 50 gus. 
more than 50.000 gals. 
unknown 

815.700 Ib, . 

224.870 Ib ,. 

2.3 million Ibs . 
674.000 Ib,. 
12),250 Ib, 
unknown 
more than 44,100 Ibs . 

1 mill ion Jbs . 
520.285 Ib, . 
11.025 Ib, . 
40.000 Ib,. 
26.450 Ib, . 
45 1.940 Ib, . 
103.620 Ib, . 
26.450 Ib, . 
46. 300 Ib, 

1. 4 milhon Jbs . 

48 5.000 Ib, 
343.920 Ib, . 
unkno \lolO 
unknown 
»)0 Ib, . 
4 1.900 Ib, . 
J 1.900 Ibs 
5 .:' mi llion ~ als . 

t-~500 Ibs 
un kno ..... n 
unkno wn 
un kno .... ·n 
99.200 Ib, . 
:5 7.940 Ibs 



MALAn-nON: TOXIC nM£ BOMB 

SCIENCE CORNER J 
AIDS: the iatrogenic connection J 
Drugs-legal and illegal-join immunizations, 
and dioxin as possible AIDS iatrogenic factor; 

!n. at~; ,~ I~' ;,.n.l.a Slal.S ~,*al conf,""'O Dy III DtlnCIDII :~'II' tn. gtOynowor• f=:' a n.w VI'''' :a!": nltOlv a. aQuatic 
~na""c'UII:a' IUOOI,.r S .. DI.o .... nuv In. ffta,C' t'CID..,..1 at :~ faCI. In tn. lall UJ101 m. ,.'". . r-munolcalcology' .a, 
tn. aN; n.v. Deeft ,,, ...... I'.n DOl: :JeoOJ, wat" V.llly •• Dana.o ::)In.o la a.lcnDI I'" n.rmful .n.ClI at I"'''ranmlnlll ag.nts on 
maftlelln; OYllloe Of ,n. unll.O 5: ••• s .• ". arug II fteoyenuy ~anous c:omaon.nll Of tn. ~ .VI •• m ana 110 In 'laB' 10 m • 
• anwt ••• rea 1ft An;Ola ana Zal" twD Counl"'1 .'ID allOClal.o O.--..lean a. a ·unlfya'to InDO .. tor "",,,una,a.lcolOgy • I cnaln at 1 
WIt" AIDS cn ... ca&tIfIWnUM IftI.rraCleanl lUll DI;lnn",; 10 01 OJlCU"la II 

·Thul. m. flnalfto Il'la" ON; II tr.oulftily .na .anctIIIBIU· :" •• elVem Of 1"1 AIDS cnSl1 ana - ser.nO,ly .1 WOUIO ... "'_ 
..".ey ulla 1ft luDDODUlarlOft1 now InOUO"11a 01 Ilgnlflcant ,. tot I,U OJ.e ....... 1OG8Y .••• , 
AIDS a ... ",. SU"",r ICNny Ia rull DUI Cl1fOte"IC t.C1DI'I. DOIIt· Tftefe arl DOIIIICaI ana ICOftDfnIC conltO".llOnl ,n '''I 01Ve,. 1 
Diy canfounala Dy .GClltJOftlI "utrlllOl'lal t.CtDrs" DDrnlftl Of aaeauaa. Ift'DIIft.11Oft conClmlno Ii'll re., ''''.a, of Sm,'" .IID nollG Il'lal aoaOQUlnOI ana a r,la.aa comoauno. InOUStnal CftIINCIt. 1ft ,vI'Y'ft'"g tram n." oy •• 10 aonCUlly'.1 
CIIDGUIftOI. I'lav. Delft ,mOIlC.lla In IUDICUI. mylIDGDUCDftIU- O"bCICI ••. Dul me .""'1109' now av."aDII SUOO .... Il'la, It I' 
rooaany (SMON) 1ft .!1OIn"" a ata.as. onc. trIOUOft11a De CIYMCI only ml 110 at • very taro. c.Der; 
Dy ·slOW- v'NI.1 ...... CU 

Aa Imllft anleyzla. ·D.caus. a' 1ft. auDllam ... DOUIOddy ;:: ....... ----............... 'I'a 
Iftat Ift8 nlrvaua .pt"" ana Iftl ......".. .yuem fII8Y IftIII ., =-.... --:-..:.=--=--=: leu .. , , .. ,., '''' c,..., 

l 
IIIICIICI tunetlDftS ana ft'IOCKUIII meCftMlSfftl. 1ftV_ .... 1IUI1 fll ...--. ...... • M. -....-.. AIDL c.--.. _ 
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Introduction to Chapter 4 

Although tests done by Savage in the following paper, "Chronic Neurological Sequelae of 
Acute Organophosphate Pesticide Poisoning" were for those acutely poisoned (those who 
worked with organophosphates on a daily basis), the reader can certainly draw his own 
conclusion after reading the abstract, test scores, discussion and conclusions regarding 
results of neuropsychological defiCits, academic results and social withdrawal, etc. through 
exposure to organophosphates. 

Paul McClain, Molecular Biologist was interviewed by KPF A (Los Angeles) regarding a 
little known testing instrument (at least with the State of California) called the Vibraton. 
This instrument is capable of measuring fine motor skill deficits of those who have been 
poisoned by organophosphates, lead, nickel, chromium etc. The machine is non-invasive 
and the test takes only a short time to conduct and is quite inexpensive. The EPA and 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION have used this instrument for years. 

A chemist at Pacific Toxicology Laboratory is developing a test for malathion exposure. 
This test is more sensitive to low dose malathion exposure then the cholinesterese test. 

Also included in this chapter is a study done by Dr. Alan Lieberman, l\i.D., a certified 
Environmental Medicine Physician. This double blind study on children shows how malathion 
aerially sprayed near a school, has affected these particular children's behavioral, social 
and academic skills. 

NOTE: It has been brought to my attention as Editor that the test being perfected by 
Pacific Toxicology Laboratory could also be perfected by the State of California in a 
relatively short period of time. For some unexplained reason, however, the state refuses 
to develop this test. 
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niE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

Chronic Neurological Sequelae of Acute Organophosphate 

Pesticide Poisoning 

ELDON P. SAVAGE, Ph.D. 
THOMAS J. KEEFE, Ph.D. 
LAWRENCE M. MOUNCE, B.S. 
Colorado Epidemiologic Pesticide Studies Center 
Department of Environmental Health 
Cotorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
ROBERT K. HEATON, Ph.D. 
JAMES A. LEWIS, M.D. 
PATRICIA J. BURCAR, M.D. 
Departments of Neuropsychology and Neurology 
University of Colorado Medical Center 
Denver, Colorado 

ABSTRACT. To evaluate the latent neuroJosical effects of orpnophosphate pesticide 
poisoning. this epidemiolosic study examined 100 matched-pairs of individuals with previ
ous acute orpnophOlphate pesticide poisoning and nonpoisoned controls. No lipificant 
diHerence between poisoned subjects and controls was found on audiometric tests, 
ophthalmic tests, eiectroencephaiosrams, or the clinical serum and blood chemistry 
evaluations. Of the more than SO K0re5 from the neurological examination, abnormalities 
were demonstrated among the cases only on measures of memory, abstraction, and mood, 
and on one test of motor reflexes. Differences between the two cohorts were much ~ 
apparent in the neuropsycholosical tests. The differences occurred on tests of widely vary
ins abilities indudins intellectual functionin8- academic skills. abstraction and flexibility of 
thinking, and limple motor 1Id1l •• Twice II many cases as controls (24 YS. 12) had Halstead
Reitan Battery summary scores in the ranp characteristic of. individuals with cerebral 
damage or dysfunction. Resuhs from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inwentory and 
the Patient's and Relative's Assessment of Patient functioning InwentDries also revealed 
greater distress and complaints of disability for the poisoned subjects. 

THE INCREASED USE of organophosphate (OP) pes
ticides in the last tour decades has been accompanied 
bv numerous acute organophosphate pOisonings. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) has stated that the 
problem oi acute pesticide poisoning is extensive and 
serious with as many as 500.000 cases occurring an
nuallv throughout the world. I In the lJnlted States. na-

38 

so 

tlonal studies of hospitalized pesticide poisonin~ case~ 
. from 1971-1973 and 1974-1976 resulted in an eSi·· 
mated 8.241 and 9.278 admissions. respectively; the 
organophosphate compounds accounted for 31 % and 
25 0

'0 of the observed pesticide pOIsonings dUring the 
two study periods. respectivelv. ~ : 

The organophosphates are cholinesterase inhibitors. 
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MALAniION: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

'abte 1.-Ps~' lest Score Means. Standard Enor of the Diffeft'ftce of Means. and thf' Probabilitv lft'f't 
of the Analvsis of Variance Test for the Comparison of Orpnophosphatf' Pesticidf' Poisoned Subtects and 
Controls with Respect to the HalsteAct.ReitAn Banerv. thf' WAIS BAnery. the PeAbody IndividuAl Achift'erMnt 
Test. and Added Ability Tests 

Mean~ 

Varaable 'Case~ Control~ 5E p levelll 

Neuropsvchol08lcal Summary )cores 
Average Impalnnent Rating 1.07 
Halstead ImpaIrment Index 0.30 
WAIS VerballQ 105.40 
WAIS Performance IQ 108.41 
WAIS Full Scale IQ 107.5 

Halstead.Reltan Battery 
Catesory 39.55 
Trail~B 75.31 
~peech Sounds PerceptIon 7.18 
Seashore Rhythm 26.65 
Taaual Performance-Memory 1.62 
Tactual Petormance-Locatlon 4.57 
Tactual Performance-TIme 13.07 
Fln~r OscillatIon Test· 100.80 

I Perceptual Dlsordert 4.68 

~ 
Aphasia bamt 5.59 
Soatial Relatlonst 2.81 

I WAIS SUbiest Scaled Score~ 
I Information 10.73 
I Com~hension 11.3:! 
I Anthmetlc 11.15 I Similarities 11.10 

I Digit Span 9.80 
I Vocabulary 10.49 

I 
Digit Symbol 9.71 
Picture Completion 11.13 
Block Desi8n 11.24 
Picture Arrangement 10.02 
Ob;ect Assembly 10.60 

Peabody Individual AchieYement Test 
Relding Recosnition 29.00 
Reading Comprehension 54.32 
Spelling 35.19 

Added Ability Tests 
Tactile Form Rec08nition 20.34 
Hand Oynamoneter· 96.87 
Grooved Pesboard· 148.34 

I Hole-Type Steachness· 59.39 
I Wisconsin Card Sonlng TesI* 11.07 

Thurstone Word Fluency-Tocal 43.92 
Word Findin8 Test§ 36.04 
Story Memory Test-Leaming 1.87 
Story Memory T est-Memory .11 

·Scores summed for both hands. 
'tRatlngs defined in Russell et al.)3 
*)core available for 91 of 100 pairs. 
§Score available for 99 of 100 pairs. 
IfThe p level IS n01 shown if the f-ratio is less than unity. 

trois (24 vs. 12) showed an overall level of neuropsy
chological deficit that was within the range characteri5-
tiC of individuals with documented cerebral lesions (p 
- .020). Of the , 1 individual test measures that con
tribute to the Average Impairment Rating, the cases 
were significantly worse than the controls on 3 mea5-
ures and showed trends (.05 < p < .10) in the same 
direction on an additional 2 measures. 

Both the case and control cohons showed above 

42 

51 

0.91 .05 <.001 
0.23 .03 .020 

111.86 1.31 <.001 
110.13 1.46 .242 
111.77 1.32 <.001 

31.57 2.59 .002 
67.72 4.09 .067 

5.92 .51 .001 
27.16 .33 .120 
7.18 .17 -
4.45 .25 -

11.88 .n .125 
103.69 1.41 .042 

4.17 .63 -
4.55 .58 .075 
2.71 .13 -

11.83 .28 <.001 
12.13 .34 .020 
12.40 .32 <.001 
12.09 .31 .002 
10.95 .43 .008 
11.68 .30 <.001 
10.&4 .26 <.001 
11.00 .28 -
11.75 .38 .181 
9.95 .35 -

10.72 .33 -
36.71 2.32 .001 
63.06 3.26 .008 
45.81 3.65 .004 

19.98 .75 -
97.34 1.93 -

137.96 3.26 .002 
62.82 6.76 -
12.91 1.18 .001 
50.79 2.33 .003 
40.36 1.33 .002 

1.67 .02 .045 
.10 .10 -

average intellectual functioning on the WAIS. How
ever. the case cohon obtained a mean full scale IQ that 
was approximately 5 points lower than the control 
mean (p < .(01), The case cohon also did signiiicantly 
worse than the controls did on all six verbal subtests 
and on one or the five performance subtests. The case 
cohon also periormed at a Significantly lower level than 
the controls did on the reading recognition (p - .001). 
reading comprehension (p - .008). and spelling sub-
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lell IP • .004. Of Ihf PtibOOv Inalvld",1 Acnl.wom.nt 
Tftl 

AhhouSh thf 'MIn tcorft from Ihf MMPI "".r. "".11 
wllhln normal tlml" tor both cu. an contrOl cohOn~ 
catft Ind controlS -.re ",nulClntlv dlll.t.nl on • 01 
1M 13 MMPI tal.' vahdllY IP - .008). MteMIWO~~ 
IP - .0181. parlftOil IP • .0271. Ind IOCIII Introw-rlton 
IP - .0501. TM fsndlnp on 1M Ian.r 2 MMPI 1CA1.~ 
IUIIft1 IIIPl1ty lrell.' IOC~I ana.ety Ind I.nckncl.~ 
lOWlrd, tuNMCIOUt'~" Of ."""Vltv to CtlIICI,m Ind 
atMr IOC~I II~ amons tM OP DOIlOMd CIW!» 
MuhIYiM. analY'l' 01 VlFllncfl of 1M ).4 wbt.,t 
~ In tM Muroosvchotoglal .VIIUlUon tound tnt> 
owtlll d~renc. ~n 1M •• DQMd ana control co
hOrt, to tJ. hlShly ",nlian. IP - .0081 

Stsncfsclm d~ ~ .... n catft anc comrol~ 
wet'f otUlned on 9 of tM 32 n.ms on 1M Plu.nt A!t· 
Ift~m of Own Funclto,,.ns tnventOry. wllh CltIft ,t". 
ponlnl IftO'e oroe-tns In .,Ch INUnc.. Soeaflally. 
caws reDOft~ more difficuhlft In u" .. ,ndln8 
tClMCh of athrn IP - .01.1. In recopu!ln, Dnnted or 
wrm.n words IP • .0081. In thlnl"nl 01 hi",.. of Ihlnp 
IP - .037). In calculating \P - .0091. in followl", In· 
RrualOM IP - .0041. In IOIVI"I~' cP • .0361. In 
toI __ lnB directIOns IP • .0141. In .,.ftOm\lns laik!» 
wnh 1M "1M hand IP • .0101. and wnh ¥I"on cP • 
·.0191. 

In addnlOft to tM atx:w. ~m 01 1M Rudy par. 
tCPInn ,.Un8 of hi' own funClsonlns. re&Altwos ~r~ 
_~ 10 com .... In InMCWllOfm I..-..mO~ of 1M Pol' 
I~n funalOnlftS. Slanlfant dm.reftCft occu~ In 4 
of ) 1 areas: thew ~ 1ft "Mrll lrel' of lan8Y18. Inc 
cornmuftlCMlOft. COI"lt.WO and 11'II.t'KIu,1 tunalonll 
Ind us. 01 hlnGs unator tunctlonlng). Apln. III of Itw 
"""Cant ditle"uc,", IhOWtd thlt 1M ow conon haa 
.,.. difhcuhy In tunaaonl"1 thin 1M control cohon 
Tht" rewlwo', ~nl also Ihowed Iht" •• oowd 
I"DUI) to tJ. III'"fIClNly dm.rt"m on. of 22 Pt"rtOnIllI~ 
talt" """: dernuton IP - .OOSI. Irntlblhty IP -
.(1)1). 10(111 wnhdrawAI IP - .(46). and con~won 
&boul what I' hiPlleN"S ~round hUNMr cP - .0361 

PwII,,* ....w. .ftI~, .., 1M orpnochton~ p& 

tCldft, It well It RBC Ind p6at.rN chohnetl.raw eChEI 
tN" ..,. conducted on blood ump!ft from all aw 
Iftd conarol panICIDlni'. Bath 1M QIe and control 
nahoftl ..,. well wnhtn 1M hmnl of nonnal RBC ChE 
and plasma ChE. TM ....ou. .. thDwed I lIand,. 
Clnlty hfIhet IN.n tIHVm ~I of OfIInochk»n~ 
CII'IIeidft In ClIft Ihln control, e62.1 ppb and 33.3 
.•. f'I'IIIIK'l~IYI. Tht" control cohon .,.riormed "I' 
ncfICIntly ... r lhan Iht" ca. coftoft on jour of fi~ 
IUlftfNry ICOfft from 1ht" MUI'ODIYtho6olacal bin.",. 
Ind tht" IN~' at coy.nane .... Ied 10 show Iny 111"11. 
e.nt IUGClMcon WItPl QfPnochlon". DftIICIdt" rt"~I' 
duft. COMIQWftlly. Iny auum .. aon Ihil ftDOlUr. 10 
OfIInothlon". Dt"llIcldft InCI~nc.. ImDllf.a ~urcr 
PI~caiIUnC'llOft I' not IUppon~ by Ihf dati of 
Ih" Rudy. 

• ••••••••• 
, ..... udY ... canoutWO "'*' CON,.. NumbIt 660'~) WIth 

"- HNlrh ~. .MCI'I. t1Uaftl ivaluillOft 0MM0n. ora f1I 
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OlIGO. end b::ds 1 lUCIlle kudlft ,...11'1. 1eui 1«1\ LJ~ 
ktIcIOI crI MICIcIM. *' 1eMo. leui. 1 .... ~ !Nnw 1rIdMIkIa1, 
""'" ......... ~1OfII WftO ~ .... 11\' to 1M C'O"\ . 
....... Of ttwt ..... COIGtIiClo 5uIP &.I1IM'nI'V' MICt\MI I. MIanIan 
Ph.D.: ..... L. AI*ft: ""'1 A. 1oNIII. LlndI I. o.m. WId'1 H 
ford: &.oI'I.~: ~ G ......,: ~ L.~:""" 
A. ~; ...... " I ........ : ludtth A lqcy; toM D. ,....,.; -.I 
H. WtMIIm WtIRtI'J. v~oICOtlDt8ClO~.'C"",,: s..- k 
~. ~ 1CIfWIIaft. Ia:t\' I. 1111ft" . ..a Aftllut 1. veIII. Ph.D 
TftAJ 7«1'1 VftMfSIrv kftOO/ 01 Mi*'", V...", F. Coa; IIIbtI 
Ow: Edward D C'.orMi; o.n.ne.....,.... ~ H. ".tal. Ph.D .. 
~ 5tImo: and", V .... M.D 
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V1BRATON MACHINE POR THE TESi'JNG OP 
NEUROLOGICAL DAMAGE TO THE NERVOUS SYSTEM, 
DUE TO MALATIDON POISONING AND INPORMATION ON 
PEDERAL REGISTRATION OP PESTICIDES, ETC. 

KPPK RADIo-"TBE WIZARD SHOW" 
(GUEST) PAUL MCCLAIN, MOLECULAR BIOLOGIST 
lNTERVlEWED BY 
(HOST) BOB NEILSON, WITH C~BOSTESS, PLOREANO, 
AND TELEPHONE CAI.I.JmS. 

MALAniION: TOXIC nME BOMB 

PAUL MCCLAIN: ••• Let's just stay in this realm for a minute, and talk about this toxic 
substance, malathion and the dose. Well, dose is everything. If you think about the effect 
you are looking for, and the state never talks about this. They talk about dose being 
everything in terms of how much it takes to kill things. But how much 'dose' does it take 
to cause some other effect? Now Dr. Rogers at USC says, that she CaMot find a dose 
of malathion, that does not effect the immune system. Now this is an entirely different 
argument. 

So the state will never get out of this, realm of "LD 50, and Toxicology" and talk about 
what kind of doses have what kinds of effects. And the fact is, all you have to do is watch 
the· television or listen to the radio to find out, that these doses are having effects, but 
they are not having deadly effects, in most cases. They aren't having cancer causing, or 
mutanegenic or these kinds of effects at these doses, that we know of yet, they well may 
be, but we do know these doses are causing effects which are considered by World Health 
OrpDization and OSBA IUld IOOSB IUld mast medical prof dCMIII)S, to be adverse effects. 

BOB RlELSON: Can we run down some of the effects, just to make sure ••• in case the public 
has not heard this. 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Headaches, nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea, blurred Vision, 
muscle tremers ••• 

BOB HIELSON: 'What about the famous 'fiu-like' symptoms? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Those would all kind of be fiu -like symptoms. Here is another whole 
issue, which is kind of my favorite. The organ in the body which is most susceptible to 
toxic insult, is the brain. And in this case, organophosphates are very specifically designed 
to effect the nervous system. 

BOB RlELSON: Malathion is an organophosphate? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Right. So you would expect to see the smallest effect from the smallest 
dose being found in the most sensitive system. And in fact, you do. But it is not in blood 
test. It is in what we call behavioral neural toxicology. Which means, that some of the 
classic problems with organophosphates, from malathion, is impairments in memory, 
attention span, cognitive and verbal abilities, fine motor movements, and we find the most 
subtle effect, or if we look for any kind of test that would discriminate between exposed 
and unexposed populations, of any kind of a substance, solvents, lead, organophosphates, 
anything, what discriminates between exposed and unexposed is impairment of vibratory 
sensation. 
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niE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

There is a little intrument made by a company called a Vibratron, you simply stick your 
finger on these little vibrating rods, and depending on how much amperage you have cranked 
into the apparatus and made this thing vibrate (~ow ~ntensely), you'll pi.Ck it up a.t a v~ry 
subtle level, or if youre nervous system has ~een Imp~lred by these chemIcals, the IntensIty 
is much higher, and therefore your threshold 15 much hIgher. 

And what we see, is an enormous impairment in this parameter, with no clinical symptoms 
whatsoever. 

BOB NEILSON: You mean to say, (let's see if we can get this straight) ••• todays 
Thursday ••• and we are going to go to my neighborhood and find 100 people at random and 
give them this vibraton test, and then tonight the malathion helicopters are going to come, 
and we are going to do this test Friday, Saturday and Sunday, and we are going to notice 
a difference? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Why don't we do it right after they spray? 

BOB NEILSON: Before they spray, and do it right after they spray. Has this been done? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: No. 

BOB NEILSON: Seems to me like it would be a fairly vivid test, which would be fairly 
straight forward to show. 

PAUL MCCLAIN: I guess the state hasn't kept up with these kinds of scientific 
advancements, because we have only been doing this now for about 10 years. The World 
Health Organization has a world wide pilot study. It's been written up in many journals. 
It's now ••• there is now a whole computerized system of doing the cognitive and verbal 
skills •• and special reference, and all the kinds of brain impairment. 

BOB NIELSON: We haven't documented this in California, but it has been documented 
by WHO. 

PAUL MCCLAIN: In a lot of cases, as I said, with lead, and inner city kids, with solvents 
in an number of industries, with pesticides in India, and we are talking about whole cities. 

BOB NIELSON: How about malathion in this test? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Why would we ever test malathion, cause the state and the government 
keeps telling us it is safe. 

It is hard to get grant money for things somebody says there is no reason to get. But it 
is interesting •••• 

BOB NIELSON: But this would be an interesting test. It would ~e worth doing. 

PAUL MCCLAIN: I presented it to the school board, and they were very interested. I'll 
tell you where I got the information; was from a friend of mine who is a research 
psychologist in the division of human effects of the EPA. In fact, bas published several 
papers on this. and another fellow ••• this fellow is in Chapel Hill, and another fellow up 
in Oregon, with EPA, is probably kind of the world 'guru' in this area. They have been doing 
this work for about 10 years. 

FLOREANO: Have they been working with malathion? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: They have not worked specifically with malathion, but with other 
organophosphates, other chemicals and pestiCides, and so forth. So there is a phenomenal 
data base, and a great acceptance of this technique, in determining if a substance 'period', 
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a substance, has an effect on the nervous system. We are talking about a $2000.00 retail 
instrument, which takes about 12 to 15 minutes to run the entire test and profile 
non-invasive, nonpainful. It's a fun little machine to use. There is actually one at usc' 
there is one at Veterans Administration, (their hospital there). And there are a few other~ 
in southern California; but, this technology, and this whole concept of neural behavioral 
toxicology is one that most people, just frankly, aren't aware of. 

So when Jackie Goldberg, President of the School Board, asked Dr. Kirtz, Health Officer 
from the state, "Well gee Doc, is there any kind of test we could do to see if these kids 
are being exposed?" and he said, "No. There is just no way we can tell this." Of course, 
I being my subtle self, said, "Well, excuse me sir, but that is not exactly true, and we do 
have 10 years of research and published literature on the use of a whole panel of neural 
behavioral types of testing." 

BOB IfEILSOH: You are listening to KPFK In Los Angeles. This is The Wizard Show and 
my name is Bob Neilson. My co-host today is Floreano and we are talking with Paul 
McClain, Diplomate in preventive medicine and molecular biologist. And we are talking 
about malathion. Paul McClain is one of the local, self-made experts, I guess, in malathion, 
although I think he is well equipped to be able to do that kind of scholarly research based 
on his academic training, and we are talking about malathion and its effects on the public. 
He was a previous guest on the show and presented a very compelling case early on, in 
the malathion dispute. We have him back. We are glad to have him back. 

We have been talking now about various ••• whether any new information has been found 
out since the last time he appeared, which was back in February, and he tells us there is 
nothing new on the science front, other then the state has admitted that malathion can 
cause genetic damage, but of course they back-tracked from that and said, "But that's 
in a level that they are not going to be spraying us at." 

However, he has introduced something very important, which I think we ought to think 
about, which is a new method of monitoring the effects of not just of malathion, but any 
other materials that are being spread about widely in the environment. The technique he 
is talking about is, neural behavioral toxicology, which is monitoring very subtle changes 
in our nervous system, using some fairly straight forward technology, which would allow 
us to do some surveys to see whether things like malathion, are affecting our nervous 
systems and our behavior. 

PAUL MCCLADi: The other nice thing is we can see a lot of these changes happen with 
increases in carbon monoxide. This type of testing has been used on toll booth operators, 
and within a matter of hours we find major impairments in these people. 

A lot of studies have been done, for instance, in the textile industry, which use certain 
chemicals as name retardants. So, we're not just talking about 'out-door' kind of 
environmental issues. We are talking about the workplace. There are so many chemicals, 
(and this is a whole other show) to get into the 1005 of 10005 of ,chemicals of which over 
750 are known to effect the nervous system and of those, over 250 are found in everyday 
use in the majority of the industries where people are working. 

PLOREANO: So this is a very important kind of techncology because it gives us results 
in a few hours ••• 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Minutes ••• 

PLOREANO: Rather few minutes, rather then waiting for years to do cancer studies, 
statistics. 
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EDITOR INTEJlVDWS ANALYTICAL CHEMIST 
JIM PETERSON, Ph.D., OF PACIPIC TOXICOLOGY LAB r ON TESTS FOB. EXPOSURE TO MALATHION 

r EDITOR: Do you develop the methods at Pacific Toxicology Lab for testing malathion 
exposure? 

r DR. PETERSON: Yes. 

EDITOR: In layman's terms please give the reader (as well as myself) an idea of what you 
look for to detect malathion exposure. I know there is the cholinesterase test but a lot 

r·· of times I have been told this test is not quite all that it should be. Could you expand on 
this idea. 

r DR. PETERSON: Basically the cholinesterase test is a test of blood for an enzyme and 
the decreased activity of that enzyme due to the exposure to various SUbstances, including 
organophosphate pesticides ••• which malathion is. Malathion is a rather weak inhibitor of 

r. that activity ••• therefore, the sensitivity of a cholinesterase test for detecting exposure 
to malathion is rather insensitive. It would be unlikely to see any measurable decrease 
in cholinesterase in humans exposed due to spraying of malathion for eradication of the 
medfly. . 

r EDrroa: You said you didn't think there would be any cholinesterase decrease? 

r DR. PETERSON: Yes. Again I am speaking not as a toxicologist, but as a chemist; from 
wha.t I know, 1 think the cholinesterase test is too insensitive in this situation to detect 
any decrease in cholinesterase. Malathion affects the cholinesterase so weakly. 

r 
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EDrroa: In other. words, malathion affects cholinesterase, but not that much, is that 
correct? 

DR. PETERSON: Yes. However, there are other methods of detecting malathion exposure. 
One is the measurement of alkyl phosphate metabolities which is one portion of the original 
malathion molecule, which breaks apart or degraded in the body. There are also two 
carboxylic acids metabolites •••• they are larger portiOns of the original molecule which also 
include the phosphate. They are more specifically related to malathion exposure. 

The alkyl phosphate portion is released in smaller quantities then the carboxylic acid 
portion; also the alkyl phosphate portion is common to other organophosphate pesticides. 
That is, if you are exposed to diazinon, or parathion or any other organophosphate it is 
going to give similar alkyl phosphate metabolites, therefore it is not as specific as the 
carboxylic acid metabolites to m~thion exposure. 

So ••••• those are the two options in the literature. Limited work has been done in using these 
tests ••• in non-occupational exposed individuals, that is, people like the residents who are 
being exposed during the med-fly spraying ••••• so little is known as far as levels of these 
metabolites following exposure to malathion, in terms of relating the original dose to the 
metabolite level. 

EDITOR: So what you are saying then is alkyl phosphates (a group of metabolites) is in 
the original structure of malathion? 

DR. PETERSON: Yes. It is in the original structure of malathion. 

EDlTOB...So this carboxylic acid is also part of the original molecular structure of 
malathion. 
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DR. PETERSON: It is produced in the various stages of the break-down processes of 
malathion •• 

EDITOR: What your test does (and what the cholinesterase test does not do) •• is to directly 
measure these metabolites, and so here at Pacific Toxicology Lab you have the equipment 
and knowledge to look for these metabolites. How do you measure these metabolites? 

DR. PETERSON: They are measured in the urine. 

EDITOR: You have people give you an urine sample and you then measure the metabolites? 

DR. PETERSON: Right. 

EDITOR: You then look for the (metabolites) alkyl phosphate and carboxylic acid 
metabolites. It may be that these acids are not from malathion; it could be from one of 
the other organophosphates. 

DR. PETERSON: The alkyl phosphate metabolites could be from another organophosphate 
but the carboxylic acid metabolites are specific to malathion. 

EDITOR: Are you finding that when patients are tested, they have this carboxylic acid 
in their urine? 

DR. PETERSON: Well, we have only done a few tests related to medfly spraying ••• and 
we don't always know the history of where they come from ••• and we have seen very. few 
positives. We have not started to offer the carboxylic acid metabolites test yet •• 

mrroR: How much will these tests cost the patient? 

DB.. PBTEIlSOIf: The alkyl phosphate metabolites test cost $70.00. The carboxylic acid 
metabolites would be slightly less then that. We also offer the cholinesterase test in blood; 
red blood cells plus serum for $35.00. 

mrroR: That is reasonable! 

DR. PBTEIlSOIf: We think so. I should mention that this test is just a measure of 
detection ••• it doesn't necessarily mean any detectable level is a toxic level ••• it merely tells 
you if you were exposed or not ••• 1 find the problem so far ••• in this whole controversy is 
that no one really knows what the exposure level really is to Los Angeles residents due 
to the medfiy spraying •• 

EDITOR: Do you mean the toxic level or the exposure level? 

DB.. PETERSON: The exposure -level. No one knows what the exposure level is ••• it is all 
lion paper" so far. 

EDITOR: \'ihat do you mean when you say 'no one knows what the exposure level is' ••• Why 
don't they know what the exposure level is? 

DB.. PETERSON: It is all speculation based on mathematical modeling. 

EDITOR: In other words, you meaD the specific test for apasure level to malathion bas 
never been done on any of the sprayed resideDts! 

DB.. PETERSON: Not to my knowledge. 
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EnrI'OR: If I had a carboxylic acid test they would then know my exposure level'? r DR. PETERSON: Right, but no one to our knowledge has done that. 

r 
EDrI'OR: So your lab is going to do it? 

DR. PETERSON: Well, we are planning to develop the test, but there has been no 
systematic study of Los Angeles residents with that test. r EDrI'OR: So you will be the first. 

r 
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DR. PETERSON: We are a testing laboratory, we would not undertake such a study on 
our own. 

EDrroR: There should be one done by the state, correct? 

DR. PETERSON: 'lbat is what we thiDk. •• to determine what levels people are really being 
exposed. 

EDrroR: It doesn't take that long to do- does it; to do a study on this type of test? 
How long does it take ••• very long? 

DR. PETERSON: Perhaps about six months to complete such a study. 

EDrroR: That is not too long is it? 

DB.. PETERSON: No, not in the scientific world •• no. 

EDITOR: Actually the state should have done this before with rats. On the other hand 
they say rats aren't that good as a test animal concerning malathion. According to Dr. 
Lawton, M.D., and I quote, "The problem with using rats as a test animal is - rats not 
only have beta esterase in the liver but they have it in their red blood cells (circulating 
around in their body). You can bathe rats with malathion and they can't get sick. You 
can give them huge dosages and about all that happens is they get some decrease in the 
number of offspring. They have such a great capacity to handle malathion. 

The reason all this data doesn't compare to humans is people don't have circulating beta
esterase •. They only have it in their liver. So you can't rely on any studies that are done 
on rats. Rats are absolutely worthless in evaluating human toxicity •. Virtually all the studies 
showing how wonderfully safe malathion is, because it has for the most part, been tested 
on rats. There have been a couple of other studies, actually not very good studies, but 
most of them, the vast majority of them have been done on rats." Do you feel this could 
be a problem using rats as a test animal for malathion? 

DR. PETERSON: Could be. Again I am not a toxicologist ••• All animals are slightly different 
in their metabolism ••• that is always the problem when you are doing animal studies. You 
can get some ideas but to go directly from rats to make judgements COIleeroing human 
metabolism is not always valid. There are always some errors involved with that. The 
problem is how do you find out about humans other then by feeding them malathion ••. 
which ••• is not an acceptable thing to do ••• so it is a problem to determine what the affects 
are in humans ••• because you can't do human experiments. 

EDITOR: Except they are ••• they are spraying all the residents of Los Angeleso .. 

DR. PETERSON: So part of the state's program should be to determine what the level 
of exposure is ••• 
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EDITOR: In other words, if it is going to become a toxic level? 

DR. PETERSON: Yes, if all the people that are getting sick have higher levels of malathion 
metabolites then those not getting sick they will have some data to make a decision on .. but 
if you have no levels to correlate to, and then all you have is subjective symptoms from 
people, it is very difficult to make a scientific judgment on that basis... You do have to 
do a study to determine how much people are actually being exposed to malathion 

EDITOR: For all we know, many of the people running around right now in L.A. could have 
been over-exposed, they would be very toxic, which could very shortly affect their immune 
system •. . 

DR. PETERSON: My point is that you don't know what the exposure level is or the potential 
effect of any given level of exposure. On the other hand, maybe the exposures are very, 
very small ••. 

EDITOR: You just don't know ••. 

DR. PETERSON: No. I really should say malathion is one of the leas t toxic 
organophosphates, •.. however; if the levels are high, much higher then they guessed they 
are ..... then that has to be re-evaluated .•• as far as the levels at which they are spraying. 
On the other hand, maybe the exposure levels are much lower then they have guessed ..• and 
that information would also be helpful. 

EDITOR: Yes, either way •• it would be helpful. 

DR. PETERSON: I am not saying measuring metabolites is going to be the magic bullet, 
it is just another piece of information that is required to paint the whole picture. 

EDITOR: When do you expect to have the carboxylic acid test available? 

DR. PETERSON: I don't know yet. 

EDITOR: Would you say between I and 3 months ••. and would you say it would be closer 
to a month? 

DR. PETERSON: It depends on how much interest there is ... It could be as soon as a month. 

EDITOR: ·Would you offer this to the state? 

DR. PETERSON: Yes. I forgot to mention earlier that the metabolites are rather snort 
lived. 

EDITOR: In other words if I am sprayed with malathion today and I want one of the 
metabolite tests, and according to what you said earlier, I would only have 48 hours before 
the test would be invalid? 

DR. PETERSON: Yes. It also tells you how quicky malathion is metabolized and excreted ••. 
it is not like DDT or Dieldrin .•• or PCB's, it does not accumulate in the body. 

EDITOR: It does not go into the fatty tissue? 

DR. PETERSON: No, there is no evidence of this. 

EDITOR: Thank you very much for simplifying a very complicated process and thus making 
it a very informative interview for not only the professional but the lay person as well! 
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Dr. Peterson is Director of Research and Development at Pacific Toxicology Laboratories, 
1545 Pontius Avenue, Los Angeles Ca. 90025. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: It has been brought to my attention through reliable outside sources 
that the State of California has also had access to develop the above mentioned test for 
carboxylic acid metabolites for malathion exposure in its own lab; (it is in the scientific 
literature). This test is more sensitive then the cholinesterase test. 

I find it rather strange and I think the reader will too, that the state has failed to develop 
this test for Los Angeles citizens and surrounding areas after all this time spent spraying . 
for the Medfly. 

ALLAN LIEBERMAN, M.D. 
Certified in Environmental Medicine by the 
American Board of Environmental Medicine 

EDITOR INTERVIEWS DR. LIEBERMAN ON DOUBLE BLIND STUDY 
OF MALATHION POISONING IN SCHOOL CHILDREN 

EDITOR: What kind of medicine do you practice Dr. Lieberman? 

DR. LIEBERMAN: I practice environmental medicine in Charleston, South Carolina and 
I have been doing this since about 1977. 

EDrroR: How did the double blind study come about that you did on malathion poisoning? 

DR. LIEBERMAN: In 1981 1 received a telephone call from Pat Hardman, Ph.D. who owns 
3 schoo}.s and who caters to learning disabled children. These three schools were in Georgia 
and Florida. The one particular scheol was in the panhandle of Florida, so that she was 
able to handle all three schools at one time. 

There suddenly was an epidemic in one school, and Dr. Hardman noticed tremendous changes 
in the children in terms of their behavior and their learning. She knew something had 
happened but she couldn't identify what it was. 

We put our heads together and realized there was a distinct difference between the children 
in one school versus the children in the other 2 schools. What we found out was that the 
school in Albany, Georgia was located practically on the edge of an airfield where they 
were aerial spraying. They would then dump the pesticides at tbe end of the runway before 
landing. This school was also surrounded by pecan groves, and they were actually spraying 
those trees also. 

We also found out they were using an astronomical amount of chemicals, and one of the 
chemicals they were using was 'malathion.' 

At that time Governor Jerry Brown was in trouble in California for refusing to let the state 
spray. 1 made a decision at that time to particularly pull out malathion, (because everybody 
said it was safe) and we did a double blind control study on the effects of malathion. We 
sp~(!ifically challenged in a double blind manner children who were in these schools, and 
we found (at the end) when we broke the code, there was a very distinct pattern of 
re-activity in the children who were in the Albany school in terms of their reaction to 
malathion. 
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Malathion affected their whole learning process, their behavior for example ••. so we were 
convinced we had demonstrated what we had wanted to- that this pesticide is probably 
not the safest pesticide in the world. 

My study is one of the few double blind studies which can be included in the literature, 
although it was not accepted for publication; so it sits in a non-published form. 

Dr. Pat Hardman who owns the school was just contacted, actually through me, when the 
California people wanted me to talk over a. radio station, and television, concerning the 
raalathion, and 1 asked Dr. Hardman if she would do it because they were her students, 
so, she has been on the radio out in California several times being interviewed because 
of our work with malathion specifically and its affect on the learning process. She is a 
Ph.D. who specializes in learning disabled children. That was our contribution in terms 
of the malathion story. 

EDITOR: The state just recently aerially sprayed (malathion) a "Little Pony League" while 
the children were on the playing field on a Friday night. Is that dangerous? 

DR. LIEBERMAN: It is quite dangerous ••• and don't let anybody tell you to the contrary. 
There are several ramifications of the aerial spraying. No. I is the material itself-the 
organophospnate is a very small fraction of what is literally being sprayed. What is the 
other part? The other part is usually a heavy oil-like substance, which is a vehicle that 
distributes the chemical. 

Is it like everybody knows, when you use aerial spraying for example, you are literally hitting 
one per cent of your top target, and the 9996 is going everywhere else. It is a very 
impractical, ineffiCient, expensive approach to a problem, is to do aerial spraying, just 
for that very reason. 

EDITOR: Do you feel because Los Angeles has been sprayed so long now, and because there 
have been people who have been chemically sensitive all their lives, and there are others 
who may have been somewhat 'sensitive,' that they people may now be pushed over the 
edge into environmental illness, is that a possibility? 

DR. LIEBERMAN: To answer your question, I would say uniquivocably yes! 

Going back and talking about malathion aerial spraying particularly, we have a model which 
we can use, because in Japan they were doing the same thing (spraying malathion) and we 
have data which comes from Dr. Isikawa. 

EDITOR: Well, the state says there is a lot data gaps in the study .. 

DR. LIEBERMAN: Who says there are a lot of data gaps? 

EDITOR: The state, The California Food and Agriculture Department. 

DR. LIEBERMAN: Well, they can discount it all they want, but it doesn't change anything, 
the point is lsikawa has develope~ a .very" very nice tool,' w~th, which he can measure ey~ 
function. This is an extremely ObjectIve thIng, and·the pOInt IS IS that many of the peoples 
vision are changing. 

EDITOR: Thank you Dr. Leiberman for taking time out of your busy schedule to be 
interviewed. Both the reader and myself have learned a great deal from you. Thank you 
very, very much! 
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The rise in CAP scores 
The Morgan Hill School Oi:;· 

!r1Ct and semors should be proud 
of the latest results tram the Call
fomla Assessment Program tests. 

Sentors at Live Oak and Central 
~Igh scnOOlS not only show~ 
across·the·board Improvements 
In reac~n2 and mathematICS but 
also acnle'ved the highest scores 
~mce tesung began SIX years ago. 

Compared to other 12th·grad· 
ers across the state. the semors 
scored m the 83rd percennle In 
reading. meanmg that they scored 
,nigher tnan 83 percent of the 

'

state, 's 12th-graders, . Th, at's good. 
But when compared to students 

elsewhere With smular SOClQetC>
nomIc backgrounds. Mar an Hill 
semors . h per· 
centi .~at's not so good. 

Inig::JitiCE URtoh --rcoted 
at the 80th percentIle In statewide 
rankmg and at 65th percenule 
when compared to Khoois w1tn 
simllar student body makeup. 

Scores Increased across the state 
jesplte thiS year's test being the 
most demandmg m Its six years of 
existence. State school Supt. Bill 
Hontg credits the Improved test 
~cores to h:ghe: graduation reo 
~ulrements. tougher courses and 

mcreased teacher traming that 
grew out of the education retor~ 
movement. 

Such tests are iust one wav to 
measure how well a school' diS' 
mct and students are domg. 

Educators correctly caution 
against putung too much unpor
tance on anv one year's test. In· 
stead. theY sav whether scores are 
gomg up or down is more impor· 
tanto And In Morgan Hill. the 
trend IS up. The readIng scores 
have Increased 23 pomts to 293 
SlnC! tests began. In mathemetlcs. 
thiS year's score of 294 is 29 
points higher than six years ago. 

Still. there is room for 1m· 
provement - especlally smce rna· 
ny local students are competing 
With otners throughout the coun· 
try and state for entrv mto ("('11· 

leges and unJversJt1e~. 'TIHS ". £::-: \ 
sentors l"ave a long wav it' ~~t.: 
when compared to studenu r. 
Palo Alto Unified. which fli' ~ I 
scored in the tOP 1 percent c: .'! 
school c1istricts in the state. ~!"" 
in the Los Gatos-Saratoga .j:'. :: 
Union High School DI~trlct w/'"'.t'e 
studen~s were m the top 1 perr ::: 
in reac1mg and tot:: .2 perter.: ;. 
math. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The children mentioned in the above editorial were sprayed with several 
rounds of Malathion as they played in the school yard. This editorial helps bring home the 
validity of the study (previous page) done by Dr. Lieberman- that aerial spraying of 
Malathion does affect children academically. 

It is interesting to note that not one, but three Pony League teams were also sprayed 
directly with Malathion as they played on an open field. See Chapter 5 on survey conducted 
by Citizen Jean Hinsley of Norwalk after these teams were directly sprayed. 

The spectators at this game were also openly sprayed, one of whom was a pregnant mother, 
and the other, a woman confined to a wheel chair. 

According to a newspaper article, The Reverend Robert Schuler called from Aneheim and 
asked the California Department of Food and 'Ag' not to spray on or near 'Chrystal 
Cathedral' on a particular date as there was to be a tent dinner outside that evening for 
visiting ministers. Sacramento honored the Reverend Schuler's request and did not spray. 
The article went on to state that the helicopters would never spray over any outdoor event. 
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Effects of 
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Chapter 5 
~ SURVEYS 



Introduction to Chapter 5 

An expert witness in pesticides and other toxic chemical cases is interviewed. Dr. Thrasher 
has a weal~h of kn~wleQ~e. and. pulls no p~ch~s in his condemnation of tne state for keeping 
secret 16 dlfferent lmpurltleS hmmuno-toXlns) In the malathion spray. 

Dr. Thrasher also found it fascinating the state neglected to do a follow-UD studv of the 
citizens within the area(s) after the spraying. At one time he had been contacted to 00 

a study, but the idea was never implemented by the state. 

Jean Hinsley, a resident of Norwalk, California called Dr. Papenakls office after the aerial 
spraying of malathion to report symptoms. When she told Dr. Papenakls office her 
symptoms, the reply was, "You just have the fiu. 1t She asked if anyone else had gotten 
sick as a result of the spraying. He replied, "People werenlt affected by the spraying." 
She mentioned that neighbors on her block were ill. His reply: "You just have the fiu, see 
your doctor. It 

It was then Jean decided to take a door-to-cioor survey herself (in her neighbornood) and 
finei out wnat ~appened to the other people around her. 

Jean learned later that Papenak and his star! had not been recording any of the health 
iniormation people relayed to them at the Los Angeles County Hot Line, regarding their 
symptoms and illness after the sprayings, until several months later. 

What is interesting to note is that the state did no survey to find out tne effects of their 
aerial spraying program, yet, became quite interested in Ms. Hinsley's survey, and went 
to great lengths to get a copy of her report. To this date, however, the state has done 
no survey on the citizens. 

A commentary is given by Jean Hinsley on the surveys she conducted as well as the entire 
scope of malathion. In story form Jean brings home to all of us the pain and suffering the 
state has inflicted not only on the adults and our children, but other loved ones. as well 
as our pets and mother nature. 
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EDITOR INTERVlEWS EXPERT WITNESS IN 
PESTICIDE AND OTHER TOXIC CHEMICAL CASES 

DR. JACK THRASHER, Ph.D 
(Pormer Staff Member U .C.L.A.) 

THE MALATmON CONTROVERSY 

MALAn-nON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

EDITOR: In your opinion, Dr. Thrasher how safe is the aerial spraying of malathion? 

DR. THRASHER: In my opinion, malathion as it is being used has not been adequately 
tested for human safety. Particularly in the area of multiple applications. There is 
absolutely no information that states whether it is safe or not safe. 

It is incumbent upon the state of California, by both federal law and state statute. from 
what I understand, to prove such materials are safe before you can expose individuals to 
potential adverse effects. 

EDITOR: The state of California is breaking the law? 

DR. THRASHER: I would assume so. I understand there is a federal statute. I haven't 
read it; which states that the safety factor must be a priority taken into account in such 
situations, and it has not been done. 

EDITOR: There are all these experts around, like your good self, stating it is harmful to 
spray in populated areas, yet the state continues to do it. How can they do this in good 
conscience? 

DR. THRASHER: The State can do what it wants to do in a State of Emergency. Governor 
Deukmejian has called a State of Emergency. So ••• they will go ahead and do what they 
please, that circumvents any and all state statutes. Now whether it circumvents federal 
statutes I don't know. 

The only way this is going to be resolved is through litigation. I read in the paper this 
morning where the Los Angeles City Counsel and the County Counsel are going to go ahead 
and pursue their legal suits against the state in the event that this may re-occur, because 
the state may try to re-spray again sometime in the future. 

The difficulty everyone is having with this whole issue, is the 'state of emergency' which 
has been put upon it. 

EDITOR: Do you think, Dr. Thrasher, there is a 'state of emergency' from what you have 
seen'! 

DR. THRASHER: I haven't seen any data that would demonstrate to me there is a state 
of emergency. I am not an entomologist. There are conflicting statements on both sides 
of the issue. One says there is an infestation, the other one says there isn't. Who are you 
going to believe? 

There are a number of antecdotal stories out there that would indicate there should be 
some full investigation as to what the problems mayor may not be. For example, there 
is a Ms. Jean Hinsley down in Norwalk. I have reviewed the results of her studies. She 
has gone out into the neighborhood and she has found people who are getting sick. The 
County Health Department is not dOing a similar study or anything to assist in locating 
such unfortunates. Neither is the state. 
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I have talked with l\lichael Bell. and his colleague, Jean Means. They nave received 30.000 
pnone calls from individuals; anout 50% of these people stated that they have suffered 
ill effects. 

EDITOR: As a scientist. Dr. Thrasher, what do you suggest being done at this point? 

DR. THRASHER: Being a scientist, I had told various people call me; 1 had told them that 
they need to develop certain scientific and medical data if they have a problem. That 
is what they are attempting to do. 

EDITOR: Do people need to be tested right away if they think they have been poisoned 
by malathion? 

DR. THRASHER: That is correct. Another thing you can do is retrospective studies. Lets 
say you have a group of individuals in a given area who get sick all at the same time, then 
you can retrospectively go back and find a common event that caused that illness. 

For example, lets say someone has sprayed. Three days later, many people in a given area 
are all sick with the same symptoms, and they all occured at the same time and they weren't 
sick prior to this. You would only have to assume the spraying caused the problem. I have 
seen no retrospective studies being done on the population here in Southern California by 
the state or county. The only retrospective studies that have been done are by the citizens 
out there who are concerned. They are finding information. that appears to me. that there 
might be a problem. 

EDITOR: Don't you think it is strange the county is not following this up? 

DR. THRASHER: Oh, I think it is strange, but on the other hand, it is probably a matter 
of personnel, as well as financial too •• I just don't know why they are not dOing it. I think 
it is strange, yes, but why, I don't know. 

EDITOR: Do you think children and older people and people with allergies are more 
susceptable then other people to the spraying? 

DR. THRASHER: The answer is YES! ••• and that is not the basic tenant of Agriculture 
toxicology. All toxicological studies are done on healthy animals and healthy people. There 
is very little data on people who have had previous illness. or on the young or the elderly. 

When you do toxicology on research animals, you take a healthy group of animals and 
subject them to the poison. Why don't you take a group of sick animals that have similar 
diseases the human population has, and then see what happens? That is not being done, 
and has not been done. So how can you tell for sure what will happen to the young, elderly 
and those with illness? 

Without this type of data how can you tell for sure what is going to be happening to the 
young, elderly and those with illness? . 

EDITOR: The state just sprayed an entire designated, populated area. They didn't warn 
people who had small children, or the elderly, or those with allergies, or those who were 
chemically sensitive, or environmentally sensitive. There are risks and they did not give 
them the option of leaving the area before the spraying. 

DR. THRASHER: That is correct. 

EDITOR: They now say they are going to stop spraying by the end of April. But a lot of 
damage has already being done in the meantime. 
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MAl.AntlON: TO)cC TIME BOMB 

DR. THRASHER: Yes. That is one possibility ana no one is looking into it. ..• ~'ly biggest 
concern is from tne immune system point of view. Our immune system responds very readily 
to small doses of chemicals given over a long period of time. That is how you cievelop 
allergies for example. These people have multiple exposu~es to malathi~n ~hich cont~ins 
other chemicals besides malathion, and no one has looked Into the potentlal Immunological 
effects, including sensitization of malathion and the contaminants that go along with it 

I have seen Dr. l\'Iarc Lappe speak out on this and I have also read his papers. He said this 
material contains some 13 to 16 different chemicals besides malathion. 

10 addition, 1 have a copy of a letter from Mr. Voss, Director, Department of Food and 
Agriculture, to Senator Torres, Dated 2/20/90. The letter points out that the malathion 
that is used has at least 16 different chemical contaminants totalling 5.3596. Several of 
these contaminants have not been adequately tested. Also, they haven't, to my knowledge, 
been tested for additives or synergistic affects. The frightening aspect of this is that the 
public has been led to believe that "pure" malathion has been used in this aerial spraying. 

1 would like to emphasize that a 5.35% contamination content of any "pure" chemical is 
extremely high and potentially dangerous. 

EDITOR: That was one of the things Dr. Lappe spoke out against when he was working 
for the State of California; he said the spray needed to be pure malathion. 

DR. THRASHER: Correct. To give you an example. Phosophorothioates. which are bi
products of the production process and are contaminants of all organophosphate compounds; 
these are in the list by f\.lr. Voss. Dr. Lappe is concerned about this. They are in all 
technical grades of organophosphates. They are present to some extent in re-agent grades, 
in other words, highly purified. From my understanding, the state is using the technical 
grade which has got to have contaminants in it. 

EDITOR: Have you testified (against malathion spraying) at any of these meetings in Los 
Angeles? 

DR. THRASHER: No, I have not. I have stayed somewhat in the background. Based upon 
the following: both my partner and myself were approached by a certain individual at one 
time to do some testing on some sprayed people. Since that time we have never heard 
from him again. 

50 ••• 1 am going to speak out. In other words, this individual was from the proponents of 
spraying. Because the state did not follow through, 1 feel 1 am in a position to say my peace 
now. I am no longer remaining neutral. If certain individuals within the state and county 
were really legitimite in their concerns, they would have gone ahead with plans and done 
the testing. 

EDITOR: You mean to say certain people within the state asked you in the beginning to 
do some testing of people, but then dropped the whole plan very suddenly? 

DR. THRASHER: Correct. We haven't heard a thing from them. 

EDITOR: Do you find that strange. 

DR. THRASHER: I find it very fascinating. 

EDITOR: That just tells me something else about the state. 

DR. THRASHER: It tells me that someone within the state or within one of the local 
governments has found individuals who are complaining and they thought these individuals 
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needed to be tested. that is what it tells me. They are still denying that sucn individuals 
exist. 

EDITOR: What are some of the possible damages that may happen to, the people being 
sprayed? 

Dr. THRASHER: My concern is immunologic injury; also there are other concerns from 
other scientists who look at other aspects of the organophosphate compounds and these 
are neurologic injuries, such as delayed neuropathy. In other words, we know certain 
individuals exposed to organophosphates develop permanent neurologic damage and the 
common term named for it is neuropathy. Neuropathy just means damage to the nervous 
system. 

EDITOR: What about peoples I moods, their emotions after spraying malathion? 

DR. THRASHER: I would assume some people will develop some form of paranoia 
associated. with it. If you are being sprayed all the time ••• 1 have seen people who have 
been sprayed with other chemicals who develop a morbid fear of toxic chemicals, because 
of one poisoning. 

EDITOR: I am referring to the literature which states one can have mental disturbances 
due to malathion poisoning. 

DR. THRASHER: There are other non-cholinesterase effects of organophosphate compounds 
and they do interfere with the production of other neurotransmitters. These could have 
very subtle effects on human beings, such as seratonin and other chemicals that are 
produced in the central nervous system. There is documentation that organophosphate 
compounds do interfere with the production of these neurotransmitters, like seratonin. 
Dopamine is another one. Those would be two that would really concern me. Those would 
have subtle neurological effects. 

EDrroR: Do you think if we can't stop the spraying in our state, we will have to go to the 
federal authorities? 

Dr. TIlBASHER: There are several major law firms working on that issue right now. I 
know Jean Means has been working with some law firms in that area, along with Michael 
Bell. 

For an ordinary citizien like you and 1, to stand up, and say we don't want to be 'sprayed,' 
our efforts would be totally ignored. It would have to be done through litigation. 

EDITOR: Thank you so much Dr. Thrasher for giving me your knowledge, time and advice 
on this very important subject w~ich affects all Californians. 

Jack Thrasher, Ph.D 
11330 Quail Creek Rd. 
Northridge, California 
91326 
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MAl..AntlON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

r 
r INTERVIEW WITH J. THRASHER, Ph.D, AND HIS 

COMMENTARY ON CITIZENS' SURVEY AFTER AERIAL 
SPRAYING OF MALATHION, ETC. 

r 
DR. THRASHER: The survey Mrs. Hinslev has oone. (and 1 have told her this) and i think 

r' we all have to understand- she has not d"one what is called a Icontrol population. 1 She has 
not looked at people who were unexposed at the same time to cietermine if they had similar 
or dis-similar symptoms. 
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. Putting that aside (and I want the above made .clear): when j have looked at the overall 
information that Mrs. Hinsley has collected. in my opinion. there appears to be a problem 
out there in the community that should be investigated by the Public Health Services. 

This problem very strongly suggests to me that there are some individuals who at least 
are experiencing very severe. acute symptoms following exposure. 

The symptoms they are suffering from by the \\lay, are the same symptoms described by 
the V.S. Public Health Service back in the 197Us following exposure to organopnosphate 
compounos. These symptoms are flu-like illness. The average physician out there will 
aiagnose It as the flu ratner then considering it as a potential chemical exposure. l whicn 
is the inherent problem we have in our society today). 

Physicians have not been trained in the effects of pesticides on the human being. 1 get 
very distrubed with tne Public Health officicals who say they are going to leave it up to 
the physicians, and communities. 

EDITOR: That 'Dear Doctor Letter' the County Health Department sent out stating if 
a patient does come with flu-like symptoms, the physician is to find other causes is rather 
suspicious to me ••. 

DR. THRASHER: That is very true. The interesting thing is the flu-like symptoms ... we 
had a discussion of this before. The flu-like symptoms are not caused by the virus. The 
symptoms are caused by the fact that the immune system has been activatea by the virus 
and the immune system elaborates certain hormones and chemicals that cause flu-like 
symptoms. These people who are having flu-like symptoms •.. it tells me their immune system 
has been acutely stimulated by this chemical. 

EDITOR: It is the cheraical that is causing the immune system to react •.. 

DR. THRASHER ••• Causing symptoms like the flu. 

EDITOR: .•. Causing symptoms because it stimulates the immune system in such a way 
all these hormones and different chemicals interact. 

Dr. Dolan in a newspaper article stated one organization had gotten approximately 1U.00U 
calls from the residents regarding their symptoms. Papenak said he had only gotten 700 
calls tne whole time. 

DR. THRASHER: 1 think what you have to look into. from what 1 understand. (this is all 
antedotal on my part .. it is just what I have heard) ••. is that the County Health Department 
refused to accept phone calls from residents who had flu-like symptoms initially. They 
rejected them. 
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Tnere \~as a program set up inside the County Health Department. that when tnese onone 
calls came in. these people were flatly told this wasn't a matter oi malathion. they had 
something else.' 

I want to read you a quote from the INSTITUTE OF ;\1 EDICINE. it is titlec. "Roll of the 
Primary Care Physician in Occupational and Environmental !\ledicine.!· published in 1988. 
This was on a survey ·done in 1982 and 1983. it states. "Figures rose to 6690 in our medical 
schools which required 4 hours of the medical curriculum in four years applied towards 
environmental medicine, or occupational medicine. The other 34% is zero. It goes on to 
say that a survey of 89 departments of internal medicine identified that only 5790 of the 
scnools had programs and teachers in this field who were capable of teaChing. 

So now, if the County Health Department and others are going to send letters out to our 
doctors about finding symptoms of malathion exposure, what do our doctors know? What 
I am saying is the entire medical profession is totally under-educated in this whole area: 
only 4 hours of this type of curriculum-lets say they even got that much! 

That means the average doctor out there is not going to be able to discern between the 
symptoms of the flu and symptoms of chemical exposure. The other point I would like 
to make- when I looked at Mrs. Hinsley'S survey the proponents. the vast majority. I would 
say 90% of these people. didn't even bother calling their doctors. Why call the ooctor over 
flu. Do you go to your doctor every time you get the sniffles'? 

EDITOR: No. 

DR. THRASHER: So there has not been a legitimate survey done on this population to 
find out what is going on. A telephone survey will not do it. They have to go door to door 
with qualified personnel and the questions have to be geared and asked in such a manner 
that they don't bias the results, and they can't intimidate the population. 

EDITOR: Thank you very much Dr. Thrasher for your time and informative interview! 

Dr. J. Thrasher is an Expert Witness on Pesticides and Chemicals and was formerly on 
the staff at U .C.L.A. 

COMMENTARY ON SURVEYS CONDUCTED 
AND THE POLITICS OF MALATmON 
by Jean Hinsley 

I've done three different surveys. The first door-to-cioor survey was made on December 
':', 1989 just after the first Norwalk malathion aerial spraying. After the spraying I became 
ill with a sore throat and laryngitis. 1 mentioned this to a neighbor and she said her whole 
family had gotten sick; headaches, vomiting and sore throats. I checked another neighbor. 
She said her family was sick also, as well as the children she baby sat for. 

I called Dr. Paul Papenak, Chief', Toxics Epidemiology State Department of' Health Services; 
Papenak's phone number was listed on the official notice stating to call this number if 
anyone had medical questions. This notice was left on my front porch before the spraying. 
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r 1 rememoer 1 could hardly talk oecause my tnroat was so sensItive. 1 nave naa sore tnroats 
oeiore. out never like this and never with laryngltis at tne same time. (l just recently r learned that cnemical exposure can cause laryngitis), 

At an\' rate, Dr. Papenak told me I wasn't sick due to the aerial spraying. He said I just 
nad the 'fl\;. , 1 asked if anyone else had gotten sick as a result of the sprayini.. He repliec. r' "People weren't affected by the spraying." I mentioned tnBt neighoors on my block were 
ill. The response to that was 'we should all go to the doctor oecause we all just had the 
'flu.' I had not been asked to give my name or phone numoer. It was oDvious!!.2. information 

r" was being recorded. That is when I decided to take e. door-to-Ooor survey in my 
neighbornood and find out for myself what had happened to people after Delng sprayed. 

r I contacted 96 households out of aDout 150 homes that surrouno my Norwalk neighborhood. 
The only ones 1 missed were families who weren't at home. 1 asked how many people were 
in the household; was anyone sick the week before the spraying; was anyone sick after tne 
spraying; date of illness after December ':, 1989; how many were ill and their exact r symptoms. 

These people were told in the official notice there was no health hazard from tne aerial 
spraying of malathion. The people surveyed did not think anything was unusual wnen they 
came down with the 'flu l after they were sprayed. Over and over agaIn people told me 
no one was affected by the aerial spraying ••• 'family memDers Just nad tne fl~.' tney saic. 
1 nad to press to get the exact symptoms so 1 could have specifIC informatlon to analyze. 

r 
r Most people were more upset about the paint on their cars and havlng to cover their cars, 

rather than concern for their health. People in general said they nad to De sprayed, because r there was a need ••• "lt is a nuisance," they would sa)" "But that is life." 
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JEAN HINSLEY CONDUCTS HEAL THISICKNESS SORVEY 
REGARDING 

AEJUAL SPRA nNe OF MALATHlON 
NORWALK.C~ORN~ 

Since tne "~lealeal lnformauor. 1.ane" DrOYlaee Dy tne 1..A. ;;ea.!~r. ServIces was not Keetunr; 
a recora OJ calls/reports re,araani SICKness aue to mliatnlon sDra~·Jni. ';ean hinsley, t 
citizen of NorwalK. aee.cee to taKe a persona! survey nerse!!. here are tne reswts: 

SURVEY J 
Decemoer 7. 1189 

96 HOMES CANV ASSED= 3S3 people 
Before .aYlng: 4'1. lick 

After spraJUII 24~ "n~likeA symptoms 

SURVEY D 
Marcn 6. 1190 

369 QUES'nONNAlllES DISTRIBUTED= 1107 people 
Before spraymg: 1'1. lick 

After spraymg; 28~ ·n~like" symptoms 
After prenous spraymp 23~ ·n~like" symptoms 

SURVEym 
APRIL 17. 1190 

BASEBALL FIELD SPRAYED DURING GAME 
60 Pamwes Suneyeo- A total ot 157 people (70 Effected) 

After spray: 43'1. affected U\e narnt of spray 
48~ ot Chilaren affeeleo 

411J1b of AcN1ts affeeted 
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Of the 96 homes surveyed there was a total of 353 people. 1 found 13 DeoDie were SiCK 

oeiore the spraying and 90 people were sick aiter tne spraY1ng. Of those 9U. B5 hac 
symptoms of headaches. sore tnroat. coughing,. nausea. vomiting. stomacn acne. ciiarrnea. 
iatigue, laryngitis, hives. fever a~d nose bleeds. These were typical symptoms of the flu 
except for the nose bleeds and hives. I learned later that all these symptoms were also 
signs of toXic poisoning. Un the whole, these people did not think anything rhappened' to 
them as a result of the spraying. However, a few 1 talked to were really upset and felt 
they had gotten sick directly because of the spraying. None of us knew (while 1 was 
conducting the survey) that the statistics would show aDout 4% of us were sick beiore the 
spraying and 24% were sick after the spraying. Those figures are something to take notice 
~f. Now I had a picture of Wh~t was going on, . whereas Defore 1 could not get any 
Information from Dr. Papenak's off1ce when I called hIm. 

On January 17, 1990, Anne Davidson, a staff writer for the Daily Star-Progress, printed 
the following statements by Dr. Paul Papanek. "What you might see is allergic 
reactions ••• (from aerial spraying) ••• and the health department only acknowledges cases 
of illness reported by doctors... individual calls from people claiming they are sick are 
not considered." Michael Peterson, Medfly Hotline Supervisor, said they refer callers who 
believe they are sick from malathion to their doctors. 

Can you imagine that! Direct lines for the medfly project are set up for the public to address 
medical questions, concerns and inquiries. Dut no statistics were Demi' taken. no recorecs 
were being made! There was nothing being compiled wnen callers had pertInent iniormatlor; 
\symptoms, after Delng sprayed with a toXlC pOison! . 

l\lalathion has never gone through the mandatory testing required by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. People have been sprayed since 1981 under an emergency exemption 
with a technical grade malathion which unavoidably includes a number of toxic impurities 
known to cause serious long-term health effects at very low doses. The state continues 
to use the emergency exemption and plans to go on USing it indefinitely. The state keeps 
insisting their program works while they have aerially sprayed every year but one for the 
last 9 years and the 9th year of this program was the largest and worse infestation to date. 

Another distressing note to our present plight is a "Dear Doctor" letter that Dr. Papanek 
wrote and mailed to all the physicians in the spray areas at the beginning of the spraying 
project. In this letter Papanek saici ••• and I am paraphrasing ••• 'Even though the people have 
oeen sprayed with a poison and they show classic symptoms of malathion poisoning, coctors 
snouldn't treat the patient for malathion pOisoning, but rather seek otner causes for tne 
patlent's illness.' 

In the beginning of the "DEAR DOCTOR" letter to physicians, Papanek mentioned that 
pOisoning with organophosphates requires a dose sufficient to inhibit at least 1096 to 30% 

. of the cholinesterase activity in the plasma or red blood cells. Classic symptoms of 
organophosphate poisoning, following a dose much larger than the dose used in the current 
spraying, include headaches, ~izziness, blurred vision, salivation, nausea, diarrhea, and 
anxiety, and urinary incontinence. A t even higher doses the victim can even develop 
respiratory distress, with wheezing, pulmonary edema, muscl~ fasciculations, paralysis 
progressing to collapse and death." 

Remember, a lot of these same symptoms are what I have found when I went cioor to cioor 
and talked to people. Papanek's exact words were ••• "ln the event of irritative or allergic 
symptoms only, including eye or tnroat irritation, headaches, nausea, angioedema and/or 
exacerbation of asthma or rhinitis, treatment will be purely supportive, because such 
symptoms have been quite rare in the past, following malathion spraying. Health care 
workers should also seek other causes for tne patient'S illness. II 

Doctors only have four hours of training in the field of incus trial medicine, (which is 
cnemical exposure), in their four year course of studying to be a doctor. Furtnermore, 
only 60% get that much. The rest con't get any training. 
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Now here is something really bizzare. In July of 1990 testing was aane ior tne iirst time: 
There were 50 to 70 volunteers wno reponed "allergic" (malathion) symptoms to tnelr 
aoctors. This test was being conducted through Dr. Papanek's leadership. July :i. 19~O 
Dr. Papanek was quoted in the Long Beach Press Telegram saying, "There aren't many things 
we know how to do to test for an illness related to malathion." When I read that I thought, 
©#@# -#! You mean we the (sprayed) people are required to go to the doctor at our own 
expense t o prove our illness is malathion poisoning relatea, and you the authority , say the 
tests needed to determine the connection aren't reall y known; so how can people be 
diagnosed correctly?! Papanek's quote did go on to say, "But skin testing is relatively 
straight forward." For something that has so many different impacts on people , this is 
not good enough! ... Here we are being sprayed with a poison, and the doctors don't really 
know what they are diagnosing or how to test to determine the connection, or how to treat 
the exposure for what it is. And then the doctors are told . by Dr. Papanek NOT to zero 
in on classic symptoms that do indicate malathion related illness ! This is an impossible 
situation. 
There are a lot of chemically sensitive people around. Until this malathion issue, I didn't 
even know they existed. Those people are in trouble right away whenever people are 
sprayed. I believe a lot of these chemically sensitive people have yet to be diagnosed by 
a doctor and don't even know they are chemically sensitive. These are the people who 
are affected each time after they are sprayed. Uften drastically. 

I have a report of a 10 vear old girl who experienced headaches, nausea , and loss of appetite 
the next mormng follo~ing each spraying. These symptoms always lasted for thre~' days. 
Un the second spraying the little girl got chemical burns on her feet after runmng barefoot 
on her lawn the morning after her area was sprayed. She was chasing her puppy for about 
15 minutes when it got loose out the front door about 7:30 A.III. By 3:30P.!l1. her 
grandmother was highly alarmed to see the condition of her granddaughter 's feet. Not 
connecting the burns and blisters with the malathion the grandmother had sense enough 
to take pictures of the girl's feet. After ruling everything else out, the grandmother finally 
came to the conclusion that the burns on her granddaughter's feet were from contact with 
the lawn. It seems the little girl is chemically sensitive. Walking barefoot on a malathion 
sprayed lawn is out of the question for her. 

So little is really known or admitted about the effects of malathion on humans (when they 
are deliberately sprayed with a poison) which is designed to kill living cells. We were told 
the bait sprayed did not pose a health hazard and it would kill only the medfly. We were 
also told it would not kill lady bugs or honey bees. I called medfly hotline and asked directly 
about lady bugs and honey bees. I was assured it would not harm them. Guess what? All 
the lady bugs and bees are gone in the spray area. The beneficial bugs which create a 
balance in nature have also been aestroyed as of May 1990. 

I found pet parakeets were also casualties. A parakeet kept on a back patio during the 
12-7-89 spraying was found dead the next day. In another neighborhood, two pet paraKeets 
were routinely put outside under a palm tree during the day for the last two years . They 
were purposely kept inside two days after the 12-7-89 spraying. On the third day they 
were put back outside, and they were both dead by the end of the day. Through all the 
surveys l've done, 1 have reports of parakeets, love birds , canaries, pet turtles in hibernation, 
pet rabbits, puppies and a few dogs all dying following the spraying of malathion. Many 
pet dogs and cats have experienced vomiting as a result of the spraying as confirmed by 
vetennarians. Yet we are told tnat the spraying will only narm the medfly. 
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u n January 29, 1990 Los Angeles City Councilman Joel Wachs conducted a public nearing 
on tne medfly issue. The speakers incluoed state officials. scientlsts. doctors . electeG 
oiiicials and the general public. The state admitted to having spen t 25 million ooll~rs during 
tne current application (since the July 1989 medfly find). As of May 1990, 40 million has 
oeen spent. One thing that was made clear at the hearing , was there has never been a 
comDrenenSlve study done to prove that the aerial spraying of malathion is not a hazard 
to our health' 

Councilman Wachs questioned Dr. Siddiqui, Assistant Director of the Food and Agriculture 
Department. Wachs asked if the spraying could be halted in order t o bring together 
independent experts to do a comprenensive study that is needed. Siddiqui answerec , "There 
seems to De a contradiction here. How would you conduct a large field stuoy if there is 
no spraying. You're saying you want the spraying to stop, but at the same time you want 
tne study to continue. " Alarmed, Wachs countered, "It boggles my mind that you think 
you can spray people so you can do a study on them afterwards! " At the sam e time 
everybody in the audience groaned. We realized what we had already thought ... WE ARE 
the study! 

Think of all the people who have Deen sprayed since 1980! The state has never conducted 
household surveys (which I have done), and it wasn't until after the hearings in Los Angeles 
and Orange county and about six sprayings after the July 1989 medfly find , that information 
people called in to the officials was recorded: which was approxImately tne end of February 
1990 . 

1 did the second survey after the March 6, 1990 aerial spraying. This time 6 people helped 
me pass ou~ 1439 questionnaires. We covered four different Norwalk neighboriloods and 
two different Lakewood neighborhoods. 

The questionnalre stated: There is a growing need to know how everyone is affected after 
the spraying. Some people feel ill, some don't... we need to note everyone's reaction, sick 
or not. Please answer all the questions and put this questionnaire outside by the front door. 
It will be picked up the next day. The questions were: Where were you and family members 
during the sprayng? Did anyone get sick the night after the spraying or during the next 
six days ? Who was ill, the date, and how long were they ill. Description of the exact 
symptoms of each person. Were family members sick after previous sprayings ? When, 
Who and exact symptoms. Was anyone sick the week before the 3-6-90 spraying? Who 
and the exact symptoms ? Did any pet animal or bird get sick or die after previous 
sprayings ~ Describe. Has anyone in the family seen a doctor because of an y illness since 
the spraying ? Any property damage-describe. Any comments on t he aerial spraying of 
malathion. 

This survey was taken after the 6th aerial spraying. People were starting to realize (on 
their own) the connection between the spraying and reoccurring illnesses. Others were 
still trying to come to terms about the connection. These people hesitated in giving 
information on the survey that really painted to a reaction from the spraying. 

For instance, one woman who hadn't filled out her survey as I ' was collecting them, said 
sne was hosing down her driveway the day after the spraying. Jt was a really hot day, and 
she was using water to wash the sticky spots off the driveway as the bait melted. While 
she was hosing the malathion down her face started burning and it burned all day long. 
She also got a horrible headache which lasted for the next two days . She said she wondered 
if it was because of the spraying. 1 told her I was just collecting information and would 
sne please write it down for me. From talking to people in the first and second surveys, 
1 believe people are reluctant to think the state would do something that could hurt them . 
I think it is a way to shield oneself from the facts when one feels so powerless to SlOP 

something that is so outrageous. 

I also noted two or more in a family would get sick or there were none in the family who 
Decame ill. There seems t o be a genet Ic connection. There also seems t o be a gap In 
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unaerstanding between the sick families and the families wno don't get sick. The iamilies 
wno are sick know that something is wrong. Many of the families who aren't sick don't 
see a problem with the spraying. 

For example, a familly of five reports: Mother: dizzy, eyes burn, headache, fatigue and 
dry cough. Husband; rash and headaches. Son; spontaneous nose bleeds and fatigue. Each 
one experienced these health problems after previous sprayings also. Three out of five 
of the family members were affected. A family of 2 living next door states: "Absolutely 
no ill effects or property damage. Minimal inconvenience considering the big 'deal' everyone 
is making over the sprayings." 

Another issue that (1 believe) the survey reveals, concerns the state's official comment 
that the dose that is used makes the spraying technically sound. They say dose is everything, 
while also saying malathion is not safe It is difficult to follow their logic, but this is the 
explanation we are 'stuck' with. The bottom line is we are sprayed based on theories! 
Scientific information is gathered and then worked out on paper. Conclusions in the form 
of theories are determined. Scenarios are given to illustrate their findings. 

For example, the state says a 6 month old could lick an acre of grass sprayed with malathion 
and it wouldn't affect the child. This is all worked out on paper. In reality a mother 
reported on the survey questionnaire regarding her 18 month old child who playea outside 
for an hour the day after malathion was sprayed. The child started vomiting and had 
diarrhea and lost three pounds. The doctor who was consulted had no explanation ior tne 
illness. Another mother reports that when her four sons mowed the lawn following each. 
aerial spraying, all four sons have had dizziness and sore throats. Two sons have had stuffy 
and 'runny' noses. Still another mother reports her son was playing basketball for 15 minutes 
before school. She was called to corne and get him. He was covered with a red rash and 
had a stomach ache, diarrhea and a very bad headache. 

The stories are endless, but ignored by the people who maintain the dose has been proven 
on paper. What they predicts on paper and what people experience doesn't match! It seems 
to me there is an unknown element. Let me illustrate. Sometime ago, some scientists 
put together every known element in sea water to make their own seat water. The only 
problem was, the fish died when put in that sea water. When real sea water was added 
to the manmade sea water that was supposedly complete alreadly, the fish lived. There 
was an unknown element(s) in the real sea water. As for the aerial spraying of malathion, 
there is something that canlt be calculated on paper that is detrimentally proven every time 
we are sprayed! 

The tabulated -second survey showed about 2696 of the households responded voluntarily. 
.2% of the people were sick before the spraying 28 were sick after the spraying. 2396 were 
sick after previous sprayings. 1096 of the sick people went to the doctor. There are a lot 
of sick people who don't go to the doctor for one reason or another. 

On a follow-up survey from one of the six different neighborhoods surveyed a 10096 account 
was completed in a solid block of 101 homes. 21 household responded voluntarily on the 
first pass. 69 more households responded on the second pass when we stated we needed 
a 10096 response. 

Some pretty desperate people spoke up this time, i.e.: Mother stated, "1 have flu-like 
symptoms, and I am depressed. I have headaches and asthma attacks lasting 2 or 3 days. 
My children are tired and get headaches an nausea. It is the same after previous sprayings. 
I feel like the family is slowly being killed!" 

Another woman stated: "I have been sick since the spraying began. I have been especially 
sick for the last month-sick and shakey. My eyes burn. I have a bad cough. I sometimes 
feel like I am going to die from coughing so hard! My husband's eyes burn and water so 
much he feels like he is going blind!" 
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un the third pass we accounted for the final 11 households for tne total of 101 homes. 1790 
of that population got sick. This is a lower percentage tnan a different neignoornooc 
surveyed in Decemoer 1989 which had 24% sick. 

1 believe there are at least two categories of people and animals who have adverse effects 
due to the exposure of aerial sprayings. Those who are chemically sensitive (who are in 
trouble every time the spraying is done) and those wno are chemicaliv vulnerable. The 
vulnerable sUDjects donlt react as ,severely, but are affected tne nevertheless. I believe 
that the chemical acts on the most vulnerable part of the body. I also believe after talking 
to Doctor Tbrasber (also interviewed in this book) that the vulnerable subjects may find 
their adverse reaction will become chronic and extreme too-that they are being set up 
to become chemicallv sensitive in the future. 

The circumstances that led me to do the third survey is appalling! A pony league field 
was directly sprayed at 9:20 P.M. during the baseball games on April 17, 1990. This involved 
two baseball diamonds with four teams of boys (basically 13 year olds) plus officials, parents, 
relatives and friends. 

1 was able to talk to 60 families which represented 157 people. 1 believe 1 got input from 
nearly all the people who were on the field at the time. The spectators in the bleachers 
included a pregnant woman. The spectators on the ground included a woman in a wheel 
chair and preschool children playing on the lawn in a designated area. As the helicopters 
approached. spectators ran from the stands for shelter, while tne other players on a separate 
diamond were told to remain on the field in their pOSition during tne spraYing. Some parents 
were frantic about this. The helicopters macie a 'U' turn after the first pass and made an 
overlaping pass. The spray was clearly visible as they went over the second time. Again 
everyone ran for shelter. 

70 or 4596 of the 157 people sprayed had reactions. Those reactions occurred that night 
or some time during the next day. A lot of people had more then one symptom. Following 
the spraying or sometime during the next day all but 3 of the 70 had symptoms. Of the 
symptoms reported 5196 were headaches; 4096 were sore throats; 2696 eye irritations; 1796 
nausea; 1696 stomach aches; 1496 coughs; 1196 difficulty in breathing; 1096 rash or hives; 996 
nose bleeds; 796 fevers. That was an alarming percentage of reactions. 

An additional concern is that there are many people who have to be out in the spray time 
period, i.e.: fireman, policemen, paramedics, railroad worker~-people who have night time 
jObs. There are countless people who have to be out at night or who unwittingly travel 
through spray zones. I've neard from people in those categories too. telling me of the 
adverse effects they have experienced when caught outside during the spraying period. 
Inside or outside the state officials have said people are hysterically reacting to the aerial 
spraying. 1 say we are being hysterically sprayed by the state! 

The senseless part is that malathion was never intended to be sprayed on people. It is a 
pesticide. Get ready for this. Right now, August 1990, The Federal Government is 
considering aerial spraying across the United States and the EPA is requesting information 
from those who have been sprayed in order to decicie future, use of malathion. 1 am 
flabbergasted! 

The state keeps Doasting how man:' times the Mexican and Medfly have been eradicated 
by the use of the aerial spraying. That's a joke! When something is really eradicated it 
doesn't come back. These flies keep coming back over and over agian. Even with this 
current spraying so many generations of Medflies were sprayed. When the flies snoulo 
have oeen eliminated more show up. There are safe, non-toxic ways to deal with the 
problem. The alternative avenues need to be recognized and developed (Editor's Note: 
See article by William Jordan, Ph.D. in Chapter 14). 

How dare the state go on with this madness? We the people are paying dearly while the 
state is 'meSSing' with and damaging our health. squandering our money and invading our 
property! 
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Introduction to Chapter 6 =e .. . .... 

A wide variety of interviews were conducted with different health professionals. Richard 
Kunin, the orthomolecular physician states, "Birth defects did somewhat occur more 
frequently than normal in the almost 2,000 women studied. Jorge Mancillas, Ph.D a 
Neurobiologist at the University of California, Los Angeles gave his input into the dilemma. 
l\lancillas states many of the top doctors from around the world have all studied neurotoxic 
effects of organophosphates and they have found evidence that organophosphates can be 
neurotoxic ••• Dr • Lawton, an Opthalmologist at Doheny Eye Clinic of Los Angeles, stated 
that "The problem with using rats as a test animal, is that rats not only have betaesterase 
in the liver but they have it in their red blood cells. You can bathe rats with malathion 
and they don't get sick. ..So you can't rely on any studies that are done on rats. They are 
absolutely worthless in evaluating human toxicity ••. " 

A Physician from the Public Health Effects Advisory Committee states that the people 
most likely to be affected are the ones that have respiratory problems, allergies, and asthma 
tI ••• because the amount of chemicals which they are exposed to, and it may not just be the 
malathion itself •• it's the other co-products of malathion •.• " 

Dr. l\1elvin Reuber formerly with the Frederick Cancer Research Laboratory, 'blew the 
whistle' on a manufacturing company showning malathion to be carcinogenic despite all 
claims to the' contrary. 

An M.D. from the L.A. Public Health Effects Committee states people who are 
environmentally and chemically sensitive are "controversial" because the American College 
of Allergists and American College of Physicians feel that for a diagnosis ••• there isn't 
enough criteria. Yet Alan Levin, l\t.D., an allergist in San Francisco and a California 
Medical Board Examiner states that these types of people become incapacitated and/or 
some even die after repeated aerial sprayings of malathion. 

This Chapter, "How Chemicals Affect Your Health" further shows the reader evidence 
that these types of organophosphates do indeed cause· even further damage to the 
environmentally ill and the chemically sensitive. 
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MAlATIiION : TOXlC TIME BOMB 

Pesticide Neurosis 
uy Ridltll'll KIIJli", /If.D . 

Dr. KUII;n i.T n practicillg p"ysiciall alld . 
psyc!liol1ist. co-founder of the OIr/wHlo/ceular hfedical 

Svch.'l." mltl mallor of lire: bcstsc/lcrs, "Me~aNutl'il;OIl " 
aIJlI "McRuNlIlriliolJ for H'UHlCII . rt He (caches ,Ire 

lIIt/rilioll-hea/lI. COllllCCli()l1 by melll,s uf luuol'u!UIY 
(<,.!lillg of IIlIlliCII{ /el'els olll/lilc "Lislell IU Yv"r Budy 

Diel" 10 ciCIClJuiliC ),Ollr persollal balance poim. 

Think of it: over 22 billion pound, of toxic chemicals 
were rclcll~cu into our air, land anu waler in 1987. ThaI's 
enough rni~nn In ~uprly alm()~t 100 rount.l~ ror cvc,ry nlnn, 
woman amI child in the U.S .. The actual amuunt IS much 
mort; than this hcc:lu~e lhl! official tabulation docs not 
cover all or the 50,OOO-plus substances in commun usc. Nor 
d()c~ it account for the toxic wast~s , some 750 million lnn~ , 
which now lie in over 50,IX)() dump ,ile, in Ihis country. Of 
Ihe,e dump,iles there are 5~:I thaI pollule Ihe only waler 
,upply to Iheir local comlllullilie, ill 4'1 differenl slates. All 
ur Ihe,e locations suffer the tragedy of excess cancer 
lIIortalilY· 

It slagge" Ihe mind 10 know Ihat dec I' nee,m fi,h from 
2.~(J(J fecI down now carry an average of7 parI, por million 
or DDT in Iheir fal. And in Ihe Hud,on River ahove New 
Yurk Cily 'Iriped har..< average :I part, per million of PCD, 
an illl)u,lrial chemicallhat was legally dumped hy Ihe GE 
planl in Schenectady helween J\l4(, and 1975. It i, now 13 
YCiJrS ~inte PCD wus hanneu hUI commc::rciul fi!'>hing uf 
'Iriped hass i, ,till off limits fur 2(X) miles of the Hud,nn 
River becau,e Ihese big rL,h at the top of the food chain 
arc Ino polluted for humnn consumptiun. 

I Ihink we have a right 10 be nerl'Ou, aboul Iho facI 
Ihal i, i, 1I0W "normal" for us humalls to carry hluod levels 
of the man-made chemical, DDT and PCB. In facI Ihe 
currenl nmmal range uf <erum DDT is up tu 5U part, per 
hilliun ,md PCB up to 14 pari' per billion. The only Iruly 
nmmal blood level uf these chemicals in Ihe human body is 
zero. 

You might gues.< Ihal I do nOI agree wilh Ihe current 
public policy 10 'p"'y large geographic areas wilh 
M:.dathion, nn organnpho~phale pe~aicide. whenever a few 
Meullic.s ,how up. In Ihe fi151 place, I think the time has 
curnc to give integrated pest manngement a chance tll plHY 
a larger role. In ract, slf..'rilc nic~ were released in the area 
Ihi, year III compete wilh wild Medlly male., and Ihu, limil 
II," ir rcprnduclion . I clearly have my duubl' thaI it was 
nccer..,ary lu 'pray GI) '4uare mile, of all area den,ely pOI" 
ulalcd wilh humans. The danger Ihal someone in Ihe area 
will be unusually sen,ilive to Ihe 'pray or ils prupel"ml is 
nul remole de'pile the press release headlines callillg il 
sak. 

In addilion. birlh derecl' were cardully 'Iudicd by Ihe 
California Healih Departmenl afler Ihe 1\181 Medny cri,i.<, 
when (jovernor Brown reluctantly pcrmilletl ~praying over 
an even larger arC:l. Birlh defecls did occur ,umewhat 
more rrequenlly Ihan normal in Ihe almost 2,(XX) women 
sludied. Cleft palale, inle.<linal ahnmmalilies and deform
eu limh' were illcrea,ed though nol to the (lOint of statisti
«illy significanl proof. 

THE REACTOR Winler 1969·1990 '19 

Fill Ihe paM five year, I have mc",ured chulinc.,lcra,e 
enzymes in my rmticnls, who comc front all over Northern 
C"lifornia, buth urhnn Rnd rurnl nrCil5. I hnvc fouml 'Iui1e 
a numb~r with low or honlcrlinc levels uf lhi~ cnl.yOlc. 

The weakcncu chnlineMern..'ie is unahle In regul,He the 
nerve transmitter acclylchulin~ . As n rc.'iuit nerve syllupsc 
conneclions go out of control to varying degrees, 111U~ 
permilling overslimuialion of nerves, muscles. and gl:1IIus. 

The re,ui! is ea.ily miMakell for neuru,is. Symplom, 
may include anxiety, irritHbilitYI insunlniu, excess drenlllill~ . 
muml uepre~~inn , mu~c1c lic..'i, hearl palpitali()n~, irritahh: 
bowel, irrilable bladder and a lendencv 10 swea!. The mll.<1 
c()mmo~ inuicatnr i~ a feeling ur ~hakiness, a very suutle 
tremllr, Ju,1 enough 10 make handwriling dimcul!. 

~.!. i~ lhe ca~e for all rnisnn~, somt: people :Jre more 
!.cn~lhve than olhcr~. Th,,:re nrc n rew with u hereditary low 
level uf chlliinesterase 10 hegin wilh. I h'IVe seen three ,uch 
rnl~~nl~ and they nrc mi~crDhly scn~ilivc tn re~ticitlc 
rcsluues, such as at re~IKurnnl:\, gnn.Jcn:-i, nur~crics nnd in 
agricultural areas. They should he warned Ihal pe.'licidc 
rc.<iuues p,,,e a 'pecial ha7.ard-hlll nunc of my palknl' 
know aboul that, even aher nne.'lhelic paral)"'i', "lid Iwo 
Imd been in r~ychiatric treatment for year~ hcc:lU~e of 
whal w~s es,enlially a pe.<ticidc induced cumlilinn. A 
cuu~in of one of my fl;llicnt~ became acutely dcprc~~cd 
afler Ihe lY81 Malalhion ,praying in the Suulh Bav allu 
.Hempled .,uicidc: Wa, il becau,e of Ihe 'praying? N~ OIl C 

checked the chnhne~lcril5c tn lind nul hccl:lu~e the ~yIllP' 
tom, did nOI fil the diagno,is (If acule pc" icide pni,nning, 
am.I chroniC organnpho~philtc sym.lromc is nut well knuwn. 

Orgaoopho,phate I ype pcsl icidcs orc )lnpular hccan.« 
they dn not accumulate in the butly over the ycar~ a~ the 
organnchlorine Iype pe'licidc.s do. Thu, phn'phalc·anli. 
chulineMerase peslicides have rcplaeed DDT, which wa' 
hanned in 1972. 

Orgnnopho')lhnte< arc hrokcn down in 0 moltcr nf 
dilY~ or week'~, alllJ the amounts u~ed in home~, gardcl1!; 
and fond, arc luw ennugh so Ihat symplnn" from any 
single expo,ure arc nul likely 10 bc gr.a!. However, Ihere 
is a calch: Ihe re,ults can he cumulativ~ . Each succel'ding 
un~e tics up more of the chnlineMer:lse cn7.ymc ;:!1Il1 carli 
requires 2 to 111 weeks to rccoverj hence fre.quelll S1\1<.I1I 
exposur~s can auu up anu inadivatc enough (holincstcra~c 
to prmluce symptoms. The.'ic ~ynlplolllS will come ant1 gu 
in 'pells of a week 10 a couple lIr munihs. will he mmle 
wnr<e by $Ires., and will pos.<ihly he mi,di"gno,cu a, neu· 
rosis. A blood 1c.'1 can ,"ve a Inl nf lime and mi,ery; hnw. 
ever, it is important to know Ihill th~ luhllrntury nnrn1il1 
rnnge is ,kewcd '0 Ihat a low normal reading Is uften suffi· 
cienllu trigger the "pesticide neurosis: 
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TIlE POISONING Of OUR PEOPLE 

California Commentary 
MONDA Y. DEaMIU 4. _ . 

'-

OUf Rights Get a Dose of Malathion 
• Aerial Spraying: It won't 
solve the problem of unwanted 
in.seas. But it will ex~ 
innocent people to unknown 
rWts. 

BY JEROME MARMORSTEIN 
Sbauld .. turauon aena! spraYlng of any 

porucide be penrlllled in denJely populated 
eomzD\UUUM. or even spanely populated 
ones! 11 tt r1Ihl or legal to e:zpoee more 
thanl m11lkm men. women and children to 
LaI1c chemlc:aJ. Wlthout their approval and 
apms1. their will. iI IJ the cue in Loa 
AnIeI"! 

AerL&1 IPI'Ylng of pesticides on urban 
populallona iI a IIqTant \1olallon of human 
nabtl. common .enIe and ICimtifie rn· 
3OIIiDI. It will 001 IOl.e lIIe problem of 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS Dr. Jorge R. MANCILLAS, Ph.D 

Dr. Jorge R. Mancillas, Ph.D., Neurobiologist 
University of California, Los Angeles 
(Formerly affiliated with 
MRC'S Laboratory of Molecular Biology 
Cambridge, England 
and the Salk Institute) 

THE AERIAL SPRAYING OF MALATmON-HOW SAPE IS IT? 

EDITOR: How does malathion affect the living organism? 

MA.l...ATIiJON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

Dr. MANCILLAS: Malathion affects living organisms in several ways; the main way in 
which it affects humans, flies, insects, dogs, rats or any other animals is by binding and 
inactivating an enzyme. This enzyme is called cholinesterase. Cholinesterase is used by 
many cells in the body, but primarily by cells in the nervous system, for cell to cell 
communication. 

All cells in the body are in constant communication with one another. This allows all the 
tissues to act in a coordinated fashion (this is the key point). One of the chemicals most 
commonly used for cellular communication, especially in the nervous system, is 
acetylcholine. Some nerve cells release acetylcholine and this leads to excitation of the 
cells they are in contact with. The cells that respond to acetylcholine, have an enzyme 
called cholinesterase, which destroys acetylcholine (to limit the period in which they will 
be excited). Malathion inhibits cholinesterase, and as a result, tqe cells that are exposed 
to acetylcholine, go into a frenzy of activity, (or a period of activity that does not end) 
leading to damage or leading to abnormal responses or abnormal activity in the nervous 
system. A short way of saying all of this is to say, malathion interferes with cell 
communication by inhibiting cholinesterase. 

EDITOR: In other words, malathion affects the entire nervous system. 

DR. MANCILLAS: Exactly. Any part of the system where you find acetylcholine, and 
therefore cholinesterase, that communication will be disrupted by malathion. 

In the nervous system of flies, it acts by disrupting the control of their muscles, and kills 
them. In our bodies, acetylcholine and cholinesterase, are found most commonly in nerve 
cells that control muscles. They are found in the visual system in nerve cells and muscles 
that control pupil and lens contraction and eye movements; in the nerve and muscles that 
control respiration; in nerves and muscles that control the digestive system. They are 
also involved in the control of blood vessel contraction, release of tears and mucous 
secretion. 

So, not surprisingly, when you examine the many well-documented cases in the clinical 
literature of people that have been accidentally exposed to malathion in the pesticide 
manufacturing industry or in agriculture; when it is clear that malathion was the causative 
agent, all of the symptoms documented involve those areas of the body I just mentioned. 

The textbook description of the symptoms of malathion poiSOning include increased 
lacrimation, irritated eyes, blurred vision; breathing difficulties, muscle paralysis, vomiting, 
diarrhea, increased mucous discharge and flu-like symptoms. 
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It can also affect the central nervous system, ieading to headaches, dizzyness, weakness, 
blurry vision, etc. \Vhich of these symptoms will be displayed depend on the amounts of 
malathion and the mode of exposure. If the dose of malathion is really large, patients can 
display generalized convulsion, psychological disturbances, coma and death from respiratory 
or cardiac failure. 

EDITOR: For example, if I am in EI Monte one night (where they are spraying) and then 
Pasadena the next night (where they are spraying) will the malathion be cumulative- even 
if it is a low dose? 

DR. MANCILLAS: Yes ••• let me interject a point before I go into that ••• if you are exposed 
to malathion, the question is how much of it do you get exposed to? Obviously a very small 
amount can kill a fly, but because our bodies are larger, the relative dose per kilogram 
of body weight, is much lower. Can malathion harm you? Well, if you are under a barrel 
and you don't touch it, you don't get exposed to it, and you don't breathe it, it won't harm 
you. 

The question is how much malathion are you expose to? This is a critical question reaction. 
State officials repeatedly bring out the importance of the concept of dosage and claim 
that the doses applied are very low, too low to cause any harm. The first flaw with their 
argument is that they are not monitoring what doses people are being exposed to, but at 
best what amounts are being applied to the ground. But let us examine this question using 
their own figures. The Environmental Protection agency (EPA) has established that the 
No Observable Effect Level, that is, the amount below which no effects are observed, is 
O.2mg per Kg of body weight. Based on that they have established a Provisional Acceptable 
Daily Intake level of 0.02mg per Kg of body weight, to account for some uncertainties 
in the data. Now, if you look at the State Department of Food and Agriculture's own figures 
of how much they are spraying, their official notices say that they are spraying 0.000049 
ounces per acre. That sounds like very little, right? However, if you convert that to 
milligrams, it comes to 1.4mg per square foot. That is, there are 1.4mgs of malathion spread 
over each square foot. This means that a 50lb child (22.7kgs) would have to be exposed 
to the malathion found in 1/3 of a square foot to exceed the EPA's acceptable intake level 
and to the amount of malathion in 3i square feet to have Observable effects. If you have 
a child playing in the grass, a sand box, or on a slide, drin~ing from a public fountain or 
elsewhere in a park or in his own home, he can easily be exposed to that amount. 

We have also r~cently learned from scientists working for the California Department of 
Health Services that the amounts of malathion are closer to 1.9mg per square foot and 
that the distribution is not homogeneous, having found areas where the concentration was 
around 5mg per square foot. Is it therefore surprising that so many people in the sprayed 
areas are reporting adverse health effects? 

There are a number of independent physicians in Los Angeles wl;lo have documented cases 
of people displaying classical symptoms of malathion poisoning. I am told by Dr. Thrasher 
that he has documented thousands of calls made to one of the non-governmental malathion 
hotlines and found that close to 15,000 people reported classical symptoms of malathion 
pOisoning. That is not unreasonable if you consider that over a million people are being 
exposed, and that figure would represent something between 1-296 of that population. 

EDITOR: So there are different symptoms for the different ways in which malathion gets 
into the body? 

DR. MANCILLAS: Exactly. It depends on what part of the body it goes through, and what 
amounts the child/adult were exposed to. We get a lot of different symptoms reported. 
It just depends how much malathion they got on themselves, or if the pets were playing 
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MALAn-nON: TOXIC nME BOMB 

outside and went into the house and jumped up on the table and then you ate something 
or you got it on your hands because you played around with your pet. It is difficult to 
know where in the body people got it, but the most commonly reported symptoms have 
been allergic skin reactions, which is also one of the clinical symptoms, as well as vomiting 
and diarrhea, nausea, headaches, and blisters on their skin. All of these are Clinically 
documented as a symptom of malathion exposure. 

A lot of people are reporting fever or high temperature. That in the clinical literature 
is considered less typical. But for some reason we are getting a lot of people reporting 
this. 1 am not sure that this is due to malathion, but it could be because together with 
fever they are reporting some of the other symptoms of malathion pOisoning. 

EDITOR: In your opinion, Dr. Mancillas do you think it is safe to spray·? 

DR. MANCILLAS: As a scientist I have to make a decision based on the data. I haven't 
told you about data that is much more worrisome then what I have told you so far. Based 
on the data... a very carefully worded opinion would have to be ••• "We're are running a risk." 
There is very serious reason for concern. This is a very risky proposition. This is not 
traditional use of this pesticide, which is to use malathion in restricted areas, by people 
with protective gear, in confined areas; who know malathion is there, and therefore take 
precautions. You look at the instructions for people using it in the fields or anywhere else, 
and they always say workers should not go back into the fields for a week. All this 
precaution. So the Department of Health says there have not been many problems in the 
past with malathion. There have been problems. You might have heard of the case in 
Pakistan where 2,800 workers were severely affected, and 5 people died. There are other 
cases, in fact, in California every year there are dozens of people reported every year 
in the fields who are poisoned by malathion, and we don't know how many cases go 
unreported. 

It is a substance you have to be careful with. When you spray it over a populated area 
of close to 400 square miles, you have two things. #1. You have no control over the 
environment where the droplets are going to be deposited; what else is malathion going 
to react with? The reason there was an accident in Pakistan is that malathion reacted 
with something in the environment and became 'isomalathion' which is extremely toxic. 
We don't know what these droplets are going to react with in the atmosphere, because our 
atmosphere in L.A. is highly polluted. Also we don't know what the malathion will react 
with on the ground. We don't know what may happen. There is the potential for an accident 
under these conditions. 

#2. More importantly, you are spraying it on a population that is larger then one million 
people, though some claim it is close to 2 million people. You don't know what different 
susceptibilities these people have. What do I mean by that? Their nervous systems varys, 
their bodies are different. For example, when any poison goes into your body the damage 
it causes depends on its toxicity and the amount of the drug that will go into your body, 
and how long it stays in your body. Eventually your body will/destroy it and metabolize 
it, but if the toxicity or the dose is high it can cause extensive damage. If the toxicity 
or dose is low, but it stays in the body longer it can still cause damage. 

Some people have less ability to metabolize malathion. Primarily young children, older 
people; people that are ill, people that have jaundice, liver disease, or other liver conditions. 
These people are less capable of metabolizing malathion, (even a low dose) so it will stay 
a longer time in their body, and it is more likely to cause damage. Also, there is a lot 
of medications used to treat psychiatric disturbances, or to treat visual problems, which 
will also affect that chemical system (acetylcholine) called the cholinergiC system, so if 
you are taking that kind of medication, and in addition are exposed to malathion, you are 
going to get some very strange reactions. We have reports of people who have very severe 
reactions to that. When you are dealing with more then a million people, the chances that 
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you are going to get dozens/hundreds of people under these types of circumstances, are 
very high. 

A brief statement (against malathion spraying) would be, "It is a very risky proposition 
to spray a known toxic substance over a large population, in an uncontrolled environment." 
The last sentence is a short version of what I have just explained to you in the paragraphs 
above. This paragraph is the carefully worded scientific version. 

Personally, if I were your physician, and you were asking me is this the right prescription. 
I would say, "Don't do it. Don't do it. You don't take chances with people you are 
responsible for. You are taking a big chance w hen you are dealing with such a large 
population. " 

I have told you so far some of the risks of short term, immediate reactions. What worries 
me more are possible long term effects. When we used Thalidomide or DDT people didn't 
react immediately, but there was a negative effect in the body that only manifested itself 
months or years later. The same may be the case with malathion, because the data is not 
firm; it's not that there is data that says, there is no damage, or enough that says 
conclusively yes, there is damage; rather, there is only a limited amount of data, that shows 
longterm neurotoxic effects. The literature is just emerging, but I am not seeing anything 
which contradicts it. 

That is what I have found very worrisome... You may have heard of some data that was 
collected by Doctor Satoshi Ishikawa of Kitasato University, Japan. He found damage 

. to the visual system, opticneuropathy, a year, 2, 3, 4 years later. It is a long term affect. 
The state has said, that that data is inconclusive or is not valid. Their argument is that 
there were a number of substances these people were exposed to. That is a misleading 
statement. Dr. Ishikawa has been studying this problem for over 20 years. He has studied 
the effects of several substances on the visual and nervous system. In some o( his reViews, 
where he summarizes all the data, he talks about all these substances ••. organophosphates. 

If you are a serious, responsible scientist, like the people working for California Food and 
Agriculture Department should be, or the California Department of Health Services, you 
should look at the individual papers, not the reviews, not the summaries. In fact, Dr. 
Ishikawa shows that from 1960 to 1967, the only substance sprayed on the region was 
malathion, and there was delayed neurotoxicity in patients that they examined after that 
period. No other substance was sprayed from 1960 to 1967. There were several substances 
sprayed on the area, but Dr. Ishikawa is a very careful scientist; he did two things first. 
For those 1st 7 years, he looked at the patients exposed to malathion, and found damage 
to the visual and nervous system. In later years, he looked at patients who were exposed 

... different substances, but he did control studies, where he not only tried to sort out the 
·~rent substances, but also to experiment with animals, where he subjected them 

"ately to one or another substance, and tried to correlate the same affects with what 
;~ seen in humans. 

The other point is, that the other substances which were applied in the Saku region, in later 
years, were also organophosphates which are the same class of chemicals as malathion; 
to say that the results with other organophosphates don't apply, is like saying- if I told 
you, "You are eating way to much butter, and that is the reason your cholesterol level 
increases, increasing your risk of heart disease. It Then you would say to me, "But those 
studies were done with people eating to much cheese, and I am eating too much butter." 
The point is, anything that will raise/increase your cholesteral levels will have that affect. 
Whether its cheese, whether its butter, lord, or whatever you want. 

All of these substances, that Dr. Ishikawa has been studying, belong to the same class of 
chemical, organophosphates. All of them have the same effect, they inhibit 

. acetylcholinesterase; but the pOint is, (even if you want to be really strict) he did study 
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MALATIiION: TOXlC TIME BOMB 

patients which were affected exclusively by malathion. so the state is trying to mislead 
the public by saying, (knowing Dr. Ishikawa's studies, in the Saku region) that there were 
many substances sprayed on the population. They weren't always sprayed at the same time 
but when they were~ they were the same class of chemicals. they have the same effect 
on the body. 

I don't know if the state officials are so incompetent they cannot understand the scientific 
literature or they are intentionally misleading the public: but I will tell you when you are 
talking about people who have the responsibility for the health of millions of people~ neither 
option is very reassuring. 

EDITOR: So~ you think there might be a cover-up? 

DR. MANCILLAS: Let me add one more point. Dr. Ishikawa is not the only one. there are 
scores of scientists, Dr. Duffy at Harvard, Dr. Johnson, Dr. Petty, Dr". Aldridge, Dr. 
Cavanagh, Dr. Jager, Dr. Babchina, Dr. Sakai, Dr. Chabra, Dr Lowndes, Dr. Metcalf, Dr. 
Holmes, Dr. Gershon, and Dr. Gary Hollingshaus, all of which separately have studied 
neurotoxic effects of organophosphates, and they all found evidence that organophosphates 
can be neurotoxic, but this shows up years later, and you have to know what you are looking 
for. 

Somebody a year from now may have blurry vision, so the doctor will just prescribe eye 
glasses. They won't make the link. Somebody may have headaches. or somebody may have 
symptoms that may be diagnosed as 'chronic fatigue,'etc. 

What is going on .• is there a cover- up? I can't read minds and I am not privy to the 
discussions they have at the California Department of Health Services. So I really can't 
say what their intentions and motivations are. All I can say is this. It took me less then 
10 hours to run a computer 'med-line' search (asking for any article with malathion in its 
text). The search gave me 1103 articles. It didn't take me 10 days to put all this data 
together and to become clear as to what the risks are. So why hasn't the state run into 
this .•• why aren't they aware of this? Like I say, maybe they are very incompetent. The 
problem is, not only me, but Dr. Sadun, Dr. Lawton, Dr. Lappe have pointed out this data 
to them. They told them, "Look, here are the studies, here are the problems; these are 
the risks." Now ••• even if the California Department of Health is incompetent ••• ~ they 
have been alerted and know about the dangers .••• their response was to dismiss us and call 
us ... "Scientists outside the mainstream" ... When asked, "What about Dr. Lappe's views?" 
They answered, "That is just one scientist's opinion." When asked~ "What about Dr. 
Ishikawa's work?" •• and again their reply was •.. "This is just one scientist's opinion." 

I am a member of several professional societies. I am at UCLA. I am not at a 3rd rate 
institution. I am not here through the back door. I am a bonafide scientist. I am in contact 
with bonafide. reputable scientists, and I don't know anyone who has been asked to review 
the literature on malathion, who has reached the same conclusion as the state .... When 
they form an informed opinion, they come to the same conclusion. 1 have asked my 
colleagues to review the literature and they come to the same conclusions as I have. 

So. when I hear the state say, "Scientists think it is safe." I know this is not true: I know 
it is not true because it is not in the scientific literature. I don't find any literature to 
support their claims. They say "Hundreds of studies show malathion to be safe." I haven't 
found this. I ask them, "Can you give me one example from the literature? Tell me one." 
I have asked them in public forums. I have asked them while debating them on televsion, 
and I have asked them privately, and they have never been able to give me an answer, 
because it is not in the literature. 

They have never been able to give me or anyone who has challenged them. a reference, 
one title of an article. or the scientist. When they keep refusing. I begin to question their 
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honesty. 1 am beginning to question whether they are honest or just incompetent. I am 
beginning to question what their intention is. I am just very wary and very doubtful of 
what their intentions are; whether they are being intentionally dishonest or whether there 
is a coverup. It is very hard for me to say if there is a cover-up. I can't read minds. I can't 
go behind closed doors. But they are not acting as though they are being open and straight 
forward and they have had more then one chance~ and I have seen them in more then one 
set of circumstances which would put them to the test, yet they are not open and straight 
forward. 

1 testified before the L.A. County Board of Supervisors, and I mentioned some of the studies 
and so forth, and Dr. Stratton, from the California Health Department, made claims he 
never substantiated, i.e., "There are 100s of studies showing the safety of malathion." Yet 
he never mentioned one. Supervisor Edelman or Dana asked him to mention one study which 
deals with these issues which Dr. Mancillas presented showing damage "to the nervous 
system. He could not mention one study which proves malathion is safe and does not cause 
harm to the nervous system. He evaded the question. 

He did say, "All these scientists are outside the mainstream." Afterwards, when he came 
down from the stage, and reporters were talking to him, I went up to him and told him, 
"You have a lot of gaul, calling us scienctists "outside" the mainstream. I am a professor 
at UCLA and so is Dr. Nicolini; Dr. Sadun, and Dr. Lawton are at the University of Southern 
California, and Dr. Lappe at the University of Illinois at Chicago. We are ·all reputable 
scientists. Dr. Ishikawa is chairman of the Department of Ophthalmology, Kitasato 
University. 

I want to compare my credentials, my publications, my work, the quality of my work with 
any of you that can speak for the safety of malathion. I challenge you to compare 
credentials as scientists. 

He said, "I didn't mean any personal offense." I responded, "It is not a question of personal 
offense. It is a question of misleading the public by trying to dismiss us or dismiss what 
we have to say, by misrepresenting our credentials, and never presenting yours." 

People like Dr. Stratton and Dr. Kizer ••• they are highly paid bureaucrats. All they can 
say is, "I am Director of California Department of Health Services," but if they want to 
speak as scientists and challenge us, I want to know what independent, scientific research 
institute(s) they have ever been affiliated with. 

I have been on the staff of the Salk Institute and I was also affiliated with one of the most 
prestigious Institutes in the world which is the Laboratory of Molecular Biology in 
Cambridge, England for 3 years; (that is the laboratory where the structure of genetic 
material (DNA) was worked out). I never like to make self-serving statements, but since 
this man was questioning our credentials ••• 

When he says things like this, he is not just questioning me, but he is questioning 
unintentionally I am sure, the wisdom of the dean of the school of medicine, who hired 
me as a member of the faculty. UCLA is not necessarily a 3rd rate institution. My 
credentials are nothing compared to Doctor's Lappe, or Dr. Sadun, or Dr. Ishikawa. It 
is not a personal question. It is not a question of me being personally offended. I don't 
personally care what he .~ays about us, but I do care that he is misleading the public. 

EDITOR: If there is a cover-up going on, it seems that eventually people like your good 
self will be able to pin point it. because they have nothing to stand on scientifically ... 
Even though you have the proof, and you have all the literature behind you, they are still 
spraying! That is the scary part. 
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DR. MANCILLAS: They may just get away with it ... I didn't finish answering your question 
just before this •.. The question is: "How long does it stay in the body?" The problem is, 
it stays in the bodv only a few days. If you don't document that somebody who is having 
those svmptoms n~w. and has elevated amounts of malathion in the blood and lowered 
amounts of cholinesterase in the blood; (you can also take a urine sample and look for 
metabolizing of malathion in the urine), if you don't document it in the first week, or first 
few hours, they can always say, look, "ls it malathion poisoning or was it something else 
that this person was exposed to? Show me some medical records which will prove this 
person was exposed to malathion and not to sarin, another pesticide. Maybe this person 
mishandled a cock-roach killer. Prove to me that it was our spraying of malathion." So ••• if 
you don't document it in the first few days you can't conclusively prove it . 

. EDITOR: What do you think the state's motive is, and do you think there is a cover-up? 

DR. MANCILLAS: I can only speculate. They have been fighting the meet-fly for 10 years. 
Every year they claim they eradicate it, off and on since 1980. Every time they claim 
they eradicate it, it comes back. They claim people re-introduce it. If that is the case, 
why haven't they inforced better quarantine? Dr. Carey claims that is not the case. He 
has evidence that they have never been able to eradicate it with this method. The reason 
is because it always re-appears in the same neighborhood. It is just too much of a 
coincidence that people are bringing it back from Hawaii or other locations: that it is always 
the same people and the same neighborhood. He thinks they have just not been able to 
eradicate it. Whatever the case, they have not been able to deal with it effectively for 
over ten years. They are getting desperate. They want to stop it. So they are just pushing 
this eradication method through. 

Now from the beginning, (I980), when the state asked Marc Lappe (now a professor with 
University of Illinois) to head a commission to look into the risks, he has said, (and I have 
heard him say this publicly) that the state told him, "We are going to do the sprayng any 
way, we just wartt you to give us the information to tell the public that it is safe." He 
didn't like that. In other words, they were asking Lappe to rubber stamp the policy instead 
of finding out whether it was risky or not. Well, he found out it was 'risky.' They changed 
the figures. So there is, according to Marc Lappe, a 'cover-up.' 

EDITOR: What is in it for the Agricultural Industry? 

DR. MANCILLAS: They don't want to have the medfly. They don't want the medfly to 
establish itself in California. It is much better for them that it is fought in the urban areas, 
with taxpayers money. Because, if it is done in the fields, it will come from their money. 

EDITOR: According to some international journals I have read, they say to spray in 
agricultural areas not in populated areas. 

DR. MANCILLAS: That is correct, it is a safer place. It is still not ideal, because you can 
get residue in the food and so on. 

EDITOR: Thank you Dr. Mancillas for allowing me to interview you, and for your research, 
time and effort you have put into this most serious matter, which not only affects all 
Californians but the entire nation. 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS DR. A. LAWTON, M.D. (Opthalmologist) 
DOHENY EYE CLINIC OF LOS ANGELES 

IS MALATHION SAFE TO SPRAY ON PEOPLE? 

MALAn-nON: TOXlC TIME BOMB 

EDITOR: Do you feel most studies done on malathion (for safety in humans) are valid 
studies? 

DR. LAWTON: There have really never been any good studies (of any kind) done on 
malathion. In fact, most animal studies don't apply to humans: the vast majority I would 
say. In the research I have done, well over 9096 of the studies indicating that malathion 
is safe in animals were done on rats. In order to understand why rats are useless as test 
animals, you have to understand the physiology of how malathion is handled bv the bodv. 
Because of its chemical structure malathion can be broken down two ways. ~One way is 
by working on the sulphur end, and producing a very toxic by-product. The other is to work 
on the end where the carbon atoms are, with an enzyme called beta-esterase, which breaks 
down as a harmless by-products. The reason malathion is felt to be so safe. is that most 
insects don't have beta-esterase. People do, and it is generally found in the liver. The 
problem with using rats as a test animal, is that rats not only have beta-esterase in the 
liver but they have it in their red blood cells (circulating around their body). You can bathe 
rats with malathion and they don't get sick. You can give them huge oosages and about 
all that happens is they get some decrease in the number of off-spring in their litters. 
They have such a great capacity to handle malathion. 

The reason why this doesn't compare to humans is that people don't have circulating beta
esterase. They oJ')ly have it in their liver. So you can't rely on any studies that are done 
on rats. They are absolutely worthless in evaluating human toxicity and that is where 
virtually all the studies showing how wonderfully safe malathion is have been done. There 
have been a couple of other studies done, actually not very good studies done on other 
animals, but most of them, the vast majority of them, have been done on rats. 

Most of the human studies that have been done related to 'oral' exposure to the drug. They 
took volunteers and had them swallow malathion containing substance to see how they 
reacted. They found it was relatively safe. It took a lot of malathion to make people sick. 
The problem with accepting this as a way of finding out how safe malathion is for aerial 
sprayings is ••• anything taken orally and goes through the intestines. is immediately shunted 
to the liver, through what is called, the portal circulation. (A large blood vessel that takes 
all the blood supply from the intestines and sends it directly to the liver). So all of it is 
going to go straight to where it is going to be detoxified. If the exposure of the individual 
is due to inhilation, or contact' with mucous membrane through the skin, that whole system 
is by-passed. It means that it is distributed through-out the body very rapidly, without 
being detoxified by the liver. 

It is the same kind of thing that is found with a lot of medications. For example, there 
are people with heart problems that take nitroglycerin for chest pains; if they swallow 
it, it will not do anything for them, because it is broken down in the digestive system and 
liver. But ••• if they put it under the tongue and allow it to be absorbed through the mucous 
membrane, it works beautifully. 1 could also mention a few other illegal drugs like cocaine, 
which if you swallow it, it doesn't do mUCh, but if you put it in your nose, it does a lot; 
so as to give you some comparison. It by-passes the whole detoxification process. 

So ... the studies that have been done don't really apply to the way it is being used now. 
There have been some attempts at studies done in the sense of looking at people who spray 
malathion. The studies reported by the government indicate that the people who have 
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ground sprayed malathion in the past have not had any big problem with it. however. they 
were probably all wearing masks and some form of protective clothing. 

EDITOR: How do you feel having parts of Southern California declared 'a state of 
emergency?' 1 have been told if the people become too upset the federal government might 
just take over and 'spray. As a health professional like yourself aren't they listening to 
to you'! 

DR. LAWTON: That is suppose to be the point of the public health panel. They have been 
meeting for awhile. In fact. they won't be finished until the last of spraying. 

They take a very different attitude from the way most people in medicine think. The 
attitude of the state is. since most studies that have come out. shows malathion is not 
particularly dangerous, it must be safe. The medical attitude. as far as 1 am concerned. 
is that no studies have done showing that malathion being used the way it is now is 
necessarily safe, so, we have to assume it is unsafe. It's all a matter of whether you look 
at something as being half full or half empty. 1 tend to be very conservative about things 
like this. There is a lot vet to be known. There are certain areas which have been totally 
unstudied. There are a number of medications frequently used which inhibit the 
beta-esterase that breaks down malathion into its non-toxic by-products: which means 
that the oxidation process which makes it into 'malaoxon' is very toxic- is left free to break 
it down. In fact, 1 found one reference in the text book called "Clinical Toxicology of 
Commercial Products," (Section II Pg. 298, Item 1091) which has shown from previous work 
that agents known to block the esterase can raise the toxicity of malathion by about 100 
times. 

EDITOR: That is pretty damaging information. 

DR. LAWTON: Yes. They mention one specific chemical. It is known that certain specific 
compounds for example,'tri-o-poyl phosphate,'can lead to 100 fold increase in the acute 
toxicity of malathion. 

It just so happens there are some very commonly used drugs that inhibit the enzymes in 
the liver, one of them is called cimetidine. It is widely used for treating people with ulcer 
disease (stomach). Not only does that inhibit the liver. but it also inhibits cholinesterase. 
I have a feeling these people are going to be extremely- susceptible to the reaction of 
malathion. It hasn't been studied. No one has ever bothered to check it out. 

EDITOR: The blanket spraying of everyone without taking into account people who are 
chemically sensitive, environmentally sensitive, or small children or older people •..• seems 
to me to be very irresponsible of the state. 

DR. LAWTON: When studies 'are generally done to test the toxicity of agents such as 
malathion, generally, an attempt is made to find people who don't have any illnesses, or 
or taking any other medications, so they can make sure the effects they are finding are 
specifically related to the agent they want studied. If you look at the people they have 
used for these tests, they have been healthy. The question is. what does this do to unhealthy 
people: people with liver disease, people taking medicines, people with A.I.D.S .. people 
\-.tho have just had surgery? A lot of the general anaesthetics people inhale affect the liver. 
and temporarily affect liver activity. Nobody knows, That is a totally unknown area. 

If you are going to spray several million people, 1 guarantee you, a lot of people in that 
population are going to be the elderly, children and those people who are ill. 

EDITOR: I have been told we are spraying the surrounding L.-A. area because the medfly 
has infested the farm area; so why are they spraying the populated. residential areas? 
1 am sure there are medflies in that section~ because a lot of people have fruit trees and 
so forth. but it's actually the farm land we should be concernea about. So why are we 
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spraying the cities and not the farm land? 

DR. LAWTON: One of the reasons they are not spraying the farm land .... A lot of this 
depends on definition. When you deal with governments. you deal with legal definitions. 
There are certain methods that are used for treating infestations. When it's a bug which 
came in that does n01: normally live there. there are certain techniques accepted for treating 
endemic populations. i.e .• insects, which have become established in that area. 

Once the government starts spraying the fruit and the farm areas. they are basically 
admitting defeat and saying, "Well, the bug is established in Los Angeles. and we are going 
to do a rear-line action here and protect the fruit. If they are still able to say. "It is just 
an infestation and we can wipe it out by intensive spraying of the area where the bugs have 
been found. and it hasn't spread to the farm growing areas as yet. then they can say, "It 
is not established here." If the medfly becomes established in the fruit growing areas, 
several things happen. one, the fruit is subject to quarantine. When it goes to other states 
that produce fruit, those states would be susceptible to medflies. Second. thev have to 
market the fruit as being sprayed with insecticide. There are a lot of places that don't 
want to buv fruit that has been sprayed with pesticides. There are a lot of incentives to 
the state to be able to say, that it is just an infestation. and they can wipe it out. 

EDITOR: According to some experts, there is an infestation. other experts say there is 
none. 

DR. LAWTON. It is a real interesting problem; whenever malathion is used in the way 
it is being used now. you are asking for trouble. The reason you are asking for trouble is 
you are going to select out insects that are relatively resistant to the agent. And when 
that happens. you are basically breeding a better medfly. Say you have 1000 medflies out 
there. If you leave them alone, and only 2 of them, or say 5 of them are resistant to the 
malathion agent, and use techniques such as sterile medflies. You will hit all of them 
indiscriminately. 

If you use something like sterile medflies, it won't matter whether you have an insect that 
is resistant to an insecticide, because you won't be using it. However, if you use the 
insecticide, (say you have 1000 medflies out there), the likihood of those 5 breeding with 
each other is extremely small. Especially an insect like the medfly, which mates only once 
in its lifetime. The female mates once, lays it's egg and dies. If you kill off all the ones 
susceptible to malathion, and leave those 5, their mating is much greater, and eventually 
what you will do, if you keep spraying like this, (I found one reference that said that). 
It said ... "Studies done before, doing multiple sprayings, very rapidly produce insects which 
are resistant to malathion." 

The same reference also pointed out that a lot of insects and fish and other orthopods you 
don't want to kill, are going to be wiped out by this kind of spraying. 

EDITOR: So ... it will damage the whole eco system. 

DR. LAWTON: Tell me the last time you saw a bee flying around? They are extremely 
susceptible to malathion. Spiders are very susceptible. When is the last time you saw a 
cob web"? Malathion is very toxic to a large variety of beneficial insects and spiders we 
want hanging around. All malathion is very toxic to fish. Fish are extremely susceptible 
to malathion. 

EDITOR: •.. and the bee carrys pollen to the other plants. 

DR. LAWTON: Correct. The way fruit trees will be behaving here for awhile and flowers. 
They will lose one of their 'vectors.' When you wipe out something like spiders or wasps, 
and all the things they prey on, these other insects will suddenly 'take off'. and you will 
sudaenly fino an epidemiC of insects which happe~ to be resistant to malathion. It's a shot-
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gun approaCh. You kill anything affected by malathion. whether you want it dead or not. 
Repeated sprayings will produce resistant organisms rapidly and that fish. bees ana other 
orthopods are very suspectible to malathion. 

EDITOR: What are the long term effects of malathion? 

Dr. LAWTON: One study proposes that organophosphates vdll produce a long term toxicity. 
The Ishikawa study from Japan which has its statistical problems. The state has taken 
great pleasure in statistically attacking that study and it does have a lot of flaws in terms 
of its statistical analysis. However, I think there is enough evidence there to suggest there 
is something in organophosphates that produces long term neurological damage. Since 
nobody has really studied it! nobody knows. 

EDITOR: Do you think there is any kind cover-up going on? 

DR. LAWTON: It is hard to know. I don't know enough about what is going on in Sacramento 
to say whether anybody is intentionally covering up. I don't think the people up there are 
ogres, and want people to get sick and die. 1 know they are under a lot of pressure from 
the agricultural interests, which have tremendous power. They are going to do whatever 
they can to please them and if they can put things in such a light as to make it appear there 
are no showings malathion is dangerous, then they can go ahead and spray it. 

Of course! it all depends on their not doing their own studies. If you look at the sprayings 
that occurred earlier in 1981 and 1982 in Northern California and what's going on down 
here. They are relying on a telephone "hot line". A telephone hotline is the best kind of 
study to do if you want to prove! what you want to prove. It's absolutely worthless. The 
only way to do a study (they have already lost) and that is to plan ahead of time to see 
what the effects are going to be. As soon as you know you are going to spray an area, rush 
in there, with people who are geared up to do this in advance. Check out people who are 
suppose to be normal, and document they are normal. Then compare them after the spraying 
to people else where who haven't been sprayed, but have been matched. Make sure they 
are representative of the population. Anything that is done now is abolutely worthless. 
You have to start with a known population, and they didn't do that. 

EDITOR: Legally can't we stop the state from spraying due to what you have just stated? 

DR. LAWTON: Health professionals have no way of stopping the government from doing 
anything. They have used chemicals (which might be dangerous) in the past many times. 
If they feel the over-all benefit outweighs any risks .•. for example, the DPT vaccine: there 
are going to be a certain number of children who take these DPT shots who are going to 
get permanent neurologic injuries from it. However, there are going to be a lot of cases 
of diphtheria pertussis and tetanus prevented and a lot more lives saved. so you weigh the 
risks against the benefits and the state is basically doing that. They are saying right now 
there is no solid evidence anybody is being done any harm. 

EDITOR: ••• but they aren't testing anybody. They are not doing I a survey and finding out 
if in fact people are becoming ill. That is negligent. 

DR. LAWTON: Someone has to charge them with it. That would have to be a court suit. 
That would not be legislative 

It b a Catch -22. because somebody is going to walk in there and say it is unsafe. and it 
is going to be the same exact situation. 

I became involved with a law suit 'in Orange County for the homeless. I was going to be 
a consultant for the legal aid lawyers who were representing the homeless. These people 
were getting sprayed and were reporting all kinds of symptoms which suggested they might 
be poisoned by malathion. The case never went to trial because the judge said there were 
no studies showing malathion unsafe. 
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EDITOR: What were some of the symptoms the homeless were exhibiting'! 

DR. LAWTON: The magazine. INSIGHT. April 9th. 1990 had a good article on it. I will 
quote to you from it. It stated the following: "Spraying malathion to beat back infestation 
of the Mediterranean fruit fly in Southern California. has spurred a number of law suits 
charging the insecticide is dangerous to humans. One such suit followed on behalf of 
homeless people alledgedly made sick by the medfly spray, charged that they were 
particularly threatened by the spraying because they could not return home when it began. 
and could not change their contaminated clothing. The class action suit was filed bv the 
Legal Aid Society of Orange County. Last month the federal judge denied legal aides 
requests for preliminary injunction seeking more shelter for the homeless or an end to the 
spraying ruling that the group had not provided medical evidence that malathion causes 
symptoms described in the suit, which included blurred vision. difficult breathing. bizarre 
dreams, and loss of appetite. The day after the judgels ruling the state agreed to provide 
more beds for the homeless. The Society plans to drop its suit." 

Again ••• the government is just going to say there are no studies showing malathion does 
proauce these things. 

EDITOR: What do you think our next step should be? 

DR. LAWTON: I think the next step should be taken by the Public Health Committee. 
I testified before them. and I stayed around for some of the other people and 1 got the 
impression that a number of people were disturbed by the gaps in knowledge related to 
how the insecticide was broken down into the body, how it was absorbed. what effects it 
really had and if it were up to me, I would put a stipulation if they used malathion again. 
they must plan in advance to study people in a scientific way. using investigators who are 
independent, non-government employees, who would be under no influence from the 
government, and actually do a study while the spraying is going on. If there were any signs 
it was dangerous, they would be forced to stop spraying immediately and they would never 
be able to use malathion that way again. 

The way they are doing it now, there is no way they will ever be able to come up with any 
meaningful data of just how dangerous it really is. They would have to study all groups 
of people. not just healthy people and healthy children, or sick people and people on drugs. 
A lot of those studies to see just how malathion would interrelate with medications could 
be done now on animals, and they are not being done. 

EDITOR: They are not being done? 

DR. LAWTON: No. 

EDITOR: This is where the stat.e is neglient. 

DR. LAWTON: Yes. This is a legal term. You canlt say it is negligent until you go into 
a court of law and you get a judge or jury to agree with you. 10 that point you can still 
go along and say the studies that have been done so far have not indicated that it is 
dangerous. That would have to be taken through the court system. You would have to 
find a judge willing to hear the entire testimony. A t this point. it apparently has not 
happened. Every time anybody's gone to a judge to get an injunction to stop the spraying. 
the judges have stated. "No studies have shown that the malathion actually produces these 
effects in people." They have no basis for stopping the spraying. I don't exactly know what 
the threats of the federal government •.. how they apply. If you look at the scientific 
committee. three of the five people on that committee are employees of the federal 
government. 

EDITOR: Now who are these people? 
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DR. LAWTON: The United Stated Department of Agriculture. They are on the 5 person 
scientific committee which is made up of 'bug' specialists. Three of them work for the 
USDA. 

It would be a very interesting legal question to see if the federal government (if the state 
hao a referenoum for example -such as the green referendum. that said insecticdes could 
not be sprayed unless there were extensive studies already indicating their safety, (not 
in absence of studies indicating that they were dangerous). 

If the federal government could step in and spray against the wishes of a sovereign state 
which had voted against it ••• 1 don't know if they would have that authority. It is a big. 
legal question of who controls the air space, and I think. if you ask the federal government. 
they would say the federal government controls air space by the- authority of the FAA. 

So ..• could they technically spray if the state said no, I think you would have to take it up 
with a federal court. 

EDITOR: Have you examined any people who have been sprayed •.. their vision. etc'! 

DR. LA'YTON: No, I don't think anybody ever will. The government obviously doesn't want 
. to do it. They have not been doing it. 

In fact. if you look at the way the 'phone-in' hot-line is being run (which Dr Papenak 
admitted in radio interviews). is that if individual citizens call in .•. saying they have got 
complaints that sound like flu-like syndromes that could be related to malathion. (it is 
basically assumed since they haven't been proven by a phYSician to have malathion poisoning) 
that it must have been the flu because the amounts being used aren't enough to cause injury 
to healthy human beings and they don't follow it up. They will only follow up documented 
cases, those seen by physicians. and generally the ones they are interested in, are those 
that showed evidence of skin allergy. Whether it is the malathion or bai t •. there is something 
in it that produces skin allergies. 

EDITOR: Thank you very much Dr. Lawton for giving me your time and your expert opinion 
on the toxicity of malathion spraying on humans. 

REFERENCE: 
CLINICAL TOXICOLOGY OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 
Authors: Robert Gosselin, M.D., Ph.D.; 
Prof. of Pharmacology Darmouth Medical School 
Roger P. Smith. Ph.D., Chairman of Dept. of Pharmacology, 
Darmouth Medical School. Harold C. Hodge, Ph.D., Dr. of Sc. 
Prof. &. Chairman Emeritus Dept. of Pharmacology and Toxicology 
University of Rochester Medical School 
William and Wilkins. 1986 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS PHYSICIAN ON 
PUBLIC HEALTH EFFECTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

EDITOR: I understand you are on some committee regarding malathion ? 

M.D.: Yes. I am on the Public Health Effects Advisory Committee. 

EDITOR: I would like to ask you about the cholinesterase test. To use this test for an 
urban population being sprayed aerially with malathion, is this the proper test ? 

M.D.: \V ell, I think it is a good test, it has to be interpreted prett y cautiously and when 
we are talking about spraying malathion on urban populations it is not nearly as useful as 
say monitoring agricultural workers, or workers manufacturing pesticides. 

EDITOR: \"hy is that? 

M.D.: Well, mostly because it takes quite a bit of organophosphate pesticides to lower 
the cholinesterase. The amount we would expect to get from urban spraying probably 
wouldn't lower it. There are different reasons; one is that there are two kinds of 
cholinesterase, one is the red blood cell, and one is in the plasma, and the one in the red 
blooe cell is the one that's mostly correlated to the cholinesterase in the nervous tissue 
and brain, and that's correlated with symptoms. The one in the blOOd, is closely correlated 
with symptoms and there are a lot of other factors too. Much of this is made in the liver. 
and factors associated, say with liver disease could alter those levels . Plus the tests are 
kind of difficult to perform. The other problem is that the most important thing is seeing 
a change in a person, and so you pre-impose exposure, and rarely do you have that, so you 
have to fall back on population normals; it may not fit very well with an individual. 

EDITOR: Each person is different. 

M.D.: Maybe, yes. 

EDITOR: There are people who are environmentally sensitive, and chemically sensItIVe 
and environmentally ill, and there are people that have lived up here in the Bay Area who 
were sprayed in 1981-82 and have since moved to the Los Angeles area. There are people 
with emphysema, and all these different variables, and now they are being sprayed .... this 
could really push them over the 'edge' as far as what is happening with them in their own 
bodies. 

M.D.: This is a very controversial subject, as you can Imagine. The chemically 
hypersensitive, and the environmentally sensitive issue is really controversial, in fact we 
talked about it at our meeting last night. As you know organized medicine has come out 
through American College of Physicians, and most recently through the American College 
of Allergy and other groups, saying that they felt for a diagnosis ... there weren't enough 
criteria. So there is kind of a bias against it; a lot of the most vocal people in Los Angeles 
are those that feel they are in that group, and it has met some resistence, let me say that. 

EDITOR: Even for diseases that the establishment does recognize, for instance, people 
with Parkinson's disease, or emphysema ... couldn't the spraying really affect them adversely, 
much more then the person who has never had any health problems ? 

M.D.: The people who are most likely to be affected are the ones that have respiratory, 
allergies , asthma people ... because realistically the amount of chemicals which they are 
exposed to , and it may not just be the malathion itself...it's the other co-products of 
malathion. 

EDITOR: You mean something like malaoxon? 
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M.D.: Malaoxon, isomalthion. 00, AS, UOS, Thri methyl, diathyioades. and other products 
are either formed, along with malathion, and or the malathion break down into ••• which 
may be more toxic or as toxic as malathion •••• and also some things such as chemical called 
mercaptains; other sulphur containing chemicals ••• that may have an odor •• and the odor 
itself mayor may not be associated with symptoms. This _ is data not only from urban 
spraying but from people living near toxic dump sites, or living in the agricultural field 
who have been exposed to toxic chemicals, sometimes pesticides, sometimes others that 
have odor, and they have a lot of symptoms, let alone the actual concentration of the 
chemicals which have been demonstrated to be kind of low ••• but these things ••• you can 
smell them at very low concentrations, or there is a toxic effect, or where there is a 
psychological sensitization, you smell something ••• you know it is going from a toxic dump 
site, you feel sick ••• the bottom line is you feel sick. 

EDITOR: Most doctors in our medical schools aren't really trained that well in detecting 
pesticides ••• is that true? You would have to almost be an internist, or toxicologist to really 
delve into this •• what I guess I am leading up to is ••• the doctors in the spray area who when 
people come in and are ill with the flu ••• (they think), or headache or nausea, or whatever, 
The doctors are saying, "Yes, you have the flu;" when in fact, it could be malathion 
poisoning. In other words the doctors don't quite know how to test for organophosphate 
poisoning, is this a possibility? 

M.D.: Yes. I am probably not the best one to talk to about what they learn in medical 
school •• since I have been out of medical school for along time ••• and I would imagine medical 
schools say like in agricultural areas would in more likelihood have more information, then 
say strictly urban universities, where I went to medical school. • •• I think physicians in 
general don't have a lot of training in pesticides. 

EDITOR: This State Health Effects Advisory Committee that your are member of, what 
will this committee do, will it bring in other physicians along with your good-self to have 
a bridge between phYSicians and the state on this issue? 

M.D.: The idea ••• this group has been meeting since February •••• basically every other week, 
and it is made up of ••• some physicians in the community, representatives from the County 
Medical Associations, representatives of the county government, or county medical 
department. 

EDITOR: Dr. Papenak, Dr. Kizer, and people like that? 

M.D.: Paul Papenak, L.A. County Health Department, Rex Ehling from the Orange County 
Health Department, ••• employees of the health department, and the various counties. There 
was at least one physician from Pasadena •• which was important, because Pasadena had 
cited the helicopt7rs •••• so they were pretty interested as a group ••• people from UCLA, 
people from U C Irvu~e, people from USC. 

EDITOR: Can any health professional join that group or do you have to be invited? 

M.D.: You have to be invited. I don't know how many people there are there, the state 
health department has a lot of staff people working on it ••• so they are there, the Department 
of Food and Agriculture ••• UC has some representatives there. 

EDITOR: What is the bottom line you feel ••• on whether they should spray an urban 
population like they are doing? 

M.D.: I think I am probably a little more on the conservative side then most, although, 
nothing has really come to a vote, so I can't say for sure .•• off the top of my head estimate ••• l 
basically think there are a lot of unknowns ••• and to be scientific, we would like to know 
as best as possible, what the risks are, both for acute health effects and for long term 
affects, particularly cancer and reproductive effects, so we can make a policy of well ••• the 
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risk is so low that it's O.K. to spray •• or, the risk is unacceptable, and there is some other 
method of controlling this admittedly bad pest, should be undertaken ••• and we just dontt 
have the data •••• so my personal philosophy is, if we don't know ••• we should prol:)ably wait 
until we know •••• but, there are a lot of people with different opinions., 

EDITOR: It seems like most of the residents do not want it ••. 

M.D.: You can understand, it is totally not to their benefit. 

EDITOR: They talk about how malathion does go through you and it does not stay in the 
fatty tissue like DDT •••• 

M.D.: That is correct. 

EDITOR: So, as it goes through you, it could cause neurological effects like in the nervous 
system, fine motor skill problems in children ••• (that type of thing); are not these types 
of things possible? 

M.D.: Yes ••• what happens is it doesn't stay in the body very long. In fact, a remarkably 
short period of time. But, the effect it has, is that for all practical purposes it in-activates 
permanently these neuro-transmitter related enzymes. 

EDITOR: It does permanently? 

M.D.: Virtually permanently, yes •••• they regenerate, new ones are formed, but the ones 
that are inactivated, basicaly, most of them stay inactivated. 

EDITOR: Well, that is pretty serious. 

M.D.: Well, it is dose related. So if you get a big dose, you get a lot of them inactivated 
for a long time ••• but if it is a very small dose ••• you can tolerate it without any symptoms, 
but the point is, that if you have (let me say it this way) the cholinesterase- we estimate 
from either the plasma, which is ,not a very good way of looking at the effects (although 
it is a good measure of exposure); the red cells have the cholinesterase inhibited, and it 
takes a long time for that inhibition to ••• if you measure the red cells and you find you 
have a drop in the cholinesterase activity, it takes weeks to months for it to get back to 
normal. Partly because the red cells are being replaced at a constant rate, (so it really 
reflects not the enzymes that are inhibited) but the new red cells (normal enzmes are being 
produced, and the old one with inhibited enzymes) are being destroyed. So it probably 
mirrors what happens in the nervous system, that is that the enzymes are inhibited and 
they stay inhibited until new ones are formed, so it takes a long time. 

EDITOR: How long does it take to make new neuro-transmitters? 

M.D.: Well, 1 don't know for sure in the nervous system, that is very hard to study, and 
1 don't know if anybody has really studied it. In our health committee experts are going 
to come in and talk about that, but as we are talking right now, 1 don't really know. I would 
think it would probably be in the order of the same as the red cells ••• lt would probably take 
weeks to regenerate. The point is •• even though the malathion does not stay in the body, 
the effects of it, the inhibition of the enzymes may last for quite a while. If it is a small 
amount it doesn't matter. If it a large amount and it is continuous, then you might have 
the effects of a cumulative dose. 

EDITOR: Although malathion doesn't accumulate in the body, the effects might be 
cumulative. 

M.D.: Right. 
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r EDITOR: 1 have seen literature that states, "Stay away from an area that has been sprayed 
with malathion for 30 days ••• and if you have cows and other animals get them out of the 

r area because it goes through the skin and it will get in the milk, etc. and yet they are 
spraying I believe, Riverside where they have cows, and other animals, and we are going 
to be drinking the milk, is this dangerous also? 

r M.D.: I don't think it lasts for a month in the environment. ~lalathion itself •• as opposed 
to the actions on the body which may be , may have the effect of being cumulative ••• in 
the environment if the malathion is destroyed after a few days to a week, that is it. 

r" Regarding the cows, we would expect, assuming it lasts the same in humans ••• if the cows 
ingested a dose of it, it pretty much would be gone in a day. 

r .They have done studies on humans ••• and they have injected them with malathion •• and half 
" of the malathion they injected was eliminated from the body in three hours. So, that is 
l not exactly what happens in the environmental situation, because if you have it on your 

skin it takes awhile for it to be absorbed through the skin, and in fact, it doesn't go away 
that fast ••• but actually once it gets into the blood stream it shouldn't last very long ••• so 
it doesn't build up in cows either. r 
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EDITOR: I understand there are 16 different chemicals included within the malathion that 
is being sprayed in L.A. and surrounding areas, is that correct? 

M.D.: They are spraying not pure malathion, but technical grade malathion. and that means 
for all practical purposes 95% malathion and 5% other things •• and that is assuming that 
it is 95%, and I think it varies, so there is 596 of other things. They have shown a large 
number of different chemicals, but I think it varies, batch to batch. But there are some 
in there that are much more toxic then malathion ••. 

EDITOR: Really? 

M.D.: Yes., but in very small concentrations. 

EDITOR: According to some of the literature I read, it talks about spraying near or where 
there is a lot of moisture in the air (Los Angeles would have a lot of moisture in the air 
because it is near the ocean) and that would produce an affect of changing malathion into 
malaoxon or other break-down products; can you tell me something about that? 

M.D.: 1 am not a chemist, and I think that is basically correct, it probably stays in the 
air longer and does break down more because of the moisture in the air. Whether that 
is significant consideration or not, I don't know. I know they don't spray it when it is raining, 
partly though, I think, because it does not stick and it might concentrate more in the run
off and poison more fish ••• and that kind of thing ••• 

EDITOR: But if they continue to keep this up, it seems to me it would be really serious 
f or the po pula tion. I 

M.D.: I think that is what we are trying to figure out ••• what is the risk and what exactly 
are the risks ••• will only certain sensitive people get sick, or allergic people get sick for 
only a short period of time, (not that that is O.K. necessarily). If you spray a million people, 
and 20,000 people get sick, that is probably not acceptable either. Or, from my way of 
thinking, there is significant long-term problems with cancer, immune suppression, 
reproductive problems, this is what we are looking at. 

EDITOR: The long-term effects which are very important. 
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M.D.: Maybe the most important. 

EDITOR: If you have children down the line, who when born, look O.K. and they ac t O.K. 
but 2 years later or 6 years later, when they begin school and they can't write properly 
or their eyesight is bad or whatever, then we will have realized just what the term , "long
term" effects meant. 

M.D.: Right ..•• and those things are very difficult to study ... but , in this committee we are 
trying to look at those things ... plus the birth defects and the cancer. 

EDITOR: There is a woman in San Jose that was sprayed in 1981 or 1982 and she works for 
the City and she said that 15 % of the babies are now being borned with extra fat that they 
didn't have before. She also said, there are also a great deal more cesearian births since 
the spraying, because the muscles of the body are affected; subsequently a woman can 
not give birth in the normal fashion. 

M.D.: As you may know, there was a study on birth defects ••• . done in Northern California, 
it had a lot of problems, and these things are very difficult to study. 

EDITOR: In fact, Judy Grether who did that study, stated in the conclusion, that there 
were certain effects that weren't studied, and so you couldn't take the complete study 
as being 1U090 accurate. 

M.D.: That is absolutely true. And the things they did study, were subject to substantial 
criticism , because of the way the study was done , (not that tile study was done poorly), 
but because it is so difficult to study. 

EDITOR: And then Dr. Duncan Thomas down at USC did a study on birth defects ... and 
that study I understand was never given to a peer review, it has not been published, and 
I understand people I have talked to, that at this point , it could never be published, (I don't 
know how to say 'it) because of 'inconsistencies, ' or whatever ... 1 don't know if you are 
familiar with Dr. Duncan Thomas 's report? 

M.D.: I do actually have a copy it. He is on this panel also ... lt has not been published, 
and I don't know if it will be, but again, •.•. 

EDITOR: What do you think of that report? 

M.D.: You know if I read it, it has been quite awhile ago, and I don't actually remember 
all the details of it, we haven't actually got on to that discussion of that aspect yet. 

EDITOR: The report has not been published, that is the thing that bothers me ... they offered 
Judy Grether's report (it was published in 1987) and they offer Duncan Thomas'S report , 
which has not been published. The state keeps holding these two reports up and claiming 
these two are the 'Bible;' when, in fact , there are hundreds of other journals stating 
malathion is unsafe for living beings. 

M.D.: I think not too many people would call t hese t wo studies the 'Bible' .•• anybody that 
is objective ... 

The state takes a good shot at trying to figure this out, I don't think there is any a ttempt 
t o cover anything up. I don't think they found anything that frightening, If they were having 
an awful lot of birth defects or an unusual amount of birth defects , or something unusual 
li ke thalidomide where very unusual birth defects occurre,d.:.if you get something like cleft 
palate, which occurs quite commonly, (you have a 50% lncrease) •. you would neve r pick 
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it up as being related to this •••• so you would haye to get 10 times the amount of cleft palates, 
or something like that to have it even be meanIngful. 

EDITOR: Paul McClain, l\Iolecular Biologist was interviewed on l{PIX radio.. He stated 
there was a machine the EPA used, and I think WHO whereby you could test children's fine 
motor skill abilities ••• with a $1500 machine; which would show the level of skill before 
malathion spraying and afterwards; in other words, how malathion affects the fine motor 
skills. Are you familiar with that machine? 

ltl.D.: I have heard him speak a few times, I don't recall anything about that machine. 
But I am not surprised. There are a lot of simple ways to test that sort of thing. The thing 
is there are a 'gillion' things you can do •••• and as a committee we have picked three real 
small studies, but still they are going to cost a lot of money •••• somebody is going to be 
paying for it. 

EDITOR: 80 you all are going to do three studies? 

M.D.: Three studies have been funded by the governor, and one has been funded by the 
Department of Agriculture, and that is just for starters •• but these things are real expensive, 
and so you canlt do everything that everyone thinks of, that's the problem. 

EDITOR: Can you expand on what kind of studies they are going to be'! 

M.D.: The one that is hopefully going to be funded in the next few days, is the one by L.A. 
County Health Department, (Papenakfs group). They are going to be testing people who 
said they had respiratory problems ••• and testing them in a special testing chamber, where 
they will be exposed to small amounts of malathion, to see if they do have asthma when 
they get exposed to malathion. 

EDITOR: They are going to expose them to malathion and then test them? 

M.D.: Yes, to see if their symptoms are actually due to malathion. They also have another 
group that is complaining of skin rashes, and they are going to do skin tests for 
malathion ••• and when the people complained, they did get urine samples from them to detect 
the levels of malathion in the metabolites in the urine. 

EDITOR: ''fhey did, or didn't? 

M.D.: They did. This is what I understand. 

EDITOR: This was Papenak's office? 

M.D.: Right, they did it in conjunction with Rancho Amigos Hospital, where there is a 
very accomplished pulmonary specialist there who has developed testing techniques for 
these respiratory challenges. They weren't developed for malathion, but they can be applied 
to malathion. 

EDITOR: It is good to hear that. 

M.D.: Yes, we have been kind of pushing for that for quite a while •• and talking to Paul 
(Papenak) last night, they have finally gotten to the point where they are going to write 
the check ••. 

EDITOR: So, basically if you were being sprayed with malathion you would leave the area? 

M.D.: Personally I think I would. I think we don't know enough, there are plenty of people 
who would stay, and it reflects philosophical position, not strictly scientific. 
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EDITOR: In your case, it is both philosophical and scientific? 

M.D.: I don't think there is enough science to make a definite decision ••• 1 guess that is 
what 1 am trying to say. We will have a good idea after Papenak's studies are done. We 
will know if it is going to cause long term effects. I will have a better idea when some 
of these studies ar.e done, (particularly the ones by the EPA), but they are not going to 
be finished for years. 

EDITOR: Oh, they are not going to be finished for years? 

M.D.: No, the cancer studies probably ••• they are re-doing all the animal studies, and they 
have given the manufacturer, (American Cyanamid) 4 years to do the studies, the clock 
started running in February 1990. Basically what happens is, all the old pesticides have 
to be re-registered, that is, they have to go through testing, specified by the EPA, so that 
the EPA will register them again, that is, allow them to be used, and some of the old 
pesticides won't make it, they are too toxic, because when they were registered originally, 
the testing was very lax. 

EDITOR: What about malathion? 

M.D.: l\lalathion has come up for re-registration. So they looked at it and said, most of 
these studies of cancer are no good, you have to repeat them, and they have been going 
back and forth for a few years now with the manufacturer, and now they have made a final 
decision of what test has to be redone. They said to the manufacturer, O.K., if you want 
to sell this 'stuff' ••• you have to do these tests, and the manufacturer has 4 years to do them, 
and if they don't do it in four years, they suspend their registration and they can't do it 
anymore. 

EDITOR: I understand this batch they are spraying over L.A. came from a company in 
Denmark, not from American Cyanamid. 

M.D.: Right. But it really doesn't matter, because it is malathion and malathion as a 
chemical is registered. So if American Cyanamid says, "We don't want to spend this 5 or 
10 million bucks to do this stuff," ••• then in 4 years the EPA won't allow malathion to be 
used anymore regardless of who makes it. 

EDITOR: These studies they are formulating in the committee you are in, it is going to 
take 3 or 4 years to complete them? 

M.D.: No, the cancer studies, and the risk assessment by the EPA realistically WO))'t be 
finished for 4 years. Some of the studies, like the skin studies, skin allergy and respiratory 
stuff should be completed within 6 months to a year. 1 am just guessing. Some of the other 
studies of acute health affects, it is probably the same time range. 

EDITOR: 6 months to a year? That is a step forward. 
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M.D.: \'Vell, it is •• realistically it is not going to make a hell of a difference for the spraying \' 
program right now. 

EDITOR: It is not? l 
M.D.: I don't think so. I think basically it is going to be stopping in L.A. county and going 
forward in Riverside and San Bernadino for awhile. 1 
EDITOR: Thank you so much Doctor for all the information you have shared with us today. , 

! 
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INTRODUCTION OF DR. MELVIN REUBER, M.D. 

The first speaker is Dr. ~lelvin Reuber, who some one yesterday on a talk radio station 
said, "Well, I suppose you could call him the 'hero' of the protest movement. And 1 think 
that is a nice thing to call Melvin, "The Hero of the Protest ~lovement ." 

A very distinguished scientist who is credentialed as a medical doctor and who became 
a pathologist. Melvin recoils , I think , with a good bit of alarm, if anybody describes him 
as a "whistle blower", but that is exactly what he is, and in t he best sense of the word. 
As a consultant to the Environmental Protection Agency he looked over the records that 
had been prepared, showing the "safety" of aldrin, dialdrin, etc. and said "Hey, something 
is wrong here." He gave the report to the EPA and Senator Kennedy's Committee. This 
resulted in the ban of these very commonly used pesticides, worth hundreds of millions 
of dollars. Obviously the industry was not very keen about that. In 1976 he joined the 
Frederick Cancer Resear ch Laboratory and was going on doing more of what he was suppose 
to be doing , protecting publi c health and safety. 

In t he course of his investigation he reviewed some slides prepared by a pr ivate laboratory. 
It is very important for us to remember that in many cases, as in the case of drugs (It is 
the manufacturer who does the research demonstrating the safety and efficacy of his 
product , and then presenting the product to the government to get a license). In any case, 
Melvin looked at these slides and said, "Something is definitely wrong here, " and what was 
wrong was that malathion was definitely carcinogenic, despite all the claims of safety. 
So he wrote about this to the Director of Agriculture in California, who was also suppose 
to be protecting us and the Director of Agriculture sent a letter back to the head of the 
Frederick Cancer Research Laboratory saying ... "Hey, this man is causing a lot of trouble 
out here, farmers have crops that are worth a lot of money, we don't want anymore of 
this," and one thing led to another and Melvin after a couple of years resigned from the 
facility at great cost to himself, I might say, but the end of the story is not a gloom y one, 
that fourteen months ago he was vindicated in a federal court when his suit for liable against 
Agricultural Chemical News was resolved in his favor. At any rate, 1 would like for you 
to meet Melvin Reuber, the hero of the protest ! 

DR. REUBER'S LECTURE ON MALATIDON 

DR. Reuber: Thank you. Increasingly we are besiged with news of environmental 
contaminants which threaten human health and welfare. Some perils of the environment 
affec t the lives of only a relatively few workers in a particular industry or chemical plant. 
Aerial spraying of resident ial and com mercial areas , place essentially everyone at risk . 
Pollutants may cause problems to exposure to relat ively high concentrations for short 
per iods of time , or to comparatively low concentrations over long durat ions. In fact , this 
latter condition , of long term exposure, t o low concentr ations of chem icals, poses the 
greatest threat. 

The mountains of evidence concerning the harmful effects of malathion to humans , has 
been overwhelmingly documented since as far back as the 1940s and 1950s . Back in the 
19 50s American Cyanamid Company, the sole manufacturer of both malathion and parathion 
went after the home owner. 

C') Il.t\ll.ffi\d dollars in consumer publications and commercials stated that parathion used 
on 50 crops was highly toxic, but stressed the harmless nature of its related nerve gas 
compound. malathion. They calle d malathion one of t he safest insect ic ides t o handle , 
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(according to U.S Department of Agriculture) and said, "It is now possible for the home 
gardner to use malathion for the protection of home grown fruits, vegetables , flowers and 
oramentals with the same efficiency as does the commercial grower using parathion. 

The Cyanamid advertisements stated and I quote, "Malathion a development of American 
Cyanamid Company Research, brings an entirely new kind of insecticide to the home 
gardner . Now for the first time gardners can use this one material to control practically 
every major pest attacking flowers , shrubs, trees, and garden vegetables and fruits . Fo~ 
wide spread testing has proven that malathion controls more kinds of pests then any other 
single garden insecticide." It went on, and I quote again ... "With this wide range of control, 
the use of malathion goes a long way towards solving two preplexing problems to the home 
gardner. It practically eliminates first , the problem of which insecticide to use, and 2nd 
the problem of having to wait until insects show up in order to know what to treat. By 
using malathion at regular intervals, beginning early in the season, the many pests are taken 
care of before they have a chance to build up." In other words, even though you don't have 
any, (pests) 'spray' for them. Their instructions were also, "Make thorough, full coverage 
sprays with repreated applications." They also claimed, or pointed out it was useful for 
fleas on dogs and cats, for mites and poultry, and for use in dairy barns and since it was 
a new chemical, it was highly effective against flies, even though flies were previously 
immune to chemicals such as DDT. 

Then they went on and they managed to corner the lucrative alfalfa aphid and cotton boll 
weevil markets for malathion. Something that is reminiscent of the pleasant medfly 
situation. Just how safe are the organophosphate insecticides, including parathion, and 
malathion ? There really is no need to discuss it. Data from the 1950s and 60s indicate 
that these pesticides are very dangerous. In Japan, a small country, there were 19,500 
cases of phosphate insecticide poisoning over a period of 17 years, including over 10 ,000 
accidents, and over 9,000 deaths. In Finland, another small country, there were 286 deaths 
over a six year period, and in Denmark 273 deaths over a 6 years period. In California 
between 1957 and 1960, there wer.e 950 cases of poisoning during 4 years, including 790 
agricultural, 90 industrial and 70 other causes. Actually no one disputes that these figures 
are too low and that the actual number of persons poisoned is many times higher. Incidents 
of mass poisoning of thousands of people by gross contamination of food with 
organophosphates have been reported from India, Egypt, Singapore, Mexico and elsewhere 
in the world. 

For the last decade we have been hearing about the need for further research on the toxicity 
of malathion. More is known about the toxic effects of the organophosphate chemicals 
then any other insecticides. This is not only because of their use as a pesticide, but because 
the U.S. Government , the military, had a keen interest in their uses of nerve gases to be 
used in war. The organophosphate containing insecticides were developed in Germany for 
use as war gases, but strangely enough they were never used. They were introduced into 
the United States in 1946. In a very fe w years, or thereafter they became widely used as 
agricultural insecticides, because of their effectiveness against a variety of insects , 
including some species that were resistent to DDT. From the lIery beginning they were 
recognized as dangerous to humans. 

In 195 2, an eminent researcher, DeBois, wrote , "The high inherent toxIcity of the 
organophosphates and the lact of substantial differences in the toxicity of these compounds, 
from mammals and insects, emphasizes the necessity of obtaining B thorough understanding 
of the effects, which these agents may have on man and domestic animals. Research of 
these chemicals was carried out at the most prestigious universities in the world, including 
Johns Hopki ns and University of Chicago. The work was too important to be trusted to 
the chemical companies or t o the contract laboratories who worked for the chemical 
companies. 

1950 information on practical aspects of toxi cology; these compounds with respec t t o man 
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and animals was widely published in scientific journals including the Journal of the American 
I\ledical Association, the American Journal of Medicine, the British l\ledical Journal, The 
British Medical Bulletin and elsewhere. 

Humans are more susceptible to poisoning by these insecticides then experimental animals. 
In 1953 scientists published a paper in the American Journal of Medicine and they described 
the initial signs and symptoms of pOisoning as headache, nausea, vomiting, squinting, blurred 
vision, myosis, weakness, diarrhea, abdominal pain and pallor and skin rashes. In moderate 
to severe signs of pOisoning, the signs and symptoms included, dyspnea, salivation, 
lacrimation, muscle fatigulation, shock, cardiac arrhythmia, coma and death. Now some 
of these earlier symptoms are similar to flu and might be confused with the flu. Again 
this was in 1953, they listed the central nervous system manifestations. And I want to read 
those to you. Giddyness, tension, anxiety, restlessness, emotional mobility, excessive 
dreaming, insommia, nightmare, headache, tremor, apathy, withdrawal and depression, 
drowsiness, difficulty in concentrating, confUSion, slurred speech, ataxia, generalized 
weakness, coma with absence of reflexes, labored respiration, depression of respiratory 
and Circulatory centers, cyanosis and fallen blood pressure. . 

Concentrations of malathion that might be considered safe for healthy individuals, should 
not be considered safe for others. According to the California Department of Health in 
the 1980s, the following are particularly susceptible: Pregnant women and their fetuses, 
those with respiratory diseases, such as asthma or emphysema,. The very young or the 
very old.... and those with cardiovascular diseases. • •• And to this list should be added, 
persons whose liver function (with regard to drug metabolism) is inadequate, including but 
not limited to those consuming alcohol. Those with skin sensitivity or with previous 
exposure to malathion or other skin diseases. Those with depressed immunological systems. 
Children given malathion for the treatment of head lice and •••••• individuals with mental 
health problems. 

The conversion of the organophosphates takes place in the liver, and for example, parathion 
is metabolized to paraoxinand malathion is metabolized to malaoxin, and malaoxin is many 
thousands of times more toxic then malathion. Absorption of organophosphate insectiCides, 
in most instances of occupational poisoning, has been through the skin and respiratory tract. 
The most common instances has been in agricultural workers during or shortly after spraying 
crops, and less commonly in industrial workers during manufacture, formulation or 
transport a tion. 

It's not mentioned often that malathion can also be absorbed to the conjunctiva of the eye. 
With increasing use of these insecticides there have been more instances of accidental 
exposure particularly in chUdren, by dermal exposure, inhalation or ingestion. There have 
been instances of poisoning after ingesting foods sprayed with pesticides when there has 
been insufficient time for breakdown or removal. And even in some countries, pOisoning 
by ingestion for the purpose of suicide or homicide has been a cause of death. 

In addition to these more acute affects, there are other toxic e{fects of malathion. The 
mutanogenicity, carcinogenicity and teratogenicity,of malathion has been investigated. 
I will make some remarks about this, yes ••• concerning the mutanogenicity, or damaged 
genes that may show up for generations ••• l am going to quote from a recent publication, 
"Malathion ought to be viewed with caution, as a potential genotoxic agent in humans, 
particularly for those who come in contact with the compound repeatedly. Concerning 
teratogenicity, or harmful effects on the fetus, the infant may acquire these hostile 
elements by placental transmission in the womb, and from the mother's milk, during nursing. 
Concerning carcinogenicity, according to Adrian Gross, the EPA toxocologist, "Malathion 
and malaoxion have conclusively been shown to be a carcinogen. As SUCh, there appears 
to be no ambiguity whatsoever in regarding malathion as a carcinogen to experimental 
animals, and by implication as a likely carcinogen for humans. 
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~lalathion made by Cyanamid Company contains a number of impurities. One is called 
OSSF 1\1E, just one of a number of the impurities present in the so called "safe" malathion; 
increase the acute toxicity of malathion. These impurities cause toxicity, suppressed 
immune effects, and in this regard they are similar to dioxin. 

Another toxic compound isomalathion, has been found in malathion, particularly in water 
formulations. Storage (particularly higher temperatures) has a significant effect on the 
formation of isomalathion. Needless to say, malathion should not be stored for long periods 
under such conditions. 

A study was done (looked at the formulations of ready to use in the home and garden and 
were sold over the counter), and they found they contained very little amounts, if any, 
of malathion but they contained large amounts of isomalathion. So that these things for 
the home gardner had been standing on the shelves, and eventually there was nothing but 
isomalathion. But we have to beware of the impurities, because soon American Cyanamid 
or the state of California, or the EPA will be telling you that they are making a new 
malathion and have removed the impurities, that have caused all the problems, and then 
malathion will be safe. It's a old tactic. 

The administration of apparently low doses of organophosphate chemicals, including 
malathion, can greatly alter the toxicity of other chemicals. These toxilogical interactions, 
among the organophosphates, have been known since 1950. This can result in additive, simple 
doubling or it can result in synergistic responses which are many times what you would 
expect from two compounds. Or one compound can interfere with the other. Thus, drugs, 
or other pesticides might potentiate the toxicity of malathion and on the other hand, 
malathion might potentiate the toxicity of other drugs and other chemicals. 

The state of California argues that malathion is preferable to other organophosphates 
because of its low toxicity. This difference loses some of its apparent Significance when 
one considers that larger doses of malathion, over a longer period of time need to be given. 
And ••• they keep stressing the low concentrations, while the long term exposure to low 
concentrations of malathion again pose greatest threat to the pregnant mother, the fetus, 
to those with depressed immunological systems, those with previous sensitized skin lesions, 
they cause eye problems, (particularly in children) and those with asthma and emphysema. 

It has been almost 50 years since malathion was first registered for use by the U.S. 
Agricultural Department. It has been 20 years since the EPA has taken over with the 
registration of pesticides. Yet, only now is the EPA requiring additional mutanogenicity, 
teratogeniticy and carcinogenicity studies as well as several other studies. This is a delayed 
tactic that has become common at the EPA. Continued registration of a pesticide, based 
solely on a few toxicities studies in animals. Then when public pressure becomes so great, 
and insensed, and they finally feel they have to do something, the EPA asks for more studies 
that will take years to complete. Then they may request another entirely new group of 
studies and on and on. In the meantime, the public continues to be exposed to the so-called 
safe malathin. 
During the past several years state officials have told you malathion is a safe insecticide. 
Malathion is relatively non-toxic to the laboratory rat. Malathion is one of the least toxic 
insecticides. More recently you have been told, most likely, such low exposures to malathion 
are harmless. Or many individuals who claim exposure to malathion have been exposed 
to such low quantities that they do not have any real toxicity. And finally, the tax payers 
of the state of California are being told the amount and tone of the news coverage of 
malathion has significant power of suggestion and many individuals attribute psychosomatic 
complaints to malathion, indeed, 1 personally heard Beverlee Myers of the California Health 
Department say in 1982, "These people would be sick if they were sprayed with water." 
The truth of the matter is, is that malathion and other organophosphates are not safe. 
Indeed. some scientists have compared them to botulism and dioxin, two of the deadliest 
substances known to man. 
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National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides 
530 7th Street. SE • Woshlngton. DC 20003 • 202/543-5450 

..... ~I 

HEALlH CONCERNS REGARDING MALAlHION SPRAYING ll'J 
SOurHERN CALIFORNIA 

by Catherine Karr, 
M.S. Environmental Health/Toxicology 

Despite claims to the contrary, the use of malathion to control medfly in 
Southern California can not be deemed hannless. Toxicologists assess the 
health hazard of poisonous substances in terms of exposure and toxicity. 
Continuous aerial applications to highly populated urban areas, as is the 
current practice, precludes avoidance of contact. Exposure will occur and it 
will occur over a broad population representing a spectrum of sensitivities. As 
for toxicity, although the EPA points out numerous gaps in the data 
requirements to support malathion's registration1

, the data that exist indicate 
that malathion can and has presented health hazards to those exposed. 

Even though malathion is one of the less acutely toxic synthetic 
pestiddes, having a rat oral LD50 of 1500 mg/kg, numerous human poisonings 
have been reported. EPA's Pesticide Incident Monitoring System reported 962 
incidents from 196O-S0.2 In California, the only state which presently enforces 
mandatory reporting of occupational pesticide incidents, malathion was the 
third most common cause of pesticide illness from 1981-85. Malathion caused 
five times as many occupational illnesses than the average pesticide ·during 
that time period" 

The applicability of such poisonings to non-occupational settings has 
been questioned. Yet EPA is imposing drift data requirements for the outdoor 
uses of malathion "because of malathion's volatility and its ability to persist in 
air, and because pesticide incident data show that spray drift is a principal 
source of poisoning risk for humans from this chemical".l 

The acute toxicity of malathion resulting from acetylcholinesterase 
inhibition is well-desaibed. However, subtle effects of continued low exposure 
or long-lasting results of a single exposure are far less understood yet may be 
substantial. Cases of long-lasting polyneuropathy'A and sensory damageS have 
been reported in man, as well as behavioral changes6

• Corresponding 
indications of neurotoxicity are seen in animal studies. Acute delayed 
neurotoxicity has been seen in hens and EPA has asked registrants to submit 
further tests in hens for evaluation.1 In a 1976 U.S. Army study, malathion 
was found to cause behavioral effects at levels at which the standard hospital 
test for organophosphate poisoning would be negative.' 

There is ongoing controversy whether malathion, exclusive of any 
formulation inerts, is or is not a carcinogen. The latest EPA review of the 
data-base points out a large number of defidencies, including chronic effects, 
carcinogeniCity, mutagenicity, teratogenicity, reproductive effects, metabolism. 
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and environmental fate.' In 86531 mice fed malathion, however, statistically 
significant dose responsive inaeases in liver carcinomas and neoplastic nodules 
occurred. In theF344 rat, there were inaeases in thyroid and benign 
mammary tumors in rats fed malaoxon, the more toxic metabolite/breakdown 
product of malathion. National Cancer Institute/National Toxicology Program 
(NCI/NTP) bioassays in the Osborne-Mendel and F344 rat with malathion itself 
show negative results, as do 86531 mouse study data using the more toxic 
metabolite/breakdown product malaoxon.1 

Proclamations that the medfly spraying C'UrTently in progress in southern 
California are hannless conflict with . .a respect for the history of malathion
caused poisonings, data that indicates adverse neurological effects. associated 
with low levels of exposure, and the unknown chronic health problems that 
are impossible to assess because of data gaps. 

1. U.S.-EPA. (1988). Guidance for the reregistration of pesticide products 
containing malathion as the active ingredient. Office of Pesticide Programs, 
Washington, DC. 

2. U.S.-EPA (1980). "Summary of reported pesticide incidents involving 
malathion." Pesticide Incident MonitOring System (PIMS). Office of Pesticide 
Programs. Washington, DC. 

3. Petty, C. (1958). "Organic phosphate insecticide poisoning." Amer. J. Med. 
24:467-470. 

4. Healy, J.K. (1959). "Ascending para~ysis following malathion intoxication: A 
case report." Me.d. J. Allst. 1:765-767. 

5. Harrell, et a1. (1978). "Bilateral sudden deafness following combined 
insecticide poisoning." l.IJryngoscope §§:1348. 

6. Savage, et a1. (1988). "Chronic neurological sequelae of acute 
organophosphate pesticide poisoning." Arch. fnv. Hlth. ~(1):38-45. 

7. Kurtz, P.J. (1976). "Behavioral and biochemical effects of malathion," Study 
No. 51-051-73/76. U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency. Aberdeen 
Proving Ground, MD. 
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Chapter 7 
ANALYSIS-BIRTH DEFECTS STUDY 

· ALAT~ON: A stic 
~ouncil questior 

legality of cleanl 
. - ""'""'" ...... -

Letter to the Editor: 

Seven months ago my doctor heartily co~gratulated 
gave me much good advice which I have eagerly followed : 

~e and 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 

Lynne lIall ya 

! do 'not slllOke 
I have not had a drink of alcohol 
I eat three balanced meals daily 
I do not eat products with artificial 
I drink four glasses of milk daily 

sweeteners 
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Introduction to Chapter 7 ...... 
In a News Release dated May 28, 1986 State ~ealth Director KeMeth \\'. Kizer, J\.l.D., 
M.P.H. announced the release of a study whIch evaluated the effect of the 1981-82 
California Medfly Eradication Program on birth ,outcomes. 

The study found no increased incidence of either birth defects or low birth weight from 
the low doses of malathion used during the program. ' 

Dr. Kizer noted, "This is the first study of its kind that looks at the effects of a large 
scale aerial application of a pesticide over a major urban area," and he commended Judith 
Grether, Ph.D., the principle investigator of the study and other staff of the California 
Birth Defects Monitoring Program for their work. . 
In the DI8CV88IOlf of the report it states, "Non-biolo 'cal e lanations for our findin 
must also be ~onsidered, however. One such e~lanation is .mlS &ssi ication 0 exposure 
status. Potentl8llYz as many as 10-15 per cent (( exposed births were misclassified, thus 
reducing the possibility of finding an effect from exposure. 

There are also misclassifications in the outcome data. Congenital anomaly diagnoses were 
limited to those identified during the newborn period. Only about h8lf of all structural 
anomalies are identified at birth. In addition, spontaneous abortions and many neurological 
and endocrine conditions could not be studied. These limitations should be kept in mind 
when interpreting the. present results." 

State Health Director Kenneth W. Kizer stated in his News Release, "Although the 
investigation has the definite advantage of 8 large number of babies studied, the results 
must be viewed with some caution beca .. M it ... DOt pcmIbJe to precisely determiDe the 
atent of e~ to malatbiOD in iDcIlvidual ca •• " 

The state uses Dr. Grether's report and Dr. Duncan Thomas' (unpublished) report as the 
two studies which supposedly prove the safety of aerial spraying of malathion over urban 
populations. However, atter reading Dr. Grether's report and Dr. thomas' report, the reader 
wW find that both reports have data gaps. 
Dr. Jorge Mancillas of University of California Los Angeles critiques Dr. Thomas' report 
(Titled: ANALYSIS OF OUTCOMES OF PREGNANCY IN RELATION TO MALATHION 
SPRAYING) on the following pages. His conclusion: no self-respecting journal would publish 
Thomas' study, as it now stands. 

As the Editor of this book, 1 ask you the reader, why is the State holding up Dr. Thomas' 
report as an example, (with all due respect to Dr. Thomas) when there are so many other 
published reports that cast a d~maging eye on the use of malathion to living beings? __ ___ - - __ - _0- _ _ ___ __ _ _ . 
In the LOS ANGELBS BBADEB., dated March 2, 1990 an open letter appeared to Dr. Paul 
Papanek, Chief Los Angeles County Toxics Epidemiology Program. The letter was from 
David Steinman, an elected member of the National Academy of Sciences. He is also author 
of Diet for a Poisoned Planet. 
In this letter to Papanek, Steinman states, "You may dismiss this as anecdotal evidence. 
But I have to bring to your attention, doctor, that here in Los Angeles County, Shannon 
Brooks, a certified childbirth educator and associate director of the Gentle Birth Center 
Medical Group in Glendale-whose staff includes physicians, nurses and midwives-reports 
that there is someth~ quite s~~~.~i_ous occurr~_ ~~ tht:ir spray area. 
Most of their clients are from an area under an intense three week spray schedule. She 
cautions us that their study is very limited. Yet, in a period oC about three months, they 
have had twelve miscarriages occW' in the first trimester of pregnancy compared to previous 
years in which nine such first miscarriages would occur over an entire year. They have 
also seen a large increase in threatened pre-mature births •••• In the same three-month 
period, the clinic has experienced two premature births and six threatened premature births. 
This compares with only one premature birth in the last two years." 
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A COMMENTAllY ON DL DUNCAN THOllAS' llEPORT-
"ANALYSIS OP OUTCOMES or PJlBGHAHCY DlIlELA110H TO MALATHION SPRAYING 
IN A COHORT OP BAY AJlEA PJlBGNAHCIES MAY 1181 TO SEPTEMBER 1182" 
BY JORGE It. MANCILLAS, Ph.D. 

EDrrOR'S NOTE: Dr. Jorge R. Mancillas. Ph.D •• of UCLA School of MediCine. Department 
of Anatomy and Cell Biology & Brain Research Institute questions the validly of the paper 
presented by Dr. Duncan Thomas of USC regarding birth defects and the aerial spraYing 
of malathion. The following is a direct quote by Dr. Mancillas after he reviewed Dr. 

'Thomas' paper: 

"The study by Duncan Thomas is presented as an analysis of the outcome of pregnancies 
in 3 Kaiser facilities in the San Francisco Bay Area during the period when malathion was 
sprayed. The first thing that must be noted is that, to determine the incidence of anomalies 
at birth. the author did not carry out physical examinations of the women or their babies 
but relied on what was reported on hospital records. This was supplemented by additional 
information obtained through questionaires. Furthermore. their analysis was restricted 
to specific outcomes. such as still births and spontaneous abortions. and to specific 
anomalies. 1 should point out that only half of all structural anomalIes can oe aetectec 
at birth. and that they did not examine long term effects or effects on tne enaocrlne. Visual 
or nervous system. when it is the last two that seem to be the most vulnerable to the 
actions of malathion. 

The central problem with this study. though, is that, although they went througn great 
lengths to determine the location of the subjects' residences in relation to the areas where 
malathion was applied. they did not measure actual exposure levels of the individuals 
involved. This snould be done oy determining the levels of malathion In their blood or 
malathion metabolites in their urine. Without that data, any talk of "exposure levels" is 
at best a guess as to the "relative chance of exposure." 

That is, people that they refer to as receiving higher exposure, can at best. be considered 
to be at a higher risk of exposure because their place of residence was located in an area 
that was more heavily sprayed. But they do not know how much malathIon any individual 
considered in the study was actually exposed to, whether by inhalation. aermal exposure 
or ingestion. The only way that this can be established is by analysis of blooa and urIne 
samples soon after exposure. This can be strengthened by measuring the levels of the 
enzyme Cholinesterase, which is inhibited by malathion. 

in spite of all these problems that would tend to hide any adverse effects of malathion. 
the study reports a statistically significant association between "exposure" (which is reali\' 
risk of exposure) and gastrointestinal anomalies. They also report "weak associations;' 
with spontaneous abortions, still births and various "reportable anomalies." Thev claim. 
however, that the latter were not statistically significant. And herein lies the second fiaw 
of the study. When they report that a higher percentage of those in the areas that were 
more heavily sprayed displayed a particular defect, but that the percentage difference 
IS too small to be significant, they do not know if that relatively small number of subjects 
actually represents 10096 of those that were actually directly exposed to malathion. and 
had high levels of the pesticide in their blOOd. They simply did not collect that information. 
and without it, to dismiss the observed correlation by diluting the numbers in the total 
population of their area represents poor judgement. I think a more responsible course would 
De. in the absence of the necessary data, to take those observed correlations as suggestIve 
and Indicative of the need for further studies. 

A thire problem is that they took in consideration "confounding" factors. When trying to 
establlsh wnether an agent has any toxic effects at all. this is necessary. For example. 
wnen trYing to determine whether cigarette ·smoking causes damage to the respiratory 
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system. the fact that a patient lives in a highl y polluted environment. would oe considerec 
a confounding factor. However. once it has been established that both have a negative 
effect. they can be considered additive or at times the y can even be synergisti c. Since 
malathion is known to be toxic. some of the factors that they list as confounding factors 
could. in my view. be additive or synergisti c . That is. tne y could increase the risk of aaverse 
eff ects of malathion. 

ln my view, to conclude that this study in any wa y proves that the spraying oj malathion 
on uroan areas does not result in an y adverse health effects or tha t it does not affec t tne 
outcome of pregnancies is totally Incorrec t. The stuay is basically unsound. 1 t trIes t o 
correlate the levels of exposure of the ground in some residential areas . with 8 rest rlc tec 
set of anomalies In children oorn of motners whose residences lies in those areas . The \' 
did not determine the actual levels of exposure of pregnant women. with the outcome 0'[ 

theIr pregnancies. They diluted the significance of the negative effects they did ooserve 
by lumping together a whole group that most likely contains people that were exposed to 
malathion and some that were not , simply on the basis that they lived in t he same area 
and on the assumption that the ground around their residences had conta ined t he same 
amount of malathion. But the \' have no iaea of how muc h the \' were ac tuall \ dlrectl '; 
exposed to tne substance, and h'o w much of it entered the ir oody by an y of several possibl~ 
routes. 

I do not know if the report has oeen SUbmitted for publication to a peer-revIe w eo journal. 
1 personall y do not think an y respectable journal would find it acceptable ic~ publtcatlon 
as It is." 

E~Uiieen'a Bell 212 on spray nm; medfiy war 
was fought at nigtlt oyer 1,300 urban square 
miles of IKX'tbem caJ.ifomia in 11181. 
Pboto from book: "Lift Is Were You Find It," by oIoe Stein 
~1~~~r.oIoe P~ caJ.ifomia 
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Introduction to Chapter 8 ~ . . :;= 

According to Russell Jaffe, lVI.D., three federal agencies share the responsibility of making 
sure that the environment and food supply are safe. Experts agree that the existing 
regulatory process has problems. 

Senator Nicholas Petris authored the Birth Defects Bill which will require the manufacturer 
to test every product. Petris stated, "If the scientists find that the chemicals they are 
putting out are dangerous to chUdren, and cause birth defects and so forth, we are going 
to make them take it off the market." 

Under Senator Petris a review was written by Bruce Jennings regarding the California 
Department of Food and Agriculture pesticide registration process. The review documents 
how agency practices have subverted legislative mandates, including a basic tenet of this 
age-the publicls right to be informed about hazards to their health. 

Toxicologist Brian Dolan, (M.D.) wrote an article, titled, "Shock Troops of the Toxics \var." 
In this article Dolan tells the story of California Farmworkers and their long, lone battle 
to fight for not only their health, but our health as well, in the fight against pesticides. 

In an interview with the Editor, Cesar Chavez states he has fought the pesticide battle 
for 30 years. He claims the only way to get big corporations to stand up and take notice 
is through boycotting products. 

Through Chavez's long battle he has come to the conclusion that electing certain politicians 
or breaking certain politicians will not affect the goal to reduce pesticides. Chavez believes 
the only effective way is through boycotting products! 

Robert van den Bosch, author of Pesticide Conspiracy stated, It ••• as I studied the 
documentation, it seemed clear to me that the University (California) was very much a 
full and willing partner with agriculture and the agrichemical industry in the evolution 
of this instrument (CEF AFP) designed to maintain the pesticide status quo and thereby 
thwart the integrated control program being developed by many of the University's most 
dedica ted and innovative researchers." 

On a radio talk show, Molecular Biologist Paul McClain, talked about pesticides and the 
law... " ••• under Section 18, the Emergency Exemption, it says, "When the applicant, (in 
this case the state) files for. exemption, they must include with the original application, 
all of the data, supporting their conclusion, that the use of this pesticide will not pose any 
unreasonable risks to man or the environment and the use of the pesticide will not cause 
any adverse affects." (Editor's Note: According to the literature I have read the state 
has never proven malathion safe)! 

The talk show host asks Paul McClain a question: "What data did the state supply?" (showing 
malathion was safe) ••• McClain's answer: "As far as we know, none, because none exists!" 
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16 MILUON AMERICANS ARE SENSITIVE TO PESTICIDES 

Three federal agencies - the.: ~ood and Drug Administration, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, and the United States Department of 

Agric:ulture - share the responsibility of making sure that the environment 

and food supply are safe. 

Experts agree that the existing regulatory process has problems: 

• The standard FDA monitoring tests detect only half the pesticides currently 

in use. There is Uttle data on where pesticides are used and by whom. As a 
result, there is llttle knowledge about human exposure to pesticides. 

• Only 10 percent of the pesticides on the market have had a complete heal~ 
hazard assessment, according to the New Jersy State Department of Health. 
For 38 percent of the pesticides, no toxicity information is available. 

• The system is slow. Laws require "old pesticides" to be reevaluated, 
according to modem scientific safety standards. At the current pace, it will 
take a decade or more to review pestiddes now being used. 

• Even when a pesticide is targeted for removal, it takes four to eight years to 
pull hazardous pesticides off the market. 

• Regulatory law is outdated, because it is based on old, outdated. science. 
Pesticides are only being tested for their effect on c:arcinogenicity and fertility, 
not for their impact on the immune system. 

• Pesticides that were in use before 1977, however, have not undergone 
testing for carcinogenicity and fertility effects. They still continue to be used.. 

Alternative methods for pest control are available for ~th individuals and 
for agriculture. Individuals can use: 

• Herbal Repellents such as cedar and certain natural herbs, spices, and oils 
that are repugnant to pests. 

• Adhesive Pest-Traps based on the old-fashioned Oy paper - strips with the 
added feature of entrapment. ·PRESS RELEASE • 

SERANMUNE PlnSlCIANS LAB 111m SanriIe VaUey Drift. R.cIIIIm. VA 22091 
c.a.c: a-ell Jaffe N.D ... Ph.D. 
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EDITOR INTERVIEW SENATOR N. PETRIS 
ON PESTICIDES AND THE BIRTH DEFECTS PREVENTION ACT DC 1984, 
AS WELL AS THE AERIAL SPRAYING OF MALATHION IN LOS ANGELES, ETC. 

SEN. PETRIS: i have done a lot of work in the pesticide fi eld related t o agricUl t ure and 
of course I run into a lot of "drions," "dieldrin. " "endrin ," and others, bu t I haven't 'done 
much on the malathion (urban) problem , but maybe I can ans lV er some of your ques tions. 

EDITOR: This morning I was just going through a book titled , POISONING PROSPERITY 
.THE IMPACT OF TOXICS ON CALlFORNIA'S ECONOMY and you are mentioned. Thi ~ 
particular section, (page 63) stated you authored the BIRTH 'DEFECTS PREVENTION ACT 
oC 1984 ••• I will just quote , "This 1984 statute. authored by State Senator Petris , requi res 
the Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA ) to fill the health data gaps in the agenc y's 
records for agr icultural chemicals registered for use in California. Although certain health 
data is required prior to the registration of a pesticide, the Act requires add itional t es ting 
of pestic ides for long term chroni c toxicity and reproductive effects. Manufa cturers of 
the pest ic ides must supply the missing information or fa ce cancellation of t he regist rat ion. 
The pesticide then could no longer be used in the state. " 

It doesn 't seem tha t the state is really follo wing through regarding the aoove bill ana 
aerial spraying of malathion. " 

SEN. PETRIS: That has been my complaint for the las t 25 years. 

EDITOR: There is a Paul McClain. a molecular biologist . down in L.A. who is saying that 
the EPA gave t he state the right to spray malathion on L.A. and surrounding cit ies. but 
there is a fla w .. . . 

SEN. PETRIS: Let me tell you about the most recent episode I have had in trying t o 'prod' 
the state along into doing what needs to be done . First , the passage of the bill on BIRTH 
DEFECTS required an enormous battle. Just by lVa y of background ... the f irs t people t o 
come in and oppose it was the Department of Food and Agriculture, and they are just a 
front fo r the big chemical companies, and the guy in charge of ... 1 forget his name Van Dam 
or Von ... Dam .. he is no longer there .. as a matte r of fact. he kept saying. "Look. you can 
take my word for it. don 't you trust me .. we are going to do t his and t his and tha t." j said. 
"i trust you. I don't trust the tradition and track record of t he department. secondly, you · 
are not liable to be around to go around when th is la w goes int o effec t and we need t o 
monitor and enforce it. You will probably be in Washington or somewhere else" .. sure 
enough, not long after the bill passed, he was gone . So, I sa id , "This is not a little personal 
agreement over a cup of tea , between two individuals, this is inst itutional and it has to 
be wri tten into law, not le f t up to your discret ion or an yone else 's. " Anyw ay. he ac tually 
wen t around the state stirring up the farmers. and telling them wha t a horrible t hrea t th is 
was to them . 

I saw it in the publications up and down the Valley. I sa w repor ts on his speeches ... then 
he would come to me and he would sa \'. "Look. vou have a consti tuenc \, and \ nav e a 
consti tuency. and I have t o tell you ... the farmers aren 't going to stand for t hls .. t hey are 
very upse t abou t it." In the meantime he was the one tha t was doing t he s t irr ing up .. . 

When I talked t o farme rs , to gro wers, my approa ch was .. . "1 a m reall y not going after 
you ... you ar e just a tool in thi s th ing .. .. you are oeing used by big chemical companies as 
a shi eld. against t he a c t , by wa y of an y kind of refor m. You are not a chemist . You are 
out there growing crops, and your mission in li f e is t o improve the product ion of our crops, 
ana the qualit y and quantit y. So some peddler comes along and he hands you a can of some 
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MALAn;10N: TOXIC nME BOMB r poison and he says. "You use this on your crops. it will kill the bugs. and you will have 
better and healthier crops and you will have more." r SO. \'OU sa\'. "Fine". and use it. Then another guy comes along with another one. and pretty 
soon \'ou have a whole bunch of chemicals. and you don't know what the impact is on any 

r of them. let alone the combined effect when you use them all. You are doing a lot of 
damage to the soil. to the water and to people. My pro.blem is. not with you, but with the 
people who put out these chemicals, so why don't you lust get out of my way and let me 
go after them, O.K.? r 'i'his BiRTH DEFECTS BILL has to do with the manufacturer's being required to test every 
product. They are darn lucky \tole are telling them to test it ••• the bill should say, "We are 

r going to test it." They are suppose to go to an independent lab and test these products for 
certain properties: carcinogenic. and other kinds. They are suppose to send these reports 
into us. We have our scientists check them out. 

r" If the scientists find that the chemicals they are putting out (the ones sold to you and which 
you are using) are dangerous to children, and cause birth defects and so forth! we are going 
to make them take it off the market. r So it is a battle of chemicals. It is not a battie of agriculture. They can come up with 
alternatives. So just get out of my way and let me go after them. Well. some of them 

r unaerstood that. but most of them have felt so closely allied to the chemical comoanies. 
which in turn are owned by the oil companies, that they COUldn't distinguish themselves 
from their role as farmers, without always including the manufacturers of these chemical 

r" products. Do you see what I mean? 

. EDITOR: Yes I do. 

r SEN. PETRIS: t also talked to farmer's wives, who a fe\l~ years ago started coming to 
Sacramento pushing for and against legislation. They always carne up to oppose mine. 
So on this one, 1 sat down, and said, "How many of you are mothers?" Well, they were all 
mothers. I said, "Haven't you asked yourself \~hat this thing is all about? Don't W vou know r we have such a tremendous data gap in this state ... that we don't what in the heil we are 
putting out there in the fields, that you're children are breathing or eating, through the 
products. Your children on the farm are exposed to this more then my kids would be living r in the city •.. I don't have any farms in my district." 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

So I gave them the same pitch, and by golly they helped. As mothers. they sa~v the danger. 
But my big problem has always been to try to drive a wedge between the growers and the 
chemical peddlers, that reduces the size of the target, and removes the shield and makes 
it a lot better. I haven't been very successful in that; I have been able to do it only once 
or twice. 

They are always together-and the department, regardless of administration. no matter 
who the governor is, the department is always headed by a farmer .. and his outlook is the 
same as other growers and his identification with the chemical peddlers is verv solid. So 
my battle has been going on since Governor Pat Brown's days. I had big fights with his 
agriculture guy. I had fights with Jerry Brown's agricultural head. I had fights with Reagan's 
and Deukmejian's. 

EDITOR: You must be a very strong individual! 

SEN. PETRlS: I am one of the few who can do what I am dOing, because I don't have farms 
in my dIstrict. If I represented the Modesto area I couldn't touch this stuff. They would 
run me out of office. We can't look to any of our Valley guys to take the lead of this, that 
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would burn , them up. So it has got to be a CIt y boy who is more sheltered you might sa \'. 
or more insulated from grower pressure. Yet. I represent a hell of a lot of consumers who 
are exposed to danger as well. 

EDITOR: I have to admire you fo r your stance. It is a lonely battle sometimes. 

SENATOR PETRlS: Thank you. Oh it is , I'll say! Anyway . .. on th is particular bill we pushed 
ana pushed and finally got a reasonably good Dill , and they stalled. and fought aga inst it 
every inch of the way, in the meantime , the big pushers behind the bill. were all the medical 
people. The California Medical Association, the Lung Association. the Heart Association. 
the Cancer Society, they swarmed all over the capital trying to help me get the votes . 
Finally after 1 had made some concessions, which I was forced to make, or 1 would have 
lost the bill in the Assembly Committee; The Department of Agriculture finally came around 
and supported it. 

They have a knee-jerk reaction I guess. every time they see my name associated with 
anything having to do with agriculture ... it has got to be bad. so they just lock-step and 
move against it. We did get the bill passed bu t the fighting didn 't stop. It was promptly 
challenged in court by the chemical people. and they won a point because of a 
mis-interpretation of one section of it by the administrators. So I had to put in another 
bill the following year to correct that . which we did. 

All the time this fight is going on ... they are running to Washington trying t o get the national 
administration to adopt regulations or statutes to pre-empt t he field totall y at a lower 
standard level , and thereby wipe out our efforts here. . 

Un many of these health issues California has led the nation. We have had the highest 
standards of any state, and higher then the federal. So people who oppose it t ry t o say, 
"Well it ought to be a level playing field because people in California have a competitive 
disadvantage with people in other states, because their laws are weaker , so we ought to 
make it one national rule," but the problem with that is , they picked the lowest common 
demominator for that rule , instead of the highest level. So t he fight is still going on right 
now in Congress every year . I write to the congressmen and urge them to be alert on it 
(people from my statel •.. to be alert for this move. to strip our state of the empowering 
authorit y to protect the public and to protect farm workers. For tunately they haven 't 
been able to do it yet , but they keep trying. 

EDITOR: According to Paul McClain, Molecular Biologist- who was on KPFK radio ana 
I quote Paul McClain," ••• none of the cities had read the Code of Federal Regulations, 
Decause they assumed that this was not federally registered, and therefore did not come 
up unde r federal registration, well, t wo things, when they filed for the emergency 
exemption, the 18 , and when they filed the written paperwork for the special local need 
exemption, in both cases, the EPA says, when you file for these exemptions, you must 
include the data on which you're basing the conclusion. that no adverse affects will occur. 
Then it goes on to say, "That the administrator, in reviewing such information. shall use 
as his guiding principle , the burden of pursuasion for registration always lies with the 
applicant. Meaning, it is up to the state to prove it 's safe. " 

Then they talk about suing the different agencies and Paul McC la in goes on to say, and 
I quote . "W e should be looking at all the state "Ag" people . the EP A. for gi ving that 
exempt ion. because. as we can tell now. they were not in compliance. the y were in violat ion 
of due process , when filing t he original application. and for the EP A to have given tha t 
exemption. and thei r O.K . . even though the data wasn 't there. and it also says ,"That if 
the adm inistrator determines that after granting an exemption . or registration t hat an y 
aaverse health affects occur. he ma y cancel tha t registra ti on." 
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MAl..A1lilON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

So it seems like the state is in violation. or EPA by granting the state permission to use 
malathion on a populated area ••• 

SEN. PETRIS: \w'ell. I think they are. Another tactic they use of course. is to say~ "You 
don't need this statute. the EPA already covers this." They love the EPA because it is 
so darn weak. it is so much in harmony with them: they would love to have the EPA take 
over everything. That is what Governor Deukmejian did in knocking out OSHA and saying, 
"We are going to save money, after all, we have a federal statute, let the federal people 
do it." 

Well. hell~ there is a whole string of carcinogenic chemicals that are manufactured in 
California. over which the feds have absolutely no supervision, because those chemicals 
are not in the statute. It is in our statute in great detail, and we had at that time 
experienced inspectors who could go in and check these things out, and know what the 
danger was. monitor it, and do something about it .•• with enough authority in the la\\'. The 
feds don't even have it on their danger list. So •• many chemicals are covered by the 
California statute, but not by the federal. I don't remember where malathion comes in. 
you may want to get a hold of the Senate Office of Research Report. we can send it to 
you ... This report was done at my request •.• l asked the Senate Office Research to look into 
that very question that you raised. "Why isn't the state doing what it should be doing, or 
what is the state doing." written by Dr. Bruce Jennings. He has a Ph.D. in this field. He 
wrote a scathing report showing the dichotomy and the department of health between the 
scientists. who are top notch. We really have first rate scientists in that department 
checking all this 'stuff' out, and the administrators and the other branch of the department. 
who have the last word on carrying out policies. so they cited a lot of instances. in which 
the scientists said. "This pesticide should not be allowed in California because the company 
did not supply adequate data to show it is free from these dangers. In other cases, the 
data indicates that it is very dangerous and should not be marketed. We recommend denial 
of the registration." The guys over in registration ignore that. and go ahead and issue a 
registration permit and let them go out and peddle the stuff. That is how bad it is. And 
this is the mis-administration of BIRTH DEFECTS ACT that we are talking about. 

EDrrOR: Can't you stop that because it is in law? 

SEN. PETRIS: Well ••. what can we do, you know, we point that out, we raise a lot of fuss, 
we put the heat on them through publicity ••• and they come back and have a lot of answers 
saying, "Well this is exaggerated, this and that •• but the evidence is so clear ... 

EDITOR: What do we have to do, get a grass-roots organization going'? 

SEN. PETRIS: Yes, that always helps. So we try to monitor them as much as we can. but 
it shouldn't even be necessary, the law is there. They opposed the enactment of it, but 
once it is there they ought to enforce it, instead of that, they subvert it. I call it 
administrative subversion. 

Matter of fact. many scientists quit. they said it was an 'inSUlt to their integrity as 
scientists. the morale in t.heir department went way down among scientists. and several 
of them quit. saying, "What is the point of having this job, if they don't even carry out our 
recommendations which are based on scientific knowledge, they are not scientists." 

EDITOR: When did these scientists quit? 

SEN. PETRIS. From 1986 on. all that is in the report. You can reach Dr. Bruce Jennings 
through my office in Sacramento. 

EDITOR: In 1981 when they sprayed Santa Clara area. did you try and stop it? 

SEN. PETRIS: Yes. I was one of those opposed to the spraying but there again there wasn't 
mucn we could do, except protest. A t the time the governor got Into hot water because 
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ne wasn't doing enough. The press reall y gave him a bad time. Now they can look back 
and see .. . well , maybe Jerry Brown wasn't so bad after all. because he knew it was dangerous 
stuff , and he dragged his feet on it , and he didn't want them to spray ..• and it wasn't until 
he was compelled by this enormous bombardment from the press and a bunch of other places. 
that he finally gave them the O.K., but he was against it all along. 

EDITOR: Suppose he had said, "No. we are no t going to spray." Then a lot of our fruit s 
and crops would not have been transported across the United States. They were going to 
ban them '? 

SEN. PETRlS: Yes, but not only that- they claimed there may not be any fruits to transport . 
because the medfly would destroy them. There is 4U billion dollars at risk here. I can 
understand that .. that is a real problem .. that medfly ... but there again , between 1981 and 
this recent outbreak, the Department didn 't lift a finger to anticipate another one nor did 
they get in place, and take some steps to prevent it and be ready when it did arrive. The \' 
carne under severe criticism for that. . 

EDITOR: There is a J. Josephson , known as "J.J. " who has a San Joachin Helicopter Service 
in Delano. California. He is on the Pesticide Advisary Board. Would that be conflict of 
interest '? 

SEN. PETRIS: Sure would. That doesn't bother the governor. He does that all the time. 

EDITOR: He should not be allowed to own the Helicopter Service and be on the pesticide 
board, should he? 

SEN. PETRlS: No, he is in the business ! He is biased. No matter how honorable his 
intentions ..• it is not fair to him to put him on that job. He has allegiance to not onlv his 
own self interest, but to his COlleagues in that business. You knov .. , he would naturally 
tend to think of himself as a representative of that whole industry. I don't know maybe 
the statute requires that somebody from that industry be on the board, I am not familiar 
with it. That would have to be checked out. 

EDITOR: Could we as citizens of the State of California pay an independent scientist to 
spot-check drums of malathion (to be aerially sprayed in southern California) for thei r 
chemical nature ? 

The reasoning behind this is ... if the malathion that is being used. has in fact been sitting 
around for an y length of time, (or has been exposed to very warm temperatures) it can 
be changed into malaoxion which is twice as toxi c as malathion. 

SEN. PETRIS: I don't think there is an ything to prevent a private cltizen from testing 
malathion or an ything else . There are available. independent research people who would 
do that actually. I don't see any prOblem there. 

In connection with that helicopter company, many years ago , when I was just getting into 
this fight. I had a bill that was very modest. It required the farmer to post the fields with 
a warning notice for the benefit of the employees in t wo languages, in English and Spanish, 
that identified the substance the y were going to use and instruct ther.l if the y got the 
sy mptoms of too much exposure , like nausea , vomiting, or wha tever . to go immediately 
to the nearest faucet , wash your body with wate r. and call a particular doctor. 'rhat is 
all it said. They fought like hell. You would think it was the end of the world! Even the 
the crop dusters sent a representative t o oppose that bill. I sat in comm ittee. This 
representat ive of the pilots, along with all the rest of them, apparently have no idea how 
deadly t hese poisons are they are dealing with everyda y. 

II happened that that previous week. a pilot waiting to have his plane loaded with a 
partlcuiar pesticide he was going to be spraying. was fooling around with the nozzle or 
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MALATHION: TOXlC TIME BOMB 

something on a barrel: and there was a full barrel of this cnemical. This nozzle fell into 
it. So. he· rolled up his sleeve and put his hand into the barrel and retrieved this gadget~ 
(whatever it was), and immediately pulled his hand out. The guy \vas dead before the day 
was over. 

So I said to the pilot, "1 am trying to protect you guys as well as everybody else. You just 
don't seem to realize what you are dealing with here." Yet. in spite of that incident, they 
sent a guy in there to oppose this minor little bill about posting. It justs doesn't make sense. 

EDITOR: Did it go through? 

SEN. PETRIS: No, no, it took me 20 plus years to get that passed. 

EDITOR: So do they have these signs in the fields now? 

SEN. PETRIS: I don't remember which one it was, it was one of the fldrins" or andrin tt
, 

I was trying to put it on the prohibited list, and pointed out at that time the department 
didn't even have it on the danger list: meaning this chemical is particularly toxic. you have 
to be extra careful. Not even on the list •• :rhey said. well, we don't need a statute. we 
can do that administratively ••• and I said, "Well, why haven't you done it? You have been 
using it for years, what do you mean you can do it administratively ••• 1 know you can. but 
you won't ••• and without a law you won't do it." Anyhow. that is the kind of fight I have 
had for years and years on this stuff. They do post the fields now. 

EDn'OR: I have found there are many studies from the EPA that a senior scientist Gross 
and many other scientists from all over the world have stated malathion is cancer causing, 
it also causes birth defects. There has been a lot of miscarriages down in Los Angeles 
during this spraying, yet the state only gave two studies, saying the spraying of malathion 
was safe. They kept using these two studies during the Los Angeles City Council Meeting. 
They are spraying over a million people, and they are going to keep it up. We are going 
to have another tAgent Orange' catastrophe on our hands ... whereby we are going to have 
cancer, retardation, birth defects, etc. Many of the environmentally ill people are 
becoming more ill. They are having to leave town, their own homes. they can't come back, 
into L.A. This is really getting serious. 

SEN. PETRIS: The governor's people claim there is no harm. B.T. Collins vou remember 
in a prior episode, in front of the press, drank a glass full of 'malathion, and he said it didn't 
hurt him .. he drank it in front of them. This past episode I think he offered to do it again, 
I am not sure ••. 

EDITOR: Why don't the scientists test to see if malathion is actually in the glass before 
he drinks it? 

SEN. PETRlS: We had a long hearing on Sen Art Torres bill, and I donlt know whatever 
.happened to his bill. He is Chairman of the Toxics Com mittee. ,He is from L.A. He has 
lived with that spraying. I don't know whether that bill passed or not. if it does or did, 
the governor would veto it on the basis of his advisors that tell him, "Donlt listen to that. 
it is safe. it doesnlt hurt anybody." . 

Tnank you very much Senator Petris for your most informative interview on these most 
serious and timely subjects. 
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February 13, 1990 

The Senate Office of Research has prepared the attached review, at my request, 
examining California's pesticide registration process. Even though the Legislature 
has succeeded in establishing various regulatory measures to protect the public from 
pesticide hazards, we necessarily rely on regulatory agencies to appropriately 
implement state and federal laws. 

-Regulation versus Practice- provides an important analysis of the pesticide regis. 
tration process. The review documents how agency practices have subvened 
legislative mandates, including 11 basic .tenet of this age - the public's right to be 
informed about hazards to their health. 

In recent years, certain scientists with the Califomia Department of Food and 
Acricu1ture have endeavored to provide the public with full information regarding 
pesticide hazards. At the same time, various CDFA officials have undermined the 
ctiaclolUn of pesticide hazards, seeking instead to serve the interests of private 
industry. 

Professionals with a commitment to public health have underscored the importance 
ofan independent state process for reviewing pesticides. While certain persons. most 
notably the President of the United States, have advocated limiting the state's 
authority over pesticides, this nview illuminates once again the n~ssity of state 
regulatory authority. Califomia's scientists, despite pressures to indicate other. 
wise, may have also identified significant gaps in the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency's regulation of pes~cides. 

-Regulation versus Practice- provides a compelling a"IUment for the fundamental 
restructuring of Cali fomi a's regulatory process to assure an independent review of 
pesticides. The SOR nview makes it clear' that the state, and especially the 
Governor, must guarantee that profellionals charged with protecting public health 
are free from the intnaaion of manipulative influences in the pesticide regulatory 
process. 

Nicholas C. Petris 
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r Califomia Commentary 
r 
r Shock TrooPn~n~.~~~~s!oxics War 

• Pesticides: Being sprayed, cldes :Ire either known or 
with malathion is nothing thought to cause cancer. ar\d r compared to what farm workers ~~~~ ':a=~~:~s are parl1CU-

endure. Now, maybe city people In the 19405. orgamc pesti-
Cides were developed and 

r. will rally to their cause. their use skyrocketed. For 
two decades. organochlonnes. 

II) BRIAN P. OOLAN such as DDT predominated. 
Once they were banned or 
restricted. the more toXIC but The helicopters droPPing malathion bait 

In Los Angeles' new skirmish with the r ~1('dfly have become a focus of middle
class protest. as reputable SClentlsts raise 
questions about unknown effects of re
peaMG t!xpG5UI'.a ~04maU .. ~ the-

r pestiCide. And sull In recent memory IS the 
scare over apples sprayed With Alar. as 
well as a growmg longer-term concern 
ovcr tne use of many chemicals on the food 
we gro ...... 

r 

less persIStent organophos
phates. includmg parathion 
and malathion. denved from 
German nerve gas research, 
l:ieCimewlaespreaa. IniGaIly 
hailed as the key to Increased 
farm effiCiency. theIr promise 
hasn't held up. 

In 1940& America. 50 mil
hon pounds of pestiCides were 
used annually; pre-harvest 
loss to insects was 79'0. In 
1978.600 million pounc1S were 
used: crops lost to Insects 
totaled 13~. With less than 
one -quaner of 1 ~ of the 
world's arable land. Califom18 
uses 59'0 of the world's pau

r 

WhIle we worry, not without reason. we 
forget that much of our mcomplete knowl
cage of how pesucldes affect humans 
comes from study of a group far removed 
from the pubbc eye nowadays~the farm 
workers. LIke mlny occupauonal sroups 
working with chemicals. they have been 
"shock troops." endunng heavy exposure 
to the l)esllCldes that end up In vully 
~malmr quanuues In our food. air or water. 

Pcstlcldes are chemIcals that destroy. 
repel or control pests, Incluchng Insects. 
rodents. worms. fungl and weeds. among 
others. Pesticides are also big bUilnea. 
The Umted States proauces 1.5 billton 
uounds annually. valued at aP1)J'OXIJIIMely 
$5 bllhon. About 600 commonly used aCUve 
angredlents are formUlated Into roughly 
50.000 proaucu. each registered and 11-
tensed by the federal EnVironmental Pro
leCllon Agency and the vanous states. 
About IS new active Ingrecbents are h
tensed annually. with hundreds of new 
formulations. 

~~~~~ ~~~ 
of present pesuclde use. we Farm workers cuttlr:'8 lettuce In the Central Valley. 
ha ve yet to seize the promISe 
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The basiC pestiCIde chemical IS men
lIoned as "acuve" on the label and all other 
ingredients are labeled "mert." AlthoUBh 
not harmful to the target pest. the more 
than 50 "mert" mgred1enLS. acconbng to 
the EPA, Include benzene. chloroform and 
formaldehyde-all very harmful to hu-
mans. 

One of the maJOr Lasks faCing the EPA 
when It was formed In 1970 was to 
Inventory some 35.000 pesl1clde prodUCLS 
then In use. Vlnually no data was available 
on long-term effecu. Today. It's esumated 
that the maJOnty of pestlcldes have not 
o('en aoequately tesled. A National Acade
:,:w of SCience report, "Regulaung Pesll
cldes In Food: The Delaney Paradox," 
rrlllcized the EPA's pe5llClde regulations. 

of a new generation of pest control. one 
baled on ecol08lcal pnnclples and on 
maintaining economically aeceptable lev
els of pests rather than rarely possible total 
eracbcauon. 

MOlt agricultural pestiCides used In thiS 
country .are broadly. toXIC. ancluc11ng to 
humans. Many are potential causes or 
cancer and birth defectl. Many bave 
caused neurolO8lcal and pulmonary diS
ease. skan ruhes and other effects on those 
exposed. The World Health Organilluon 
esumaleS half a miUlon pesucide..pellOn
Ings annually worldWide. wnh 5.000 
deaths. 

With California accounting for 20% oT 
the country', pestiCide use. It's not surpns
ang that the state wu the focus of a revolt 
of sorts by heavily eIpOIed farm workers. 
More than 20 yean Igo. boycotts by the 
United Farm Workers, beginnlnl in De
lanq. led to Important conCeIIlons, Iftclud
Ing banning of fIve toXIC pesticides and 
puup of the Agnculture Labor Relations 
Act The Slnctest controls on pesticides in 
the nauon were paased. 

Despite galDs in those more hberaltlmes. 
farm workers now complain thatlhe law IS 

hlghe-\l rale or work -related illness an 
Califofma. Their agenda Includes the Im
mediate bannang of five very toXlC pesti
Cides (!=aptan. parathion. Phosdrln. dmoseb 
and methyl bromIde) and later ellmmatlon 
of other partiCUlarly tOXlC J)estlcldes. They 
advocale a )OInt UFW -grower Intuatlve for 
labehng . pesuclde reSidues In frulLS and 
vqetables for sale to consumers 

The laslllem Ibould 8tnke a chord an all 
or us. Consumers and farm workers share a 
Similar goal. Less use of tOXle pestiCides In. 
the fields equals less exposure an consumer 
produce. 

The maJOnty of pesucides have been 
Inadequately tested for safety. Heavy pes
uClde use has become Increasangly tneffec ... 
live whale CIuslng havoc to the environ
ment and human health. 

As consumers. we enJOY flaWless pro
duce in the ,upermarket. The pnce for 
eradication of cosmellC blemishes may be 
too .high. Perhaps Il'S ume. again, for 
consumers and agncuitural worKers to JOin 
together for the reducuon of toXlC pesll
cldes m the pursUit of beuer health for 
ourselves and future ~eneratlom 

n()o~onger enforced, that laws concernang Dr. Bnon P Dol.an, an znttrnloSt and 
posung of faelds after spra)'lng have been rcmcologul In Santa Monteo has Sludttd 
diluted. and that farm workers have the ta"" UlM'Ur G'pOSllTt to ptstlCUUS 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS CESAR CHEVAZ 
ON PESTICIDE ABUSES 

EDITOR: It is correct to say that there are five organophosphates (Parathion, Phosdrin 
Dinoseb, Methyl-Bromide and Capton which you are trying to get banned? ' 

c. CHAVEZ: Well, those five organophosphates have changed now because of the pressure 
we put on the growers. They have started to use less of these particular organophosphates. 
However, the pesticides they are now using are even worse than the ones we started out 
to ban. 

EDITOR: They are beginning to use more dangerous pesticides? 

C.CHA VEZ: Yes. Because of the pressure we brought to bare against Captan they are 
now using a couple of other fungicides that could be just as bad, if not worse than Captan. 

EDITOR: So there are 5 organophosphates that they are using that are worse then the 
the five you originally wanted to get banned? 

c. CHAVEZ: No, we wanted to ban 5 pesticides, one of which was a fungicide called Captan, 
but because of the pressure that we caused by boycotting, the growers are moving away 
from Captan into a couple of other fungiCides, which we are told are just as bad, if not 
worse then Captan. 

For example, the five we targeted four years ago-they are now substituting other pesti~ides. 
We are told by Marian Moses, our advisor, that some of these other pesticides are worse 
than the ones we originally tried to ban. What we are really saying now is that we want 
everything banned which causes birth defects and cancers. 

EDITOR: In other words, you want a total ban on all pesticides? 

C.CBAVEZ: That would be great ••• No, not really, we are saying that we want immediate 
ban on all pesticides that cause cancer and birth defects ••• we want those banned 
immediately. \Ve are moving to that position from the originial one because they are now 
substituting different pesticides that are also carcinogens and they are also teratogens. 
They are using the new pesticides due to the pressure we put on them about the original 
five we wanted to ban. 

EDITOR: Do you have first hand information on your farm workers that have been poisoned 
with organophosphates? 

C.CHA VEZ: Yes. A lot of them have been poisoned. Very concretely we can point out 
the damage of the pesticides on the work force and their children. We have more difficulty 
in pin-pointing the damage to the consumer, although we know that they are ingesting 
pesticide residue from the grapes. The grapes are contaminate~, but we don't have that 
kind of data on the consumer which we have on the work force. 

EDrrOR: Do you have any information on the farm workers in 3rd world countries that 
are fighting to ban the pesticide issue ••• to ban the organophosphates? 

C.CHA VEZ: The movement there is just getting started. However, they have a lot of 
problems. I don't think they are anywhere near getting things banned yet. 

EDrrOR: What would you like to say to us on how we can stop their spraying of Malathion 
in California and elsewhere? 

C.CHA VEZ: I have a couple of ideas, Malathion is only the beginning of something much 
more dangerous which is coming our way because when Malathion doesn't do the job of 
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MALATIiIOr-;: TOXlC TIME BOMB r eradicating the Medfly, then they will go to more toxic pesticides and more cancer causing 
pesticides which will effect the population. It will be much worse than the effects of 
Malathion. That is one of the dangers. The other thing is ••• is that we are not going to r get rid of these pesticides through public policy bodies ••• we are the victims of their 
risk/benefit assessment. 

r· In other words, they are always saying "Weil, we have to consider the risks, but also the 
benefits of pesticides." In that shuffle we always take the risk and the pollutor always 
takes the benefits. So 'public policy' (from what I have seen in all this 30 years of struggle) r is not really going to help us. 1 am proposing that we need to do public action. 

To go to the politicians to try and get the growers to stop from polluting the earth and 
poisoning the workers and threatening the health of the consuming public... to do that ••. r·· is like a step removed; I am advocating we go directly to those corporations and vote against 
them. This struggle is not in electing a politician, or in defeating a politiCian. From 
what we have seem it doesn't not work. My suggestion is that we go the 'market place' 

r· and we vote there. We boycott their products because that is going to bring results rather 
quickly. 

For instance, in 1965 we demanded the banning of DDT in the production of grapes. We r were told it was impossible, that they couldn't do it because they couldn't grow grapes 
without DDT or DDE or Aldrin, or Daldrin, and other related DDT poisons. And sure enough 
in 1970 there was a boycott which has worked well. They were so anxious to sell their grapes 

r· and get the Doycott off their back, that they signed our labor agreement. They signed and 
agreed to not only ban just DDT but related poisons. Again in 1975 we got them to agree 
(because of boycotts) to give farm workers in California the right to collective bargening, ro and also to do something about pesticides. . 

t We think of public policy as something almost impossible to accomplish, but we can go 

r elsewhere and that is public action- it is called the 'market place.' By boycotting those 
products, I think that will give us direct action, and I think give us some results. 

EDITOR: So you are suggesting we boycott their products? r C.CHAVEZ: Yes, indeed. 1 don't think we are going to lick environmental problems with 
public policy. r EDrroR: You mean with pOliticians? 

r 
r 
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C.CHAVEZ: Right. I think it is going to be done through public action. 

EDITOR: How do we get this message out to the public. 

C.CHA VEZ: Boycotts work very well. We just need to make sure we are boycotting the 
right product at the right time and so forth. We have been boycotting one thing or another 
for almost 30 years and that is the only way we have ever made any progress. We haven't 
made progress any other way. 

EDITOR: Do you have any other ideas for us on this subject? 

C.CHAVEZ: Well, yes ••• boycott GRAPES, of course! 

EDITOR: Of course! So, basically what you are saying is that the politicians can't do 
it for us. We have to take action ourselves. 

C.CHA VEZ: Right. 

EDITOR: Thank you very much Cesar for your valuable information and time you have 
spent with us today •• 
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THE PESTICmE CONSPmACY 
by Robert Van den ~ . • 
U.C. Press Reprinted With PermISSIon 
COpyright © 1989 (Excerpted) 

SCIENCE POR SALE 

Pg.119 . 
In 1970 the agri-chemical industry ran up the full hurricane flag as the pesticide tempest 
gathered force. The national organization apparently decided that the environmentalists 
were a real threat to the status quo and that it was time to bring in the heavy artillery 
and rescue the day. Conferences were held and a battle plan was drawn. This plan, which 
somehow fell into my hands, is too complex and lengthy to detail, but among its facets 
was a strategy for deep penetration of the scientific societies and the land-grant universities 
and utilization of those agencies to help tell the "truth" about pesticides. 

I am aware of two apparent products of this campaign. One is called CAST, an acronym 
for Council for Agricultural Science and Technology; the other (now deceased) was called 
the California Educational Foundation on Agriculture and Food Production (CEPAPP) 

The purported goals of each organization seem noble. CAST's purpose is lito increase the 
effectiveness of agricultural scientists as sources of information for the government and 
the public on the science and technology of agricultural matters of broad national concern." 
CEF AFP stated its purpose as lito begin, and continue, a vigorous educational program 
on the role of chemicals in modern agriculture and on their relationship to the environment 
and the demands of the public for attractive, safe, and wholesome fOOd." 

Pg.120 
These are high-sounding objectives, but a peek beneath the scab causes one to wonder just 
what they mean. Take CAST, for example. I first heard of this group through a letter 
that its organizers mailed to ag-university administrators in 1972. The letter lamented 
the lack of input from agricultural interests into the legislative and executive ·branches 
of government in matters concerning the impact of agri-technology on the environment. 
Instead of agriculturalists, the letter complained, consumer groups and persons who do 
not represent agricultural interest were the principal sources of information on these 
matters. It further stated that the non-agricultural public, in being concerned about 
agricultural impact on the environment, received its information all too often from persons 
with little real understanding. 

The letter seemed a reasonable argument for the rational inputs by agri-technologists into 
government and did not aro~e my suspicions until, in a late paragraph, there was a 
suggestion that agricultural scientists take their case to the the agri-business industry 
and solicit financial support. 

One wonders whether signals had been sent out that such seed money would be available 
for the asking. Whatever the case, CAST has had excellent success in getting industry 
support to help launch its operations. A glance at its list of supporting members reveals 
such agri-chemical company names as Amchem Products, Inc., American Cyanamid 
Company, CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, Dow Chemical USA, E.I. du Pont de Nemours « Co., 
Eli Lilly and Co., Fike Chemicals, Fisons Corp., Montrose Chemical Corp. 
Thompson-Hayward Chemical Co, and Woolfold Chemical Works, Ltd. Organizations 
supplying grants in 1974 included Hoffman-La Roche, Inc., Merck & Co., Inc., and Monsanto 
Co. 

Pg.121 
In fact, the agri-business firms supply about two thirds of the operating capital that helps 
CAST inform lithe government and the public on the science and technology of agricultural 
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MALATIiION: TOXlC TIME BOMB 

matters,1I including pesticides such as aldrin-dieldrin, chlordane, heptachlor, and presumably 
others. For example, during the 1975-76 fiscal year agri-business contributed 64.7 per 
cent CAST'S $116,000 budget. 

Above and beyond its strong identification with and financial reliance upon agri-business, 
what is most disturbing about CAST is the open identification of a number of scientific 
societies with its operation. In fact, listed on the CAST letterhead, which originates out 
of the Department of Agronomy at Iowa State University, ~e the following scientific 
societies, councils, and associations: American Forage and Grassland Council, American 
Society for Horticultural Science, American Society of Agronomy, American Society of 
Animal Science, Association of Official Seed Analysts, Council on Soil Testing and Plant 
Analysis, Crop Science Society of America, Poultry Science Assn, Society of Nematologists, 
Soil Science Society of America, and Weed Science Society of America. Recently CAST 
has bagged two additional plums, the influential Entomological Society of America and 
the Phytopathological Society of America. The hypocrisy of the CAST operation is that 
it flaunts its "scientific" members on its letterhead but jUdiciously avoids Citing its 
corporate supports, who plunk down the bread that makes the thing go. The tragedy of 
CAST is that it has sucked in thousands of good-guy ag researchers to "represent agricultural 
interests,1I while in truth they are primarily serving to enhance corporate greed. 

Pg.121 
CAST'S MEMBER "scientific" councils and societies are so genuinely involved with the 
activities, products, and interests of agri-business, that neither their officers nor the 
majority of their members appear to discern that they are being used to further corporate 
interests. I do not mean to imply that these scientists are lacking in intelligence or integrity 
but, rather, that most, as gentle, narrowly oriented, sincere people, apparently never dream 
that MaChiavellian minds are at work to use them. 

Pg.122 
As a scientist, I can understand the desire on the part of my peers for the public to know 
the truth about technical issues, because that is exactly my motivation in speaking out 
on the pesticide issue. I also know that much distortion has been uttered or published on 
agri-technical matters. However, the misrepresentations have occurred on both sides of 
the issue, and it is up to the individual to judge what is right and what is wrong in these 
cases, and individually to seek a vehicle to express his viewpoint. On the other hand, 
it is I think completely improper for entire scientific societies to line up in an industry
subsidized club to support pesticides, growth hormones, chemical fertilizers, or what have 
you and promulgate a pro-agribusiness party line that all is well with agri-chemical practice, 
while condemning as fools or liars those who dissent. This, in effect, is what the member 
societies of CAST are doing, and for them to do this is a corruption of the scientific ethic 
that is both disillusioning and frightening. 

Pg.123 
The genesis and modus operandi of CEF AFP was as disturbing as that of CAST, and being 
so close to home, it was a source of deep personal apprehensi~n and revulsion. The prime 
mover of CEFAFP was the then California Farm Bureau Federation preSident, Allen Grant, 
Ronald Reagan's appointee as president of the California Board of Agriculture, ex-officio 
regent of the University of California, political conservative, farme'r-cum-Iand-developer, 
and staunch proponent of agri-business and the pesticide status quo. Subsequently, Grant 
was elected president of the National Farm Bureau Federation, and who knows? if RR had 
won the presidency, Mr. Grant might have been our Secretary of Agriculture. 

One can make his own assumptions as to where Grant got his cue to launch CEF AFP, but 
it is interesting to note that the foundation got much of its seed money from agri-business 
(the agri-chemical industry), just as did CAST, and that its originators and/or initial steering 
committee, in addition to Grant, included such folks, as Ivan Smith, Lobbyist for the Western 
Agricultural Chemicals Assn; Mel Wierenga, sales executive with Ortho Division, Chevron 
Chemical Corp.; Robert Woodward, of the Agricultual Chemicals Divison, Shell Chemical 
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Co. , Max Sobelman, president of Montrose chemical Corp .... 

Pg. 124 
This was some kind of lineup to plan a campaign to "begin and continue a vigorous 
educational program on the role of chemicals in modern agriculture, on their relationship 
to the environment and the demand of the public for attractive, safe, and wholesome food." 

The formative meeting of CEF AFP were attended by representatives and proponents of 
the agri-chemical industry and by agriculturists and University of California personnel. 
I was aware at the time (1970) that an educational foundation on agriculture and food 
production was in the gestation state and that it would emphasize telling the "truth" about 
agri-chemicals. I also knew that university personel were involved, but the names 
mentioned were not of researchers such as R.F. Smith, C.B. Huffaker, V.II1. Stern, H.T. 
Reynolds, K.S. Hagen, L.A. Falcon, and others deeply concerned with the development 
of integrated control; instead they were university administrators and extension personnel 
who had been largely active in rationalizing prevailing pesticide use. The mention of such 
names as Grant, Jukes, Jones, Hazeltine, Woodward, Wierenga, Ivan Smith, and Jack Pickett 
in connection with the proposed organization was a further indication that this educational 
foundation would be dedicated to preserving the status quo. 

Pg.125 
I would be wrong to ascribe political motivations to a group, ostensibly concerned with 
scientific matters, simply because of their political leanings or appointments. But these 
people have tipped their hand by repeatedly implying that the environmental movement 
is largely a cover for leftist and radical groups to further their objective of destroying 
the country's political and economic system. 

The following excerpts from the minutes of CEFAFP's formative meeting, held on April 
20, 1970, at the California Farm Bureau Federation headquarters, in Berkeley, and attended 
by agri-chemical industry, agriculture, and University of California representatives, reflect 
the frightening political overtone of this organization . 

... the leftist and radical groups in the U.S. have grasp (sic) the opportunity to sue public 
concern with environmental quality to promote and further their objective of destroying 
our system of business, industry, and government ... 

Pg.126 
... Professors of liberal and leftist philosophies at universities and colleges across the country 
seem to be able, without fear of chastisement or loss of promotion, to make irresponsible 
public statements and claims, while professors having a more conservative philosophy and 
supported by scientific facts are denied the same "Academic Freedom" by their 
administrative superiors. 

The authors of these incredible remarks then went on to suggest that agriculture, 
agri-chemical industry, and university (of California) interests should develop an aggressive, 
positive, factual public-relations and information program regarding agri-chemicals. 
Evidently they had their own ideas about what consitituted facts and how to go about 
presenting them! 

These people dragged the politiCS of pest control into the gutter on the right-hand side 
of the street, and in doing so called those who ask questions about the impacts of 
agri-technology some very dirty names. 

CEFAFP never accomplished a thing, and it met a well-deserved end in the autumn of 1974, 
when it passed the baton to the Council of California Growers, a major agri-business PR, 
lobbying, and political-pressure group. However, despite its lack of impact and its early 
demise, CEFAFP still worked a corruptive evil. Most disturbing to me was the success 
of its instigators in associating this ugly foundling with the University of California It 
seems that , like CAST, CEFAFP needed credibility , and what better banner to wave than 
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that of a respected institution such as the University. CAST had a whole string of scientific 
societies to give it respectability, so CEFAFP apparently set out to get respectability too. 
The vice-president for agricultural sciences at the University of California accepted 
membership on the CEFAFP board of directors, as did the prestigious chancellor emeritus 
of the University's Davis Campus. Furthermore, an old acquainta~ce of mine, a university 
agricultural-extension specialist, was among CEF AFP's founding group and was later elected 
one of its officers. I know this man very well and respect his honesty and personal 
integrity, although 1 differ with him on many issues regarding pesticides. 1 prefer to believe 
that he was ordered by university brass to partake in the CEFAFP evolution, for I cannot 
believe that he would willingly run with a pack that considered me and many other persons 
concerned about pesticide use as being intent upon "destroying our system of bUSiness, 
industry, and government." 

Pg. 12'1 
As I probed the University's involvement in CEF AFP 1 became increasingly affected by 
a feeling of revulsion. At first I had thought that the institution's role was largely symbolic, 
something forced upon it by the political reality of living with Ronald Reagan and his elitist, 
pro-establishment credo. But as I studied the documentation, it seemed clear to me that 
the University was very much a full and willing partner with agriculture and the 
agrichemical industry in the evolution of this instrument (CEF AFP) designed to maintain 
the pesticide status quo and thereby thwart the integrated-control program being developed 
by many of the University's most dedicated and innovative researchers. 

••• My reaction to the role of the University of California in' the CEF AFP affair was also 
emotional, but in this case, involving as it did an institution, it was one of revulsion and 
sadness. Revulsion because the University played on the side of an organiztion dedicated 
to the protection of a vested interest, at the expense of society. In this, the University 
not only helped cheat society but played a double-dealing game with its own research 
scientists. There is no place for this sort of thing in a great academic institution. 

Pg.128 
My sadness came in finally recogniZing, after rejecting ample prior hints and warnings, 
that mother University, whom I have always loved and revered as a virtual saint, had indeed 
been sleeping around with some rather scruffy dudes. 

It is terribly frustrating for someone small and isolated to stand by and witness the 
corruption of a beloved institution. Mostly, one can only watch helplessly while immensely 
powerful groups and individuals violate her. 

, A- Nia .LcJ/;pop FDR..! 
S eeiN9 MAIJrHIION 
My /flAY. " 

r r 

,U .S.Gov'-#-! 
! R E!.EARth : 
I c;.~Q Itf ~ . 

I1lustration from Fluoridation and Truth Deea~' 
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KPFK RADlo-"THE WIZARD SHOW" 
(GUEST) PAUL MCCLAIN, MOLECULAR BIOLOGIST 
INTERVIEWED BY 
(HOST) BOB NEILSON 
AND TELEPHONE CALLERS 

PESTIClDES AND THE LA W 

BOB NIELSON: Lets review that legal status. We promised you we would. The 
understanding that we have, that you told us last time, was that malathion could only be 
sprayed under EPA standards, if there was an emergency situation, and its under this act 
of emergency that this has been going on. 

PAUL MCCLAIN. Yes. This is an amazing issue to me. Again, I am a scientist, not a 
lawyer, but in doing my research, because I don't like to be embarrassed, I like to do my 
homework and 150% and know where I am with it. When you look at, first of ail, the 
regulations which the state claims are being exempted, so you start thinking about the 
fact that the federal government back in 1910 wrote the Federal Insecticide, FungiCide, 
Rodenticide Act which is the law (these are the federal laws) and the reason was they 
realized that the people could be harmed by the use of pesticides, fungicides, any of these 
poisons. So, they wrote this enormous act , they then came up with the Environmental 
Protection Agency, this whole agency, with huge amounts of money, to protect us. They 
wrote the national environmental policy acts, they did all kinds of work from the turn of 
the century, to protect people from toxic substances, so it's just common sense, it doesn't 
make sense, that there would be any part of that legislation, which could be superceded 
by any kind of emergency, that would justify putting human beings at riSk. That was my 
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assumption. So I went back, because the emergency declaration says, under Section 18, 
of the FIFRA, The Emergency Exemption, what the state has said, that interpretation is, 
and the verbage is, "The administrator (the head of the EPA) may exempt any state or 
federal agency from any provision of the FIFRA. So they took this as cart-blanche, that 
they could do anything, well ••. 

FLOREANO: That gives the head of the EPA tremendous power over life and death. 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Not only the EPA but as we will see, lets just go ahead and talk about 
••• then the other exemption, is the special local need exemption. 24C of the FIRA. Says, 
"That the administrator may authorize any state or federal agency to register a pesticide 
for a special local need within that state. Because, remember a pesticide has to be 
registered. So, not only does tpe administrator of the EPA have the power, but he can 
just give that power to a state, the governor, to the medical people, whoever, if they 
determine that a special local need exists and they want to use a pesticide, which has not 
undergone the full safety inspection, and they want to use it for special local need, they 
can do so. 

FLOREANO: So the responsibility has been delegated to a local administrator? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Right. To the state. So the state says, "We have the right to register 
this pesticide and we can use it under 18 and 24C. Well, that doesn't still quite make sense 
to me, that the criteria, of being responsible for causing health effects, could be superceded 
by any economic emergency. So I spent about a month going to the law library and pulling 
all this stuff up and reading it. 

Well it's real interesting, because under 18, the Emergency Exemption, it says, that, "When 
the applicant, (in this case the state) files for the exemption, they must include with the 
original application, all of the data, supporting their conclusion, that the use of this 
pesticide will not pose any unreasonable risks to man or the environment and the use of 
the pesticide will not cause any adverse affects. 

BOB HEILSON: What data did the state suppy? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: As far as we know, none, because none exists. Now, when I took this 
to a couple of city attorneys after asking them on what grounds they had filed their law 
suits, how much was medical? ••• and they said, "none. II I was absolutely amazed, because 
the whole issue that was raised was the health effects, and we thought in our testimony, 
that the state, or the city governments were asking for data, which supported the contention 
that yes, it is potentially harmful, and on that grounds we are asking the state to stop it. 

BOB NEILSON: Let's get into this next area which is the issue of how people are fighting 
malathion? I have heard some interesting suggestions on a very individual basis and I know 
that we have individual listeners who take individual solutions and believe that is the end 
of their problem. People who protest who say we are going to protest by covering our fruit 
trees with plastic, and so they can't kill the fruit rues on them anyway. I am not endorsing 
that •• action. It is one example of a solution. Another solution, the City of Pasadena has 
passed an ordinance outlawing the altitude to which the helicopters are flying. Nobody 
is dealing with the medical issue. Why is it lawyers are preferring to deal with everything 
other then the medical issue? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: My experience, when I called the attorney's, and presented this 
information, one of the city attorneys in fact, looked at what I showed them in the Code 
of Federal Regulations. Remem~er, we are saying Federal. If the state registers a pesticide, 
then it becomes a state registry, and federal has nothing to do with state, so they assummed, 
that there was no federal juristriction, but itls interesting, that when you read, the code, 
24C, says, "When the state registers the pesticide, it is now co~idered to be a federally 
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registered pesticide, and accordingly, is now considered to be under all the mandates, of 
any existing federally registered pesticide, incuding the cancellation, modification or 
suspension of that registration, and the city attorney looked at that, and he said, "Paul, 
this changes everything." This means, that these exemptions aren't worth the paper they 
are written on." This was about two weeks ago." 

PLORBANO: Is this the City of Los Angeles ? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Well, I would rather not say. Well, I "have yet talked to a City, who •• 
none of the cities had read the Code of Federal Regulations, because they assumed that 
this was not Federally Registered, and therefore did not come up under Federal 
Registration, well, two things, when they filed for the emergency exemption, the 18, and 
when they filed, the written paperwork, for the special local need exemption, in both cases, 
the EPA says, when you file, for these exemptions, you must include the data on which-_ 
you're basing the conclusion, that no adverse adverse affects will occur. Then goes on 
to say, "That the administrator, in reviewing such information, shall use as his guiding 
principle, the burden of pursuasion for registration always lies with the applicant. Meaning, 
it is up to the state to prove it's safe. 

BOB IUELSON: Why was it approved then if they filed petition for an exemption with no 
supporting evidence, and it was approved, when they had to show proof? 

PAUL MCCLAIR: It goes on to say, "The administrator shall issue such an exemption, 
if he finds, based on the data, that no adverse health affects shall occur, will issue that 
exemption." 

BOB HIELSON: So is that the person's name should be on peoples' law suits? 

PAUL MCCLAIR: That is an interesting question. 

BOB IUELSON: Whose name is it? 

PAUL MCCLAIR: The EPA gave the state the right to register this. So ••• we should be 
looking at all the state lAg" people. the EPA. for giving that exemption, because, as we 

-. tell now, they were not in compliance, they were in violation of due process, when 
~.6 the original application, and for the EPA to have given that exemption and their 

O.K. even though the data wasn't there, and it also says, ''That if the administrator 
determines that after granting an exemption, or registration that any adverse health affects 
occur, he may cancel that registration." 

BOB IUELSON: You are listening to KPFK. Los Angeles. This is the Wizard Show. My 
name is Bob Nielson, my CcHlost is Floreano, and we are talking with Paul McClain, an 
expert on the aerial spraying of malathion and he is a diplomate in preventive medicine 
and a molecular biologist. W'e are talking about aerial spraying of malathion. We talked 
about some of the scientific and technical concerns and some of the easy kinds of testing, 
that could be done, that aren't being done, with monitoring the public for neural behavioral 
disorders that might result from the spraying, and now we have gotten into the legal 
questions, which apparently seems to be a hornets nest, that never has been answered, 
and from what Paul McClain has been telling us, it appears to be a rather scurrilous 
performance on the part of numerous lawyers and administrators and scientists. 

Do you think there would be case against some of the scientists who have been working 
for the state? 

PAUL MCCLAIN: Probably not for the scientist, because the ultimate responsibility lies 
with the medical officers, and this is why I recommended people fUe personal suits against 
Dr. Papenak, Dr. Stratton, Dr. Kirtz, and Dr. Kizer, with the Board of Medical Quality 
Assurance. And Question these people's competencv to practice medicine. 
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INSECTICIDES AND THE LAW 
BY ROBERT VAN DEN BOSCH-

I 
THE HASTINGS LAW JOURNAL 
VOL. 22, February 1971 

MALATi-iION: TO XlC TIME BOMB 

-A .B .. 194 3. Ph.D .. 1950. University of California. Berkele y. Professor of Entomology and 
Entomologist, Department of Entomology and Paras itolog y, University of California . 
Berkeley ; Chairman. Division of Biological Control; i\lember , Entomological Societ y of 
America, Ecological Society of America 

The la w bears on many aspects of insect control (1) To the layman. the multiplicity of 
insecticide regulations probabl y appears to be an adequate safeguard against the problems 
arising from pest control and the use of Chemical pesticides. But this is not the case. 
State agricultural codes and federal pesticide regulations are largely concerned wi th 
legalistic and technical considerations and essentialy ignore the serious inherent ecological 
shor tcomings. there is increasing economic loss and environmental injury resulting from 
insectic ide use . 

While man y areas of the chemical pesticide control problem mer it discussion in legal 
journals. one aspect of the problem merits special attention because of the appalling 
financial losses and widespread ecological damage it involves. Due to tne methods used 
in thei r development and marketing, the modern insecticides tend to cause two devastating , 
interrelated phenomena in the agricultural environment: target pest resurgence and 
secondary pest outbreaks. 

Target pest resurgence occurs when the insecticide initially destroys most members of 
the insect population which the user wants to eliminate , but destroys even more effectively 
the predators and parasites which are the natural enemies of the target pest. After a brief 
period of suppression and regrouping, the target pest often resurges to greater abundance, 
causing even greater damage.(4) 

Secondary pes t outbreaks occur when insecticides applied against given target pests 
eliminate the natural enemies of previously innocuous species, which tnen erupt to damaging 
abundance due to their release from biotic repression. 

The resurgence-secondary outbreaK problem is not a natural phenomenon , and its solution 
is not a matter t o be left to the ecologists and entomologis ts to whom victimized 
agriculturalists often turn for assistance. The problem exists because the la w, in failing 
to adequately regulate the manufacture , labeling and sale of modern insect icides. permits 
it to exist. Only the laVi can eliminate it. 

L AIDaaI ou.-... there are .... tbIlt: 
.... Ia} Relate to quarantine and Inspec ti on proeedure.5 deVised to prevent the introouclion 
of new puts ttom fore11f'l countries or tnelr Jpread with the country 
.... (b) Require tnt use of luch control meuW'u U lupresslve Jpn Yll'li. crop residue OISPOSal . 
and ruml,auon and er.dJc.Uon .. .. 
.... Iel Govern the manuJacturl! and we of inlecticidH , and preven t their adulteration 
and mi.sbrandmr (lee, e.,., Federal Insecticidf: . funrlClde and Rodenucu1e Ac t, ':' U.S.C . 
13S-3Sk (UUI and in pattlcuJ.ar .eCllon 135. WNeh mLII:es It .. crime to . eU adulterated 
or nustaranded poISOns . 
.... Idl Rerwa1e pol5Ofl residues by (inn( tolerances of pelticidu upon pl"Oduce . 
.... Ie l ReqUire manufacturers to prOVIde wrltlen mstrucuons as to the proper time of use 
of the u\Jecuc ide 
.... UI LImit msect contamInants In agriCUltural produce 
.... <11 R~ulre the e.ummauon ano lIcanl1l\i o f pest control operators and pestiCide 
Chstributors 

4. See note 3 supra. One tumple of this phenom.non . well known to the pUbli c . occurred 
In Ontario . Where the numt)tr of blackllies Incr ... ed 17 ti mes over what It haC! Deeh oefore 
spraYlfli . H. Carson, Silent SprU'li 25 2 I 18621 
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I THE MODERN INSECTICIDE 

The modern insecticide is a synthetic organic chemical. usually an organochlorine. 
organophosphate or a carbamate. Typically it is designed to kill a broad spectrum of insect 
and insect-like species. There are two principal reasons for this: (I) it is technological!\, 
easier to develop broad spectrum poisons than those of narrow specifici ty; (2) consequentl\:. 
their development is less expensive, and their sale more remunerative. . . 

Insecticide development is a costly affair, and when a new pesticide is in the planning stage 
a primary consideration is its market potential. For a new compound to be be given the 
green light it must have a reasonably good chance of recouping the cost of its development. 
often in excess of 4 million dollars, and subsequently earning a profit. When developing 
a new product. therefore~ the thoughts of the chemical industry planners turn to insecticides 
with broad toxicity spectra, the products which stand to capture the broadest markets. 

Since. in the planning and development of modern insecticides, economics and toxological 
technology are the predominant considerations, ecology is largely ignored. Yet chemical 
pest control is a serious matter ecologically since its function is to eliminate a substantial 
portion of the insect population indigenous to the treated environment. From laborator\, 
inception. therefore, the modern insecticide is programmed to cause problems in the 
environment. 

Broad spectrum toxicity is at the very root of the pest resurgence and secondar'y pest 
outbreak problems. When the broadly toxic materials are applied. they kill too many species 
of insects in the treated environment. Many of these insects are predators and parasites 
which prey on noxious species. Consequently, where broad spectrum insecticides are used 
the natural enemies of some species are often virtually eliminated. This creates a dangerous 
biotic vacuum in which either the target species can resurge explosively or the unleased 
non-target species can erupt abundantly. The resurgent or unleased insect populations 
frequently produce greater damage than that caused by the original target infestation. 
A retreatment of the area is then deemed necessary, and the farmer soon finds himself 
on an insecticidal treadmill. 

The resurgence-secondary pest outbreak problem is universal. Such insect outbreaks have 
been reported from literally every place on earth where the modern synthetic organic 
insecticides have been used.(S) In California these infestations substantially aggravate 
problems in many major crops such as cotton, citrus and grape(9) In cotton. for example. 
there are clear indications that the lepidopterous pest (caterpillar) problem is greatly 
aggravated by early- and mid-season insecticide treatments for control of Lygus bug (Lygus 
hesperus Knight). In other words, there is more than passing evidence that much of the 
overall loss caused bv insects in one of California'S most important agricultural crops is 
largely the product or"' the very' insecticides that are intended to .bring effective control 

(I) See. e.g •• BIOLOGICAL CONTROL (C. Huffaker. ed •• to be pubhlhed 1971). an WhiCh 
tnere are many references to the cited problems. 
(I) See. e.g., van den BOSCh. Leigh. falcon. Stem. Gonzales & Hagen. The DevelOPing 
Program of lntCl1'atecl Control of Colton Pests an California. in BIOlorlC:al Control 37": 
(C. Huffaker ed •• to De pubillhed 1971); Doun & Smith. The Pestide Syndrome-DiagnOSIS 
and Suggested Prophyluls. in BIOLOGICAL CONTROL. supra. at 3. 11-14; DeBach. The 
NeeClSSlty for an EcolorlCal ApproaCh to Pest Control on Citrus In California. 44 J. 
EconomiC Entomology 433 U 951) 
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MALAlliJON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

U LEGAL CONSIDERATION 

The resurgence-sec?ndary pest outbreak problem has placed a serious economic Durden 
on California's agriculture and. of course. contributes significantly to environmental 
pollution.Ol} This in itself is cause for concern. What is even more disturbing is that much 
of the insecticidal treatment that triggers these outoreal<S is unnecessary. Vast acreages 
of our crop lands are annually treated with insecticides even when the crops are not 
threatened by economically injurious pest populations. This situation reflects one of the 
most serious loopholes in our laws pertaining to Insecticides and their use: inadequate 
statewide control of insecticide prescription ana application. 

THE DEFICIENCIES OF INSECTICIDE LEGISLATION 

Under prevailing regulations, a farmer may use an insecticide on his crop whenever he 
chooses as long as he adheres to the applicable state and federal regulations and follows 
the instructions on the container label concerning its use. But there is nothing in the 
regulations or on the label which restricts the use of insecticides to situations of real need. 
and much insecticide application occurs where there are in reality no threatening pest 
populations. The use of the insecticide therefore creates a threat which did not exist prior 
to application of the chemical agent. In addition. the irresponsible user is more than a 
threat to himself: the ever-present possibility of drift creates a recurrent threat to 
properties bordering on and, in some instances. remote from the treated sites. Thus, any 
use of these r:taterials entails an impliCit threat to the community-at-large which places 
a considerable moral responsibility on the shoulders of the user. 

It seems onlv reasonable that the use of insecticides should. as a matter of course, be 
restricted to~ situations of real need to minimize the hazards to the environment. Such 
8 rational pattern of use presupposes the availability of expert diagnosticians who would 
recommend the use of a particular insecticide only when its need is readily manifest. In 
insect control, unfortunately, this is not the case. Under prevailng conditions many of 
the recommendations to farmers, on insecticide use come from chemical company field 
men who are primarily salesmen ••. 

m. CONCLUSION 

What has been proposed here might seem an unnecessary compounding of an already legally 
complex matter. Society, however, cannot permit the continued victimization of certain 
of its members because of a correctable legal loophole. If a complicated legal edifice 
is needed to protect society and the environment from pesticide injury, this merely points 
up the ecological complexity of pest control and demonstrates that it is not simply a matter 
of killing noxious little animals. In the opinion of the writer, an appropriate 
acknowledgement of this fact is long overdue. 
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Supervisors Demand 
Halt to the Spraying 

• Medffy: Angry PCle 
Srhabarum joins Ihe Cwo 
lJemocrats on Ihe board in 
approving rtSOlulion agairu 
malathion ca~,.. ... , 

Chapter 9 
L.A. CITY COUNCIL MEETING 



Introduction to Chapter 9 

The Los Angeles City Council held a hearing earlier this year under a motion by Wachs
Picus to conduct full public hearings for thoroughly examining the issue of aerial spraying 
of malathion in the city of Los Angeles. 

One of those who was questioned by Councilman Wachs was I. Siddikki Assistant Director 
of the Department of. F~od and Agriculture. ~ a 'freudian slip' Dr. Siddiqui stated, "It 
seems to be a contradiction here ••• you are saymg that spraying should stop to allow for 
study ••• then you are saying that we have not done the study. Because how would you conduct 
th~ studies, large fi~ld studies ~ke this, you just allud~d to, if there was just no spraying ••• l 
think what I am saymg to you IS ••• You want the spraying to stop, but at the same time you 
want the study to continue. II 

Steven Ross, President ot the World Research Foundation brought up the fact that Dr. 
Thomas' study had not been peer reviewed although the state is holding this study up as 
one of "the" two studies for the satety ot aerially spraying of malathion. 

Alan Levin, M.D. gave his testimony: Councilman Molina asked, " ••• Have you treated 
patients that have had malathion problems, or health problems?" Levin answered yes and 
further commented that these problems were asthma and hypersensitization. He also stated 
A.I.D.S. patients, who had been stabilized, went on to die because of the spray. He further 
went on to say he turned this information over to the state and that the state ignored it. 

Dr. Brian also gave testimony. He stated that helicopters were out spraying at 6:15 in 
the morning in Pasadena when children were on their way to school and boys and girls were 
out delivering newspapers ••• people were out jogging, or walking their dogs ••• 

Brian stated one of the Ag Commissioners rules is that only ground applications shall be 
made in environmentally sensitive areas such as water ••• however, he notes both Silver Lake 
Reservoir and Bolsa Chica were aerially sprayed. 

According to Brian the EPA shall be immediately informed ot any adverse affects resulting 
from the use of malathion in connection with this program. However, Brian wonders how 
they would be informed it the County Health Department does not take names, addresses 
and symptoms, how can they report them, because they have not taken names, addresses 
and symptoms. We know, because the people that call 1-800 GO TOXIN, to the hundreds, 
have been telling us about their symptoms, and how sick they are. They said they call the 
County Department ot Health and Dr. Papenak's statt says, "Don't worry about it, look 
for some other origin." 

Again, Dr. Brian states the rules ot the state are being broken, because they tell the public 
one thing and the opposite is true. This is their directive tolks. This is their 
inter-departmental directive. To each other! ••• This product is highly toxic to bees. "So 
the point is, they have lied all the way down the line, they have broken their own directives." 

Paul McClain, Molecular Biologist gave his testimony and he stated, that the Code of 
Federal Regulations 162.10A states "It is a violation ot labeling requirements to make claims 
as to the satety ot a pesticide or its ingredients, including statement such as safe, non
poisonous, non-injurous, non-toxic or harmless, with or without the qualifying phrase, "when 
used as directed." McClain asks the question, "Is malathion registered, and how is it 
currently being used?" Well, in fact, it basically is not registered. It is only being used 
under two emergency acts, one of which is typically used to by-pass the regulatory process 
of pestiCides, 9096 of these requests are made by manufacturers, and only 296 are made 
by governmental agencies. 

Dr. Gross, senior scientist from the EPA states, "The National Cancer Institute carried 
out in the late 70's, three extensive studies on malathion ••• "1n each of these three cases 
that malathion causes cancer, in experimental animals, it is overwhelming, extremely 
persuasive ••• " 
Dr. Dahlson, Entomologist from Unlverstiy of California Berkeley gave his testimony and 
he stated "There are alternatives. Release of sterile rues, stripping ot truit, both non 
chemical alternatives. He also revealed that in 1980-1982 medfly eradication project in 
Santa Clara County, fruit stripping ••• sterUe fiy releases and spraying from the ground was 
done o~er a yery extensive area, and was successful, until some I~ sterile rues 
were r~easea. . 
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TIlE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

A HEARING IN LOS ANGELES BY THE 
L.A. CITY COUNCIL ARTS, HEALTH lie 
HUMANITIES COMMlTl'EE 
All the experts were asked to speak 
to the harmfulness or harmlessness 
of the aerial spraying of malathion. 
The list included state, county and 
independent experts as well as health 
professionals, researchers, entomologists, etc. 
(Excerpted) 

I 
I 

i 
I 

I 
I 

CouncUmaD . 

Joel Wachs 

COUNCILMAN WACHS: This is a special meeting which is being heard to consider a motion 
by (Wachs - Picus), of the City Council, to conduct full public hearings, for the purpose 
of thoroughly examining the issue of aerial spraying of malathion, in the city of Los Angeles. 
I might say this is the first non-city council meeting in the history of the city that is being 
fully broadcast on the city's new cable television Channel 35, and the entire proceedings 
will be re-broadcast tonight at 7PM. 

This . hearing is being held because the public has a right to know. People are alarmed, 
people are confused, people are afraid, they are worried about their health and safety. 
It is my personal belief, that the government has the responsibility of either proving that 
what it is doing is safe, or stopping it until it does. 

It is my belief, that the single biggest issue that we face with the respect to aerial spraying 
of malathion is credibility. I purchased yesterday, a bottle of malathion, similar to that 
which is used in this program, and I too read the directions with great alarm. Specifically, 
they said caution, harmful by swallowing, inhalation or skin contact. Avoid breathing spray. 
Avoid contact with skin. Change contaminated clothing. The pesticide is highly toxic 
to bees exposed to direct treatment or residues remaining on the treated area. The product 
is toxic to fish. Do not apply where run-off is likely to occur. Malathion concentrate 
insecticide will permanently damage automobile paint. If accidental ezposure occurs, the 
vehicle should be washed immediately. I think that perhaps, more then anything, in addition 
to the testimony we will hear by the people who have been affected directly by the spraying, 
is why there is an issue of concern and credibility. The state and county are here today, 
to explain to the public, the program and all of the specifics and the basis upon which they 
have made their decision to continue it. Afterwards, we have a great number of medical, 
public health, SCientific, experts who question those findings, and who wish to give testimony 
in addition to an enormous number of concerned citizens. Mayors and councilmembers 
from neighboring cities and counties, who also wish to partiCipate. We intend to give 
everyone an opportunity to be heard. 

It is my belief, that this will be the first of two meetings, that we will have the second 
meeting very shortly after this, wherein people will have an opportunity to respond to the 
testimony that has been presented today and wherein the city staff will present us with 
the full option of courses of action the city might take. I think that this is important to 
know this is a state and county program. It is not a city program. But, it our belief that 
the information that we obtain from these hearings, will help us use our considerable legal 
power and legislative influence in bringing about any changes that are deemed necessary. 

I 



MALATIiION: TOXIC nME BOMB 

eM WACHS: The first few speakers that will be here today (this morning) will be: Dr. 
Islam Siddikki, The Assistant Director of the State Department of Food and Agriculture. 
Dr. Paul Papa~ek, The Chief of Toxic and Epidemeology Program of the County Department 
of Health ServIces. Mr. Leon Spogge, the County of Los Angeles, Agricultural Commission. 
Steven Ross, The Founder and President of the World Research Foundation. Dr. Paul 
McClain, Clinical Neuropsychologist and Diplomate in Preventive Medicine. Dr. Brian 
Dobhan, Dr. Alan Levin and Dr. Jack Thrasher. After those people have had an opportunity 
to be heard, we will go through the cards that you have presented to us,· and we will sit 
here as long as necessary to hear all of the testimony. 

As I said, we will have another meeting in a couple of weeks after we have had an 
. opportunity to bring all of the testimony together, and give people an opportunity to respond 
and then examine the courses of action that we will recommend to the city council. The 
city council will then act upon our recommendations shortly after our second meeting 
and I would expect that to be within a couple of weeks. 

DR ISLAM SlDDIKKI: My name is Issy Si~dikki, I am in charge of the Planned Pest and 
Quarantine Pest and Program,(all over the state) for the State of California. The medfly 
problem in California is not new. It was found in 1975 for the 1st time. We have the 
Department of Food and Agriculture working the Los Angeles County, as well as the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. We have eradicated medflies before. One of the biggest medfly 
infestation was in 1982 in the Santa Clara Valley. It was one of the biggest infestations 
ever, on the Continental U.S. 

The program entailed because in the delay in the sprayings, there was a lot of concerns 
you have raised right here,(similar concerns). The governor at the time delayed the spraying, 
and instead of spraying 40 or 50 square mile area, about 1400 square mile area had to be 
sprayed with malathion bait, for about 2 years. Some of the areas received as many as 
33 malathion applications, over a period of about a year and a half. 

The reason I am addressing that infestation, it was a lot bigger then we are experiencing 
here right now. We did eradicate it. Finally, the decision was made to use malathion beta 
sprays, and from 1982 to 1987, there was no infestation of medfly in California. The reason 
being, we improved our response, we improved our deduction techniques. So much so that 
single rues were found several times during this period, but when we put more traps, we 
did not find any established infestation. In 1987, for the 1st time, after a gap of 5 years, 
we found a small infestation in Los Angeles County, and here again learning from the 1982 
experience, we did not go into multiple a~rial spraying of malathion, this was a California 
first. Florida in similar situations would have used four aerial applications of malathion 
and then bring in the sterilized rues, which are produced in Hawaii. In California, we tried 
something for the 1st time, we used one application of malathion bait, and then brought 
millions of sterilized rues. This program worked in 198'1 one time. There were two 
infestations found in 1988, similar approach, using one malathion spray and followed by 
3 or 4 months of releases of millions and millions of sterilized rues. It worked. The public 
did not even know it. The media will remember this infestations over a period of 2 years 
which were handled effectively. In 1989 the situation is different, ladies and gentlemen. 
We have found infestations near Dodgers Stadium on July 20th. This same approach was 
used and the program appeared to be successful. But in October of 1989, we started finding 
more and more sterile flies. I want to mention a side story here. The same •• in 1989, around 
Labor Day Weekend, we found an infestation in Santa Clara County also. (Mountain View). 
That infestation was using the same approach ••• one malathion spraying, followed by sterile 
releases. That program appears to be successful. We have not found any medflies in Santa 
Clara Valley for several months now. 

Similarly, a small infestation was found in the Alta Loma, which is near Upland, in San 
Bernadeno County and again, we have not found any more wild flies there and that program 
seems to be working. Unfortunately, in Los Angeles County, the infestation in the town 
of Whittier, as well as Baldwin Park and that general vicinity, we continue to find more 
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nlE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

and more wildfiies (medflies that is), in October, November and December. Therefore 
we called in the Science Advisary Panel, which consists of medfly experts from all over 
the country. These are experts who spend all their professional lives in researching the 
medfly. These people advised that those 4 areas which were under the sterile fly program 
and by that time we had exhausted all the supply of all the sterile flies from all over the 
world. We are getting one hundred million sterilized flies from our lab in Hawaii, and about 
40 to 60 million flies from Mexico. All these? recommendations was, those 4 areas with 
the sterilized program seems to be working, do not switch that program to multiple beta 
sprays. So, therefore, the program in Mountain View, the program in San Berandino County, 
near Upland, as well as the town· of Baldwin Park and Whittier, have conti~ued and this 
area collectively represents about 100 square mile area. They have continued into a 
sterilized medfly program. The recommendation of the Science Advisary Panel was, if 
you do not, ••• since we had already exhausted the supply of sterilized flies, if you do not 
do anything, the infestation in the spring of 1990, will get so big that the 1980 infestation 
will look comparately small. 

Therefore the need was then in December, to start multiple aerial sprays of malathion 
over these other areas where we could not have enough sterile flies to go around. And 
this is the point, on December· 7th, the Director of Food and Agriculture accepted 
recommendations of the Science and Advisary Panel, and brought the program of multiple 
sprayings every three weeks during the month of January, February and March and every 
other week, in the month of April and May, and if need be, if medflies are still continuing 
to be found, every week in the month of June onward. While I am confident that our efforts 
to eradicate the medfly are working, and will work, I am not sure we can prevent the future 
infestations of the medfly, or other exotic insects into California and people seem to get 
confused between the infestations. What it means is to eradiate all insects of the species 
at the time, but that does not guarantee that future infestations will not take place. 

You will ask naturally, what is causing this? In packages where we have larvae or maggots 
of fruit fly or medfly with it, and therefore we worked this with the U.S. Congress in 1987 
and the legislation was passed, which became effective late last year. And that legislation's 
intent is to make it illegal for the shipment of contraband fruit, inlst class mail. 
The U.S. Postal Service has yet·toiimplement this law. We hope that the U.S. Postal Service 
will cooporate and therefore prevent future infestations of medfly and other pests. You 
also have a situation where Californians are travelling in record numbers to Hawaii and 
other foreign destinations. Hawaiian Islands, as well as other countries of the Pacific rim, 
are infested with medfly and other exotic pests. While U.S. Department of Agriculture 
inspects travellers coming back and they intercept thousand of pests, there are still 
thousands that get out and get established in the state, and this is why one of the examples 
is here. In the Los Angeles basin. The increase in cargo shipments from 3rd world countries 
also may be responsible; they are checked but the volumne of shipments which is coming 
is not 10096. The fumigants which are available to fumigate these shipments before, are 
no longer available, therefore they may also be leading to infestations. 

I am sure you will say why don't you tighten those inspection procedures, but at some point, 
the inconvenience of the public. will become an issue, if there are long lines at the airports, 
there will be public complaining about ••• so USDA has to draw a line between profiling 
those passengers who fit the profile and only inspecting those •• but I am sure some of them 
are getting away. So, I think, we have a need for is more public information, this is where 
we have failed ••• trying to connect between an innocent act of someone bringing in an 
apple or papaya, or guava or mango, and not being aware that some of those exotic looking 
fruits may have maggots, which may lead to infestations which will cause apprehension 
among the public and cause millions of tax dollars. 

You say, why don't you use X-ray.~.themail packages. The constitutional guarantees against 
illegal search and seizures, make it difficult for U.S. Postal Service to allow all the packages 
to be profiled and inspected and we are still working in resolving this constitutional issue; 
where you can draw a balance, delicate balance, where all the! constitutional guarantees 
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are met, and still you can stop, and those packages, which may be carrying illegal, 
contraband fruit. 

The City Council is concerned about the adverse health effects of malathion and Mr. 
Councilman, y.ou read the label instructions. Malathion is an insecticide. It is designed 
to kill insects. I would not pretend it is not toxic. But the dosage that is being used in 
the medfly eradication project, this data has been extensively reviewed by medical experts, 
not only in Food and Agriculture, who will be circumspect in this case, but the Department 
of Health doctors, at the state level, county level, as well as independent experts. The 
conclusion of all these health experts is at the dosage malathion is being used, it does not 
cause adverse human health effects. 

You say, why are we asking the public to go indoor at the time of spraying. (Audience 
starts to cough) I also have a cold, and I am also suffering, so I hope you understand .... 1 
can also couch ..•• but the question comes that the dosage which is there .. this is what I want 
to emphasize, but we added precaution, we recommend that the people be inside, rinse 
off fruit. Malathion is used in malaria abaitment in a number of states, (about 4 to 5 million 
pounds of malathion is used for malaria control and mosquito control) in this country. And 
I will tell you that the dosage that is used in mosquito abatement is about 100 times more 
strong then it is used in the medfly project. 

G WACHS: Do you have any published studies which conclude that malathion in the dosages 
you are using, in the program you are using, are safe? 

DR. SIDDIKKl: This is a state law, and I could not deviate from that requirement even 
though even though it is part of the ••. 

CM WACHS: Can you tell me what studies there are .•. 1 have been trying to find them I 
would like you to tell me what studies have been published that come to the conclusion 
that it is safe? 

DR. SlDDIKKl: SB950 the birth defect prevention act ..• requires that all pesticides used 
in California and registered, have to be reviewed for carcinogenicity, teratogenicity, 
mutanogenicity and all other •.. 

CM WACHS: I am not asking you if they have to be reviewed, I am asking you scientific 
studies which have been published which conclude that they are safe? 

DR. SlDDIKKI: The answer is yes. I think I am telling you the process we went through 
and I have all this information, I was expecting ••• After the 1982 project •... 

CM WACHS: Wait ••• was there any studies to indicate it was safe when you made the 
decision to spray prior to 1982. 

DR. SlDDIKKI: Yes, there are 100s and 1000s of published ~tudies on malathion Mr. 
Chairman, and they are all with the Department of Food and Agriculture. 

CM WACHS: Is there one study that was published that indicates that the program that 
you embarked on was safe. 

DR.SlDDIKKl: There are more then one study sir, which are indicated as safe. Every study 
has to address a differernt aspect of adverse health effects. What I am saying is last week, 
at the court hearings, under deposition, I will pass on to you, which was testified by 
(toxicologist) who works with the Department of Food and Agriculture, under oath, that 
we have malathion (which was reviewed by Food and Agriculture) does not present any 
health risks. 

CM WACHS: Dr. Siddikki,l really need some help. I know you have reviewed it. I don't 
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even question that you would review it. My question, as I have been se~ching and 
researching my question is what study have you conducted, that you have published, that 
indicates 0; that concludes that aerial malathion spraying program is safe? 

DR. SlDDIKKI: We have two California studies which I was alluding to when I started talking 
and you interrrupted me sir •••• after the 1982 project, the California Legislature appropriated 
$875,000 under Senator Diane Watson's bill, which allowed for a study by the California 
Department of Health; it monitored 25,000 child births, in the Santa Clara Valley. Some 
of those monitored births were within the spray area, which was sprayed 2 years prior to, 
and others were outside as a control. And the conclusion of that study by independent 
doctors was •• there was no significant difference between birth defects within the spray 
area, and without the spray area ••• 

CM WACHS: Dr. Siddikki, I have that study before me and I read it. First of all, that study 
only discusses the relation between low dosage aerial malathion exposure and the prevalence 
at birth of conjenital and anomalies and low birth weight, which is important, but not the 
only issue that people are concerned about, and secondly that study itself, as I read it, 
which is only a two page study, it says there are several misclassifications in the outcome 
of the data and these limitations should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. 
And it is a study that indicates gaps, and only relates to one issue, and that is the low birth 
rate, which is important, but there are many people who have concerns other then those 
relating to conjenital anomali~s. My question is, in addition to that study, which only relates 
to that one topic, and which states its own limitations, of, what other studies, ••• you 
mentioned there was a second study ••• 

DR. SIDDIKKI: The second study which has been done again, Dr. Ephram Kahn, who use 
to be Deputy Demological Toxicologist with the State Department of Health. Before the 
malathion spraying was allowed in 1981, Dr. Ephram Kahn, reviewed all the data, on the 
hazard assessment of malathion. His projection was, that a six month old child was exposed 
to malathion spraying and again that study is also in the thick package I handed to you. 
He again concluded there was' no evidence of adverse health effects. 

CM WACHS: I also have that study. Which I think was conpleted in 1980 prior to your 
decision in 1981. And •• could you respond to two things from me. First of all that study 
is nine years old, and secondly, and correct me if I am wrong ••••• on that specific study it 
is my understanding that the original author of the report was a Dr. Mark Lappe who refused 
to sign the final version, charging that it had mispresented his findings in stating under 
oath that the potential adv~rse chronic health effects from exposure to malathion was 
suggested in several studies~ and these risks include teratogeniCity, induction of genetic 
changes in germ cells, and perhaps the long term effects on ttte nervous system, and this 
was written in 1980 and we are now nine years later. Secondly, it is my understanding that 
that report as I read it and read it several times last night (several occasions) made 
reference on contraindications to National Cancer Institute study, that was prepared prior 
to that and that a Dr. Melvin Reuber who was then with the NCI, (Frederick Cancer 
Research Center) re-examined all the slides used in the original study, and concluded 
differently from the study that the pesticide behaved as a carcinogen in mannals. The 
point I am asking is ••• the 2 studies you mentioned were in 1980 which has been discredited 
by one of its authors, and in 1982, which simply examines the birth defects in Santa Clara 
County. We are now nine years later, what studies, what thorough studies has the 
department made and published, that examine the nine year' effect of aerial spraying of 
malathion in the State of California? Have they been made, or are you continuing to rely 
on the existing studies that you mentioned? 

DR.sIDDIKKI: If I may add, there was no program of repeated malathion spraying between 
1982 iand 1989, as I said, those two doctors, Melvin Reuber,and Marc Lappe, I have heard 
of them. They presented an extremely minority opinion, arid it is not supported by all 
overwhelming SCientific evidence. 
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DR. WACHS: You have heard of him .••• It is my understand that Dr. Marc Lappe, who we 
will try and have here was actually the original author of the first study and refused to 
sign it. 

DR. SlDDIKKI: I cannot address that. I think you have to ask him. Dr. Ephram Kahn, 
who was a reputed scientist and worked at the time with the Department of Health, he 
IS the one who authored the study. 

CM WACHS: Let me simply ask you a direct question. If you made a study in 1980 that 
was reputed by its author, and you have a 2nd study in 1982 that limits itself to one small 
aspect (although important aspect) of the project, and. you are now nine years later, making 
the decision to spray every three weeks for three months and every other week for 2 months, 
·and every week as is necessary thereafter, and you now have the opportunity of measuring 
the impacts over a long time, doesn't it behoove the state to make a current, independent, 
thorough study before it precedes with such an extensive program? ... It just simply seems 
that if you want to convince people that what you are doing, is safe, you would do that 
kind of analysis to prove it, because it is in your interest to do that ... 1 can't understand 
why that hasn't been done. . 

The EPA stUdy that you are also talking about, and the EPA study which 1 understand is 
going to be redone, because of gaps in the study clearly indicate (and 1 am quot ing from 
you); "Additional data required to access the neurotoxical potential of malathion, that 
the agency is unable to access the potential for malathion to contaminate ground water, 
because the environmental state of malathion is largely uncharacterized. There are data 
gaps and because of those data gaps, they are going to make a new study. All I am saying 
to you ... l don't know the state, ... you are telling the state, "If the city government were 
to engage on a program like you are engaging in, it would do the study before it makes 
a decision to go ahead. It always seems to me, that the whole purpose of environmental 
laws are to ascertain and to make a thorough study prior to going ahead with it. If you 
are now willing to make that study, I think all of us would appreciate that. Maybe ... just 
let me ask you the second question ... Would you be willing to halt the program until you 
make the study? Who has the burden of proof, who should have responsibility, why should 
the people prove that it's not safe. Why shouldn't the stat e first have the respol!Sibility 
to prove that it is safe! It is a simple matter of burden of proof. 

This is the kind of thorough study, I believe, is needed. and I think most reasonable people 
believe it is needed before they make a decision. In fact, it hasn't been since 1982, and 
I think that there is nothing that convinces me that you shouldn't go ahead immediately, 
immediately and begin to bring together the independent experts who can make that kind 
of compreshensive study today, that is needed. 

DR. SlDDIKKI: ... 1t seems to be a contradiction here. .. you are saying that spraying should 
stop to allow for study ••• then you are saying that we have not done the study. Because 
how would you conduct the studies. large field studies like this, you just alluded to, if there 
was just no spraying ••• I think what I am saying to you is. •• you want the spraying to stop, 
but at the same time you want the study to continue. 

CM WACHS: I don't want the spraying to begin, until I am sure it is safe. ... The last thing 
in the world,(it boggles my mind) ••• if you think you are going to spray people so you can 
do a study on them afterwards. • .geese. .. 

DR. SlDDIKKI: I think I sense there seems to be here in this hall, at least, a concern that 
the data we have reviewed is not complete, and 1 can assure you again, Mr. Councilman, 
that the decision made by Food and Agriculture is based on scientific evidence on 
malathion's safey, otherwise, we would not be using malathion in urban areas. 

CM WACHS: I must say that if 1 were a judge, I could not say you met the burden of proof 
on that. I really don't. I have to tell you, quite honestly, I don't think most members of 
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the council have their minds made up. I certainly didn't. 1 am new at this subject, and 
I sat and spent three days pouring through all these documents to see, just, not to make 
myself an expert, because that is impossible, to just use my judgment as a legislature, of 
whether or not I have the data, that makes me feel comfortable, that what 1 am doing is 
right, and it is from that basis that I have the concerns I have today. I simply couldn't find 
the data, and you have not given me knew data, that makes me feel that this is proven 
safe. It may be, I can't say it's not. I certainly am not going to put myself in a position 
of making those kind of independent studies, but people who make decisions that affect 
the public interest, have the responsibility of making certain in their minds, not because 
they want to do something, but because the data is there, that bears them out, that what 
they are doing is correct, and particularly when it affects public health and safety, and 
if I were a legislature, and had to be called upon to vote on it, there is no way in the world 
I would feel comfortable I was. doing what was right. And when people's health and safety 
is involved, you got to be darn certain, much more certain ••• 

CM MOLINA: I don't know that much about it I have been involved in this debate for a 
long time, the state has very clearly determined that it is safe. I think the state has done 
a poor job in convincing the rest of us that it is but, the issue is, that you owe responsibility 
to the public, as much as I do, ,and that is to provide those kinds of assurances, and I think 
that is the question Mr. Wax is ~king. 

Right now the City of Los Angeles as well as the state is spending an awful lot of money 
to eliminate asbestos from all

l 
of our buildings. That got placed there, atone point and 

time, with assurances from somebody like yourself that we were not to worry. And now 
we are told, we must worry. It is very, very dangerous. So ••• our concern, this committee's 
concern, as well as your concern, is that I think there is a responsibility, to let us know 
to study extensively, more th~n anything else, to let us know when you're going to stop 
this. That is your responsibility and my responsibility. We can't continue to say that the 
agricultural economy is much more important and significant then responding to these 
questions from the public. I don't think it is fair enough to say to Mr. Wax, "You tell me 
what's going to convince you ~hat it is safe." I think your responsibility is to find that 
report, that data, that information, and you have a responsibility to convince us that it 
is safe. 

C. GETrS: I agree. I would like though in defense of asbestos. That is a very poor example 
because I know that it was done deliberately with knowledge that it caused adverse affects 
but a business industry that had no conscience. 

CM MOLINA: No different foom this committee. The one that produces this stuff? 

C. GETrS: I am a Deputy Attorney General for the State of California. I am here as an 
attorney for the Department of Food and Agriculture to answer legal questions that may 
arise. 

The Director of Food and Agriculture has a general statutory obligation, under the provisions 
of law, to eradicate where feasible, any exotic plant, animal or pest brought into the state. 
Now medfly is an exotic pest that just means it's not indigious to California. 

C WACHS: Like to recognize Councilman Alatore who has brought this issue to the City 
Council on two occasions... represents part of the area. And I know that Councilman 
Alatore who has really brought this to our attention, wants to make a statement as to the 
proceedings that are going on this morning. 

CM ALATORE: Thank you very much Mr. Chairman and members. Let me first of all 
commend the Chairman and mem~rs of the Committee for the hearing that is being 
conducted here this morning. Obviously the question of the medfly is a serious threat to 
agriculture. I don't think there is anybody in this room or anybody that is familiar with 
this issue, would not look' at it as a being a threat to the industry. The unfortunate part 
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There are not thousands and thousands of studies as we have heard. 

In reviewing these studie~ w~ have c?me ,across certain important facts, and I will elaborate 
on ,a f~w of the~. ,This l~ormatl0n IS coming from the Center of Human Genetics, 
~ruverslty of LOVln, ,m BelgIum. Department of Biochemistry, Institute of Biochemistry 
In Poland, The Ins~lt~te of Gen~tics, in India and the Laboratory of Experimental 
Hematology and RadiatIon, Yale UnIversity School of Medince. 

M~thion has been dir~ctly ~d strongly linked with inefficient of human bone marrow, 
WIde stem cell colorues. Its effect on human lymphocytes includes cell survival, 
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is, .th~t the st~te has made a fundamental decision, and the fundamental decision is that 
frw.t 1S .more 1mportant thel! th~ live~ and health and welfare of people in the southern 
Californ1a area. But s~meth~ng 1S ser10usly wrong, Mr. Chairman and Members, when the 
state and the manne~ 1n wh1~h the sta~e has responded to this crisis. The state showed 
extrem.ely poor. plannlng and Judgment, 1n terms of the problem with sterile medflies. And 
there.1s no eV1dence that ~he state has even considered alternatives to massive aerial 
spraY1n~ •. l\1an¥ of us qu~st10n the method by which the state currently decides the use 
of pest1s1de~ llk~ malath10n. Why for example, doesn't the state Department of Health 
~ave a role 1n th1s process? For.all the m~diCal experts the state is claiming that malathion 
1S safe. There are equally restr1cted medIcal experts who will tell you that it is not safe 
or that at the very least, we do not have all the facts at the present time. ' 

We all have bad mp.mn,.ip.~ n' nth~ .. wnnnAP ~hA",'''Gl~ +hft+ ... "" ... ___ .. _1...a __ , ___ ~ _ .. _ 
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chromosome aberrations, nucleic acid effects. 

Malathion has induced decreased content in RNA and DNA in cultured cells. It has inhibited 
RN A synthesis in cultured lympocytes, and regardless of the dose applied, the same type 
of chromosome aberrations which are shifts, appear in human lymphocytes. No correlation 
was found between the increase in the frequency of aberrations and the dose. Comparison 
of sister chromosome changes and cultured human cells after single and double exposure, 
demonstrated a cumulative effect of malathion. Now the interesting aspect of this data, 
is when we heard the comment that only one scientist, or one voice, may disagree of the 
findings, with these people in the agriculture department are alluding to. 1. had sent these 
studies to the agricultural department as well as the governor. And I am going to read 
some of the statements in just a few moments, but I want you to be aware at the end ,of 
these research studies that I have read, the findings of the individual researchers •• 

From Poland- "The obtained results confirmed the existing data that organophosphates 
compounds, malathion, can pose a long term genetic hazard to man." "Our results indicate 
the importance of mechanistic and long term, low dose studies, of the haematoxic effects 
of organophosphates." -Yale University, School of Medicine. "We believe malathion that 
should be considered a potential mutagen and should be further evaluated." from -Belgium. 

What we are finding is that there isn't any data, what we are finding that there is data, 
that quite a few different doses and all of these researchers are calling for further long 
term studies. We believe again, that it is very irresponsible because lhe information we 
have is exactly the same information that is available to the agriculture and the state 
officials. . 

The two big areas, we feel that have to be addressed, is the potentiality for birth defects, 
and long term genetic hazards. If we go by the EPA report, which is the pesticide fact 
sheet, from 1988, January 1st, which we have been told is the latest finding, and was alluded 
to earlier. We find the following comments in regards to tOxicity. 

Data gaps with teratogenicity for the rat; reproduction data gaps. Mutanogenecity data 
gaps ••• (now this is from the EPA from 1988). We have a very interesting statement by J. 

l 
l 
1 
1 

......., 

Shrader, a staff toxicologist with the State Department of Food and Agriculture who says, '1 
"The state looked at the studies the EPA' had found inadequate, and filled the data gaps. II 

Well~ 1 find that rather interesting, considering information put out by the agricultural 
department, to Mr. Jim Wells from Edwin Tinsworth, that they have been referring to. 
This is dated 3 days after Shrader's statement says, "We have an acceptable rabbit 
teratology study, however, developmental and maternal toxicity were noted. A rat 
teratology study, which demonstrated no evidence of maternal and fetal toxicity, was judged 
to be inadequate and must be repeated. A three generation rat reproduction study was 
unacceptable. Well, for any plain thinking individual, that does not sound like any data 
gaps were filled. 

The information I have read to you about the different studies, I submitted to several 
agencies including a face to face presentation with Leon Spogge, who told me he was not 
qualified to discuss scientific studies. 

1 sent a packet to the governor's office and three days ago received this letter directly 
to myself from the Department of Food and Agriculture under the letterhead of Governor 
Deukmejian. "Data gaps still remain in the areas of reproductive toxicity and teratonicity 
in rats, a replacement reproduction study is required." 

Well, we are having a little bit of difficulty here understanding what these people are talking 
about. The data gaps are filled and they are content. But we have from the EPA that 
there are data gaps. We have from the state, saying, they believe the data gaps are filled. 
1 then have another EPA letter saying, the data gaps are not filled and then a letter directly 
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from the governor's office saying, "There are still data gaps in exactly the areas· of our 
concern,'" ••• which is reproduction and possible long term genetic effects. 

We feel again that the state and the agricultural department is fully aware of this 
information and to this time has decided not to act upon it. 

Another area of our concern is whether or not there is a factor of safety. And we believe 
in the areas we have tried to bring out here, that is reproduction, birth damage, what has 
the state done to guarantee that it is safe? Over and over, through our fax machines we 
continue to receive this two page study, that was done (including Dr. Kizer) on the exposure 
to aerial malathion, and the most famous quote we have seen, "No biologically plausible 
pattern of association was found." 

Well, I think we should all go a little bit further in this and we should be very well aware 
of the last paragraph in this study. This is one of the primary basis of the state's contention 
that everything is safe. 

Potentially as many as 10 to 1596 of exposed births were misclassified, thus reducing the 
possibility of finding an effect from exposure. Only about half of all structure anamilles 
are identified at birth. In addition spontaneous abortions in many neurological endrocrine 
conditions could not be studied. 

I guess, unless common sense has completely evaporated, from our society, this sounds 
like a very soft study to us. Especially in the areas that are the greatest concern. 
Statistically a 10 to 1596 mis-classification by any statistician in the country would be very 
big. 

We also have another study that has been brought up to us by Dr. Thomas at USC. While 
it may be an interesting study, it has not been subjected to any peer review in this country. 
and I would like to stress very strongly now, what peer review means in this country. 
It means that scientists or medical researchers put out information and other scientists 
and researchers have opportunities to comment on the scientific validity. 

We feel, based on the information again that we have, which is the studies we do not find 
any studies at exactly these doses under exactly these conditions, which is part of the 
protocol of the medical community in the United States. 

There is a peer review process, there is a 3 phase system of safety in this country for drugs, 
th~t are suppose to be for our benefit, a rigorous system. Where it is tested on a limited 
amount of people, and judged whether or not it is safe or not to go on to other phases of 
investigation. 

Now if this is done for drugs that is suppose to be for our benefit, would not a prudent 
individual, assume that a substance by its nature which is a poison, would have to undergo 
a more strigent amount of studies? We have found it has not. We have challenged the 
different departments to produce for us the actual studies so that we can see what has 
been done at exactly these doses, under these conditions, to human beings. 

We do have stUdies here that were done in vitro to human lymphocytes and cells and we 
mow there is a problem. So the best solution to that would be, there should be studies 
that show it isn't a problem. And we cannot find these studies anywhere in peer reviewed 
literature around the world. 

CM WACHS: Mr. Ross, does your foundation make studies? Or do you simply bring together 
the data that exists from other studies? 

STEVE ROSS: Our organization accumulates information, again from world wide sources, 
we do not emanate, we do not conduct the studies ourselves, but we have an extensive 
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network that allows us to basically scan all the information in the world. 

CM WACHS: Have you made a written analysis of the studies that exist, in so far as they 
apply to the safety of an aerial malathion spraying program of the type, and with the doses 
currently being used by the state of California? 

STEVE ROSS: No, we have not put anything together, for the simple reason that you need 
someting in order to analyze and the only piece of paper we ever been given is the study 
of "births after." 

CM WACHS: To your knowledge of all the studies that you have information on in terms 
of their existence, (I am going to ask you the same question I asked Dr. 5iddikki). Other 
then the two studies that I questioned him about, are there any studies which have been 
made, which have been published, and subjected to peer review, that .conclude that the 
aerial malathion spraying of the type and with the dosages and in the method that is 
currently being used, are safe? 

STEVE ROSS: We have been able to find no studies in that regard. 

CM WACHS: Are there any that indicate it is not safe? 

STEVE ROSS: There are numerous studies that show at the doses that have been studied 
that it is not safe in the genetic area. But there are no studies which will allow us to 
determine at the very low doses. 

CM WACHS: 50 basically, neither side really has the study. We basically need the studies, 
is what you are saying. 

STEVE ROSS: I believe that is our contention, and what we have been looking for again, 
and the reason I brought it up the normal procedure here of approval, is that you test at 
the doses being used or even thousands of times higher for drugs, and we can't find this. 

CM WACHS. But basically, is it fair to say that the studies do not exist, that say either 
it is or is not safe. 

STEVE ROSS. At exactly at these doses? 

CM WACHS: At these doses and in this manner. Eventually you have to take all the 
information and out it together in so far as it effects the program that exists. And what 
we are trying to get to, and I think what the public wants to know, is it or is it not, and 
I was not satified that the people who made the decision to spray, have the studies that 
indicated that it was. I am asking you if there is a study that exists that would conclude 
that it isn't. Or, rather in f~ct, what really needs to be done is the study now needs to 
be made. 

STEVE ROSS: The studies need to be made and additionally everyone of the studies done 
at higher doses in the genetic area, called very strongly, for low dose test, because they 
felt that this was damaging from all over the world. This was not a single voice or two 
voices, so to answer your question, what I believe you are looking for is, ••• there is not 
enough information here to make the assessment that it is safe, but there is more then 
enough information at slightly higher doses, to show it might cause genetic hazard. I would 
like the thrust of the investigation to not be as concerned about the carcinogeniC aspect, 
which 1 believe is definitely a problem, but to focus on an area, that is, I think, much more 
important, these are the future generations and long term effects, which these papers has 
noted that even in three generation rat studies that there were significant problems that 
continue to develop. So •• 1 know exactly what you are looking for, and I know what the 
state would like to have, and they don't have it. They do not have peer reviewed studies 
of exactly this dose and these conditions. But, I would like to interject this, the other 
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statement that is constantly made is- "dose" is everything. Dose is everything, and at these 
small doses, there isn't anything to worry about. I would like to recall our toxicologist 
and ask him about our friend the bee, and ask him why two people can get a bee sting, and 
one person dies, and the other person just has a slight discomfort, isn't that just the same 
dose? The real statement is: "Dose is everything for each individual, and therefore in 
a program like this, where you have literally millions of people, elderly, young, depressed 
immune systems, nobody can say what the safe dose is, just from the example of the bee. 
Malathion is a poison that has been developed to destroy biological organisms that is its 
nature. 

ALAN LEVIN, M.D. I am a Board Certified Allergist, Immunologist. I am a Board Certified 
Pathologist. I am Board Certified in Emergency Medicine I was a lead witness in the Agent 
Orange case. I make my living by making people feel better, I am not academically paid. " 
I am not paid by the state. Although I was a member of the Board of Medical Quality 
Assurance for about 10 years. I came down here at my own expense, because I think this 
is a problem. 

I had a prepared statement, but I am not going to use it. I'll say as a "hands"on" physician, 
malathion is unsafe. I have treated dozens of patients who have been made ill by malathion, 
both acutely and chronically. The evidence is overwhelming in the literature that malathion 
is unsafe, and given what Dr. Siddikki says, there is evidence in the literature that doses 
a 100 thousandfold less, then what's been sprayed on Los Angeles causes damage to the 
immune system. There is absolutely no question whatsoever, malathion is dangerous. 

CM WACHS: To your knowledge, ••• 1 guess I will ask you the same question I asked Dr. 
Saddikki and Mr. Ross. Are there any studies which have been published with respect to 
an" aerial malathion spraying program, exactly what is be used in California, and did it 
conclude that it is not safe? 

ALAN LEVIN, M.D.: I know of none. 

CM WACHS: O.K. And you also , I assume dont know of any that conclude that it is safe, 
we haven't beeen able to find one of those either. 

ALAN LEVIN, M.D.: This is a very important issue here. You got to recognize that I make 
my living making people feel better and couldn't pay my rent if I didn't make people feel 
better. I don't get grants, I don't get contracts, I am not on the state's payroll •••• Malathion 
is unsafe. If it pits the paint on your car, it's unsafe for your child, I don't care what state 
doctors tell you. 

CM WACHS: Alright ••• 

ALAN LEVIN,M.D.: I will also -tell you that the credibility ••• of the public health department 

CM WACHS: We just ask everybody that comes here the same. question cause I have been 
curious whether or not there have been any studies, I haven't found any, other then the 
ones we talked about. 

ALAN LEVIN, M.D.: There are many stUdies that show that doses lower then those used 
in the spraying of Los" Angeles, are dangerous to the immune response. If you talk to the 
average practicing clinician and gave him immunity, he would tell you that malathion is 
unsafe. Recognize that the average family doctor is in fear of his license if he says bad 
things about pesticides or herbicides in the state of California. 

I can go to any hospital in the state of California and give five fiourouracil to a colon cancer 
patient and kill him. I'll be practing the standard treatment of care. I'll be re-imbursed 
by the insurance companies, and I can show you 20 articles in peer reviewed medical journals 
that fluorouracil does not work. 
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1 can hang a bottle of intravenous Vitamin C on that same patient, and 1 '11 risk losing my 
license. Physicins, ,up until very recently have been intimidated by the Board of Medical 

~ Quality Assurance about pesticides and herbicides. The Society for CUnical Ecology, The 
American Academy of Envronmental ~tedicine has been intimidated by the California 
Medical Association, about their stance on pesticides and herbicides. November 21st of 
last year, the California Medical Association completely rescended its position statement 
on Clinical EcolOCY and now their statements regards the low dose environmental stressers 
is in line with that of the American Medical Association, which has always endorsed Clinical 
Ecology. The Clinical Ecologists recognize that pesticides and herbicides are dangerous 
to humans. 

CW MOLIHA: You (to Dr. Levin) said you have treated patients that have had malathion 
problems, or health problems. 

ALAN LBVDf,M.D.: Yes Maam. 

CW MOLINA: In what area? 

DIL LBVDf,II.D. In Santa Clara Valley. 

CW MOLOO: What were the problems? 

ALAN LBVDf,M.D.: Asthma, hypersensitization 

C. MOLlRA: Asthma that was created because of the malathion? 

ALAN LBVDf,M.D.: Asthma patients who got very, very in 

CW 1I0LDfA: Because of the malathion? 

ALAR LBYDf, ILD.: AIDS patients, who were stabWzed, who went on to die when they ••• 
cancer patients ••• 

CW MOLllfAa Wait a minute, wait a minute... AIDS patients that went on to die? 

ALAR LBVDf, ILD.: AIDS patients who were stabiUzed, then became ill and died after 
malathion spraying. Cancer patients whose tumors began to grow faster, atter malathion 
spraying. Any number of patients •••• 

C. MOLllfA: In each of these patient studies that you have done, what do you do with 
them once you have made this determination? 

ALAR LBVDf, II.D.: You mean treatment wise? 

CW MOLIIIA: No, I mean you should be concerned as a doctor, what do you do, turn the 
information over to the state? 

ALAN LBVDf, II.D.: I try 

C~ MOLINA: And they? 

ALAN LBVDf,M.D.: •• Ignore it. 

CW MOLINA: And they ignore it? 

ALAR LBVIH ILD.: Correct. 

CW MOLDfA: The gentlemen or the person who had AIDS, and was stabWzed, and then 
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after malathion spraying it intensified, they ignored that data? 

ALAN LBVIN,M.D.: They did. 

CW MOLDfA: And the person who had a tumor, who it was enlarged, when you submitted 
that information, to the health department, they ignored it.? 

ALAN LEVIN,M.D.: In fact, Dr. Ephran Kahn in 1983 specifically complained to me in secret 
documents, complained about me to the California Medical Association .••. 

CW MOLINA: Sir, on each of these patients that you have, have they filed a law suit? 
against the state? 

ALAN LBVIN,M.D.: No they haven't 

CW MOLINA: Why not? 

ALAN LBVIN,M.D.: There have been a number of law suits ••• 

CW MOLINA: I mean why not? That would be •••• 

ALAN LBVIN,M.D.: They didn't have money. Justice costs money. 

CW MOLINA: There is no one that could file a law suit on that? 

ALAN LBVIN,M.D.: There have been law suits ••• regards the malathion issue, yes. 

CW MOLINA: Thank you sir. 

.M. BELL: : O.K. I am pretty radical on this. I don't want aerial spraying. I don't want 
ground spraying. I don't want animal testing, I don't want no malathion in the urban areas. 
I want no malathion in my fruit, so that is where I am coming from. 

First of all, I have in front of me a really interesting piece of paper. I have a Quarantine 
Exemption from the Department of Food and Agriculture, dated December 8, 1989 to all 
County Agricultural Commissioners: This is their protocol. It explains what malathion 
is, to some degree, the firm names they deal with. The location, the crop side commodities, 
and regulations for the workers who spray the malathion. 

First of all the crop site and commodity. I was curious, very curious to learn that the crop 
site c5c commodity is all spice bananas, chopote, chiote, cherimoyas, custard apple, eugenia 
fruits, kiwi lichi, logan fruits, loquats, mulberry, olives, upunchia, persimmons, pineapples, 
guavas, sept , sepulta, star apples, tomatias, tomatoes, fumellos, not a Itfregginlt orange 
in the lot. 

That's what they are spraying for. What we can't live without! This is what they have stated 
people will be dying for across the country, and who will be starving if we don't provide 
it to them. 

I mow, I have a letter from Mike Antonovich, to that effect. Now, I have lived with out 
tree tomatoes and pamellos. for a long time, I don't know about you. Actually, the medfly 
is interested in stone fruit, peaches, apricots, cherrys and plums, They have a very difficult 
time with oranges. Right now is not peach time, plumb time, apple time, or cherry time ••• it 
is not the time now, why are they spraying now? I don't want them to spray at all, but 
that is the question I would like to ask. : 

After you get past the dilution rate method of application, frequency and timing, worker 
safety, re-entry interval. This is for their workers. "Do not enter treated areas until spray 

~ residues h,ve dried." So it is safe for the general public, but not for the state worker, 
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how do you figure that out? 

That's their directive. So the chopper pilot has a gas mask on, and the fellow that walks 
on ground to make sure everything is O.K., is wearing some sort of outfit, in suit, and boots 
and gloves. But not the kids, standing out at 6:15 in the morning in Pasedena on their way 
to Muir High School, the boys and girls out delivering newspapers at 6:15 in the morning; 
people were out jogging; walking their dogs; people on their way to work, mothers and their 
young on their way to childcare; and the copter sprayed them. We have witnesses to that 
fact, but, Mr. Spogge says,"no." Fine •• on to number #3. Other requirements to spraying. 

I am jumping a few •• Only ground applications shall be made in environmentally sensitive 
areas such as water. Would that include Silver Lake Reservior, which was sprayed? Would 
that include Bolsa Chica area which was sprayed? They have just broken their rules. Their 
ground rules were broken by them. 

This gets better. It's just amazing the things they don't follow. Paragraph #6. Prior to 
this initiation program, and notification should be made through the public media as to 
the time and areas to be treated. 

Assuming everybody watches television and listens to the radio, I guess that is O.K. but, 
individual property owners should be contacted and advised of the treatments and 
appropriate precautions. Bow many of you as individual property owners have been 
contacted personally and apprised of the appropriate precautions? How m8DY of you speak 
EngliRh? Is it your native tongue? What laDguages do they print this in. Do they call you 
in another language? Do they call the private schools, do they caD the nurserys. It is never 
done, another directive they have broken, that they say they follow. 

At the very moment, right now, my wife and I are workiDg out of the Discovery School 
in Reseda because it is so close to Panarama City, and we have asked them to cover the 
sand boDs due to the maloldn wbich of course we know now, tbank you, that it biodegrades 
tbat malathion biodegrades to malozin, 10 thousand times stronger then malathion, so we 
., listeD, you got to cover the bous, you have got to cover this, you have to cover that, 
you have an these tbiDgs.-

'lbey sent us a letter since we wormed all the parents of the school, that they were not 
interested in gettiDg tbat kind of propaganda sent out to the otber parents in the scbool 
and they were goiDg to sue us. 'lbey feel we are embarking upon a political problem and 
and it is not a health problem. So, that is how we are cIealing with our scbool. So you see 
wbat is happeniDg down here. So, DOW we are getting educated, so, wbich is what they 
were DOt in Santa Clara This is 17 Only ground applications should be made when treating 
areas adjacent to endaDpred species habitats. Didn't happen to Bolsa Cbica. 

If it is so safe, why the concern for endaDgered species? Are DOt homasapiens considered 
rare enough for safety precautiODS? I guess not. 

18. TIle EPA shall be immediately informed of any adverse affects resulting from the 
use of malathion in connection with this program. 

Now, if the Coaty Health Departmen~ does DOt take names, addresses, and symptoms, 
how can they report them? And they have not taken names, addresses and symptoms. 
We Imow. Because tile people that call 1-800 GO TOXIN, to the hundreds, have been telling 
us about their symptoms. and how sick they are. They said they call the County Department 
of Health and Dr. Papenak's staff says, "Don't werry about it, look for some other origin.n 
and Dr. Papenak comes out there, and I have been to several city councils. This isn't one 
of my first, I have been to Norwalk, I have been to Orange County, I have been to Downey. 
And they get up. there and they say, we've only had four people report to us. Obviously 
you all mis-dialed. An~ got us by mistake. 
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110 This pesticide is toxic to fish, acquatic invertibrate and acquatic life stages of 
amphivians. Do not apply directly to water or wet lands. There we go again, i.e., "Swamps, 
bogs, march~s and pot holes", ~ut you notice it does~'t say anything about pools, you realize 
they are gOIng to spray. ObVlously we are not gOIng to get the GRO tonight. We know 
they are going to spray the Valley tonight they are gOing to spray the Valley Thursday. 
They are going to spray the Valley all week long as it appears at this moment. All the 
way out through Glendale. They got like two to three sprayings. They start spraying 
through summer throug~ spring and summer, the only thing in the air are going to be 
choppers. You are not going to see any birds, I am teWng you that now; we are getting 
calls at the 1-800 GO TOXIN about dead birds, in people's back yards. People want to know, 
so they bring it down t~ us. Well, no, we are working out of someones house. We don't 
want a house full of dead birds, but its there and its going to happen through spring, during 
the gestation period. That's whats going to happen to us. and not only that you are not 
going to go in your pool now that you know in June and July, are you? But what about the 
people who don't know? Who will not watch this show? That have not gotten the 
information? And all that malathion after 20 some odd sprayings is settled in their pool. 
What about them? Are they going to be taking a petri dish bath? The big orange has 
become the big petri dish. 

Now No. 11. This prod~ct. This is their directive folks. This is their inter-departmental 
directive. To each other. This product is highly toxic to bees. I got to tell you. I sat in 
Orange County and sat in Garden Grove and listened to Dr. Papenak (not him particularly
but a represenative) and the Department of Agriculture up there saying it was not toxic 
to bees. This is not toxic to lady bugs, this is not toxic to praying mantis'. This is not toxic 
to spiders or butterfiies. They have said time and time, again. I watched them say it. 
This directive says otherwise ••• He said because this bait has to be eaten, to destroy the 
creature it is meant for. It can only be ingested. We know better, don't we? We know 
it is dermally absorbed~ Well we feel better, don't we? We know it is dermally absorbed, 
that much we know. We know better then that, but we also know it kills all those other 
good creatures. What could be the purpose behind that? Well Oscar Singer will tell us 
what the purpose behi~d that is ••• his assumption. and I think he is possibly right. So the 
point is, they have lied all the way down the line, they have broken their own directives, 
I am not sure if this if grounds for a suit, I don't know, I am not an attorney. God mows 
I have been getting calls from all kinds of attorneys, from the 1-800 GO TOXIN number. 
But I think we are on our way to that, and in the final analysis, it says the department 
shall be immediately informed of any adverse affects resultinlg from the use of this 
exemption. Well, how can they be informed if not body takes it down? The good Mr. Bogge 
says the only way to destroy the medfiy is with malathion. Apparently in Florida they 
had not heard that information. They used arsonate ot lead 4 pounds, later reduced to 
2 pounds, and crude brown sugar, 25 lbs water 100 gallons. I am not interested in the 
eradication of the medfiy, but I just want to touch that point, that there are other ways 
to reduce the medfiy population. 

Is there indeed a disaster? We keep hearing different numbers, as to this disaster. I have 
to tell you my favorite. I got a Board of Supervisors County of Los Angeles Letter from 
Michael Antonovich who said, "We must take an aggressive approach to rid our communites 
of these rues. Ignoring this issue would lead to the destruction of over 2 billion dollars 
worth of produce used· to feed people throughout the world. So, we have have gone from 
10 million in 81 to 200 million to 2 billion. They are great with numbers. Since it is our 
money. They never seem to settle, like the medfly. They keep coming up with new 
numbers. How can we· believe them? Lets go a little a little further. He says, "Malathion 
is proven a safe meth~d for eliminating the medfiy. (Which he reiterates what Deukmejian 
says) the dosage being I used is as safe as laundry detergent. Would you want to wear his 
underwear folks? When you get a politician ••• it is O.K. to wash your kids head with 
malathion ••• Malathion has been used for years in Europe by physicans in the treatment 
of head lice in children. We have case studies in front of us, of a child that died, 8 years 
old, 1978 from having her hair treated with malathion. Low dose, once again low dose. 
She died 5 days later~ We have a child that was born deformed, because the 'mother in 
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the second week of her pregnancy, washed her hair in malathion. Somebody gave her the 
advise. The child was born deformed and died a short time later. I've got these stacks 
here. bne of the problems is that we can't lie. Cause we are on the defensive. One lie 
will sour a hundred truths. So we can't afford to lie. They can afford to lie, because that 
is their job. That's the difference.. They are so busy trying to keep their job up there. 
that they are not doing their job. Well, that's fine. I am living in Encino, I'm not getting 
sprayed. But I visited the sprayed areas. I was in Norwalk the other evening, and,! got 
sprayed. So I have got this thing now. So I can join the ranks of the victims. Weare not 
overrun by the medfly. We are overrun by the vested interests of the agricultural industry. 
Thank you. 

PAUL MCCLADI: 1\ly name is Paul McClain. I have done undergraduate and graduate 
in clinical neuropsychology, as well as the biological sciences. My research background 
includes NASA, lfIERCURY,and GEl\lINI PROGRAM, Cardiac De-Conditioning, Bone 
Physiology. I have been at M.D. Anderson Hospital at the Cancer Research Institute in 
experimental anaesthesiology and surgery, Cystic Fibrosis research with Texas Institute 
of Rehabilitation and Research, and I do have a diplomate in preventive medicine as I stated, 
which is a one year Post Doc award, in epidemiology into these process ••• 

In looking at this thing from that view point, what creates a condition and the fact that 
we have not addressed what is safe. Let me address one issue, that's the definition and 
the use of the word safe, which has been bantied'around here. 

In the Code of the Federal Regulations (CFR) 162.10A, states, "It is a violation of labeling 
requirements to make claims as to the safety of a pesticide or its ingredients, including 
statements such as safe, non-poisonous, non-injurous, non-toxic, or harmless, with or without 
the qualifying phrase, "When used as directed." Whether this compound is safe by federal 
regulation is not an issue, because it is defined as safe. It is a class 3 toxin. It's a toxic 
substance, and toxic substances are defined as biologically active agents which poison living 
organisms both plant and animal. 

There is no question that the word 'safe" doesn't belong in this discussion almost. It is 
forbidden by law. It's a relative risk assessment, that we are after. It goes on to state, 
"Pesticide labels merely indicate the degree of toxicity. Based on lethal doses of one brief 
exposure, and do not take into account cumulative effects of long term exposure delayed 
effects, such' as nervous system damage, immune suppression and genetic damage. 

It goes on further, The National Environmental Protection Act, which includes the federal 
agencies we are talking about, states, that, ''The use of pesticides must review thevalidity 
and implications of the available safety data, as well consider, this is a mandate, as well 
as consider the implications of the lack of necessary data before deciding to go ahead with 
pesticide application programs. This is Federal Register. I·don't know what we have been 
debating. It states very clearly in the Federal Regulations CPR 162.10, these issues. And 
further it goes on ••• "Pesticide registration is not intended to be a safety judgment. The 
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, which is the law establishing EPA 
regulation and pesticide makes clear, that pesticides to be registered must not pose any 
unreasonable risk to man or the environment. The EPA further states because pesticides 
by their very nature are designed to be biologically active and kill pests, weeds, we speak 
in terms of relative risks, rather then safety. The introduction of .toxic chemicals into 
the environment does create both known and unknown risks to human health and the 
environment. (that is the statement) If we take that further ••• and we asked about the 
registration of malathion. Is malatbiaD registaed, and bow is it currently being used, weD, 
in fact, it basicaDy is not repsterecL Is is aaly being used under two emerseney acts, one 
of which is typically used to by-pass the regulatory process of pesticides, 90i) of these 
requests are made by llUllWfacturers, and only 2i) are made by lOY_nmental 8pIlCies. 
And let me Cmd for you wbat tbaae state. 

There is a letter from the state, actually that says, "That the application of malathion 
is being done under Article 18, of the P1PBA Act aDd Article 26. Article 18 tbat also 
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requires monitoriDg, and we have not seen any monitoring reports. 

Tbe second way this is being used is Deter a special10cal need. This is section 24C of the 
P1PRA. And this says...ancl if we determine basicaDy that a need uists..we can by -pass 
standard regulation. EPA bas 90 days to intercede. If they don't intercede, in that 90 clays, 
tbe registration is pod for 5 years. Although it has not been through rigorous testing. 
Now you have beard testimony also made by this state, and I can read their euct words, 
if necessary, clalmlne 8DCI using the words, "safe" 'nan-toDc', EPA approved, EPA backed, 
unquestionable data, It bare face lie. I would submit that the state has been totany negligenL 
irresponsible, unethical and deCmitely misleading, and not only to the lay but to the medical 
community as weD, because we are seeing people reportiDg to their doctors, clinical 
symptoms, which tile doctors have been IIII8Ur8d by the state C8DD0t be malatbioa, when 
in fact they are malathlOll poisoaiDg. So we are not gettiDg accurate reports, due to these 
misleading statem_ts made by the state. So we come back to the fact, is this a safe 
compound? ADd you heard in readi. some of these tbiDp, that what -.afety" is clef"med 
by, is no adverse health affects. No 1IIIre .... ble or unacceptable health. does it produce 
chronic effects? Does it produce any harmful effects? Wbat are the risk factors? I submit 
that the tODcological approach, addresses virtually none of these issues especially in the 
acute phase of law daee. We're seeing statistically to mllllJ common symptoms reported 
in 3 years of epidemiological literature that says there are, adverse, unreasonable, 
unacceptable, cbraRic, affects of a harmful nature and tbat is what this law strictly forbim, 
so epin, I don't know .bat we are doiDg here, because these issues were clearly defined 
in the Pederal Replatians. EPA pesticide fact sheet, No. 152, from the EPA, the mast 
current available, sips Cmdinp: TeebDical malathion is a mBdly, acutely tODc pesticide, 
which is pased in toldcity catepry 3 based OIl aral, dermal, and inbaIation routes to 
upasure. Now the dermal route, the skin route, is a highly absorptive route. And the 
state doesn't talk about that. And if we talk about that, we will get into bio-degradiDg 
studies later, which wiD show tbat tile amOlDlu of this tbat can build up and be available 
tbrough contact npoaure, who kilo .. ? We are saying tbe solution dates are 1 to 7 days. 
So if some body pes out and plays In an area, contaminated, over several dltys, we have 
no idea what they ere pttiDc. 

There are many areas of adverse side effects, well defined, adverse side effects. Now, 
can we study these? Of course we can. We need to start out in numerous animal models, 
and animal models that are indicated for the type of study. Some animals have no response 
to some things. Why use them in the study, unless you are trying to prove negative results. 

We need to look especially at the immunological factors. And if you think about the fact 
that immunology is not a word you are going to find in a medical dictionary 10 years ago. 
This is a new field, and what it takes to create an immune response, has nothing to do with 
cholinesterase levels. And yet immune responses can eventually organ damage by auto 
immune development, in terms of thyroid, kidneys, the heart and virtually any organ in 
the body. It affects the vascular system, leading to all kinds of vasculitis and epithelial 
damage, mild cardiac infarctions, there is all kinds of perimeters that immune stimulation 
can cause. We need to look at the hematological effects. We need to look at something 
other then the cancer teratogenic tOxicological perimeters. And if we find what we are 
defining as adverse affects other systems of the body, what is acceptable to us, it is very 
very easy to set up tests, which those can be multiplied by. 

DR. GR~SS: I mentioned before, I would form an opinion here on the safety of malathion. 
I would hke to say that what I have to say represents a conclusion, rather then an opinion. 
and that the conclusion is based on the examination of results on the cancer causing 
potential of malathion by the National Cancer Institute in Washington. 
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The National Cancer Institute (NeI) had carried out in the late 70's, 3 extensive studies 
on cancer project propensity of malathion, and they published their results and all I did 
was analyze their results in scientific fashion, (statistical analysis) and concluded that 
each of these three cases •• well. two sets were carried out with malathion, and one with 
malaxion, which is a toxigen (?) of malathion. In each of these three cases that malathion 
causes cancer, in experimental animals, is overwhelming, extremely persuasive, I also 
carried out a risk analysis, a form of risk analysis and concluded that hazard, risk of cancer, 
as a result of malathion in the diet, is unacceptably high. Now I should say that this would 
be true, even if there were no aerial spray of malathion against the medfly. This. would 
be true for just the malathion in the diet of every American. But EPA (Evironmental 
Protection Agency) does not recognize malathion to be a carcinogen. However, I should 
add, that they have never independently, reviewed the results of the National Cancer 
Institute. They didn't review them systematically. As I said before, these stUdies were 
carried out in the late '10s, they haven't done thisto this day ••• and that's all I have to say. 

CM WACHS: (to Dr. Gross) ••• Are you aware of any independent expert study which would 
conclude the aerial spraying with malathion is safe? . 

DIl. GROSS: No I am not, sir. 

CM WACHS: Are you aware of any study which conclude any independent study which has 
been published and subject to peer review from scientists that conclude that there is no 
unreasonable health risks from the aerial spraying of malathion? 

Dr. GROSS: No sir. 

CII WACHS: Dr. Dahlson would you tell us whether or not you believe whether there are 
sufficient non- pestiCidal alternatives, that could be used during the harmful spraying of 
malathion, to avoid potential disasterous consequences to the agricultural industry, which 
has been used as the reason for the current spraying program? 

DIL DABLSOIf: Let me just make a couple of introductory statements first, so you will 
mow exactly what I do. I actually specialize in working with insects that invade, under 
the division ,of biological control through the University of California; Invasive species 
can be handled in two ways, they can handled in biological control techniques, or can be 
handled through eradication techniques. 

Small infestations perhaps can be eradicated. And I say perhaps, 'can' because there is 
no scientific proof that there is any other eradication project. You can't have an eradication 
project because scientific in the sense, because there is not check plots, in other words 
plots for air spraying. So you never have a control or check to know whether you are 
successful or not. Just as they don't occur in traps, and the trapping techniques are not 
efficient. 

'Date are alternatives. Release of sterile mes, strippiDg of fruit, are both non chemical 
alternatives. SprayiDg malatbion belt on tbe ground is also • alternative tbat can be used. 
When the program pts to the point that they feel they can't handle it, exceptt by 

. appUeatioD by air, I tbiDk this tIleD approaches the point of being iITespaasible, so, I am 
rJrmly opposed to any project tbat gets this large, where they contend the only way to 
handle it by aerial application. 

I should add, that based on the experience that I had in the 1980-1982 medfly eradication 
project in Santa Clara County, which is up north, (near Berkeley), fndt strippiDg • .sterile 
By releases and aprayiDg from the ground was doDe over a very ateasiYe area, and was 
successful, lDltD. some 'unsterilizec:P sterile mes were released. That is a big contention, 
again that is another one of these points, there is absolutely no scientific proof, one way 
or the other, it's circumstantial evidence and I feel that my opinions are just as good as 
the next. 
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Chapter 10 
IN 1980-1981 NORTH~ __ _ 



Introduction to Chapter 10 

The aerial spraying of malathion lasted in Northern California from June 1980 to September 
1982. Helicopters and planes sprayed 2 million homes in 8 counties; the state treated 6.4 
million acres by helicopter, and 3.6 million by plane ..... . 

The state paid to staff $9 million; $2 million in ground spraying, $11 million to trap bugs. 
USDA spent $21 million. Direct costs were almost $100 million. 

The state also spent $18.4 million on air spraying. Evergreen Helicopter Service was paid: 
$7,722,379; San Joaquin Helicopters Service $8,496,642; · Globe Aviation (airplanes) $2.4 
million. $2,000. per flight hour for helicopters, plus stand by time- this added up to $144,000 
for one night of spraying. 

in 1981 the California Health and Safety report stated, "No information would lead to any 
reasonable suspicion of a potential adverse public health impact under the proposed 
malathion use conditions." 

The report also stated ... "That in addition to the literature search contacts were made 
with individuals in the Federal Environmental Protection Agency, the Center for Disease 
Control (CDC) in Atlanta, Georgia, and the California Department of Health Services." 
indirect comments were received from the John Muir SOCiety, the Sierra Club and Citizens 
for a Better Environment. After careful review and analysis of all available information, 
no public health hazard risk was identified in association with the proposed bait application 
program as submitted." 

According to the state's point of view, these organizations were in agreement with the 
state, when in fact, they were not; see letter (this chapter) from Citizens for a Better 
EDYiromnent to Honorable John Vasconcellos, voicing their doubt regarding the safety of 
aerial spraying of malathion. 

in 1980 Marc' Lappe headed HAZARD EVALUATION SYSTEM AND INFORMATION SERVICE 
(RRSIS) in Berkeley. He was given the responsibility of writing a report regarding the 
safety of aerial spraying malathion. In his original report he stated the aerial spray of 
malathion must be limited to pure malathion, not the commercial grade. It is this grade 
which has the greatest potential for producing damage and it is widely known that its 
toxicity is greater (depending on the extent of contamination with more noxious alky-Iating 
agents) than is malathion alone. He also completed the report on the (safe) crawl area 
of a child for aerial spraying of malathion. 

His figures for the crawl area were changed, and his recommendation for pure malathion 
was ignored. He was told to change his report, when he refused, he was fired .••. 

, 
in a newspaper article Lappe asks the question, "It is worth asking what the response of 
any governmental agency would have been if experimental data and conclusions were altered 
in the manner that my report was in 1980? Such manipulation of data and distortion of 
clearly stated conclusions regarding residual concerns of safety might well be labeled fraud." 

EDITOR'S NOTE: See following pages for details on Marc Lappe's position and report at 
the time of the spraying in northern California. 

Dr. Beverlee Myers, Director (1980) California Dept of Health Services signed a report 
stating it was declared safe to aerial spray malathion over a large urban population in 
northern California 

(Continued Next Page) 
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The report listed chronic affects of malathion and acute effects. These effects prefaced 
by numbers from 1-15 of referenced medical journals and personal communications. 

According to this report (by Myers) these journals confirmed the safety of aerial spraying 
of malathion. 

As the Editor of this book, I looked up the journals listed in the referenced section and 
many of journals gave negative conclusions regarding the safe use of malathion for living 
beings. 

Number 3 in the Reference section was listed ny. Iwata", U.C. Riverside. In Iwata's reply 
to Myers regarding malaoxon: "Indicates that insignificant amounts of this material would 
be present especially in relatively cool months, but we recommend that thearea be 
monitored in order to be certain. 

Bdltar's Mote: After reading many journals regarding malathion and muaoxon, plus reading 
Epidemiologist, S. Epstein's court testimony on malathion, and malaoxon, I have learned 
that the breakdown product of malathion is (malaoxon) is much more toxic then malathion. 

My question to you the reader is why were not the journals consulted rather then one lone 
chemist from the University of California through a private communication? 
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THE CONTBOVEBSY OVEll THE 18S1 
ABIUAL SPIlAYlRG Ol'lIALATlDOlf 
AND THE SUBSBQUBRT PDlDfG or 
OP THE RBSIS DIllBCTOll MAllC LAPPE, Ph.D. 

EXCEIlPTED Wl'I'II PDIIlSSIOII paOM 
POUJIDA'1'IOII roa THE 
ADVANCBMDTB IN SCDUtCE AND BDU.CA'1'IOlf 
PUBLICATIOlf 
CBBIIICAL SBIIsrnvrrY AND PUBLIC BBALTB POLICY 
'!'be CliDical BcolaU Debate 
by 8be1ley Bee'""""'" Ph.D., .lou Be"""l, J.D., 
Bacquel Sk~ Patricia unman, Ph.D., Bobert Warner. 

MALAniION: TOXIC nME BOMB 

nHESIS has had a turbulent history. The unit was established in 1979 following the discovery 
that workers in three major chemical manufacturing companies had become sterile due 
to chronic exposure to the soU fumigant dibromochloropropane (DBCP). Legislative hearings 
discovered that while information on the effects of DBCP exposure to animals had been 
published as early as 1961, there was no govemmental system to collect this data and alert 
workers, unions, employers and other state agenCies to potential health hazards. The 
California Legislature established HESIS to carry out this function. 

State fUes, however, reveal the existence of a number of internal problems which 
undermined HESIS' ability to effectively carry out its mandate. A report (unreleased to 
the public) prepared by the HESIS Advisory Committee in May of 1986 states that "certain 
staff have actually refused to work on hazard alerts and fact sheets" and that one staff 
member "spent a majority of HESIS time working on individually funded research." The 
unit was required by Section 14'1.2 of the state Labor Code to "provide reliable information 
of practical use to employers, employees, representatives or employees, and other 
governmental agencies on possible hazards to employees of exposure to toxic materials 
or harmful physical agents." A HESIS publications list, however, shows that the unit issued 
only five "Hazard Alerts" and eight "Fact Sheets" between 1981 and 1986, wi~ a budget 
of approximately $6 million • 

• 
Looking earlier still in HESIS'history, state fUes suggest that there was considerable internal 
oppoSition to those who adopted a cautionary attitude or voiced prevention-oriented public 
health concerns over the potential low-level health effects of some widely used industrial 
compounds. 

The first Director of HESIS was Dr. Marc Lappe.· Among the first items on his agenda 
was the preparation of a report on the herbicide 2,4-D (dichlorophenoxyacetic acid). Lappe's 
team produced a nHazard Alert" which warned of possible links between exposure to the 
herbicide and peripheral nervous system damage. (2,4-D has since been linked to cancer 
of the lymphatic system.) Lappe claims that when he sent his analysis to Dr. Donald 
Whorton, then head of the HESIS Advisory Committee, Whorton prOClaimed it so fiawed 
as to require Lappe's resignation if released. 

Whorton's objectivity as a HESIS advisor, however, was soon called into question. Lappe 
says he received a copy of a letter from attorney Peter Weiner (then a special assistant 
to the governor on toxics matters) citing a disturbing conflict of interest. Concurrent 
with his effort to have Lappe's "Hazard Alert" pulled, Whorton's company, Environmental 
Health Associates, had been preparing its own report on 2,4-D for a private industry, the 
National Forest Products Association. This report, entitled "Potential Health Effects 
Associated With the Use of Phenoxy Herbicides" (available from the NFPA's Washington, 
D.C. office) concluded that "data from valid scientific inquires appear to suppoort the 
safety of continued use of this herbicide (2,4-D) when used as directed." 

-rhe unit, established in 1979, was initially known as the Hazard Alert System. The "Alert" 
part of the name was later removed and replaced with "Evaluation." 
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THE POISONINO OF OUR PEOPLE 

THE MALATHION COIft'llOVEBSY 

In late 1980 Lappe Blain voiced alarm over a possible toxic hazard. This time he reported 
on the potential dangers of aerial Malathion spr~ying for "Medflies" over 115 square miles 
in urban Santa €lara County. In a complex, multi-step analysis of the planned operation, 
Lappe's staff computed the likelihood of a child contracting cancer as a result of the 
spraying. 

The group concluded that the risk was approximately five cancers in a million, five times 
higher than the acceptable threshold of one in a miWon. They based this upon many factors, 
including a child's potential exposure to the pesticide while moving about an area of 30 
square feet, the size of a large playpen. Lappe then sent this computation to his immediate 
superior, and member of the CMA'S Subcommittee on Clinical Ecology, Dr. Ephraim Kahn. 

Kahn returned Lappe's assessment with this handwritten memo: "Note that we've cut the 
infant's craw area to 6 ft. square (approximately the size of an open newspaper] - this brings 
the risk to approximately lO-ti" (a reduction of precisely one fifth, which brought the risk 
to within the acceptable limit). Lappe says that when he objected to this seemingly 
arbitrary calculation, he was told "that's just the way it's going to be." . 

When asked about this memo in a June 7, 1989 telephone interview, Kahn initially stated, 
"There are no such memos. n Wben told of the ezistence of the memo, however, Kahn argued 
that the analysis showing Malathion's safety had been based on "one after another worst 
case assumptions" and that the analysis therefore showed that the spraying operation would 
be safe.' 

According to a record in state files, on December 15, 1980, Lappe and Dr. Kim Hooper 
sent a diplomatic memo to Kahn VOicing their disagreement with the poSition the 
department had taken on Malathion. 

"We believe," the two wrote, "that on the issue of Malathion's possible chronic toxicity ••• the 
data suggest that Malathion may actually have adverse properties only imperfectly studied 
to date. In .our view, the final report could better convey this sense of uncertainty. As 
written, it may give the erroneous impression that all of the data are in, and thus 
inadvertently give a complete 'clean bW of health' to a substance whose chronic toxicity 
is currently being evaluated. n 

Despite Lappe's and Hooper's concern, the Health Department issued its final report, with 
Health Services Director Beverlee Myers asserting that the operation would involve "no 
significant health risks." The decision to o~it Lappe's warning is especially important 
in light of the HESIS mandate, particularly section 429.11 of the Health and Safety Code: 

"Whenever the repository (of information on commercially used chemicals) receives a 
request about toxicity information on any other chemical, in addition to providing available 
information about the known toxic effects of exposure to I the chemical, the respository 
shall also notify the requester of any determination by any state agency or federal agency' 
that the chronic health e'ffects testing data on the chemical is inadequate or incomplete." 

When interviewed, Kahn offered a different assessment of the circumstances surrounding 
the Malathion spraying operation. He stated that the Health & Safety Code section 
governing HESIS would not apply to a large aerial spraying activity, claiming that this code .. ; 
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MALA1HION: TOXIC nME BOMB 

pertains solely to occupetlaaal health exposures "which are of an entirely different 
magnitude. fl. 
Kahn stated that Lappe and Hooper "were not in the business of evaluating projects of 
this type." Curiously, Kahn also said that it was he who asSigned Lappe and Hooper to 
evaluate the Malathion spraying oper.ation. 

Kahn believes that the public was confused about the Malathion spraYing operation and 
that people felt there was a clear-cut division between the "good guys" (farmworkers 
environmentalists) and the "bad guys" (pesticide sprayers, manufacturers, the agricultur~ 
industry). Lappe simply "could not see himself in a position of being on the wrong side" 
and had typed up the memo (disagreeing with the department's position on Malathion) "so 
that he could make it part of the public. record and so to disassocite himself," says Kahn. 

Kahn claims that Lappe told an environmental group, Citizens for a Better Environment 
(CBE), that such a memo had been prepared "so that they could (under the public records 
act) come and say they wanted to see that memo." 

Upon the release of the health department's report on Malathion, eBE did file a public 
records request for the agency's fUes on Malathion. Documents obtained from CBE state 
that Dr. Ephraim Kahn twice refused their request. Kahn denies having refused the request, 
although he states that there were some working drafts of the Malathion analysis and report 
which he felt were "legitimately" not part of available records. eBE files show that the 
group then approached Lappe who turned over the fUes. Approximately two weeks later, 
says Lappe, Kahn walked into Lappe's office with a memo detailing a letter Lappe was 
to write and sign. 

"I was to write a letter which would recant and say that I did not believe that there were 
any substantive differences between what I actually wrote, what our risk assessment was, 
and what the Department interpreted it to be," says Lappe, who now teaches clinical ethics 
and health policy at the University of Dlinois at Chicago. "Kahn gave me the specific points 
the department wanted me to include in the letter and told me to write it and sign it. 
I refused. A few weeks later I was fired." 

Kahn categorically denies Lappe's charge, stating that he never asked Lappe to sign any 
such memo and that it was not he who urged Lappe's reD!0val, but "people above me. Lappe, 
said Kahn, had been "A little bit like a loose cannon." 

ext would appear that Kahn is incorrect on this point. Section 14'1 of the state Labor Code 
states that one function of the HESIS repository of information is to "Notify the Director 
of Food and Agriculture of any information developed by the repository which is relevant 
to carrying out his or her responsibilities under Chapters 2 (commencing with Section 12'151) 
and 3 (commencing with Section 14001) of Division '1 of the Food and Agriculture Code. 
Chapter 2 deals with "economic poisons," defined in Section 12753 as "any substance or 
mixture of substances which is intended to be used for ••• preventing, destroying, repelling, 
or mitigating any and all insects, fungi, bacteria, weeds, rodents, or predatory 
animals ••• which may infest or be detrimental to vegetation, man, ~imals or households, 
or be present in any environment whatsoever." Chapter 3, Section 14001, et seq., provides 
for "the control and regulation of the use of restricted materials hazardous to human beings, 
ani mals or crops ••• " 

HOTE: The complete booklet, CHEMICAL SBHSITIVITY AND PUBLIC HEALTH POLlCY
THE CLINICAL ECOLOGY DEBATE, may be purchased through: 

POUBDATlOIf POll ADVAlfCBMBHTS IN SCIENCE AHD EDOCA'nOH 
Park Mile Plaza, 4801 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90010 
(213) 93'1-9911, Price: $5.00 
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20 January 1981 

Honorable John Vasconcellos 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 9SB1~ 

Delr Assemblyman Vasconcellos: 

d 

BMronmenr 
1 am very concerned about an apparent Department of Health Services cover-up of the 
potential public health impacts that ~y occur IS a result of aerlll ~lathion spray
;n9 for control of the Mediterranean Fruit Fly in Santa Clara Coun~. 
In early December, Citizens for a Better Environment provided ~e Department of 
Health Services ~ith 1nfo~tion used in perfo~ing their aerial .. lathion health 
risk assessment •. The Depar.tment ' s entire assessment W$ c_plettd 1." UYA eN! 
~eek from its inception. When ve attempted to review Department files and staff 
.nelysis on malathion, Dr. Ephraim Kahn denied us access to these public files {see 
my December 12 letter written after Dr •. kahn verbally denied us Iccess). On 
December 1S, Dr. Kahn again denied CBE access, however, Dr. Hare Lappe complied 
with our hand delivered request to review the Department's ~llthion files. One 
~f the documents contained in these files was I staff memo expressing concern over 
the tone and language of the Department's analysis. Another staff memo states that 
~our short time frame precluded an exhaustive survey- of malathion's potential effects. 
This contradicts Director ~ers 17 December letter to COFA Director Rominger in which 
she states that a ·careful in-depth evaluation ft was perfonmed. It;s my understanding 
thet the Department has since forbidden their staff from commenting on the _emo or 
the contents of the Department's report. 
CBE 'Contends that the Department performed I hurried and misleading assessment of the 
potential health effects that may occur from aerial ~lathion spraying. Or. Robert 
-Ginsberg, CSE's Staff Toxicol~ist in our Chicago office, has reviewed the report and 
I've enclosed his December 23rd letter to Congressman Oon tdwards which includes his 
Assessment df the spraying's potentia' public health effects. In addition to inap
propriate conclusions based on the scientific facts, Or. Ginsberg is critical of the 
report's failure to even consider the most likely health effects fram such blanket 
sprlying--severe asthma-like allergic. and D~urolog;cal effects. 
It is apparent that the Department has. caved· into political pressures~ perfD~d I 
hurried and factually unwarranted assessment, and given aerial malathion spray;ng I 
"clean bill of·health- ·instead of fulfilling its charge to let as an advocate of the 
public health. This posture may be contrasted with the Department of Food and Agri
culture's very vocal advocacy of Californ;a agriculture. We remain concerned that 
the decisions on this prOject are not being made on the basis of the facts, but are 
instead J hysterical response to the grossly exaggerated'esti~tes of potential damage 
which ire being made by the Agricultural interests and their Agency representatives. 
Sincerely. 

,,&X ~ ~~;AOA. ? 
Steve Dn!istadt, Research ~socilte 

inclosures 
cc: Assemblyman Art Torres, th~iMman 

Assembly Health Committee 
~ r uSI Street. SUIte 6OC), San F ran:tsco. Calilornia 94105 (41~) 717· 19i1·' 
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The El Cajon trial was indeed ••• a 'land-mark case!' It was the first time Malathion has 
gone to trial with live witness testimony! Renowned Toxicologist, Samuel Epstein M.D. 
Professor of Occupational and Environmental Medicine-School of Public Health, Uni'versit; 
of Dlinois, Cbicago; and President of the Rachael Carson Council, gave live witness 
testimony in this trial held in California (El Cajon) regarding the aerial spraying of 
Malathion over urban areas. 

Not only quoting from the journals, Epstein also spoke out in no uncertain terms chastising 
the State of California for its blatant irresponsibWty regarding health hazards presented 
to all citizens by the aerial spraying of Malathion over urban areas. 

Dr. Epstein's testimony wW become the classic format for all other cities and states (across 
this nation) seeking to fight the aerial spraying of pesticides over urban areas. The 
testimony (excerpted) is presented in this chapter. 

As the Editor I interviewed Steve Eckis, Deputy City Attorney for this case. A bright, 
knowledgeable young man, Eckis was able to lead Dr. Epstein through the trial with great 
ease, having Epstein bring out the most important health hazards of Malathion as well as 
all organophosphates. 

I was also able to interview the Mayor of the City (El Cajon) who helped bring this case. 
to trial. Mayor John Reber said that Governor Deukmejian demanded only scientists from 
California testify and only those designated by him. These scientists were to be from 
University of California San Diego or San Diego State University. 

According to Mayor Reber, both of these schools are state run and indirectly the governor 
pays these scientists their salary ••• and paraphrasing Reber, 'who would want to -go against 
the govemor •• " 

When none of the scientists from these California State run schools became available to 
testify, it was only then the well known Dr. Samuel Epstein was brought in to testify. 

According to Attorney Eckis a new bill is in the works in Sacramento, whereby not only 
will the Department of Food and Agriculture be involved in making decisions regarding 
aerial spraying of pesticides over urban areas but also the Department of Health Services 
will become involved in this decision. In other words, if the bill passes, the aerial spraying 
of malathion issue, would then become a public health issue as well. 

Heretofore only the Department of Food and Agriculture was involved in this decision as 
it was strictly considered a farm issue. If this bill passes, aerial spraying of malathion 
over urban populations will become not only a farm issue· but a health issue as well. 

II. 
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EDrI'OR INTEIlVIBWS MAYOR 0. EL C~ON, CALIPOllNlA 
AND THE CI't'i'S DEPUTY ATrOlUfEY- STEVE BCIDS, AND 
ATTORNEY LISA BAUGIIMAN IN COURT TBlAL or 
MALATHION. 

............................................... _ .... -

mrI'OR: Was this the first time the malathion issue has ever gone to trial using 
live-witness testimony? 

ATT. BAUGHMAN: It was a trial with live testimony ••• live witness testimony. Huntington 
Beach was able to go to trial based on the same statutes that we were, but they were not 
allowed to get aD, live witness testlmaaies, 80 they weren't allowed to have aperts come 
in and testify the way we were. 

In terms of general overview I can just say L.A. went to court with this yesterday, to get 
a temporary restraining order, and I do not know what the outcome of that was. 

As far as we know, out of the 9 cities that have tried to stop the aerial spraying, (I guess 
ten including us) nobody has won a court order stay, so hopefully Los Angeles can do 
something. . 

INTEIlVIEW WITH MAYOR B.EBBIl 

BDrroB.: Who is your attorney for the City of El Cajon? 

MAYOR B.EBBll: Steve Eckis is our Deputy City Attorney, and if there is a better attorney 
in the U.S., I don't know where he is. 

mrroR: Your initial reaction was that you would be able to stop the malathion spray? 

MAYOR: Right. We thought we could, and Steve Eckis (Deputy City Attorney) and I talked 
it over, and he said, "You know, no one has been successful in stopping the spraying." After 
he researched it and talked to attorneys in Orange County and Los Angeles County, he 
came up witI') what I thought, was legal findings to approach the judge and hopefully we 
would get a ruling; at least a stay, to postpone the spraying. The one legal argument we 
thought was excellent was, "They are not going by the law of the State of California. That 
was our biggest argument right there. 

mrroB.: How did you go about getting Dr. Epstein as a witness ••• do you know him? 

MAYOR: No, we had a hard time finding expert witnesses, in fact, Governor Deukmejian 
said, he would not listen to any political rhetoric. He said he would only listen to scientists 
in the State of California that were knowledgeable on this subject, but only the ones that 
he designated. He said, "I will listen to a group of scientists from University California 
California San Diego, or San Diego State University." 

You have to realize that all these people work for the State! So they are not going to testify 
against the Governor who controls their salary, basically. Then you go in front of a judge 
that is trying to become a • Superior Court judge, and he is not going to go against Governor 
Deukmejian. 

mrroa: This judge hopes to be promoted to Superior Court judge? 
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MAYOIl: Yes. 

Steve ~ckis came to ~e c.ounsel and said, "Loo~, I am having a hard time getting people 
to testIfy that malathion IS harmful to the envIronment, to human beings, and whatever 
else." He had to go out of the state to get Dr. Epstein to testify. Epstein did an excellent 
job I thought, and Steve did an excellent job. 

Even the judge said this is a 5 to 6 week case and we tried it in 3 days. If it had run 6 weeks 
we would have a bill of (attorney's fees alone) $250,000. 

EDft'OR:This trial was held before the first spraying? 

MAYOIl: Yes, we tried to stop the first spraying. We bad about a 7 to 10 day period ••• 
We tried for a stay right away, in front of the same judge that had the trial. He denied 
it, so we went that afternoon to the 4th district Court of Appeals, and tiled an appeal and 
asked for a stay there and we were denied; so that kept the trial dates open. So Judge 
Bollman set the trial for 3 days •••• He made his ruling the day of the spraying, so we were 
in trial Wednesday, Thursday and Priday, and the judge said I will make my ruling Monday 
morning (the day of the spraying) That is when we went and appealed it again, filed the 
appeal Monday afternoon, but they still sprayed; and then at the Appeals Court, there were 
three judges there and ••• 

After his (Bollman) ruling we appealed it again, and they had three judges on the Appeals 
Court and we got a 2-1 vote; so one judge voted for us and 2 voted against us to continue 
the spraying. That evening at 9PM they sprayed. That was the first spraying. 

BDrfOll: How many sprays have you had down there? 

IIA YOll: Three. 

BOrroll: Is that all? 

MAYOIl: Yes. Well, I was on a T.V. program with Routhier (this was his' project-he is 
with the Food and Agriculture and also represents San Diego County which made him in 
charge ot tile spraying ot E1 Cajon.) 

Routhier stated on a T.V. program: "In the L.A. area we have sprayed sometimes 30 times 
or more." And I said, "Wait a minute, wait a minute ••• Can you guarantee me that we are 
only going to get sprayed three times? We could get sprayed 30 or 40 or 50 times in El 
Cajon." He said, "I can't guarantee you that you won't be sprayed more than 3 times." 

Then in the trial Betsy, they found 7 Mexican fruit rues in Southeast San Diego. So ••• Mr. 
Eckis said, "Wen, If JOU baYe fOUDCl 'I fruit m_ In aoutheut San Dieco, _by did you not 
spray there, tIleD aDd there!" He says, "BecaUBe we have a sterile fly prGIfaJD Pine on 
at that time In that area, 8Dd If we would baYe .. ,ed we would baYe IdDed the sterile 
fruit mes. Steve Eckis jumped on that ••• llke a hawk looking after a mouse •••• that was the 
case there ••• 

1 kept saying to the press, "Put some sterile rues in here (meaning EI Cajon) and we won't 
get sprayed! Because they don't want to kill the sterile fruit fiies-so why didn't they do 
that to begin with?" 

You know this is a metropolitan area and people just have a couple of orange trees in their 
back yard and they find 3 flies and they go crazy. 

If government says you are going to be sprayed then you are going to be sprayed, and you 
have no say-so whatsoever. I think that is the bottom line ••• and now there is a bill in 
Sacramento, (Steve Eckis was invited to testify in front of the Assembly Judiciary 
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Committee) and he came back and told me that the bm (if it passes) wm require an 
enviramnental impact report plus public beariDp before they caD spray. 

EDrroB INTERVIEWS ATTOBlfEY STEVE ECKIS 

BOrroR: This is a landmark case! 

Aft. BCKIS: Well, it is. 
I 

mrroR: ~layor Reber also said you were just called to Sacramento to give testimony. 

Aft. ECKlS: Yes, I went there and testified on a bUl that is known as AB2644. The legal 
authority, the statutes that let the Department of Food and Agriculture to engage in these 
pests eradication processes expires. on December 31st of this . year. It will be of n~ ~~rth~r 
force or effect, so if they are gOIng to be able to engage m these types of activItIes In 
1991, they are going to need some new statutes in effect. They had introduced a bill earlier 
this year that basically would have extended the existing law; only in my opinion, the law 
was even worse then the existing law. That bill had been assigned to a subcommittee of 
the Assembly Judiciary Committee, and I was asked by the attorney for that subcommittee 
to come to testify on that bill. I think that the new bill that comes out of the legislature 
this year will be a much better bill in two respects: there will be acknowlegment for the 
first time, that this is as much a public health issue as it is a pest eradication issue, and 
that will be evidenced by requiring that the Director of the Department Health Services, 
be involved in this process 'in a very high profile way, before the decision is made to spray. 
That has never been the case. The Department of Food and Agriculture made all of these 
decisions, and DHS wasn't involved at all. That is a big change. The second change will 
be a procedure) change which will require the Department of Food and Agriculture and 
the Department of Health together ••• the Department of Food and Agriculture would issue 
a notice of intended decision to spray and would be required to file all documents supporting 
that intended decision with the city clerk of the city that is going to be affected, and then 
hold a hearing open to the public, to receive public testimony of concern, before a final 
decision. It would give people like me, (who represent cities) an opportunity to put on a 
case that there are other alternatives; that there are better courses of action. 

Then the deCision, if incurred by the Department of Health Services would then become 
a final deCision, but we would still have the final opportunity to challenge a decision in 
format that would enable us to call witnesses such as Dr. Epstein, in an effort to convince 
a judge that this either is unhealthy or in some way violates the ~w. 

The other big change in .this new bill, would be to require what's called a Concurrent 
Environmental Impact Report at least in certain circumstances, and one of those 
circumstances would be for a jurisdiction which is being sprayed for a second time. That 
concurrent environmental impact report doesn't have to be done before the project begins. 
Most environmental impact reports have to be done before' whatever the project is that 
is going to create the impact commences. 

It could be done during and even after the eradication project was over, but at least, it 
is the first step towards ·requiring the Department of Food and Agriculture to document 
the environmental impacts of these kinds of projects. When they have to do that, and 
when they have to involve the Department of Health Services and the Director of that 
Department has to make a finding that there is no health risk, involved here, we are on 
the road to giving this issue exposure in the correct light. When the issues become the 
environment and public health, then we are on the road to a solution, to what I consider 
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to be a serious problem. 

As long as this continue~ simply to be viewed as IIpest" eradication, we are going to make 
no progress because, I thInk the outcome in our case demonstrates that the courts are going 
to be very reluctant to upset 8 decision which they preceived to be the Governor's decision 
because an 'emergency' exists. ' 

Someti~es the gov~m~r w~o has appointe~ that very. judge to office, (although I am not 
sugesung necessarily In this case), has ~ Impact. It 15 tough, it is very tough, for a judge 
to tell the Govemor of the State of California that he wrong. That ••• " I am a judge and 
I am smarter then you and I know an emergency when I see one Governor, and this isn't 
one." That is a tough order ••• to ask some Superior Court judge in San Diego County, Imperial 
County or Klamath County, or wherever ••• that is a tall order for a judge to have to issue 
so •• 

EDrJ'OR: According to Mayor Reber, the judge is being considered for Superior Court judge. 

ATT. BCKIS: It is my understanding he would like to become a Superior Court judge. He 
is presently a Municipal Court judge. 

EDrroR: So this trial was in Municipal Court? 

ATI'. ECKIS: No, it is kind of a funny deal. It was in Superior Court, and he is a Municipal 
judge signed to act as a Superior Court judge to handle this case. 

BOrroR: Dr. Epstein feels this testimony will be widely read, because he said they are 
spraying in different parts of the United States, not only California. 

ATT. BCIDS: When they begin spraying malathion over heavily populated urban areas, 
the issue is really a different issue, and Dr. Epstein was a very articulate advocate of the 
point, that we are reaD t . about a ublic health issue, and we should really be 
thoroughly com ortab e w th the notion that what we are spraying here has no significant 
effect at all; and his point (to some extent he is saying) that it does have a significant 
effect. But even more importantly he is saying, "We don't know, and the studies have not 
been done in a number of these areas, and there are some indications of carcinogenicity 
and other things that deserve taking a look at this just as we would look at any other public 
health issue. We are not looking at this as a public issue. We need to do that. It would 
be irresponsible not to do it." I agree with Dr. Epstein. 

BOrroR: What do you think is behind all this? 

ATT. BCIDS: What drives this ••• is a multi billion dollar agricultural industry. There isn't 
any question about that, and the infiuence" that the industry has on state government, 
because this industry is important to the State of California. I understand that. We do 
need to do what we can to protect this very important agricultural resource that we have 
in this state from damage, whether from this source, or some other source. 

It is understandable why there is concern about this, and for those somewhat politically 
attuned, it is understandable that that industry involves a big amount of money, business 
interests are very concerned about it, and legislators listen to people like that and so does 
the Governor of the State of California, whoever he is ••• former Governor Brown was not 
unconcerned about this problem. He was just relutant to use aerial spraying. Governor 
Deukmejian believes that was a mistake and the answer to the problem is to get in and 
spray aerially at an earlier point and time. That is what drives this issue, at the very least 
that is what drives the issue. The real cynic the real skeptic, would say just plain old dollars 
drive this issue, and there are just people reaping financial and political advantage from 
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supporting this industry. I don't have anywhere near enough facts to start making those 
kinds of allegations, but at the very l~ast, we are t~ing (in ter~s of dollars), a ve~y large 
industry that is very important to this state. To thiS date the Importance of the Industry 
has been allowed by the legislature, and by the courts, and by the Governor to overshadow 
the public health aspects of this issue,. and that !leeds to be tur!led ar:oun.d and I ~hink t~at 
real progress is being made at least In the legISlature now, With thiS bill that IS coming 
forth. It doesn't look like we are going to get much help out of courts. 

EDrroa: Who sponsored this bill? 

ATT. BCKIS: 1 believe it is Assemblyman Waters' bill. The key vote in the subcommittee 
was Assemblyman PhU Eisenburg's vote. He represents Sacramento and is a very influential 
member of the Assembly. He was very receptive to a number of the concerns I had as 
a trial lawyer. He is a lawyer himself. And really addressing all these points 1 discussed 
in terms of the major changes, both opening up the public process and also opening up the 
focus of these projects to the public health issues. He is receptive to all of those things, 
and also receptive to wanting more environmental review done on these things. He has 
so far been a critically important person in the legislative process this year, and course 
we don't know what final form 2644 is going to take, but he is very knowledgeable on this 
issue and I find him very open, very receptive and very understanding of our concerns, in 
that this is more than just pest eradication. 

mrI'OR: Mr. Eckis, if people want to get a copy of the court testimony where do they 
write? 

ATT. BCIDS: We have a few copies of the transcript and have the ability to have more 
copies of them printed. \Ve have taken the poSition that we will provide them to anybody 
who asks at the cost it costs us to have them prepared. 

If someone would like to write for the testimony by Dr. Epstein, they may write to : 
Attorney Steve Eckis, Draw~r 1466, E1 Cajon, California, 92022. Please ask for San Diego 
Superior Court Case No. EC '002333 and enclose $15.00 for xeroxing and mailing. 

The date of the trial was Wednesday May 30th, continued on 31st and June 1st and was 
completed on I Monday 4th of June. Testimony and argument were completed 'Friday the 
1st, about 6 or 6:30 in the evening. The judge took it under submission and he announced 
-his decision on Monday June 4th. The case actually went for 3 days and the case itself 
was completed, testimony and argument were completed at the end of the day on the 1st. 

EDITOR: The Mayor said it was amazing ••• that usually a case like this would take six 
weeks ••• you wrapped it up in three days. 

ATT. BCKJS: That is something to take some pride in, although real trial lawyers would 
not particularly take pride ir:» that. I was under the gun to get that case tried again before 
the second spray which was going to take place on Monday night 4th. If I had my drothers, 
I would have proceeded more like Los Angeles has ••• more the traditional way. File the 
law suit ••• you do a lot of piscovery, you get well prepared to try the case, you go in and 
you try the case and it takes 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 weeks, or Whatever, and you don't just call 
Dr. Epstein, you call Dr. Lappe, you call 5 or 6 other people, and the other side calls 5 
or 6 other people. We had a choice, we could have done it that way, that is what L.A. did. 
But, meanwhile they sprayed L.A. time and time and time again. We wanted to avoid being 
sprayed, so we had no choice, we had to get in there and we had to create a format where 
we could get the case tried within just a few days. And ••• that we did, and some would say, 
''That was a dumb thing to .do, and proof of that is is you lost" •••• but, what we did was we 
felt it was more important
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to take a shot at it, at a point and time when we might avoid 
being sprayed, then to litigate the law suit a year or two later, when you have already been 
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sprayed, so what if you win, big de81. So, that coin has two sides. to it. But we did the 
best we could under the circumstances. The court and Judge Bollman is to be commended 
I .m~an he could have set ~at case f~r trl~ in th~ fall, or in the spring of next year. H~ 
didn t do that. We asked him for an Immediate trIal date, and he assigned us a trial date, 
one week later. 

He gave us every opportunity, every reasonable opportunity to put on as much of a case 
as we could put on under very very difficult time constraints, and I applaud him for that 
I am disappointed in his decision, (I really am), but in terms of the judicial system, giving 
us an opportunity to be heard, this was extraordinary, and this is why I doubt Huntington 
Beach actually went to trial, because most courts, would start laughing. You would say 
t1J would like a trial days," in 7 days or 10 days and the judge wouldn't be able to stop 
laughing. I said that to Mike Bollman, and Judge Bollman said, "How about next Wednesday." 
That truly is extraordinary. 

That is one of the things, frankly, that the Department of Food and Agriculture relies upon. 
They know that most courts can't possibly get a case like this on their trial calendar fast 
enough, and they can get in and get the spraying project in and over with before the case 
ever goes to trial, and they know that ••• that is a huge advantage for them. We made them 
work in El Cajon. They may have won, but they knew they had been in a real fist fight, 
even though they won that trial. 

Some of those guys from the Food and Agriculture ••• one of those guys spent about 2 hours 
on the witness stand being crossed examined by me and I know he went back to Sacramento 
and told his boss, "Look, I don't want to have to do that again." 

EDft'Oll: Who was that? 

ATT. BCKIS: Rex McGee. He knew he didn't want to deal with me anymore when we were 
finished. As It turns out, Henry Voss, is the Director of this Department. The law says 
that the Directer shall sign a statement of decision which sets forth the facts and the 
reasons why the eradication project is going to go forward. 

Mr. McGee indicated, during cross-examination that to his knowledge Mr. Voss has never 
underlined, .igned one of the statements of decision. Mr. Voss is smarter than that. He 
gets Mr. McGee to sign them, or someone else, so that If these things are ever litigated, 
it is not Henry Voss who is on the stand being cross-examined by some city attorney like 
me ••• it's Rex McGee who gets to come down and gets to put up with somebody like me. 
So Voss has never signed one of these. When I subpoenaed Voss to testify, the Attorney 
General called me and said well, first of all we are not going to produce him, and we will 
resist it, but second of all, you don't want him anyway, he didn't sign that decision, McGee 
did. And 1 looked at it, and he was right, and it wouldn't have done me any good to have 
Voss down here, I wanted to beat up on the guy who had signed this decision, so I agreed 
that we would accept McGee in lieu of Voss. 

There seems to be a feeling in the legislature that the ne~ governor whether it's Wilson 
or Feinstein will be much less willing to declare these emergencies that Deukmejian has 
been willing to •••• 

That doesn't mean that we still won't have pest eradication projects, but it will create 
a situation where it is truly us against the Department. When you face off against the 
Govemor, these courts are just real reluctant to tell the Governor that he is wrong. I think 
they will be much more inclined to tell the Directer of Food and Agriculture, whoever 
he is, that you are wrong here ••• we are going to do it this way. I think that is probably 
right, 1 think that either Wilson or Feinstein will take a somewhat different view of these 
projects, then Governor Deukmejian has taken. 

I'll 
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SAMUEL EPS'IBIN, M.D., EXPERT WrrHBSS 1M A COURT or LAW 
AGAlMST TBB AEBlAL SPRAYING 0. MALATlUON 
IN EL CAJON, CALlPOIUl1A (E&cerpted) 

Q. And by whom are you presently employed, Doctor? 

..... ..--..... .................................... -_ ... -

A. University of Dlinois Medical Center and the School of Public Health of Chicago. 

Q. And what other educational training do you have? 

A. 1 have about a half a dozen odd degrees in Toxicology, Tropical Medicine, Public Health; 
advanced degrees in lnterenal Medicine. 

Q. Could you identify those for us one by one and indicate from what institution you 
received that degree? 

A. 1 have a diploma in pathology, which is equivalent to Boards, from London. Tropical 
Medicine and Hygiene from London, M.D., which is an advanced-we qualify in England 
in universities with a degree called M.D.S. Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery. 
And the M.D. is the highest degree which you can get in England with an advanced degree 
in internal medicine and experimental medicine. And so these are the degrees I have. 

Q. That degree was from: London University as well? 

A. Yes. I have some honorary degrees in this country by the way. 

Q. Do you have a partiCular area of expertise that that you focus upon Doctor? 

A. Yes. I'd say for about some three years I've been involved in the whole area of toxic 
chemicals in air, water, food and the work place with particular reference to a wide range 
of adverse effects, including cancer, birth defects, genetic abnormality, enzyme deficiency 
and included among these toxic chemicals as an emphasis on pesticides. • •• 1 came here 
largely to set up, flrslt of all, the first laboratory of environmental toxiciology in 
carcinogenesis in this country which I did at Harvard and the Children's Cancer Research 
Foundation in Boston in the early '60's. 

Q. For what period of tilne were you with Harvard University? 

A. About ten years or so. 

Q. And you were connected in that regard, I take it, directly with the medical school at 
Harvard? 

I 

A. Yeah. My major affiliation was with what's called the children's Cancer Research 
FOWldation, but I had &ffillations with the Children's Hospital Medical Center and also 
Harvard Medical School.' 

Q. Do I understand that your primary emphasis during those years was in cancer research? 

A. There was a major emphasis of cancer research, but there were a wide range of other 
areas involved too. 

Q. Could you share those with us, please. 
I 

A. Toxicological effects of a wide range of toxic chemicals including effects on enzymes, 
including genetic studies, wider areas than just narrowly defined carcinogenesis. 

Q. In connection with ~~e focus that you have indicated, I take it that you've done your 
own research in toxicol~cal cancer areas both; is that true? 
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A. Correct. 

Q. And have you been published with respect to any of those research projects? 

A. I have about some 300 odd scientific publications. 

Q. Could you summarize for us some of the subjects of those publications? 

A. Anywhere from problems of cancer in humans, pathology of cancer in humans to 
carcinogenicity. testing on pesticide~ and toxic chemicals, to genetic effects, to enz;me 
effects, to a wide range o.f matters. m the i!lterface between science and public policy and 
the regulatory area and In the policy making areas. But the emphasis has been largely 
on scientific research in these areas. And I should also mention when you asked about 
publications, I have about half a dozen odd books too in these general areas. 

Q. Are any of your publications in the area of effects of pesticides on human health? 

A. Yes, I think about forty or so. 

Q. And over what period of time had those papers been written? 

A. Oh, I started publishing certainly after the moment I qualified in about 1950. 

Q. You indicated a moment or so ago that you have also worked in the Public Health Field. 
Can you describe for us what activities you've engaged in in that respect? 

A. Well, the object of Public Health is to translate scientific information into sets of 
options which decision makers can make-can make-can make appropriate-develop 
appropriate policies. 

And to give you some examples of these in the late '60's the Senate Committee and Public 
Works asked me to be their consultant on toxic chemicals. And I worked for them for a 
few years and drafted the first-prepared the first draft of the toxic substance control 
legislation in this country. I was asked by them to investigate unpublished industry data 
for its Validity. 

I've also acted as a consultant to other congreSSional committees. Drafted legislation for 
other MRAK commission and frequently invited Congressional Testimony. On the Executive 
level 1 was appointed by HEW Secretary Finch who was the HEW secretary in '68. And 
he created a Blue Ribbon Commission on Pesticides in their relation to the environment 
and health.· And he appointed me to this commission and to chair several panels,. to key 
panels, on genetic effects, birth defects. And I was a member of other panels. 

In addition, the Environmental Protection Agency asked me to be their key expert witness 
in a suspension cancellation hearing on various pesticides including Aldrin and Dieldrin 
in 1972; Chlorodane and Heptachlor, '73, '74. And also I sat in the EPA Committees 
including the Environmental Health Advisory Committee for nearly ten years and the 
pesticide subcommittee for five or six years. 

In addition, I was asked by the Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration to develop in 1973 the first regulations for Occupational CarCinogens in 
this country to include all kinds of toxic chemicals including carcinogenic pesticides. 

In addition, I've acted in the state level. I was on the Massachusetts State Pesticide Board, 
and in addition I've also (under particular idiosyncratic conditions) acted in an independent 
fashion. 

A recent example of this was in relation to the Agent Orange and the Veteran's 
Administration. The Veteran's Administration had denied any causal associations between 
Agent Orange exposure and various cancers in Vietnam Veterans. And I was involved in 
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putting together a Scientific Task Force ~hich revie~ed a vast body ~f liter~tur~. An~ 
we came to the conclusion there was a basIs and causallty and on the basIs of thiS, Dlmentl, 
The Cabinet Minister for V.A. Affairs, reversed its position and is now awarding Vietnam 
Vets with certain cancers a compensation. 

In addition to that I've served on a variety of expert bodies. The founding member of the 
Environmental Human Information Center which was an organization which was to be set 
up in '67, '68 to draw attention to the Genetic hazards of pesticides, from chemicals and 
pesticides in the environment. 

I was the President of the Society of Occupational and Environmental Health which was 
a society which brought together government, management, labor and academia in an effort 
to resolve in a nonconfrontational way issues relating to toxic chemicals. 

And I've served on expert bodies such as the International Agency for Research on Cancer 
which is a branch of the world Health Organization responsible for compiling and 
interpreting data on carcinogenic efforts of cannibals. 

Q. Is the correct term for a, professional engaged in these activities the term "Public Health 
Prof essional?" 

A. That seems to cover it as well a anything else. 
i1 

Q. I take it, then, that you have substantial experience in reviewing the research and data 
developed by others, assimilating that research and data, and providing expert analysis 
or testimony to the variety of recipients that you've testified to including the Senate and 
EPA; is that corrct? 

A. That is correct for some 25, 30 years or so 

Q. How do you divide your time these days amongst these various types of activities? 

A. I would say about 55 percent research, about 35 percent is what I would call public 
service activites to relate'to and include the investigatory type of activity, and about 10 
percent of time consulting. 

Q. Now, in the course of, the career that you've briefly described to us, have you had 
occasion to be exposed to the literature regarding the use of Malathion? 

A. yes. 

Q. Can you tell me what your history of the exposure to that literature is? 
!I 

A. Certainly. Well, in the '·60's -in the late '60's as a member of the MRAK Commission 
this Blue Ribbon Commission, we reviewed a wide body of data in relation to differenf 
aspects of a wide range of pesticides including organophosphates in relation to the acute 
effects, the chronic effects and effects on humans. 

Q. Is there a substantial body of literature regarding the effects of malathion on human 
health? 

A. Indeed there is. 

Q. Generally speaking of what does that consist? That is, is it primarily research done 
in this country? Is it done-has it been done in other countries? What sorts of subjects 
have been researched? 
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mE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

A. Well, it's an international-The data is international, although I would rank America 
as probably leading the world in this research. And it includes a very wide range of areas 
from the acute effects, from the delayed effects, from the effects on nervous system 
behavior, reproductive effects, genetic effects, effects on cancer. 

It's really avery, very wide range of areas including also questions of the persistence of 
organophosphates. But far more importantly on contaminants in organophosphates this 
being a very growing body of data on the critical nature of contaminants in 
organophosphates as determinants of their biological and their toxic effects. 

Q. Are you familiar with the history of the introduction of malathion into commerce in 
this country? 

A. In very general terms. • •• to the best of my recollection it was introduced into commerce 
about 1950 following registration of the United States Department of Agriculture ••• In 1970 
with the initiation and creation of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Environmental 
Protection Agency inherited pesticides, a large number of pesticides, which had received 
prior registration under the United States Department of Agriculture on the basis of -on 
the basis of the data base which in some instances was questionable or grossly inadequate. 

And as you, I'm sure are aware, the current law has decided (which is FIFRA) which is called 
Federal Insect FungiCide and Requirement Act ••• the efforts of FIFRA, among other things, 
is mandating the Environmental Protection Agency to Re-Register pesticides which they 
inherited from the USDA and to insure that a data base for the registration is adequate 
for this purpose. And Malathion falls into this category. It was registered by the USDA 
about '50. Inherited by EPA in '70, and re-registration of l\talathion is currently in progress. 

Q. That is the re-registration is now pending before the EPA. 

A. Yes. Well, some substantial documentation has already been reviewed, but the 
re-registration process, has not been - a decision has not yet been made as documentation 
is not yet complete. 

Q. Are you aware of any anticipated completion data for the procedures regarding 
re-registratton of Malathion by the EPA? 

A. As I believe I may have an opportunity to indicate the Environmental Protection Agency 
has specified a very, very wide range of what they call data gaps. That's areas of deficiency 
of information, and I will itemize these for you. But with particular reference to one aspect 
of this may be the carcinogenicity studies. There was a due date of April 1992. These 
carcinogenicity studies are currently in progress. 

Q. Is at least one ele·. ent of that re-registration process the issue of what information 
is needed before a pesticloe can be safely used? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Can you share with as what information is necessary before a degree of comfort could 
be developed that a pesticide can be safely used? 

A. Yes, certainly I can summarize this. I should mention that as a member of the EPA 
Pesticide Subcommittee of the Health Advisory Committee, I play a role in drawing up 
and delineating some of these requirements. 

First of all is the data efficacy on the pesticide. Obviously it has to be useful. 

The next is the question of the composition of the pesticide. Even although the 
Environmental Protection Agency still does not request disclosure of information on 
ingredients other than active ingredients, there are general requirements for disclosure 
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of information on the total ingredients in a pesticide. And I should explain at this state 
we divide ingredients in pesticides in so-called "Active ingredients.1t By II Act~vell we don't 
mean active as far as nontarget organs like humans are concerned, but active as far as 
the pesticides are concerned, as far as the pests. 

And then there are other ingredients called inerts. Now, inerts aren't-are ingredients 
which are inert in relation' I to pesticidal activity but which, in fact, can be much more 
important than the active uigredient from the point o~ view of effe~ts an? humans. And 
inerts can include asbestos, benzine, carbon tetrachlorlde, propene OXIde, dioxane. A very 
wide range of ingredients w,bich in general-whose presence in general is not disclosed and 
whose presence in fact is critical because the toxic effects in humans may be far more 
dependent on those undisclosed ingredients. 

And in the case of rvlalathi~n, I would say secret ingredient. And I'll provide the basis for 
the term "Secret Ingredient" at the appropriate stage in this colloquy. 

And the question of the in~rts, namely, the additives, the contaminants, is a matter of 
paramount public health s~gnificance. There has been serious discussion in Congress on 
the necessity of complete ingredient disclosure. 

Just to give you an examp~e, for instance, Malathion. There is a -some pesticides called 
Chlorodane and Heptachlor which until recently have been widely used for eradication 
of termites. Now, to the -when you look at the label, you just see Chlorodane and 
Heptachlor. You don't see on the label any reference to 45 other ingredients in this 
formulation. 

The next is the physioc~~mical characteristics of the pesticide. What are the vapor 
pressures? What is the vo~atibility? What is the solubility? What is the stability? What 
is the stability of the active ingredients? Will, in fact, they persist in the environment? 
Will they accumulate in the environment? And how is this information derived? 

In addition, what is the 'stability of the inerts? Again, I'll give you an example. For 
Herbicide 2,4,5-T, which is 50 percent the component of Agent Orange, 2,4,5-T degrades 
rapidly in the course of month in the environment. And after a few months you see pretty 
little of it; however, there is a contaminant. There's a series of contaminants in 2,4,5-T, 
Dioxanes, which will persist not for years, but for decades. So the question of stability 
of the pesticide has to take into account, besides the active ingredient, the so-called inert 
ingredient. 

I emphasize, again, the word "inert" relates only to the effect on target organ species. 
It has no relevance whatso~ver to toxic effects to humans. 

Now, the next physiochemical contribution is the binding properties. Does it bind to soil? 
Does it bind to articulates~ ,and what are the degradation products in the body? Will these 
pesticides-will the active ingredient change or degrade into something which is very much 
more toxic both in the body and in the environment? And that's a highly pertinent question 
as far as malathion is concerned, which we'll come to. ' 

Then the next is the qu~~tion of the method of application. The method of application 
is critically important because it has direct bearing on questions of human dosage and 
uptake. How is it going to be applied? Is it going to be applied aerially? Is it going to 
be applied by local spray, by certified pest control applicator? Is it going to be just for 
agricultural products or d~mestic products? And are there going to be baits and traps? 

Then in general one wants to go into the questions for this pesticide of the information 
on the routes of human exposure. Are the routes going to be by skin, by inhalation, by 
ingestion in our food stuff? And based on this information, it's possible to develop 
theoretical information on the uptake of absorption of the air and water and food and the 
-and maybe the dosage which you or I will get from the use of this. And also what we 
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call the metabolism. How this compound will behave, this pesticide will behave in the 
body. And its breakdown products, and its contaminants, and its additives •.•.• the question 
of ingredient identity- is critical and inerts are critical to the assessment of safety. 

Now, let's move on to more substantial issues, namely, the question as to what are the 
adverse effects, the toxic effects? First of all, as far as the toxic issues in general what 
information do you need before you can make any comments on the safe use of pesticides? 

You need what are the acute effects, effects at high dosage, and you study these in two 
or three species of rodents and dogs. You find out the dose required to produce fatal effects 
by different routes, by injection route, by inhalation. You find out dose, the lowest dose 
from which you can detect LOEL, The Lowest Observable Effect Level, and NOEL, N~ 
Observable Effect Level. And you try and then determine from that the ADI. It's a concept 
developed by the World Health Organization or the Acceptable Daily Intake. 

Now, of course, you also study these things in humans. You base the information on humans 
on the experimental data. You also go into questions of sensitization and allergic effects, 
and also you take into account any information you have had on accidental poisoning. 

Now, the information on acute toxic effects of pesticides has to be qualified by information 
on potentiation. Will other pesticides magnify and potentiate and increase the effects 
of that pesticide? Will there be synergistic inactions between this and other pests and 
other chemicals? 

In other words, if you have two chemicals, one producing an "An effect and tbe other 
producting a "B" effect, and if you put the two together, will you have "A" plus "Bit to the 
power of "A"? In other words, will it be a multiplication of the effects? You also look 
for cumulative effects to see whether the material will accumulate. 

Then moving on you look at subacute effects. These are effects at lower doses over longer 
periods of time. You look at chronic effects, long-term exposure both in experiments on 
the animal and in humans. You look at these, characterize them in relation to the dosage 
to the organs in the humans and animals, and to how reversible these effects are. 

And now you 'come to a specific subset of chronic effects, and these include neurotoxic 
or neurobehavioral effects. These are effects on the nervous system relating in a wide 
range of problems which we can discuss specifIcally in relation to lvlalathion behavior: 
abnormal learning, reproductive effects,birth defects, miscarriages. are there any genetic 
abnormaliti~s which can result in the genetic propagation of adverse genetic diseases? 

And some genetic effects can also be related to cancer. If you produce genetic effects 
in body cells , what we call somatic cells, this can be associated with carcinogenic effects. 
If you produce mutations in germ cells of the testes, then you can induce effects which 
will propagate to the next generation. 

And of course, you get carcinogenicity, the experimental study of cancer in experimental 
animals. 

Then after the pesticide has reached commercial use, you do the surveillance and ongoing 
considerations of safety. Embrace what's happening to the general population. 

And then all in all' as a final comment on information of which you need before you can 
safely use a pesticide, there are certain factors which make you extremely stringent and 
extremely cautious in your requirements for this information. And that is if the pesticide 
is going to be used in such a way as large bodies of the human population are going to be 
exposed. 

If they're going to be exposed in manners which are poorly predictable and for which you 
don't have adequate dosage-dosimetry data for particular pesticides; where you have aerial 
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application; where it's difficult to identify dosage and uptake data and also problems of 
drift. 

That in a large nutshell is the kind of information one needs to have before one can safely 
talk about the safe use of a pesticide. 

Q. You spoke of the need to have different or additional information' if the pesticide is 
to be used over more heavily, populated than over essentially agricultural areas. 

A. When you're dealing with very large populations and with large exposure of the large 
populations, one elevates onels concerns into a much higher order of magnitude. 

Q. Are you familiar with the fairly recent, that is in the last several years, use of malathion 
in more increasingly urbanized areas of this country? 

I: 

A. Yes. 

Q. Is it correct that prior i to perhaps at least speaking very generally the 1990's pesticide 
or malathion was not used in urbanized areas to anything like the extent that it is today? 

A. You're referring to the United states, 1 presume? 

Q. Yes. 

A. Well, in fact, there's been large-scale aerial application of malathion on organic 
phosphates in Japan sinc~ about 1957. And studies in Japan from '57, ••• have clearly 
demonstrated a wide range of serious optical damage, damage to the eye, which I will review 
for you at the appropriate stage. 

And as a basis of this in the early '70's the Japanese government banned the aerial 
application. . , 

Q. Are you famWar with the literature concerning the exposure to the dosage of aerial 
malathion spraying in Calltornia in the fruit fiy eradication efforts? 

I 

A. I think in general, yes. 

Q. Is it your understanding that at least recently the application has been of approximately 
2.8 fluid ounces per acre in a malathion-bait spray that is admitted from helicopters? 

A. My understanding was that it's somewhere between 2.4 and 2.8 ounces per acre. I'm 
not quite sure which of the two it is, and I calculate that to about 1.6 milligrams per square 
foot. 

Q. Why is that important, 1~6? 

A. Well, you know, you and I don't go around in an acre. A.t least I presume you don't. 
You know, when we-it's more easy to understand exposure in relation to more limited 
areas in which we operate on. 

So in other words, if you want to talk about your exposure from skin contact, I think it's 
easier to comprehend it in terms of square foot than it is to an acre. At least it is to me. 
I just find that helpful to think of it in terms of one half milligrams per square foot. 

Now, it's my understanding that in 1981 when we were dealing with the early eradication 
programs, and I remain to be corrected in this, that we were talking about 91 percent, 92 
percent pure malathion. ,Although I really stand to be ·corrected, now I believe it's the 
95 percent pure. So weare talking about 95 percent pure and about 2.4 to 2.8 ounces an 
acre. And J understand th,at the current program calls for a minimum of three applications. 
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Q. Now, this addresses the issue of exposure to malathion itself; is that correct? 

A. That's the malathion formulation. 

Q. Now, does malathion breakdown into a different or related toxic that also is worth 
inquiring into? 

A. Yes. In fact, when we go into the questions of acute toxicity, I'll point this out. But 
essentially when you talk about exposure dosage, you have to take into account three 
factors. One is the malathion itself. Two is a breakdown product called malaoxon which 
is much more persistent and very much more toxic than malathion. And then you have 
a series of impurities in the malathion which loosely we can call thioates, T-H-I-o-A-T
E-S, which about eight thioates are present in the Malathion. 

And it's my understanding on the basis of documentation that I've seen, that the presence 
of these impurities had been kept secret from the Department of Health Services by the 
California Department of Food and Agriculture. That is in spite of repeated references 
in 1980 and '81, documentation by DHS to the need for such information, but that's another 
point. 

So when you're talking about dosage and exposure, you want to know, one, what is the 
malathion level at any particular time. What's the malaoxon level, and what are the thioate 
levels. And you need to have this information in air, in water, in food and in the work place. 
In correction I should mention in review of DHS Documentation in 1980, there was the 
belief, the unsubstantiated belief, that exposure to malaoxon is insignificant. I have data 
to prove to the contrary; that exposure to malaoxon is highly significant, and we are dealing 
with a material which is 25 to 40 times more toxic. 

Q. Well, doctor, let me understand this. The danger, to whatever extent it exists, of 
exposure limited to being, in effect, struck by this droplet on its way from the helicopter 
to the ground? 

A. Well, that's one of them. Anyone of them. The others include, of course, skin contact 
with areas which have been contaminated by sprayed droplets, and the skin contact not 
only on soil but also on impervious surfaces and road where the stuff may land. And also 
skin contact from swimming pools where the malathion will be rapidly oxidized to malaoxon 
by the clear reason of the water. 

Essentially when you drop this stuff from helicopters, you're producing a toxic fog, an 
atmospheric fog of malathion and malaoxon which is generated from sprayed droplets and 
mass fallout deposition. 

And the gas phase pesticides is of extreme importance. In fact, you can identify the gas
phase pesticide in all areas monitored including flagged hospitals. And in any attempts 
to eliminate certain areas from the aerial spray, I can only say minimally successful. And 
in addition, you can demonstrate high pesticide values in shallow stagnant pools in dry 
stream beds, et cetera. 

Now, I should point out that when you spray the malathion from the air, in addition to the 
cutaneous route of exposure, that's the route which I believe is the predominant route, 
there is also very significant exposure by inhalation. And if you compare-if you do monitor 
outdoor air and indoor air, you see that over a three-day period-those are the only data 
1 have-you get a gradual decrease in the air of the toxic fog in the air of the malathion 
level. But with a sharp increase of malaoxon, which is the derivative, which is 25 to 40 
times more toxic. 

And you find much higher levels, of course, outdoors than you do indoors, ratio of about 
eight to one. The levels outdoors are about eight to one •••• But 1 emphasize that the 
implication ••• from reports, ••• namely the stuff just sits on the ground. And the only problem 
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is if you have contact with it. 1 would say that's highly misleading. There are data, clear 
data which show that there's gas phase malathion and malaoxon in the area which is 
gene'rated from spray droplets and mass fallout deposition. 

I should also point out that this information is consistent with some studies going back 
to the 1967 studies by Wolf in 1967 in which he studied exposure levels of people outdoors 
during aerial sprays and ~ople indoors during ae~ial sp~ays. ,He did analyses of dermal 
exposure and skin exposure Wld really found substantIally high levels. 

Now, so while in fact w~. are, as I repeat again, I think the evidence shows that the 
predominance of exposure 'is cutaneous for the malathion-and we don't have good data 
on malaoxon, but I presume it's the same for malaoxon. We have no data for Thioates. 
We have no data that 1 am'aware of on the rate of degradation of thioates after spraying. 
And in general I would say there are some substantial data gaps on degradation on malathion, 
malaoxon and accolating i~purities and in water, soU, impervious surfaces and food not 
so much under model conditions, but under representative spray conditions. 

There are data which suggest that malathion is more persistent than has hitherto been 
considered. Now, one of the major problems in this area is that in which I find somewhat 
strange, is that in spite of, the large-scale use of malathion in aerial applications for the 
last ten years, there's been no attempt-or if there has been any attempt at these data 
I've missed data, or they haven't been published-there's been no attempt to actually 
measure the exposure and uptake of different members of the population under 
representative spray conditions. 

These aren't difficult matters. You can take blood or urine and you can measure the level 
of metabolites. To the b.st of my knowledge this hasn't been done on any scale. To the 
best of my knowledge there's been no studies done on the uptake of the accolating 
impurities. I want to come back to accolating impurities because these are extremely 
toxic. We're not talking about something-there isn't -these accolating thioates impurities 
are the major determinan~ Ion toxic adv~rse effects. 

I find it difficult' to comprehend why" over the" courSe of a year such" minimal information 
on symmetry uptake and ~sure seems to be unavailable. Now, 1 should point out that 
in 1980 DHS di,d attempt to make estimates of cutaneous exposure, skin exposure. 

Q. Clarify what DHS is? 

A. DHS is the California Department of Health Services. 

I was saying that attemp~ were made in 1980 by Dr. Mark Lappe, who is the Director of 
the California-the first director of HESIS (It's an agency thai was set up by the California 
Legislature following revelations that industries, Dow, Shell, Occidental had been using 
a fuel called DSep which has sterlized-which has successfully sterilized most of the 
workers in the plant unbekriownst to themselves even though the industry had information 
on its sterilant effects going back to 1955. 

And as you can well imagine the legislature wasn't entirely impressed by these 
circumstances and set up ,what the signature called HESIS which Mr. Mark Lappe was the 
first director. And Dr. Lappe did attempt to develop some stats on skin exposure but that 
matter is not the point. ' : 

The important point is ten: years after the aerial application started here, I am just talking 
to you in terms of estimat1es, in terms of attempts, to give you a reason to answer to how 
much uptake from air and from exposure, and I find that a surprising state of affair. 

I 

Q. Well, doctor, how impOrtant is this? How important is it that we don't seem to have 
the body of data with reg~d to exposure that you just testified to? 

" ! 
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A. Well, the fundamental premise of toxicology and Public Health is that a chemical in 
a bottle may be highly toxic, but it's toxicity, it's carcinogenic effects may be totally 
irrelevant to t~e population. It's when you let that chemical loose on the population that 
the trouble begins. Then you want to know how much are people being exposed to. 

~d. here we .have large-:scale aer~al a~plication of a pesticide w.hich I believe raises very 
crItIcal questIons of public health In whIch I am unaware of good Information on dosimetry, 
although I do hope that I'll be advised about this. • •• California Department of Food and 
Agriculture will come up with some definitive studies and uptake and associated with 
exposure to malathion, malaoxon, accolating impurities from air, from water, from food, 
from the work place, under conditions of model studies and under' a wide range of 
representative spray areas. And I sincerely hope that such information would be made 
available to the court if they have it. 

Q. Dr. Epstein, what does your review of the literature indicate with regard to the acute 
toxic effects of malathion? 

A. Well the pure malathion, has relatively-has relatively weak acute toxicity. • •• When 
you look at the technical malathion, the technical malathion containing the impurities, 
the wide range of impurities which we briefiy discussed, there y~u have toxicity which 
is about 25-fold higher. Various estimates, but 25-fold higher for the technical as opposed 
to the pure. 

Q. When you speak of "technical," of what-malathion, what purity do you speak? 

A. That's about 95 percent purity, and that's -the technical stuff contains, as I say, thioate 
.impurities whereas the 95 percent or pure stuff contains very little of these accolating 
impurities. 

Now then, you. have an additional factor to consider which is namely the malaoxon which 
is the breakdown product of malathion. The breakdown product both in the environment 
and in the body and malaoxon is much more toxic. 

The malaoxon is very much more toxic then the malathion. It's about 40 times more toxic 
So as malathion gradually breaks down into the malaoxon in the environment, you're dealing 
with a material which is more persistent and which is more toxic. And you're dealing with 
a wide range of impurities in the -in the technical malathion which the toxicity of those 
can be up to a thousand-fold in excess of the toxicity of the parent malathion. 

Q. Now, with respect to malaoxon, is that a problem regardless of the purity of the 
malathion? 

A. Yes, they are unrelated issues, with one exception. 

Q. Pure malathion breaks down in part into malaoxon and creates the very problem the 
impure malathion creates? 

A. Yeah, but there is a little wrinkle on this, and I hesitate to complicate matters further 
still. The impurities will influence the rate of breakdown and degradation of malathion 
and of the malaoxon. See, in the body the malathion and malaoxon are broken down and 
degraded by a series of enzymes called carboxyl esterases. And the impurities will inhibit 
the breakdown, and in this way accentuate the toxicity of the malathion and malaoxon. 

Q. Are there other factors which impact the sensitivity to malathion or to malaoxon? 

A. Yes, there's wide range of factors which you can divide into so-called exogenous and 
factors which are inherent to the individual •. As far as the exogenous, the ones that are 
external to the individual are concerned is, first of all, accolating impurities. These will 
influence the tOxicity of the malathion/malaoxon and exposure to other organophosphates 
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such as food stuffs. 

And as you know, there are organophosphates in fo~s o~ other ex~sur,es to other 
organophosphpates in the environment ,you can, g~t an InactIve effect wlll Increase the 
toxicity of the malathion, and we call thIs potentIatIon. 

, , 

In addition there's a group of sensitive subgroups of the population that include the infant, 
the fetus ~he elderly, the malnourished, that have deficiencies. Particularly infants have 
deficienc~ in the coestraoids, the enzyme that activates the malathion. And there are 
deficiencies in the carboxyl esterases in certain groups of the population particularly 
caucasians. 

I've seen figures saying that up to 50 percent of the caucasian population has deficiency 
in this malaoxon carboxyl 'esterases •••• 1 just know that it is cited that certain number of 
caucasians do have deficiency in this. But I do not have firsthand information as to what 
percentage the average caucasian population has deficiency in these enzymes. And 
deficiency in enzymes will enhance the toxicity of these pesticides. 

Q. Are you saying that there are certain segments of the population that are more 
sensitive? 
A. Correct. 

II 

Q. -To malathion than other segments of the population? 

A. Yes, correct. NOW, it's interesting to examine the questions of the acute toxicity in 
relation to there effects. !A lot of the attention has focused on what level of the malathion 
and malaoxon will produce acute toxic reactions and make people sick. That is an important 
area to consider, but it must be recognized that when you go to exposures very, very much 
lower than these, you can detect other serious public health-adverse public health effects • 
••• you can demonstrate impairment in learning after a time after you've given the rats 
these very low doses of the malathion that the rats forget what they have learned. 

Again, we find that if you do genetic testing in mice at levels below the acute toxic effects, 
you can get evidence of genetic abnormalities in body cells and also in germ cells And 
furthermore, I I think we have to realize the acute toxic doses are very much higher than 
the doses which the Environmental Protection Agency has determined are the so-called 
lowest effect level doses or the no effect level doses. That is the dose of which the lowest 
cases of which you get no effect in the animals. 

'The Environmental Protection agency has not set an ADI, acceptable daily intake, but I'm 
going to throw another acronym out, A PAD I, A P ADI. P ADI is a provisional acceptable 
daily intake, and they say provisional because no data on chronic effects-there aren't data 
on chronic effects of m~thion. And if you relate this to the exposure estimates of a child, 
say, the estimates by Lappe in 1980, you find in the exposure estimates for a child 
somewhere is in the range-I don't know-of thirty times higher than the EPA P ADI is. 
So the EPA Padi's which way look at this level ••• itls acceptable at the .02 ADI that is only 
a daily intake. lIere we' have estimates for exposure of mfants which are thirty times 
higher. 

I 

Q. Exposure of infants under what circumstances? 

A. Just playing around in: a small playpen, for instance. That's even ignoring, and it's being 
extremely conservative,: :just based on assuming that only 10 percent of the stuff they 
contact is absorbed. Ignoring the inhalation exposure. Ignoring the contribution from 
malaoxon. Ignoring the tl1ioate impurities. , 

:! 
So essentially what we l1'le saying is the EPA has set a figure for acceptable daily intake 
which is very, very muc~ lower than estimates of exposure-from estimates of exposure 
from people such as Lappe and others. 
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Q. What are the symptoms of acute toxic effects? 

A. Well, there's a fairly wide range and they're divided into different pharmacological 
types. Essentially you can have symptoms ranging from, on the one hand, most extreme 
is myosis which is narrowing of the pupil of the eye. You can have involuntary defecate 
anorexia, nause~, vomiting, sweating, Salivation, twitching and central nervous syste~ 
effects and uneasiness, restlessness. The affidavits from the homeless show typical 
organophosphate poisoning effects. 

And in this connection I should point out that in 1980 DHS, Department of Health Services 
recommended that after spraying there should be acute surveillance. In other words, th~ 
population should be examined to see whether there was any evidence of these acute effects 
particularly looking at the homeless people; particularly looking into data on emergency 
admissions to hospitals, to doctor offices and to hoWnes. And to the best of my knowledge 
this hasn't been done in the course of the last decade. 

Q. Is there any other discussion in the literature of other acute toxic effects that you've 
not told us about? 

A. I think I mentioned before the Pakistani endemic about Pakistani workers with different 
formulations of malathion. And those formulations with the highest impurities produced 
death and acute sickness. So there's fairly good correlation between the presence of the 
impurities and the adverse effects. • •• But the point about it is that given the fact that 
a group of workers performing basically the same function, some of whom using dirtied 
malathion-and I would characterize with due respect the malathion used by CDFA as dirty 
malathion-using dirty malathin, there were a lot of toxic effects; when purer formulations 
were used there were little or few toxic effects. This really raises the question of the 
toxic impurities, and to the best of my knowledge the toxic impurities in the commonly 
used malathion are somewhere in the region of about 3 percent. 

Now the operating impurities, as I mentioned before, they potentiate the acute toxicity 
of malathion by inactivating certain enzymes which are responsible for the breakdown. 
They've been incriminated in the endemic poisoning in Pakistan, and they've been 
incriminated in the mutagenic effects in studies in mice. . 

• 
And I should point out that we're dealing with a massive data gap here relating to the 
persistence and stability of the thioates in air, in water, in soil and surface, and in foods 
at essential intervals after spraying. And here we're dealing with extremely toxic materials. 

Assuming we do have good monitoring data for malathion/malaoxon after spray~ng-and 
it's my impression we don't have such data-assuming we had such data, what's the relevance 
of that to the acute toxic impurities? We need information on the persistence of the toxic 
impurities. There may be a buildup in the environment. We have no idea. 

Q. What needs to be done in that regard? 

A. What needed to have been done at least ten years ago would have been to have monitored 
the environment for the presence of these impurities and to have monitored people who 
have been exposed minimally. We don't know whether they die or accumulate. We don't 
know. 

There is some suggestion, some data, that when you weather malathion, you will increase 
the levels of thioates. So in other words, when you have a layer of malathion in the soil 
and when the sun hits that, you'll increase the levels of thioates. Now, has this been looked 
into? To the best of my knowledge with the exception of a paper written in about '67 or 
some early stage-I can try to check the exact date-it hasn't been looked into. So we 
don't know how much the thioates have been taken up by humans. We do know that there 
is a paper going back to, I think it was in '83 showing that some of thioates impurities are 
highly toxic to the lung. 
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So we are dealing with a vast area of ignorance which has been allowed to remain in this 
state of ignorance for well over a ~eca~e in spite ~f .warnings, in s~ite of requests for 
information, and in spite of substantial literature building up on the Importance of these 
impurities. . I 

Q. Let's move on, doctor, with that to the neurotoxic effects on the extent of the literature 
in that area. 

First of all, perhaps you could begin by distinguishing the acute toxic subject from the 
neurotoxic subject. What's the difference? 

A. Acute effects are the;llcute carboxyl esterases poisoning in which I described some 
of the symptoms before. The irritability, the anxiety, the sweating, the salivation, et 
cetera. . 

• I 

In addition, there's whole patterns-there's whole series of effects, neurotoxic effects, 
which are delayed for different periods of time, and we called these delayed neurotoxic 
effects, and I'd like to discU$S some of these with if I may. 

Starting off from 1957 a Japanese called Ishikawa produced a series of publications on what 
is now known as SAKU, ;S-A-K-U, disease. And essentially what SAKU disease is is 
information on problems of serious ophthalmological problems in particularly in school 
children occurring about a: year after episodes of aerial spraying of malathion and other 
organophosphates. 

And essentialy what they are, it's a complex of myopia, what we call retinopathy or irritant 
.effects in the retina partiqularly of the optic nerve. As you know, the optic nerve is an 
extension of the brain leading in some cases to blindness. 

••• You inject rats at very low doses of malathion, at such a low dose that you don't get 
any impurities of the esterases. You produce abnormalities in previously learned 
information learning seems to suffer. Have there been any studies of schools of learning 
disabilities in children after spraying episodes? 'rhe answer is no. Is this new information? 
Did CDP A know about this? Certainly. 

Apart from the Ishikawa literatuare going back to 157, the U.S. articles and literature on 
learning effects in rats going to 176, The Department of Health Service in 1981 warned 
of the need for these tests. EPA in its pesticide fact sheet in 1988 said therels a data gap. 
We donlt have enough iniormation here. California Department of Food and Agriculture 
in a toxicology summary from 186 to 188 said quote data gap. No study even on file. 

Q. Are there effects evident upon blood indicated from the literature? 

A. Certainly. 

Q. What are they? 

A. Again, DHS in 1981 warned about the need to be careful for hematological problems. 
And the major data gap here is we haven't had any single follow-up studies of population 
who have been sprayed to: look at acute problems such as anemia and delayed hematological 
effects such as aplastic &:nemia, which is anemia from the toxic effects on bone marrow 
which has a high fatality rate. About 35 percent of people die. 

There was a publication in 1981 of a series of children exposed domestically to 
organophosphates including malathion with results on aplastic anemia and leukemia in the 
open literature. ; I 

There are recent studies and effects of extremely low levels of malathion and malaoxon 
on the ability of several cells in the bone marrow to form colonies which result in the 
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formation ~f red. blOOd c~. It's What we call colony formation or the technical term is 
b~t-formmg umts, erythroId. In other Words, these -are early cells that develop into red 
blOod c~ and other cells that develop into white caUs. And malaoxon and malathion are 
cle~ly In very, very low concentration very toxic to these, shown to be very toxic in these 
studies. 

~. What ne~cIs to be done in terms of the study of this effect? \Vhat would be involved 
m an approprIate study? 

A. Well~ what should have been done at least ten years ago would have been to have 
developed surve~ce programs for people exposed, children and others exposed, to have 
looked at a very Wide range of effects which are being clearly documented in the literature 
inclUding the neurobehavioral effects. 

And frankly, as a p~c health professional, I'm distrubed that in Spite of the warnings 
of DHS that I think m. ~ 980, '81 took a very responsible position in this area; CDF A 
appar«:ntly w~ not suffICIently persuaded to develop or to organize the development of 
such InformatIon and to proceed with mass aerial spraying in the absence of this 
information. 

Q. Let's move on to the area of reproductive effects that you mentioned in your summary. 

A. Again, DHS in 1980, '81 warned of the need for surveWance of reproductive effects, 
the monitoring of the local hospitals, spontaneous abortions, birth defects. 

And there has been one study, in fact, in California on birth defects and on miscarriages. 
The birth defect data showec really 110 effects. The miscarriage - the birth defect data 
show, I would say arguably effects, arguably to minimal. I didn't find them very impressive 
or persuasive. 

However, CD FA in 1986 to 1988 stated that there are data gaps in this area; that we don't 
have adequate information in this area as indeed to the EPA fact sheet of 1988. So·there 
is general recognition of the need for more information in this area. 

Q. Doctor, 'youlve indicated that there is data which establishes concern regarding genetiC 
effects. 

A. Well, again, DBS in 1981 based on the detailed review of the cited literature stressed 
the need for more studies for uncertainty in the area and for detailed review. 

Now, by 1983 the International. Agency for Research and Cancer recognized even then 
that there was, and I quote, "Limited evidence of genetic abnormalities incuding 
chromosome &.berations. Following evidence of chromosome damage, following admissions 
to aberations, about a few years later the EPA pesticide Fact Sheet talked &.bout data gaps 
here. And we now come to the very important study by Saldory in 1988 in 1988 that showed 
that you take mice and put malathion on the skin at levels at which you don't get coesterases 
inhibition. But you can get damage, chromosomal damage to body cells, bone marrow cells, 
and also to germ cells. 

And Saldory emphasized the role of the thioate impurities, the accolating impurities, 
because he contrasted-he used technical malathion in his study, and he contrasted his 
studies with earlier studies in mice in which they used pure malathion in which they didn't 
find these effects. 

CDFA in 1986-in 1988 joined with the EPA in admitting that there were data .gaps in the 
chromosome study ••• EPA again in '88, the toxicology review of EPA and malathion stressed 
the need for more information on genetic effects. 
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And most recently Hooper, who is the -Chairman Hooper of DHS who is the chairman 
of the State Public Health ~ffects Advisory Commmittee Review which issued its report 
in April 1980 recognized that malathion produces. ch~o,mo~om~ ~amage in a wide range 
of systems, and quotes-and if I may quote from him, It s disquieting to. have these results. 
He stressed the potential for ~alathion to be far more harmful than preViously suspected. 

Q. Before you go to summary, I am going to show you a document which we've marked 
as 19, which I believe you'v~, had a chance to review. It was obtained through my office 
from theDepartment of Health Services. This is the report of that department from the 
committee chaired by Hooper from April of, I believe, you said in your testimony 1980, 
but 
A. April '90. 

Q. Speak to us a moment, if you will, about the concern expressed in that report that gives 
you the most pause about the~ safety of malathion insofar as genetic effects are concerned. 

A. Well, I have basically said that the technical malathion is the material that damages 
chromosomes as studies in animals and cell cultures. That review of the literature shows 
that commercial malathion can produce these effects in humans although direct evidence 
from epidemiological studies :~s lacking. 

He pointed out that there's v~ry clear evidence of the genetic damaging effects of technical 
malathion in several studies; in animals in which administration by skin application or by 
injection produces significant chromosomal damage to bone marrow cells and to cells in 
the testes and so on and so forth. 

There was an interview by Dr. Hooper in the Los Angeles Times, and I have 
the copy of the Los Angeles Times, which quotes from Dr. Hooper saying: "It's disquieting 
to have these results. The existing studies indicate a potential for malathion to be more 
harmful to humans than pre'10usly suspected. II 

Q. Doctor, let's turn to the carcinogenci effects of malathion and the state of the literature 
as you have reviewed it. Is there clear evidence in the data that you have and the literature 
that you've reviewed regardi~ evidence of carcinogenicity from malathion? 

A. The major I carcinogenicity tests that have been done so far were conducted by the 
National Cancer Institute in 1978 and in 1979 on malathion and malaoxon. These 
carcinogenicity tests found what one could describe as highly suggestive evidence of 
carcinogenic effects. , 

For instance, in the 1978 study of malathion they found a statistically significant increase 
in thyroid tumors in the female rats and an excess of liver cancers in the male mice. In 
the 1979 study on malathion they found an excess of rare adrenal tumors in the rats. In 
1979 with malaoxon there ,was similarly an excess of statistically significant excess of 
thyroid tumors in rats; however, the National Cancer Institute categorized these as no 
evidence of carcinogens or not carcinogenic. . 

, 

About 1984 a pathologist working for a branch of the National Cancer Institute called Melvin 
Reuber examined the histol~y of the actual sections. He didn't do a paper review of the 
National Cancer studies. He re-examined the actual sections and came to theconclusion 
that there were gross deficiency in the report and the National Cancer Institute study. 
And, in fact, there was a hig~ incidence of cancer in many of these studies. 

Now, Reuber's report was ~~iticized from a varieties of grounds one of the grounds being 
that it hadn't been accepted for a peer review in any reputable journal. Lo and behold 
towards the end of '84 he submitted his publication to a highly prestigious journal called 
Environmental Research which has teams of peer reviewers. And I got the study by Reuber 
to review towards the end of 1984. • •• and I recommemded its publication, and it was 
published in 1985. ! I 
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That set in train a motion of other events including the fact that they Environmental 
Protection Agency by 1988 in its document relating to the registration standard called the 
pesticide fact sheet talked about-referred to the findings of the National Cancer lnstitute 
as being questionable and said that new studies were needed. 

Similarly, California Department of Food and Agriculture in its summary of the 
toxicological data talked about the carcinogenicity tests in mice being inadequate. 

Similarly, in 1989 the chief toxicology reviewer of EPA challenged the prior claims. Claims 
it was-NCI claims it was negative and emphasized the need for new data. 

Similarly, Dr. Tinsworth, who is in charge of the special review and registration section 
in Modesto, California, Department of Food and Agriculture stated the carcinogenicity 
studies of malathion in the rat and malaoxon in the rat$ were not acceptable, and these 
are now being retested. And, in tact, the National Cancer Institute has recognized the 
inadequacy of these studies, is retesting malathion and malaoxon for carCinogenicity, and 
the tests are in progress. The due date of April 1992. 

So the data gap is as follows: We do not have reliable carCinogeniCity tests on Malathion 
and Malaoxon, both technical and pure and on the thioate derivatives. And we do not have 
satisfactory long-term epidemiological studies on organophosphate workers. So to be 
minimally conservative, to be minimal and to be conservative, one could say the jury is 
out on carcinogenicity of malathion/malaoxon, and we not have more definitive data until 
April 1992. 

There are mildly suggestive data from the Reuber publications and elsewhere and to 
consider, let alone implement, large-scale aerial spraying of a compound or' set of 
compounds for whom the carCinogenicity data to be charitable is just-well, is to my mind 
rues in the face of all basic tenets of public health. 

Q. Doctor you've reviewed for us at length a number seven, eight, nine, something like 
that, principle areas of concern that you have about the existing literature and existing 
data as well as what you have described as substantial data gaps. 

Based upon the work that you have performed on this subject, have you formed an opinion 
with regard te the risk to the Public Health of engaging in an aerial program of the spray 
of malathion-bait of the type which has now been conducted once in El Cajon and is proposed 
for at least two more applications? 

A. Well, based on some thirty years experience and as advisor to decision-making bodies 
and at executive and legislative levels, and I'm choosing my words with caution, I can only 
characterize this program as demonstrating reckless irresponsibility. 

1 say this for some reasons which I've given already, and all the more so in view of the fact 
that warnings, explicit, unequivocal warnings on the need for information in many of these 
areas was clearly articulated by the Departrment of Health Services in 1980. Substantial 
literature has grown up since 1980. 

Both CDFA and EPA fully admit the existence of data gaps, and this-on the one hand. 
And on the other hand to contemplate-it's not as if we're talking about small-scale spot 
applications in one narrow area. To contemplate large-scale aerial applications of this 
compounded by the lack of exposure and dosage and surveillance data, compounded by t~e 
lack of any informational system for surveillance for acute effects for looking at the chroniC 
effects, compounded by the suppression of information by CDFA from the DHS of highly 
toxic impurities, 1 think that I can only restate my serious misgivings in this area, and to 
restate that I believe it reflects, and I hesitate to use harsh words of this kind, reckless 
irresponsibili ty. 
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The July 7th 1990 Edition of the Los Angeles Times head!-ines a story: "CrrY, STATE, 
MALATIDOM PBUD HEADS POR COURT." It seems Councllman Joel Wachs had a sample 
of the malathion (used for aerial spraying) tested and the lab found over the state limit 
levels of nickel, lead and chromium. 

When the state found out that Treusdail Lab was testing this mix for the city they demanded 
the lab turn over samples to them with threat of jerking their license if their demand was 
not met. 

The state then tested the samples they received and found apprOximately what the lab 
had found, however, when the state talked with news media, they gave a different story, 
making the public think that the city w~ possibly "over-reacting." 

Dr. Jack Thrasher, Ph.D. a pesticide and toxic chemical expert gives us his opinion on the 
lab's findings. 

Greg Nelson, Councilman's Wach's aide, is interviewed and he tells the entire story of what 
happened to the lab after it found an over-the-limit amount of lead, nickel, and chromium 
in the sample they had been given for testing. 

A char: Dy the Treusdail Lab on this test is displayed showing lead, nickel and chromium 
levels. Shown also in this chapter is a list of impurities found in the formulation of the 
malathion, which were "secret ingredients" in the mix. The interesting thing about the 
"inert" ingredients is that they are inert to insects but are very toxic to humans! 

Rufus Young, Jr. Attorney at Law for the Cities of Azusa, Alhambra and Pasadena has 
found some legal loopholes the state missed. Por instance, the state is allowing helicopters 
to fiy at a speed under the PAA legal limit. The EPA law in the Federal Insecticide, 
Pesticide 8I}d Rodenticide Act states it is illegal to spray over cities that get their water 
supply from aquifers. EPA documents reveal that malathion is mobile or highly mobile 
in sandy and sandy loamy soils. Guess what kind of soils are over the aquifers in the City 
of Alhambra and Asusa? ••• Sandy and sandy loamy soils! 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS COUNCILMAN JOEL WACHS'S AIDE, 
GREG NELSON ON (OVER-THE-LIMIT) MICKEL, 
LEAD AND CIIBOMIOM PlNDINGS IN THE MALATHION 
SPRAY MIX AND THE STATE'S 'STRONG ARM'TACTICS 
TO SECURE TIDS INPORMATlOIf PROM THE LAB. 

EDITOR: Is it true the state went to Treusdail Lab (the lab testing for heavy metals in 
the malathion spray mix for the City of Los Angeles)... and said something like, 'if you 
don't give us this information we won't register your lab the next time around?' 

G. NELSON: Well, in so many words, that is part of the complaint that we filed with the 
Attorney General's office ••• that the Department of Health Services sent a couple of people 
from its licensing division down there demanding copies of all the work they had done for 
the City of Los Angeles, and in so many words, I guess the implication was... "Give it to 
us or your license may be in trouble." 

Our attorneys immediately chased off those Department of Health Services people and 
then complained formally the next day to the Attorney General. They violated a number 
of things including ••• (there are a lot of fancy words for it) but basically when attorneys 
request some information from a lab like that for use in a law suit, there is a special 
privilege that is involved in that. 

No one, especiaJ1y tbe person you lII'e suiJIg, can come down there and strong-arm their 
way in to get that information. So there is a lot of ethical and legal questions that have 
to be resolved, and a formal process requires a letter of complaint to the Attorney General 
and that has been done. 

EDITOR: Didn't this lab retract their statement by saying the legal amount of lead, nickel 
and chromium found in the mix was indeed within the state's allowable limit according 
to Prop 651 

G. NELSON: No! They never did, and in fact the reverse is actually true. The samples 
that we analyzed, the state had half of the same sample that we did. So after Treusdail 
Lab gave their analysis, the state went off and hurriedly did their analysis. Their's was 
almost identical to ours, except a little bit lower levels on certain things, but nevertheless 
showed those levels significantly exceeding PropoSition 651imits. 

What then got mis-recorded in the media ••• according to the media , and I have stood next 
to our attorneys as they have tried to explain this to the media, (time and time again), 
is that Treusdail Lab never reversed or retracted any of its information. . 

Also when Treusdail released his report, we explained that the results were preliminary 
as far as chromium was cOJ'cerned, and that extensive additional testing had to be done 
to see if the kinds of chromium that is in there was the kind that was on the banned list, 
(the Prop 65 list) and so when we did some of that testing" we found out the chromium 
was not of that type, but they were going to do some additional extensive studies, to see 
if that is the bad type, (they call it chromium 6) to see if that was in there, and so somehow 
all of that got twisted in the media and possibly repeated by other media people that 
Treusdail had retracted ••• 

EDITOR: That is what I saw in the paper up here. 

GREY NELSON: The frustating part for us, is that when we are in court, or when we're 
sitting in private meetings with the state, they admit to all of this, they admit that their 
findings are the same as ours. They admit all that, but then they go out and talk to the 
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media and they lie, and that is extremely frustaling to us. Again, I sat next to our attorney 
talking ·to the media saying, "They (the state) are not telling the truth, this is the truth." 

And then t~e reporters go .over to ~he state peo~le, and ~tate people say, "The city is lying. II 
So the media gets caught In the middle, not having the time or energy to figure out exactly 
what is the truth ••• And Treusdail Lab can't talk directly to the media, (because you always 
run the risk of "leaking" confidential information that is important to our law suit). This 
lab did this study for ow attomeys, certainly not for the state. 

EDITOR: But the state acted as though they had the right to go into this lab and get the 
results from them, even before you had them! 

G. NELSON: We were going to present this information to them (state) in court. The same 
way they were going to present their information to us in court. But apparently they wanted 
to find out before-hand what it was ••• so, in so many words, or in so many ways ••• if it was 
spelled out or inferred or whatever, the owner of Treusdail Lab called up our attorney and 
said, "What do I do, they are going to pull my license if I don't give them this information 
and put me out business?" . 

EDITOR: They were using intimidation. 

G. NELSON: It was really strong armed tactics. 

EDITOR: So ••• the lead and the nickel found in the mix was in fact over the allowable 
amount according to Prop 65? 

G. NELSON: Oh yes! The state confirmed that with their separate studies too. 

EDITOR: But the state didn't say that to the media? 

G. NELSON: No. We said it to the media, but they won't say it. What the state kept saying 
is ••• it is not harmful ••• and we kept saying ••• "That is not the issue before the court, the 
issue is whether or not it exceeds Prop 65." What we were also saying is Prop 65 does not 
apply to the State of California; and what we have also been saying is whether or not Prop 
65 legally applies to the State of California ••• doesn't it seem ••• if nothing else, morally 
wrong for the state to be punishing private business people, whose activity exceeds the 
limits set in Prop 65 ••• but the state knowing that their activities also exceed those 
limits ••• go ahead and do it, because they can legally do it! It is just contradictory and it 
is morally wrong. In fact, that is what the state is doing. They are saying, ttyes, we exceed 
Prop 65, but ••• despite the fact that Prop 65 says anything over these levels is bad, we don't 
really think it is bad. We are special. We are different." So what the counsel said coming 
out of that particular court session, "My God, what the State Attorney General's Office 
is doing is beginning to "gut" this whole ordinance, because how can they now go in and 
prosecute some other private business man who may have lead, or nickel or chromium 
exceeding PropOSition 65. 'How can they go in and charge that what you are doing is 
dangerous, when they just got through arguing that it wasn't dangerous. Tbe praponent 
of Prop 65 is the Attorney General himself, Jobn Van de Kamp!" 

EDITOR: Thank you so much Mr. Nelson for this very enlightening interview and for giving 
us the truth regarding the nickel, lead and chromimum findings in the malathion spray! 
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TRBUSDAIL LABORATORY JlBPORT-TUSTIN, CALIPORNlA 
rOR CHROMIUM, NICKEL, AND LEAD-rOR THE CITY or LOS ANGELES 

Lep,l I •• u. 
~e le,al iaaue of expoaure without clear and 

reaaonable warning ariaaa purauant to carcin0gen and raproductive 
toxicity re,ulatory liaita .at undar Propoaition 65 (Cal H'S Code 
1252.'.6: 22 CCR II 12'11(a)(2), 1ZI05(b)]. 
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(CCR Title 22 Method) 
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p[PPP,itiAn 65 B'qulltAry Limit. 

Carcinogens: 

aeproductive 
Toxin: 

Chromiua (hexavalent) 
Nickel aubaulfide 

Lead 

.001 \I, per .a, 

.4 11, par day 

.1 U9 par da, 
.At thia ti.a, our preliainary laboratory data baa not apeciated, 
in a preci.e .annar, the ionic chroaiua detected. Hence, further 
analyaia vill be required to detaraine whethar or not the ioniC 
chromium containa helxavalent chroaiua. 

mrI'OR'S ROTE: The best toxicology center in the country is at the University of 
Tennessee. Plutonium is listed as most toxic; it comes in on their scale at 1900+, mercury 
1600 and nickel 600. According to David Eggleston, DDS (Professor University of Southern 
California) IIMlcke1 is used routinely by tbe Natioaal cancer Centers to induce cancer in 
laboratory animals to study cancer. Mickel is the most allergenic metal known. There 
are more people allergic to nickel then all other metals combined." 

According to Endodontist, James Ouye, "Before you bave uy disease process you must 
first bave a disturbed 'electromagnetic field.' Many things can disturb this field. For 
instance, bad bacteria, fungus, virus's, poisons, inflammatory process, osteioitis, caused 
by poisons such as is found in pesticides (malatbion, etc.) radiation and toxic dental 
materials." 

From a lecture before the '''holistic Dental Association, Eggleston further stated "The 
Chinese 3,4, 5,000 years ago did not have formaldyhde, mercury in their teeth, malathion! 
and all the different things we are exposed to now, polyesters, etc. '!bese seem to be the 
things that are effecting these meridiaDs. ft 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Following is a drawing of man's electromagnetic field which Dr. Ouye 
refers to. According to Dr. Ouye, when this field is interferred with a disease process 
can then begin in the body. Also shown here is a drawing of different meridians of the 
body. This is referred to by Dr. Eggleston in his lecture above. A ~"~~~~] 
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IMTEIlVIBW WITII JACK TIl. ASRBR, Ph.D 
BBGARDDfG TBB BMRBODCY IKJURCTION 
COUBcu,MAN WACHS WAS ABLE TO PLACE AGAIRST STATE (.July 5, 1990) 
POR (OVER SAPE LIMIT OP) BEAVY METALS POUND IN MALATIDOlf SPRAY 

mrroR: What are the concentrations of lead, nickel and chromium found in the malathion 
spray? 

DR. TIIBASIIEIl: They aren't releasing the concentrations found until they have a meeting 
with the state Tuesday. 

EDrroR: Who found it out? 

DR. TIIB.ASIIEB.: Councilman Joel Wachs had a test done. 

EDITOR: Why wasn't this done before? 

DB.. TIIB.ASIIEB.: The state has always found negative results. They reported negative 
results. 

Somehow the City Council got hold of some samples from the last spraying and they found 
.heavy metals, chromium, nickel.and lead ••• above the state's allowable standards. 

EDlrOR: Would you find small amounts of these heavy metals in the concentration of 
the regular "technical" grade malathion? 

DR. THllASIIEIl: Yes, they would more then likely be there; you would have to look for 
·them. They use various types of heavy metals as catalysts in the organic chemical process. 

mrroR: Nickel causes cancer. 

DR. TIIRA8IIBB: So does Chromium •••••• chromium is extremely carcinogenic. 

mrroB.: I am in shock. 

• DB.. TIIRA8IIBB: I am not surprised. It is a hell of a contamination load. 

A list of impurities show numbers 3,4,5,12 and 13... (phosphorodithioates) are several fold 
more toxic than the Malathion. It is a hell of a contamination load. These are contaminants 
from the production process and these are severe immuno-toxins. (See next page for list 
of impurities-Editor's Hote). . 

Kathleen Rogers, Ph.D., University of Southern California, has been working on this group 
of compounds. She works with the Phosphorodithioates They are several fold more toxic 
then the malathion. It is contaminated with 596 of these materials. 

EDrroB'S NOTE: See Dr. Kathleen Roger's paper (on effects of Malathion on immune 
system) following this interview. 

1 wonder how real this list really is now that Joel Wachs and that group have found other 
things that aren't really on this list. 

The chromium and nickel are also immuno-toxins, so is the lead. There are research papers 
published on human beings showing that these things cause damage to the human immune 
system; so not only do they have malathion, but they have these phosphorodithioates ••• and 
now we have other things added to the impurities. 
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EDITOR: Now the total amount of these impurities exceeds 596? 

DR. THRASHER: Sure. It is a hell of a contamination load •••• this is a minimum figure, 
I dontt even know how real these figures are ••• these are the figures the State will admit 
to. 

Another thing... This also smacks of mislabeling. For example •• these chemicals ought 
to be on the label as ingredients, and since they are not on the label I would say this is 
mislabeling ••• so this is an adulterated product. These are listed as inert ingredients; they 
are NOT INERT! They are all toDe! 

In front of a jury we could prove that this is mislabeling ••• an adulterated product. Now 
this is under Food and Drug laws ••• you can prove that. Under the EPA regulations, (they 
were suppose to in 1978, even up through today) they were suppose to be retesting and 
reporting all this information to the EPA ••• what is in their product. And I will lay you odds 
the company has not done it. 

EDITOR: Wonder how we could find that out? 

TIIRASIIER: Go to EPA under FIA (Freedom of Information Act). 

Find out what has been registered by the company as ingredients in their particular pesticide 
and if these impurities have not been listed as ingredients, it is an adulterated product. 
That is my estimation of it. 

Another thing we don't know is ••• if these impurities are percent by volume or percent by 
weight ••• and this is important •••• and how many replications of this have they also ~one? 

How many batches have they studied in this manner? Is this only one batch they have 
studied? Is it a summary of several batches? If this is only one batch, what is the varietally 
uetween batches? 

The State is playing some dangerous games. They are dealing with very toxic chemicals. 

mrroR: Tht! state is trying to poison us! 

DR. THBASIIEB.: Absolutely! 

L.A. Loses Bid 
to Halt Spray 
for Medflies 
8~ ASHLEY DUNN 
TI\tU 51." WIITU 
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Pebruary 'It 1990 

To: lis. VifIiDia ~ohanIsen 
From: KatbleeD B.odprs, Ph.D. University of Southern california 

JlE: EFFECTS OF MALATHION ON THE IMMUNE SYSTEM 

Uver the past 8-9 years, I have conducted studies on the effects of organophosphate 
pesticides on the immune system Most of my research studies the effects of impurities 
in malathion (making the assumption that malathion was relatively non-toxic). 

These studies on the "impurities show that oral administration of the impurities to mice 
suppressed the immune response transiently. These effects were shown to be medicated 
by alterations in macrophage function similar to those observed following an inflammatory 
stimulus (i.e. an irritation). I have published 3 papers on the effects of malathion (purified 
not technical grade which is being sprayed) on the immune system. These studies showed 
that malathion, at doses that are noncholinergic (that is do not affect nerve function), 
stimulated the immune system. These alterations in immune function are also through 
effects on macrophage function. It should be noted that non-specific enhancement of 
immune function is also potentially harmful. There are many diseases mediated by enhanced 
immune function, such as allergy. Current studies are ongoing to determine the dose of 
malathion that does not affect immune function, the mechanism by which malathion alters 
macrophage function and the effects of technical malathion on immune function. 

In the past, the effects of purified malathion on the immune system has been studied and 
the effects of technical malathion are unknown. The impurities in malathion have separate 
effects on immune function and affect the metabolism of malathion. Published studies 
indicate that malathion may affect the immune system through a metabolite. Since the 
impurities in malathion block the breakdown of malathion through carboxyesterases into 
non-toxic derivities, the technical grade of malathion may be more toxic to the immune 
system, as it is the nervous system, than purified malathion •. 

Studies by other investigators have shown that malathion can cause an allergic response 
(which would be in keeping with the data regarding immune enhancement above). Milby 
and Epstein c;onducted studies in normal human volunteers in which a solution of 1096 
malathion (9596 pure) in ethanol was applied under occlusive dressings for 2 days. Such 
an exposure sensitized 4596 of the exposed men. Application of a 196 solution of malathion 
in the same study did not sensitize any of the exposed persons. In this same study, persons 
who were occupationally exposed to malathion were studied and was shown that only 3-
596 were sensitized. The reason for the descrepancy between these populations may be 
due to the low concentration of malathion used during occupation exposure (i.e. 0.996). 
Since the malathion being sprayed is a relatively high concentration (i.e. approximately 
2296), there is a possibWty of dermal sensitizatiorl to malathion. Several other studies 
in other animals, such as, guinea pigs, mice and rats, have shown that allergic reactions 
occur in animal models. 

The long term health effects of malathion on the immune system are unknown, nor can 
it be predicted from the animal studies discussed above. However, I do not believe that 
sufficient data are availaole to say that malathion has absolutely no health effects. In 
the current situation, it is impossible to tell what are real health effects and what is 
imagined. Although immunotoxicology (effects of chemicals on the immune system) is 
not currently used in making policy decisions and most of the current studies are in animals, 
I think these data should be considered. 

cc: Ms. Cass Luke (Office of Assemblywoman Sandra Tanner) 
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EDITOR INTERVIEWS RUFUS C. YOUNG, JR., LOS ANGELES ATTORNEY 
POR THE CITIES OP AZUSA, ALHAMBRA AND PASADENA IN THE 
FIGHT AGAINST THE AERIAL SPRAYING OF MALATHION 

EDITOR: I understand the spraying of malathion is now under a Federal mandate and that 
it cannot be stopped on a county or state level ••• is that true? 

ATl'. YOUNG: Yes and no. Pesticide laws in this country like many of the other 
environmental laws, follow a pattern. First there is a federal framework. In this case, 
it is called FIFRA, (FEDERAL INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE AND RODENTICIDE ACT). 
And in many cases of environmental laws, including FIFRA, what happens is the FEDS have 
a statute that establishes the framework. Then states, if they adopt a program that 
conforms to the Federal template, the states can do some of the administering of the 
pesticide program; some, but not all. 

Federal pesticide registration is a matter of Federal law and it is governed by the FIFRA. 
That statute designates the EPA as the agency which administers FIFRA. Under FIFRA 
the EPA sets up a program of having those who want to market or use a pesticide to 
"register" the pesticide, and this term registration has its own meaning within fIFRA. 
It is not like registering a car or even registering a gun. 

To "register" a pesticide you have to essentially do product safety tests and show how many 
white rats died when they are exposed to a lethal dose, or what is called a lethal dose 50. 
(That is one that kills half of them) ••• that kind of thing. So ••• under FIFRA, the EPA has 
registered malathion, but only for certain uses; and the EPA did not register malathion 
for use against the Mediterranean Fruit Fly, but there are a couple of exceptions to this 
registration process. Une is what is called the SLN or Special Local Needs Registration. 
Under the Special Local Needs Registration, the states can declare, 'hey, we need, because 
of unique circumstances in our state, we need to register a pesticide that hasn't been 
registered by the EPA for this use. We need to register "Brand X" or "Compound ZIt or 
Malathion (in this case) for use against the Medfly. 

There is also what is called the "Emergency," or sometimes called the "Quarantine" 
Exemption. Under that, states acting through a delegation of authority (from the Feds), 
can register and apply to the FEDS, in turn, for registration of a pesticide. 

California did both of those things in the case of malathion for use against the Medfly. 
The case of the Medfly- the use of malathion- is a little bit unusual because it is not the 
'Acme Crop Dusting Service' that is using the Malathion; it's the San Joaquin Helicopters 
using it under contract with the state. The state agency that is using it is the California 
Department of Food and 'Ag,' which ••• (guess what?) is the agency designated by the EPA 
to carry out FIFRA within the State of California. So, it is a little bit of a 'fox, chicken
coop' situation. In fact, it is a lot of the 'fox, chicken-coop' situation. 

Now getting back to what the EPA does. During the registrat~on process the EPA requires 
the applicant for registration to submit scientific data ••• 'O.K. what is vour stuff made 
out of? ••• Is it going to wipe out all biological life in the entire western world: or is it specific 
to snails or lice, or tics, or whatever? How many does it kill? How fast does it kill? What 
concentrations are you going to use it in? What are the application directions? Do you 
mix it with water? Do you use it plain? Do you spray it externally? Do you put it on 
something for the bugs to eat ••• or what?' All that process results in what is called a label. 
A label is not like a mattress label. The label can go on for pages, and the label has what 
is called •• 'here's how you use it ••• here is the concentration ••• here is what you use it 
on ••• here are the precautions.' Those label provisions then have the force of law. Because 
under FIFRA, a Federal statute, it is a criminal offense to use a pesticide in a manner 
which is inconsistent with the labeling. 
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If th~ ~bel s~ys, 'spray it,' an~ yo~ .drink it, or you put it in drinking water or something, 
that IS InconsIstent, then the admInIStrator of the EPA can do bad things to you he can 
fine you; seek civil and criminal penalties. ' 

Getting Dack to my earlier comments ••• typically, the administration of that program is 
left to the states. As in a word, to be designated as a FIFRA State Agency, the state has 
to demons~rate to ~PA that 'yes, we have got state laws that are parallel to the Federal 
laws .... so If you. wIll let us carry out .the FIFRA program in our state we have got the 
machInery to do It ••• the state laws, the Inspectors, and that kind of thing.' 

In this case, let's say we have the 'fox, chicken-coop situation, I and one of the problems 
we have is that tbe state is applying the pesticide in a IIUIIIIH!r tbat is contrary to the label 
provilians ••• amaag otber tbiap. So .. _.my role in this is that I am an attorney, representing 
the Cities of Azusa, Alhambra, and Pasadena with respect to their contentions regarding 
the state's conduct in the malathion spraying program. . 

Our contentions fall into a couple of categories. First, we contend that Federal Avaition 
Regulations require aerial sprayers to file an emergency landing plan with the FAA and 
get that plan approved before they commence their spraying operations. The State of 
California didn't do that and the FAA didn't require the state to do that. The FAA's 
explanation for not requiring it was, "Gee, the governor declared it an emergency, we don't 
think we can do anything if the governor declared.it an emergency." 

I pointed out in a letter to the chief counsel of the FAA, that there is nothing in the FAA 
'Regs' that says, "All bets are off once the governor declares it an emergency." And ••• we 
said that the person at the Los Angeles Flight Standards District Office said, "Hey, the 
governor declared it an emergency, we don't have to determine whether it is an emOergency 
landing plan or whether it's any good." 

We complained to the FAA that that person made a big mistake and that could be a mistake 
with tragic consequences if a helicopter does crash. The FAA Chief Counsel, in a letter 
to me dated last Thursday agreed to consider that complaint, and that... I think, is quite 
significant. 

1 also think the FAA got worried and thought, "Hey, if a helicopter does crash, we are going 
to have one heck of a time explaining why we didn't require the state to file emerg,ency 
landing plans. II It just doesn't do to have a helicopter crash into an orphanage or something 
else. 

EDITOR: So ••• we can't fight the malathion issue on a state level because jurisdiction of 
this issue is under the Federal Government, which is FIFRA. 

ATT.YOUNG: My comment on that would be ••• there have been attempts made to fight 
this in state court, those attempts have been uniformly unsuccessful. Because there are 
a couple of state laws and ~cause of the governor's declaration of 'emergency,' and frankly 
because the agriculture is very, very, important to the State of California, and there's 
1 think, some understandable reluctance to set aside a spraying program that could result 
in a very, very serious adverse impact; some would say ••• "wipe out," (I think that is over
stating it) ••• the California agriculture. So, there is that reality at work •••• We analyzed that 
aspect of the malathion situation, and determined that the more likely avenues of success 
lay in the Federal Courts and in taking this matter up with Federal bureauacy. 

We did write a letter to the governor, and to the Director of California Food and Agriculture 
saying, "Hey, we think your spraying program is unsafe, and unwise, and here is why." (1) 
You don't have an emergency landing plan for your helicopters, as FAA regulations require, 
••• and (2) you are spraying this pesticide in a manner that is contrary to the label. (3) You 
are spraying it oyer a couple of our cities that get their •• ter supply from aquifers 
underneath the cities' ground water supplies. EPA documents reyeal that malathion is 
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mobile, or highly mobile in sandy and sandy loamy soils. Guess what kind of ~oils are over 
the aquifers in the City of Alhambra and Azusa·! Sandy and sandy loamy-soils. We don't 
know, and neither does the EPA know what malathion does in ground water supplies ... 

We don't know that it does something bad, we don't know that it is benign. We just plain 
don't know. And that brings me to that and all recited so far ••• brings me to the next point. 
You recall what I said, "We thought we might be more successful in dealing with the Federal 
Government." Well, we have achieved some success and the success has been very rare 
in the malathion arena. 

The US Department of Agriculture has announced that they will prepare for the first time 
an Environmental Impact Statement on the effects of malathion spraying. We think this 
is a very, very important point and it is something that when we went into Federal Court 
suing the FAA, we specifically asked for the preparation of an Environmental Impact 
Statement because of, among other things, the threat to ground water supplies, and the 
threat posed to people owning property on the ground, from the risk of helicopter crashes. 
Well now, the US Department of Agriculture bas agreed they wW prepare an Environmental 
Impact Statement. 

We determined that if we were going to do something about malathion spraying, we wanted 
to do it quickly and economically. If we got into a contest with the state over what the 
long-term health effects are of trace quantities of malathion, either sprayed on somebody's 
body or in the drinking water and so on ••• we decided that would be a very long, and a very 
expensive process, and might involve health affect studies that would last for years; and 
would also involve one side lining up 20 ophthalmologists, 40 gastroenterologists, 50 
pediatric specialists on one side, and the other side lining up twice as many to contradict 
one another; it would involve depositions that might take forever, and would just be 
something that our little cities just couldn't afford to do. We came up with the 
Environmental Impact Statement and the FAA theories. 

mrroB.: It seems as though you have definitely made the state sit up and take notice! 

ATT YOUNG: Well, we hope so. We have also written to the EPA complaining about what 
we believe is a label violation and so far the EPA has not responded, although we think 
they are close to responding. 

A couple of odd things are going on in all of this. First, agriculture and the agricultural 
industry are very important for the state and the country. Second is ••• that there is tension 
between those who spray pesticides from helicopters and those who spray pesticides from 
fixed wing a~rcraft (the traditional crop duster-the bi-plane type of aircraft) and that sort 
of thing. 

Bi-planes can fly at 150 miles per hour, helicopters cannot. 150 miles an hour is the speed 
specified on the malathion lebel as being the minimum safe speed for spraying malathion 
from aircraft; (that in part, is the function of droplet size). So there is tension from that 
segment of the spraying. 

EDITOR: So the fixed-wing people are upset with the helicopter company because they 
(helicopter company) are breaking an FAA law by flying at less then the speed dictated 
by FAA rules and regulations ••• 

ATT. YOUNG: The fixed-wing people haven't really been heard from in this specific bout, 
but the fixed-wing people may well have been behind the EPA determination that here 
is what the speed ought to be; because if the EPA specifies 150 miles per hour that means 
the helicopter people are not eligible to bid for contracts because they are only capable 
of flying at 78 miles per hour ••• that is as fast as helicopters generally go ••• 

EDrroR: Thank you very much Mr. Young for a very enlightening and informative 
interview! 
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Chapter 13 
AFFIDAVITS & TESTIMONIES 
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Introduction to Chapter 13 19·: ... . . 

Excerpts from testimonies (in a court of law) as well as affidavits are given by health 
professionals. 

Testimony by Marc Lappe, Ph.D. in Superior Court: "Approximately fifty percent of the 
caucasian population and an undetermined number in other ethnic groups have a genetic 
deficiency in breaking down Malathion." 

Affidavit by Ruth Shearer, Ph.D: "Much of the information in these documents relating 
to human health effects of the pesticides Malathion and Diazinon is outdated, misleading, 
or otherwise inadequate •.. " 

Affidavit by Professor Sumner Kalman, M.D. , Stanford University: "I believe that aerial 
spraying of Malathion involves severe risks to human health in addition to any other 
detrimental effect such spraying may have. Malathion is toxic to man. In fact , it is 10 
times as toxic for man as for the rodent." 

Affidavit by Allen K. McGrath, M.D.: "Malathion is an organophosphate insecticide. The 
organophosphate family of compounds includes some of the most deadly poisons known 
to man, " 

Phillip Le Veen, Ph.D. , "Given the possible adverse impacts on urban regions, the burden 
of proof that such spraying is economically justified should be on the shoulders of the State 
and commercial agriculture. Until this research is done , the program should be stopped. 
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(EXCERPTED) 

APFIDAVIT OF RUTH W. SHEARER, Ph.D. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

I, Ruth W. Shearer, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say: 

I am a consultant in genetic toxicology and am currently President of the Issaquah Health 
Research Institute, a nonprofit organization in Issaquah, Washington. I hold a Ph.D in 
molecular genetics from the University of Washington and I completed a two-year post 
doctoral fellowship in pathology there. I have testified in Federal Court as an expert 
witness at least five times and have submitted written testimony in other cases similar 
to this one. 

I have reviewed the 1983-1984 Mexican Fruit Fly Program of the California Department 
of Food and Agriculture, including the Environmental Assessment (no date), the November 
1, 1983 Work Plan for Los Angeles County, the November 18, 1983 letter to physicians and 
hospitals from the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services, and the Notice 
of Aerial Treatment (no date). Much of the information in these documents relating to 
human health effects of the pesticides Malathion and Diazinon is outdated, misleading, 
or otherwise inadequate • 

.•• The data base of imp~rtant health studies for diazinon is incomplete, and even EPA does 
not yet know the testing status of Malathion. New studies as well as most older studies 
provided by the manufacturers are considered proprietary information and are not available 
for p~blic scientific peer review or for analysis of risks and benefits of programs such as 
the Mexican Fruit Fly Program in progress. 

The residents of southeast and east Los Angeles County are the guinea pigs in an experiment 
which does not meet the standards of informed consent. They have been given inadequate 
and inaccurate information on the risks and their consent has not been asked. They have 
not been offered the necessary free health care to assess the damage and counteract it, 
and at least one local hospital was not provided with the means to measure organophosphate 
poisoning· for confirmation of the cause of illness. It is impossible for persons living in 
the spray area to avoid exposure to the known and unknown hazards of the Mexican Fruit 
Fly Program, and it is my opinion that this uncontrolled exper.iment should be stopped 
immediately. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Ruth W. Shearer, Ph.D. 
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mE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

SUmner M. Kalman, M.D. 
Professor of Pharmacology 
Stanford University 
(Ezcerpted) 

APPIDAVIT OP SUMNER M. KALMAN, M.D. 

The aerial spraying of malathion in Santa Clara County poses severe risks 
to human health. Malathion is a broad spectrum pesticide that kills indiscriminately. 

Although its effects on non-target species, including beneficial insects concern me, 
this discussion is based on the medical implications of aerial spraying. 

TODcity 
The organophosphorous insecticides are highly reactive chemicals. They 
combine irreversibly with critically important molecules in the body. This is the 
basis for their combination with acetylcholinesterase causing paralysis of nerve 
nerve-muscle (and some nerve-nerve) functions. In severe cases this interaction causes 
respiratory depression, even respiratory arrest. Motor weakness, twitching of 
muscles, and an unsteady gait may appear. There are disturbances of the heart, 
blood pressure, intestine, and central nervous system. Some of these effects may 
be counteracted by appropriate treatment if carried out in time •. But such 
treatment may have to be carried out for many days, even weeks. And in some 
cases of poisoning Signs and symptoms persist after recovery. This feature of 
poisoning due to organophosphorous pesticides concerns me very much. The 
combination between pesticide and body proteins is an irreversible one. This means 
that the localized damage persists at least until these proteins are replaced by 
formation of newly-made molecules.(l) 

Genetic Effects 
For convenience "genetic effects" is a term used here to include mutation, teratogenesis 
(production of birth defect) and carcinogenenesis, the ability to cause cancer •••• The 
evidence for mutagenicity is quite compelling. Reactive molecules such as malathion that 
form strong, chemical bonds with proteins, probably do the same with constituents of 
the cell's DNA or with enzymes involved in DNA replication and thus cause changes leading 
to "genetic" dll;Dlage. 

From all that I know about drugs and other toxic materials 1 believe that we 
put certain individuals at risk if we permit aerial spraying of malathion. This group 
includes, among others the newborn, the fetus some persons with disease of the 
liver, and any individuals with· an inherited deficiency of the detoxification 
mechanism for this foreign chemical. The general population woQld also be at risk, 
in my view, but the incidence of 'serious effects would be smaller for them. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, and 
that if sworn in court I would testify thereto, and that this declaration was 
executed at Stanford, California, on March 24, 1981. 

-d1-1~lJI. At4 
SUmner M. KaJ:t:u, M.D. \ 

Marcb 24, 1981 
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TIiE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

Testimony of C ltl'ng Ag Economist D.C. Davis E. Phillip LeVeen~ PhD., onsu . 

Economl'c Damao_es of the Medfly and Eradication Program 
Regarding 

. Assembly Ways and Means Subcommittee No. 1 Presented to Californla 
Feb. 28, 1990 

. 
Van Nuys, California 

To summarize this discussion of agricultural losses, at this time, there is DO strong data 
that supports the contention that the medfly poses large economic threat to agriculture. 
The existing research simply fails to provide any strong evidence to support its use of a 
series of extreme assumptions. These analyses of agricultural costs arc based on flawed 
economic reasoning as well. To ask the people of Los Angeles to endure repeated 
exposure to a toxic chemical that damages property, disrupts everyday life, and imposes 
short-term illnesses on those sensitive to the chemical, not to mention the possible, if 
unknown, long-term impacts. requires that the proponents of eradication demonstrate 
sood cause. This evidence does not exist. Perhaps a competent study would find 
sufnciently high agricultural damage to justify the aerial spraying. but this study has 
yet to be done. In the absence of one, I think that the State lacks the necessary clear 
evidence that would justify the risks of subjecting large numbers of people to a toxic 
chemical. 

Given the frequency of medfly invasions over the past rifteen years, one might have 
anticipated that the State would have spent more for research indicating the true 
economic and biological impacts on agriculture, not to mention the possible long-term 
and short-term effects of malathion on human health. The point remains, this research 
has not been done, and therefore we arc operating under conditions of considerable 
uncertainty. Given the possible adverse impacts on urban resions, the burden of proof 
that such spraying is economically justified should be on the shoulders of the State and 
commercial agriculture. Until this research is done, the program should be stopped. It is 
time to balance the equation - we cannot continue to compare a worst case scenario for 
agriculture with a best case scenario for the spraying urban areas. 
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Chapter 14 
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
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Introduction to Chapter 14 

James R. Carey, Associate Professor of University California-Davis asks the question, 
"Why do we find Medflies appearing almost exclusively in California and not in other states 
which have similar climates? 

An article written by Truman Temple an Associate Editor of EPA Journal states, "The 
public will become aware of the problem when apples start costing $15 apiece." 

He goes on to state, "Bees are th, foundation of an industry that most people take for 
granted but which makes a major contribution to our food in unseen ways. II 

Every year pesticides destroy an estimated 10 percent of the Nation's honeybee hives and 
substantially reduce the populations of another 30 percent. 

Dr. ~tichael Fox's book, AGBICIDE-TBE BIDDEN CRISIS THAT AFFECTS US ALL, 
Schocken Books 1986 states, "According to Dr. H.M. Caine of the University of California, 
Santa Cruz, one-third of the American diet depends directly or indirectly on crops pollinated 
by honey bees and six percent of farm production (3.5 billion) is at least indirectly dependent 
on such pollination." But pesticides are now at work reducing the bee population, by an 
estimated two percent per year. This loss could have serious agricultural consequences. 

The World Resources Institute has recently published a report indicating that insects and 
other pests are becoming more resistant to chemical pesticides. This fact now poses serious 
public-health dangers and contributes to increased food production costs. The report notes 
that the number of harmful insects immune to one Ot more pesticides reached 428 species 
by 1980, almost doubling the figure of 224 in 1978. The study estimated that insect 
resistance now costs American farmers at least $150 million a year in crop losses and 
increased chemical applications. Furthermore, rodents are becoming more resistant to 
chemical poisons. At least 50· species of "weed" have become resistant to herbicides, and 
more than 150 kinds of fungi and bacteria are now resistant to agricultural chemicals, an 
increase from 20 in 1960 •••• An annual 1.4 billion pounds of pesticides are applied in the 
United States, at a cost of $4.2 billion, a one-thousand percent increase since 1947. 
Professor David Pimental has shown crop loss caused by insects has almost doubled (from 
7.1 percent of total crop value in the 1940s to 13 percent in 1980). Pimental estimates 
that the cost of applying pesticides to U.S. cropland is about $2.5 billion a year, and the 
crop loss is about $10 billion •• 

From the book, OIlGANICALLY GllOWN POOD, A CORSUMEllS GUIDE, by T. W. Carlat, 
Wood Publishing 1990 it states,"In 1989 the United States Department of Agricuture (USDA) 
announced that over the course of 100 years of agriculture in America we have lost 5096, 
or half, of our top soil through misuse. In 60 more years, using the present agricultural 
methods, the USDA predicts that we will lose the remaining half. 

THE PESTICIDE CONSPIRACY, by Robert van den Bosch, 1978, states, "Pesticides rank 
with the most dangerous and ecologically disruptive materials known to science, yet under 
the prevailing system these biocides are scattered like dust in the environment by persons 
often utterly unqualified to prescribe and supervise their use." 
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~ 
.. d stamens to ovules In plants. resulting In tor. Operations DIVISion. Office of Pesticide 

estlC"'1 es fertilization and seed formation Cross· Programs. as program Chairman :' ,.a _ pollination between two plants. otten made Attendees Included representatives from 
possible by Insect carriers such as bees. Federal and State agricUlture departments. 

d B has genetic advantages since thiS prOduces univerSIties. pesticide manufacturers. and ran ees more varied progeny With a better chance of the bee Industry 
,,' surVival than self-pollination Within a Single One of the special problems for bee· 
_ plant. Entomologists POint out that many keepers IS a relatively recent development 

r 
r 
r Truman Temple IS ASsoclBte Editor of EPA 

Journal 
populations across the land. Because many 

r-crops depend on pollination by bees, some 
L ~bservers fear that excessive bee mortality 

will bring food shortages and higher prices. 
Bees are In danger for a vllrlety of 

r
'~ reasons Their habitat is being disrupted 

and In many cases destroyed by the spread 
of urban development and highways. They 
are afflicted like other beneficial insects 

r· by environmental pollution. In recent years. 

they also have been killed off in large 
numbers by the use of pestiCides. 

Bees are the foundation of an industry 

r··· that most people take for granted but which 
makes a major contribution to our food 
In unseen ways. There are more than 

._ 210.000 beekeepers in the Urjted States. 
rMost of them-about 200,OOO-are 

" \ Contmved to page 24 

I~~ 
~ 

raees 
_ Conrlnueo 

r 
r... hobbYists. and the rest are part or full

time profeSSional beekeepers. 
All told. their bees produce about S 100 

million worth of honey annually and around 

r.... 53.4 million worth of beeswax used in 
cosmetics. medical Ointments. candles. and 

L other products 
But bees fulfill a much more Important 

r: function While making their rounds of 
various plants In search of nectar. they 
pol"nate billions of dollars worth of food 
crops each year-about a third of all the 

r. food that shows up at the dinner table They 
also pollinate untold numbers of trees. 

l shrubs. and flowers. including everything 
trom Wildflowers to the vegetation used in 

r protecting watersheds By serving as a link 
... in the reproduction of such plant life. the 

bee IS 8 Vital and even indIspensable part of 
the web of life 

r 

bee-pollinated plants are unable to repro· called microencapsulated pestiCides With 
duce themselves In areas where certain the banning of DDT. chemical companies 
kinds of bees are not present have been turning to highly tOXIC organo· 

Honeybees kept by profeSSional bee· phosphate InsectiCides A"t:J@~ tRef 
keepers are often rented out to farmers for dAg[ado nlall l, Slid tI IE. efOi e do i IOt",.e· 
pollination purposes Without the domestl' saD' a ISRI 1Br~ BBPI!OF te 'tale ern .. e""lei'!'t~ 
cation of honeybees by profeSSionals. repeated applications are necessary to 
many foods could not be produced on a protect crops effectively. However. such 
large scale These Include production of repetition IS costly and time-consuming. 
cherries. avocados. tangerines. apricots. and manufacturers are slOWing down the 
almonds. apples, several vegetables. and degrading process by enclOSing fine drop· 
seeds fC'! foragp. crops such ali clov~r and 'lets Of I!Q'.:ld pe~!!clde :n tmy poly~e!' 
alfalfa spheres This microencapsulation permits 

Yet every year pestiCides destroy an the active chemical to be made as a powder 
estimated 10 percent of the Natlon's honey· With indiVidual oralns onlv 30 to SO microns 
bee hives and substantially reduce the wide. (A micro'; IS one thousandth of a 
populations of another 30 percent. The millimeter or 000039 of an Inch long I 
U.S. Department of Agriculture became Microencapsulation permits the pestiCide 
worried about the problem of bee mortality to be applied as a water-based spray With 
a decade ago and launched an Indemnifica- ordinary eQuipment. 
tlon program to help beekeepers recover The problem IS that the tiny capsules are 
from losses Incurred by pesticides. As of picked up by bees and carried back to their 
thiS writing USDA has paid out approxi- hives before the InsectiCide IS released The 
: mately 523.5 million to reimburse apiarists result: Other bees Including hive workers 
for damage to their bee colonIes since 1 967. and brood are pOisoned Where most 
However. bee Industry specialists believe pestiCides kill only bees working In a field. 
that less than a fourth of the losses are being this type is hazardous to the entire bee 
indemnified. They estimate that actual colony. Studies at the UniverSity of Oregon 
losses are totalling at least 5'2 million a and Washington State UniverSity entomo-
year or 400.000 hives. logy departments suggest that extensive 

Commenting on the lack of communica- bee losses have been caused by mlsappllca· 
. tion between farmers and bee keepers. Roy tlon of Penncap- M. a microencapsulated 
: Barker of the U.S. Department of Agracul- insecticide patented by Pennwalt Corpora-
ture's Bee Research Laboratory in Tucson. tion of Philadelphia. The company. In an 
Arizona. complains: "There are very few effort to help solve the problem. underwrote 
areas where beekeepers and pestIcide the cost of last November's meeting In 
applicators are seeing each other. Mostly Washington. 
they see each other in court." Among other views aired at the Washing' 

The other SIde of the pIcture. of course, ton conference were the follOWing 
is that growers often complain of lack of 
understanding and cooperation by bee
keepers when pesticides are being used in 

. fields where bees are not needed for 
pollination. 

'We have programs In many states to 
notify beekeepers when spraying is sched
uled. II explains one food industry represen· 
tatlve. "But it's difficult at times to get the 
apiarists to cooperate when we suggest they 
cover the hives or remove them from nearby 
fields. For example. the bees will move into 
sweet corn fields where we are spraying for 
corn earworm or borer control. and they 
are killed. Bees are not needed for pollen a
tion in corn or other grain crops. It is not 
helpful when the beekeepers Simply tell us. 
'If you kill my bees. you'll be sued.' .. 

To bring together various organizations 
concerned With the problem. the EnViron
mental Protection Agency sponsored a . 
conference In November. 1977 in Washing-
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• A prinCipal pOint of contact Within the 
Federal Government IS needed to represent 
the enterests of beekeepers. coordinate bee 
research efforts. and Improve commUnlca· 
tion between beekeepers and growers 

• 'raining of growers and spray applicators 
should focus to some degree on bee pro· 
tectlon measures 

• Label precauttons must be Improved as 
welt as State enforcement of pestiCide 
regulations. 

• More grant resources for bee research 
should be Identified and utilized 

• A public relations effort IS needed by bee· 
keepers to explain their problems to the 
pubhc and the Significance of bee losses to 
food productIon :: 



TIiE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY, 
CONVENED TO CONSIDER 
CALIFORNIA'S MEDFLY CRISIS. 
SPEAKER: 
Dr. James R. Carey, Associate Professor 
University California Davis 
Department of Entomology 

... r 

MEDFLIES HAVE BEEN HERE (CALIFORNIA) FOR A LONG TIME, 
AND WE MAY NEVER HAVE GOTTEN RID OF THEM 

Ever since I've been a member of the Scientific Advisory Committee for California Food 
and A~, I'v~ aske? th~ following ,questions: Why d~ we find Medflies appearing almost 
exclusl~ely In CalIfornIa and not In, other st~te~ whIch have similar climates? Secondly, 
why, WIth the state, do we always fInd MedflIes In Los Angeles County, not in surrounding 
counties such as San Diego County? For example, we found 434 Medflies in L.A. County, 
whereas there's only been 2 ~ecovered in San Diego County. Thirdly, why within L.A. 
County do we find Medflies often within the same cities over a period of years, for example 
in Culver City area, Northridge area, and Baldwin Park, and fourthly, why within these 
cities, are Medflies sometimes found within a few blocks of where thev were founa several 
years earlier, even though eradication was declared. Proven eradication programs in 
Southern California failed to eradicate the l\ledfly-and the Medfly is endemic to the greater 
Los Angeles area. The reason the question of whether the Medfly problem is caused by 
a low-level endemic population, or to annual recurrent introductions, is that before you 
can prescribe a solution to the problem you must understand the nature of the problem. 
For example, if reappearances of Medflies year after year are due to re-introductions, 
then we must tighten our borders. On the other hand, if re-appearances of the Medfly 
are due to an endemic population, then our detection and eradication programs may be 
at fault. In short, understanding the history of the problem is crucial to this overall matter. 

Invasion is much like a chronic disease. It's not an event, but rather a process. So we can 
think of invasions occurring in 4 different phases. One, you have an introduction, that 
is to get from where the Medfly (is) into California in this case; two, what's called 
colOnization, where the Medfly has to go through one reproductive cycle; three, 
naturalization, which is the acclimation of the population to the local conditions, including 
temperature, humidity, and host conditions, and fourthly, we have spread. 

Where we stand right now. The infestation ranges from up here in Asilomar to over here 
in Alta Lorna, down here to around Westminster and Orange County. So we've caught 249 
flies since July, and each dot on this map represents a location of a capture not a fly. 
There's about 5 times as many dots here if we plotted each fly ••• We have 3 pockets of 
reoccurrences of Medflies here. We have Northridge area, we have Culver City area, and 
we have the Baldwin Park area. Note in Culver City we recovered Medflies in 1975. In 
fact, that was the original Medfly discovery in the state. They reappeared in 1984, 1986, 
1987 and 1988. Now in Northridge, vIe discovered them in 1980, and then they reappeared 
in 1988. Then in Baldwin Park, they were discovered in 1981 and then again in 1989 and 1990. 

I'd like to just present the facts of this infestation. The Medflies recovered from 6 of the 
approximately 250 cities in the Greater L.A. area in the 1980-82 eradication campaign. 

. Flies have recently appeared in all 6 cities: Baldwin Park, Northridge, Reseda, La Puente 
and West Covina, and the City of L.A. Second, the Medfly capture in 1988 in Northridge 
on Parthenia St. is separated by only about 3-blocks from a Medfly capture in 1988 on Melvin 
Ave. Thirdly, Medflies have been captured in L.A. County five out of the last 5 years, 
and six out of the last seven years. Only two of the last 11 was captured in Orange County 
in 1987. This fly was in the City of Westminster. Five, if Medflies are being introduced 
from I.lexico, where they occur at exceedingly low levels, or from Central America, they 
would also be expected to occur in San Diego County, but we don't find many there, only 
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two in the history of this state. Six, the sheer number of captures and spatial spread is 
indicative of population that has :been proliferating for a long time. A total of 254 Medfly 
adults have been captured in Los Angeles County covering 45 cities and 500 square miles. 
It's highly unlikely that a popula~ion that has been only recently introduced could become 
that widespread in such a short ti~e. 

I have two recommendations. One, appoint an . independent scientific panel to take stock 
of the biological status that is :independent of the political and economi.c status of this 
over-ali invasion. Secondly, develop a system for the long term in which the state has 
the capabilities to deal with the long-term scientific aspects of exotic pest research that 
is separated from politics and economic ramifications . 

. (~UESTION) r TO DR. CAREY FROi\1 ASSEMBLYr~lAN FRIEDMAN: If the Medfly is established, then 
'- why are we calling the program an eradication program rather than a control program? 

The difference-there's a significant difference in consequences that flow from what it's r······ called. If, in fact, it's a control program, which seems to be appropriate if it's established, 
then the state requires that the ~riculture industry pay a portion of the cost of that control 
program~ which is what we've done with a lot of other pests in the past." 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

(ANSWER) 
DR. CAREY: That's exactly my point, ••• is that we cross a line from a pest being exotic 
to a pest being endemic, and that we have to acknowledge that if it's an endemic pest, 
then the nature of that problem is fundamentally different, and we have a different kind 
of pest control or eradication problem. 

IDA HONOROP'S 
REPORT TO THE CONSUMER 
P.O. Box 346 
Cutten, Calif. 95534 
(Ezcerpted) June 1990 

In Northern California taxpayers money was being irresponsibly wasted on an apple-maggot 
program, at a cost of approximately $2.5 million per year, starting with April 1984, and 
lasting until 1987/88. The legi~lature felt that if the apple maggot could be eradicated, 
they would appropriate the funds. If merely controllable, the funds would not be 
appropriated unless the industry supplied 6596 of the program costs. The Apple Maggot 
program came to a total halt" after the industry was informed by the Science Advisory 
Panel that the. program couldn't be called an eradication program unless every host tree
throughout the 6 counties car~ied a trap-since pest control programs are not included 
under CEQUA exemptions, theYI cannot be financed through the General Fund. The industry 
refused to pick up the 6596 tab-The "Duke" deleted the funding for 1987/88 and the program 
went kaput! Agribusiness is 'very generous with taxpayers money-but it's different if the 
money comes out of their fat ac:counts! . 

I 

IDA Honorof's REPORT TO TH~ CONSUMER can be subscripted to for $8.00 per year. 

r 
r 

JEAN HINSLEY 
Lakewood, California 

When we are sprayed with Malathion it is called an eradication program. When it's called 
eradication it is paid for by tHe taxpayers. Eradication? Do you realize how many times 
the medfly has been eradicated in California? Yet the state proudly persists in using that 

, I 
word! . : i .. 
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1liE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

• Sprayln,: The high command 
of pest control a booked on 
tht pesticide equivalent of 
saturation bombing. The I'r5UJt 
is failure and ecoIogic:aJ ruin. 

By WIUIAM JORDAN 
It'. bftn ca1led "'SaIuh·1IouUl Pest 

ConU'Ol." Iller &be .,It 01 foo&b&LI In 
which ,OU &Now CM 111 en-. aauh 
),our opponenl In 1M mouo. and IIoOIDp lUI 
boa)' uno LM Iod. Galber )'04IIlaaIDberI. fW 
\bell WlU and .... , ,tNZ IDISD, uno 
obuY1On lNouIb IIr'VI&. mWwy-anduIInal 
IIUIhL 

Too bid abou& &be .. and lib. A PSt)' 
about &M pell and &be beMftaII lIIIICil 
&iIlt bee and ........ Sarr7 &bDul &bale 
poor .lobI and &MIt dIaIdrIn wbet ~n LO 
bf !prayed LOG. SarrJ *"" &bI\. blcaa. 
UbI II a WU'. The., WI, &0 WID I WU' II 
LO IIWI yOW' U'aapI &rid pound ,., eDem'J 
mLO Ul, cbrL Smuh·MouI!l Pal ConUOI II 
Ute ftl'lleIY 01 ctaee lbrDuIbOUt &bt 
Wlltmuaed world. 

I bfbtv, II II 1ft arullC\. of &be mal, 
nund-or ralher. It • 1ft &J'UI1Cl of I 
parucular i1nd 01 malt aund. Yihtftv,r 
,OU U'lVtJ 1ft c1tftioptd caun&na. ,ou WIll 
find men occupJlftl au 1M laP palJUOftI of 
pest· conuo. pobUCI. atmaIl WIthout ex· 
etpuon. ('nus CI "'" of arpnIIauou In 
IfntraJ. but mort ~ an pal 
conU'01) Go LO I baird IDftUftI and ,OU 
will 1ft It In papNe deW!: eM bulky men 
In Ulesr liLt 501 &nCI arl, 801. 1M 1fI),. 
bIrbered twr. I.ht IIIIIn, JDWlI anched 
off b)' MCklJeS. 1M cIttp. COII'W YOlces. Ule 
COld. Illady cues. &he deep en ... of 
aptneM'f and ,n. of caurap. &OUItanns. 
enGurancr tLCbed IftLO UteU' faea-Lbr 
Ia" and 1MCIaJ. of many wan. 

ThIS J! ~ paftnlt cd a warnot-. 
don'llnanl wunor In LM IlUGy of anam&J 
bfhavlOr UUI woWeS bf caUed 1ft alpha 
rnaJr HIS pnmary au.on 1ft Ide II &0 rtt 
power Power. bf It .,lIeal ,. poUIaC&1. 
mtana tilt ability LO aab CKhIn do Uunp 
'Jour way. LO ftWlr Lbem IUbnuL Anyon, 
who COnlll\tnUy lieU IUIh pobucaJ offlct 
&I a .-non who fledl on 10M Geralt of 
domlnanct 

So LIlt tush c:ommancI of peIl con",,' II 
UIf'd LO balU, and taed LO W'lMInS In Lbt 
human world ~'J UYf yanqUllbed many 
polluC&1 foes. and In IheU' dl&lllOll of We 
\My haVt whqllptd man), Iepma of In
~II And wben lbe)' art Challtftleod ""y 
..... n 10 ""- fundalnmw U'llil of Lbe 
qwntes.nuaJ rDlit-_.IU'l'ftI\h. InWlU· 
dliuon. It that full.lbe)'...:Ift anruncu .. · 
Iy 10 phYlKaJ fotft. 

No_ • n, tau anYldld "'w \ern1Dr)'. 
chaU,n,eod "'. w.".·. ClDnUnlnCt and 
"'relLtned lUI dfepdl wyeil of bani· Ht 

IVltUl1Y • • 

vs. Macho 
....... 1M onl)' w.)' &!Ill u:b I IIItnd 
can bf apec&.td 10 rapoDCl. rram "" rooll 
of baa lOW aarpIl bununllDd uncanwn· 
ablt urp 10 IPN,. 

Hsa aund fadeI Ift&o ftcUIan. lbe mocan 
Wob. &.be ros.ar cbapI. &be 1DIia&haDn 
1W'I1a. The capler IWIIIII and .... y. 
wauch &be ruahL It. UIIIftf'If 01 IaCht 
Chum aplftll &ht YUl bllek Iftftnlt)' of 
Loa An,eltl below. Ht niche. for 
aubw-y·tndUl1nl.l lee""" and wnpI 
tuJ band around Lbt PII'ICIdt wver. He 
Iqutftft Iht Iftl). feeJJ UIt Mace worn 
IIIIOCIth b)' uncounLible b60wI .,&lnst Lbt 
DnaJUWdeI. and he pulls. 

A number of noUGftI IDUow from &lui 
malnary apprDICh. It. delCl u.c1111 pod 
&n*L To conwl &MeCti. au a.cll. To 
fCllllLt kllImI WlIh eanU'Dl • aM of Lbe 
pelt dlUllOftl of 10M 2lOI.h Century. In Lbt 
IIlGIt advanced protramI CtI CDftUOI you 
KWIlly want tht pesII IQ lUrYIye It 
low levell. becaUit LbeJ art food lor 
&btU' 'Mnuet; The enenueI bold UW peN 
It wytll Wt cannot a.. tcOnOmlC 
daJnIIt· 

The smuh·moucJs ~ ... LO W 
~e a\ft1M. u>~6aII&ftI,apuJl\RmI 
and tcOlOl'C rwnaUOft. ,.... develop pel' 
UCadIl unmunny anCIUte .... 1D&k &NO 
I.ht mYU'ONfttnL The ft:nt IP'IY ..-ell 
~ IJum and w,'" Lhesr prfdILOrI IOftt. 
IftIICII Wt wert not peal pl"fYlOUllY are 
... leued from nllura.l caavoA and bfcomt 
IeeondU'7 pes". Elch .... "'" rtq\IIn"S 
'Jet anocMr. Today Lbt AaMncan farmer 
... 125 nuUaon poundl 01 pauC&dt .,anlt 
InIICIi and loin 13, of .. crap In 1148. 
u Lhe AIt of PtI\X1Cift belan. &hat 11m, 
farmer wu IPrIYlnr 15 IIIIlbon poundI.nd 
IaMI JUIl 7~ 01 hII crap. W. art .ana 10 
Urntl more pelUCIdt .nd kIImI lWlft th' 
pernnLllt' of ywlcl U I ctncl fllWL 

Thsa II not LO condemn CIU\nIht &be UIt 
of \he pnucadaJ fan. But lbe fllllhouJd bf 
contlOUtd by "" raUGMJ mznd and '" 
ph~hY. not tilt JI!fDII etI aft. Nb· 
canaaDUI urp. When Jl"lllllfl' .... pau. 
CIdeI are an lftyaJuablt ... W mYU'On· 
men\&! tq\IIyaJen, of a *'II. I..&ke a GruI. 
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&be, Ihau1d bf urred onl1 u • &u\ ...an 
and pI"IICI'itIed by • pncuuoner ~ an 
&be G'\ and --=e fIIlClI6aC1. 

1'bIrt .,1CtJooI ctf pal CIIDU'OI &bat _ 
&be MtdfJy. 1M 111 peN. • peeca fII I 
I&rpr Itl'Aftlt 'I'M men 1M WOClMm who 
UWIIl UuI WI), hay, no poUlaC&I pawer. of 
CDUI'Ie. far dDaunauna ocMn II DOl &bar 
pnmary ... 1ft bit. But 1M, ..w.un Wt . 
If you atudy UW ble c,ci. of &be pelt and 
110. It (II. WlUlIII peen. you WIll ftnd WI 
tYtr)' IPICIII MI pamu wbert n &I 
YUlntrIblt IQ IU&ck. 

To .UUIU'Ile &be pamt. CIInIIder 1M CUt 
of &bt CDtl.Oft bollworm ( HtIIttXAu II'G J 
HelloUuJ wu I fGftftldlble pat of cotlDn 1ft 
Lbt SIn JoaqUUl vau.y. and b, I.ht II1ly 
19601 lhe peIUCId&J fin ... pouncUnf away 
from 12 &0 IS UlntlelCb 1IaIDn. 

Then a II'OUP III &nIICl fCOtOIIN CIIn'. 
and 1\UdIed. and ~ &nat &.1\1 aduJt 
boUwarms. whlcll art IDD&bI. new and 
mated under I.ht full moon. AU you bid 10 
do wu Wilt Lhrte cia,.. 1P1'8' once. and 
you caqht au tilt 1J1&1. boUwonna U 1M), 
M\CMd. The'J bad no wnt &0 burrow InIO 
tile boll. where pesuadft coWd no\ rucb 
I.hem. Th' rault wu I mere two Dr Lhrft 
appucauona per _110ft. 

The 111M I1'P'QICh wi won WlLb Lbt 
Medfly. ar Ifty bYlnr &b'ftI It II not UIed 
beau. UW wamon fII peIl CIOftU'01 art 
emply not canlUtu&td to dunk 1ft muJu· 
1ll'P. non ·domanaUfti WI,S. MuupwaUOft 
and .-l"IUImOn do not ,",aJ LO Ute &!plY 
malt. You can onJ, wonder what would 
happen d WOfDfn CKber LlYn Lbt M&rpret 
'!'balCb", of Lb, war'd wtr't In chup of 
pest COftuol. In pneraJ. wOIHn .em .,., 
tncbntCI LO ~ fora and more II'IdIned LO 
mampwaLt W'lLb Gb1I and rwJe. 11Iat·. 
e:ucUy lilt tlClet In cIt.IImI '"'" MoOter 
Naturt. who rtIPOftdI nDllO Utf pulYenI· 
ana bioW. but LO Lhe IDW1fItn' IU'Okt. 

W" J«*r& MIdI s 1'l.JJ '" IUftf 
C'CaIIGW. Nil .... "DnlOf'CIr A..,.., IN o.At 
ad 0IhIr ..,. 0. H.".". Nt#.,.,." "'" 
,. ~ ~ .YIIrfA PomI PYaJ 1ft 
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Los Angeles Is Home Sweet Home 
• Medfly: There is virtually no 
chance Ihal each of the hundreds 
of new calches represenlS a new 
infewllion. The r,m oUlbreak. 
yean; ago. was never eradicalfi!. 

By W!WAM lOmAN 
Well. fMnC1J and fellow C:luzcnl, the 

lint baUlf: In U\e .... edfl y war-the epIc 
IU"UIBIC ttl",. DCfln 13 yean "O-UI over . 
We \It Iwt We ,,",vt 1011 loyamalh' , 
IlI'nommlOUll y ana uncoROllIorwH y. T ne 
Huns art PO"'""' In\.O Rome . The tLuIal.a't5 
"rt' IW!lf"unl over Bethn. M'~lhlon naa 
1'101 wor.rd. The .\eMlt nlel have not 
won,eo Hwnlll.it.uon. We baVI: to (atl! 

r?.lIty. We hive to,tep D.Il:. ana rea.taa.S 
An y eeolOf'l,1 who II nol employed by It}t 
.Ult or ftdcraJ ,onmmenl.S. who lOOks io 
DK)lo,lU l U"UU\ lor I\1IGanCe . not LO poilU · 
W mancl.lu: , will teU you ~ ume U'ung 

Wh.IIl. then, UI .0IlIJ on-wn.al 11 reIlly 
~Inr on behlM the ~ ICtfle- ' 
Ja.mu Carey. In en~l.l UC IMyu. 
r&;u l.n.en on lAIl QUHUOn. IU .. unlvenll {y 
IClcnlUlL. till JOO and nil repul.auon ~nd 
on IInOln. Lnt tnCILQtflc.aJ Lnllh. He: LtI~r · 
lure De,.n Wllh tnt "",,*1 elemenl.lrY .tep 
In QaU lnalY.LI, lCOicln, for rn- P&t~ 
In whatever eVlOence \hal ex&ILed: he IW t 
aooco up L.he Wedlh~ C.IoUlht In 1..oe 
An,elu County ucn ynr. What he tound 
I'IU revoluUDnlU(! the Medny .1001 y 

Jt tlellnl In H175. WIth !.he fIrst outDrta); 
uf 34 Olel, anG, aecorcun, 100 !.he 'LaLt: , It 
wu er,chc.llt<1. No mort nla appear' for 
live yearL Then , four fila mow yP I.b UI8J 
.net ~ ~ tTl 191111 AP'ft"thC "'((.PllEi II E 
~'r~.;nco . ;'CCUtl.lll1t! Lu ltll" .l.iIIle ~In~ 

feoerill l «uVt1'fttnenu.. Of cown. one fl y 
no&ppenl to be C.IoUl;U In 1961.. OM In 1984. 
one 1ft 1986.. but t.neIt an JUll the odd ~, 
aecJ..IreIlhe roYemJ'MnL NoUunf to wor · 
ry aDOuL &IIy to endM:.lle. . UnUI 
1987. Fony.fOW' tum up I.ben. That pOIPu . 
lauon 11 aim ft'&GaCaLed. F'Uty-UU'ft amve 
In I ... Yel another IUCCltDfw eracbcAuan. 
A ra:JUnGll\f 241 enter !.he tnp.I In 1989. 
tncrft1Ibte In h'hl 01 LM fact thal the' Ole.! 
hlYe Dftn en&cat.ed In e1,hl of lIIe 
preY10Ul 13 )'earL &n by now It ha.s 
beCII'De rouUM to uacbcalt I.Mm.. Tne 
ronnunmt I\U beC:cmt .0 JQDC2 at ~J ' 

cauon Lnat Lhrrr 11 no need tar aJ.amI: lIIey 
un OJ It any Umt:. They an not about to 
" Ict" Lhe Medfly unmlf1'1lLl' LlIe,aJly . 

In L.hc nun4I of Lhe IOvwnment t>ur.u. en.., ana their In -howe KlenWLI, each 
year', OUlbrUk 11' new mvUIOn. WUhOUt 
rulwlll It. tnty hive IlJJen VICum to a 
'unGamenlAl luneuon of !.he buman lIund; 
I.IIU1:Mln. The nund CNaLeI tUUDOIlI of life;. 
ulurlOn 11 tnc e:xpanauon 0' the UD.IIt1 
th.lt move acroa the ICTftn of lilt con. 
ICWNI mind. Tne problem 11. ilhJ:DON arc 
craJLrQ atouno ont', un.ef'eltl. You 1M \hc 
world In I wlY Lhlt azppona: yOW' JOb.. A ll 
your rne.rth II nthl.huded.. all yOW" 
mcthOllJi WOfk 

Tnere 1& allD oerua l The mind tnlunc . 
lIvcly I,norn facu l.h.at run .. amlt It.! 
UIUIIOru 

So, touruu, unrru,ranu and Wep.ll.btna 
art IoIld \0 be mt:aa..Jn, tnlett.ed INn uno 
l...oI An,elet &nO loocnns IL PrtSUmlbl)" 
tnLD tnt v&now M1rhborbcloCa u \hry 
anV! by. WII.h Onvf . by lobtItnrs out or 

control. whit more COUlC '0 W1'OnI! T~' 
II I&ll of Irwl·ny LetTarWn. A 11 
~wara "ofl~ for lnlormauon teaClln, 
!.he &JTa~ 01 any IlUlCre&DL But lot ~c 

InexpllCl.lblC ~l&5Un . no ont' ... able 1Il Clal iT. 
tnUi pn.e AmJ tnrrc H I.~ . tnl' tlnv!" In 
lun«IJS" purc: . Stcrll e· UU DCO . m.ll ;, ttuOf, 

'UClI:ertd. IUtc·conlrOHtd MC'U fI~ 
It. "'ery different enla~uun uccua I ... 

Carey . tne ceolOglSt wnosC' m .. na.l lC I ~ lC 
find blOlOl\Ci ' ~IIH~ Wne n likr tM' 
fOvnTIrnenl &len til . you .. rt' acicnoJn~ 4-

caUle. you ~no LIle U'\J lh LD hI U'le IIIU-:>IU:: 
When. hll e C&re y. your m.nQlte 11 LD fl nc 
tne ltutn, you Dena tne ul\WOn LD h I tnt 
'leu 

WhAt Carey KeI. II nOI an enOle~ liCfl e~ 
01 Mill' lnlJ'OCJlJCUoru Il I " ~ n 3n'lt\I .. ,r!. 
CJauIC. It:JIIUJOUIi e .... mlJl c uf 01 IUIlIPC 
m&alIVe In1lUIUIi. He llPplICltnl' Ut.'lC.:IDllnr 
anown U " IUVO&lAon blaloJ) ," a lIe lo In L~ 

own ",ht. for 1nH'C1.:i uu IU"lIl1e ;Inll 

ment. MillOItnlon b,ut u part oltne Medfly 3 
new nome . .. 0"1 p.l n 

7 0 itel somr 1n,' J ul now 1IIlf icu ll Il IS lor 
Lnstc:U to OI OJIH 10 01 nrw J.)na. entomolO' 
VISI.:i nJVe 0('\'1\ ullrU\Juu nl/ lII 'neliclJ : 
Insects deu DCri lc l ~' lor more tna n IOU 
ye.)u. ana onl y "OOul :1O'ico uf Inc IpecIC ~ 

!'Lave eVl' r CILlousnco tnemselyes. Ano 
Incsc W('r e I:! lven ever y ao y anLl,t_ 
mllChC1:l LD aunuOir enVlfUnmrms. rt~ 
In nuge numDCrs , put In sn e ltcrca plaee~ . 
prDYlueu Wllh fuuu. IIhlelul'u Irom PhI l' 
CIUh 

Tnr notnl I_ MMfll1"!l I"" nOI hkC fungus 
MIOT('":i ur 1-11.1 11 1 .. ~'t ... I.' 11I1~\.Iuun/o o u n.u ~ 

:lllrOUI wnerever .1n Inlrllr.cl trull fUlll lO .. 
IIOp . which nlu~ t lIit('J .v would Q(' tn t' 
~Jrua8C COln. Therc I~ VlrtUi6Uy no chanc e 

I MOW THl COUNTY T11IEO TO KILL A FLY 

187S ~--=' J.oI. I 

·76 1-.-........., 

'n 

." 
' 79 . 

'SOU" 
'a l ! l !l :' 

'all 1 --..... , ... ., 
'tiS I 

'16b 
"fI,ro;::= =-t. , ... I ~ J 

'ag , 

0 "" 
'-"~o.. •• __ ......... 

' 0'> 

~k.ble \hlng , wn~n tney acoulrt' np.,. 
lemlDry 

A lYPIU I In5C'Ct Ihva"' lon t\al fuur Otl<lsc . 
Tnere UI tne lhlnlGUCuon. wncn I i'll! fi rs : 
COU)n1&1,1 .mvt; lIItrc 11 COIOnltalion. It. 
wnlCh tney rtl'rDOuce; lfltn fIllura.lIz.auor. 
lh Which lIIC lnaccl uhOl'ltel JU DoOy ornd 
aQ,JuI .... ILI bchOlYlor \0 ILllOOgt«lland. ;,ne. 
hna.lJy, lIIe aprcaG pnut, In wnlen. temw . 
eled and finely tuned . It mulllplJcl .nll 
marc:nea. mulUPJln .no m&rcnCI ano SCI. 
Ue. Gown 11\ t.naee ~J'IOIII to which It C!i 

ra-ucally NU.ed. Carty C:LlJms. and he IS 
unQaubt.edly ",nL thlt liIe Medfly n~ 
mtered \haL 'ounn and linal pnuc 

Tht!Tt' .rt' .orne cruwl pomu lO De' 
ernpham.cd he-rc. 

F'trI1 of aU. Pnue 3-nlturiJl:LiI.UOn_1i 01 
cnu.c:.aJ and d,U.cUIl umt: Ia: ILIllflSt(t. It IS 
not. auy La ,le t I LOthola In I new lanll. I ~ 

amy" IUI1('(l. for life In thc PI.lce 1\ leh. 
and like a human Immll'ranl. II nu II IOn 01 
blOlOflCi l " acccnt " "'tao like the nUITU: r: 
Imml(tlnt. IU offsp"ng Will bcCDme I\OIl lve 
~ers ana IlItur.ll CILUtu The onH 
dlffertnCe UllJ\&l tne InMCl la.UI a numDC'~ 
of I"tMtauons. Jor 11.1 ld)Wltmenu are 
«eMue. It mUll aClNI l La different ~Ino. 
JeN. chfterent .I.rams of JOOD wlliI d iller , 
enl tevell of mlMtals, and 10 on. And, e 
paUaOC'I are u:aed ne.vtly .... Iru t It . lilt 
U\IIrCI muaL acquire mmt lund of te1S . 

LI.I'Jt:e. 80mC w.ly of CDpln« WIL.h them. 
becau8e l.IIey an piU1 of LIIe new eIlYU'OIl' 

%13 

---
, ." lOC ::0 

'--that ucn o f t he new catcnes rrpresenu ,; 
new mfe.Lauor: 

F'urLll~morc . Medflies .Ire Dtml tau~ l'I \ 
In lne lime ne1trnoornoocu wnerc tne ~ 
were C.IoU,ht el,nt years .,0. At leu! fou': 
of lllese Illes were heavdy Iptllyt'O with 
MWln~n Tne OOtb of new lhletUo llO n,s 
OCCUtTtnll on LaJ.l of 1./10 one.s tannot Q(' 

talcullLcd . llu~raJ t) . 

FinallY If. for the IUt of v«ument 
LDunsL5. IrI ,mlrrirlU 1.110 &tICns wert 1m , 
POrtln«lrull. and I' Lhe Ibet were JPt"Ouunl 
hu IeeaJ: u tne «ovemment euuns. then 
~ou would expecl InltlLlUOI\I tnrou,houl 
Southern C.llforma. ~Uy In San 
Dle,o. with 1L5 nver of Imml,ranu flOWing 
northward. Soulhem Ind Ccntr.l.1 Ca.hfor . 
fila wOWd haVt ,one up In .I hu,c "'t!d fl ~ 
eonfl.,riuon lon, ' BO Until lhll I.;~ 
month. III of \he CiplUta 1'L&\ot! Dttn In the 
w An«elel iU"eoil 

Thc truth c" n DC Oe flleG . out Il Cirlnol bt
;tut:rt'd. 'I' l'Ie MC'Olty IS bl.;tbh.lnco.. A JmOl t 
cerwnlY Il Nil Deen amon, w IInec 1975 
Ind nu never bc!en er&QJe&Led. 7ne cn"nc. 
es I~ UCtuent Ltla\ Il'mveo even earut' :
as IOO!.I&O U lIle RlId·l960:s 

WUlIa m JarQun "*' CI Ph.iJ In IMlC; 

~. JJ '"' book . .. Drvtt:rrn A""",,, tN G WI.I 
"'M (}(h t'T Euay. On HWIhlnI NCJllrt ," ' W1.U 
tw JlI6brtWIPU tTlI "mil I'mnt PTru In 
J",nlWflt , /!J!J / 



PACTS ON PESTICIDES 
AND BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 

EXCERPTS PROM THE FOLLOWING BOOKS 

POISONING PROSPERITY 
"The Impact of Toxics on California's Economy" 
by State of California, Commission for Economic Development (1985) 
Lt. Governor Leo McCarthy, Chairman 

Pg.14 
In keeping with its agricultural prominence. California is the nation's largest user of 
chemical pesticides. responsible for about 50 percent of the national total. There are dozens 
of chemical preparations used in California to control rodents. soil nematodes. fungus and 
many other natural pests. About 45 percent of the world's pesticide products are used 
in the United States. and almost 25 percent of the world's share are in California. The 
average annual use of the top 25 pesticides between 1971 and 19"81 was about 132 million 
pounds or approximately six pounds per year for every resident of the United States. 

Pg. 15 
Environmental contamination resulting from pesticide use occurs in two major ways. 'Point 
source' contamination can occur if pesticides are spilled prior to or after field apphcation. 
or if rinse waters used in cleaning ~p~ticid~ app~ication equ~pment are released directly 
onto the ground. In these cases the" resulung SOlI or grounawater contamination can be 
traced to a specific incident. 

AGRICIDE-THE HIDDEN CRISIS THAT AFFECTS US ALL 
by Dr. Michael W. Fox 
Schocken Books 1986 

Pg.S? . 
The widespread use of insecticides results in the non-selective poisoning of both 'good' 
and 'bad' insects. Worse, this practice can lead to the development of resistant strains 
and to the unchecked multiplication of currently harmless but naturally resistant insects. 
which then become pests because the other insect species and predatory birds that normally 
keep them in balance have been killed off. 

According to Dr. H.M. Caine of the University of California, Santa Cruz, one-third of the 
American diet depends directly or iDdireetly on crops pollinated by honey bees and six 
percent of farm production (3.5 billion) is at least indirectly dependent on such pollination. 
But pesticides are now at work reducing the bee populatio~ by an estimated two percent 
per year. This loss could have serious agricultural com;equences. Nevertheless. the AFBF* 
supports the "modification of existing regulations to more easily permit restricted use 
of previously cancelled pesticides under emergency conditions. ,. 

* AFBF- American Farm Bureau Federation, Handbook 

Pg.'13 
"The World Resources Institute has recently published a report indicating that insects and 
other pests are becoming more resistant to chemical pesticides. This fact now poses serious 
public-health dangers and contributes to increased food production costs. The report notes 
that the number of harmful insects immlDle to one or more pesticides reached 428 species 
by 1980, almost doubling the figure of 224 in 19'18. The study estimated that insect 
resistance now costs American farmers at least $150 million a year in crop lasses and 
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MAl.An-IJON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

increased chemical applications.. Furthermore. rodents are becoming more resistant to 
chemical poisons; at least 50 species of "weed" have become resistant to herbicide~, and 
more than 150 kinds of fungi and bacteria are now resistant to agricultural chemicals. an 
increase from 20 in 1960. * 

*M. Dover and B. Croft, Getting Tough: Public Policy and the Management of Pesticide 
! 

Pg. 140 
An annual 1.4 billion pounds of pesticides are applied in the United States, at a cost of $4.2 
billion, a one-thousand percent increase since 1947. But, as Professor David Pimental has 
shown, crop loss caused by insects has almost doubled (from 7.1 percent of total crop value 
in the 1940s to 13 percent in 1980*). Pimental estimates that the c~t of applying pesticides 
to u.s. cropland is about $2.5 billion a year, and the crop loss is about $10 billion. 

I' 
I 

*Perspectives of Integrated Pe~t Management. 

Pg.141 
The environmental impact of r pesticide use, including human pesticide poisonings, is 
estimated to cost the nation ~t least S3 billion annually. Taking these external costs into 
account in a benefit/cost analysis of pesticide use in agriculture, the dollar return is S3 
per $1 invested in pesticides. . 

SOIL, GRASS AND CANCER : 
by Andre Voisin 
Crosby Lockwood & Son, Ltd. 
1959 

FORWARD 
Without a doubt, the health of both 8Dimals and men is linked to the mineral balance of 
the soil. The realization of th~t fact is neither new nor specific to Voisin. . 

It is estimated that in the year 1951 the quantity of pesticides produced in the United States 
was sufficient to kill six times ~e population of the world. 
SILENT SPRING 
RACHAEL CARSON I 

Houghton Mifflin Company j I 

Pg.196 
The organic phosphates, usually considered only in relation to their more violent 
manifestations in acute poisoning, also have the DOwer to oroduce lastinE physical damage 
to nerve tissues and, accor~ to recent findings, to induce mental disorders. Various 
cases of delayed paralysis have followed use of one or another of these insecticides •••• 

II' 
, ' 

Pg.19'1 I 

... The insecticide responsible tor these cases has been withdrawn .from the market. but 
some of those now in use m~y be capable of like harm. Malathion (beloved of garde'ners) 
has induced severe Inuscular ]weakness in experiments on chickens. This was attended (as 
in ginger paralysis) by destruction of the sheaths of the sciatic and spinal nerves . 

. Pg.197 I. 
All these consequences of o~ganic phosphate poisoning, if survived, may be a prelude to 
worse. In view of the severe I damage they inflict upon the nervous system, it was perhaps 
inevitable that these insectiFides would eventually be linked with mental disease. That 
link has recently been supplied by investigators at the University of Melbourne and Prince 
Henry's Hospital in Melboumfl]' I ,: who reported on 16 cases of mental dbrease. All had a history 
of prolonged ezposure to 0 :. c phosphorus insecticides. '1bree were scientists checking 
the efficacy of sprays; 8 w' iked in greenhouses; 5 were farm workers. Their symptoms 
ranged from impairment of. memory to scbizophrenic and depressive reactions. All had 
normal medical histories before the chemicals they were using boomeranged and struck 
them down. I 115 
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THE PESTICmE CONSPIRACY 
by Robert Van den Bosch 
U.C. Press 1989 
Reprinted with Permission 

Robert Van den Bosch, Ph.D • 

..• in .an era .o~ in.creasi':lg concern over food production, energy shortages, and environmental 
quallty, polltlcs IS helpIng to perpetuate a costly, inefficient, and pollutivc pest-management 
system. 

Who, then, ar~ the mef!1bers of ~he consortium that opts for this seemingly undesirable 
state of affaIrs? ToppIng the list, as one would expect, is the agricultural-chemical 
industry. The pack also ~ncl~des: Pest-control operators, aircraft applicators, agri-business 
concerns, grower organIzatIons, food processors; certain key politicians· administrators 
and individuals in certain governmental agencies; segments of the media; ~lements in som~ 
professional societies; a spectrum of private citizens concerned about "threats" to free 
enterprise and agri-technology, administrators, elements, and individuals in the land-grant 
universities, including the Agricultural Extension Service. 

Page 93 
Pesticides rank with the most dangerous and ecologically disruptive materials known to 
science, yet under the prevailing system these biocides are scattered like dust in the 
environment by persons often utterly unqualified to prescribe and supervise their use. 
Pg~95 
The Beilenson bill very nearly attained ~actment, but then, at a late hour, the pesticide 
mafia, sensing the threat that the bill poseo to its interests, effected its abortion ••• that 
it .was only a matter of time until someone else's examing/licensing law was passed, moved 
quicky to fashion a bill of its own. Ergo, the straw man. 

Under this law, pesticide salesmen are included without restriction among the licensees, 
and the Pest Control Advisory Committee (read board of examiners) includes a 
representative of the pesticide industry, a licensed pest-control operator (i.e., crop duster), 
and a licensed agricultural pest-control adviser (most likely a salesman, since salesmen 
account for more than fourteen hundred of the approximately eighteen hundred fifty 
licensed advisers) This is equivalent to a board of medical examiners having a drug 
salesman, a bedpan manufacturer, and an ambulance driver among its members 

(The Rape of EPA) 
Pg.I09 
... My job as special consultant would be to explain the integrated-control concept to EPA 
staffers, so that they, in turn, could better help in its implementation. I unhesitatingly 
accepted the invitation as a golden opportunity to boost scientific pest control while 
simultaneously helping to alleviate a serious environmental problem (pesticide pollution). 
Pg. no 
But then, on one of my Washington visits, I crossed paths with a hardened old bureaucrat 
who knocked much of the wind out of my sails with the sobering comment: "Forget it, 
man; I been around here a long time and I'm teUing ya, EPA is just like the rest of the 
agencies set up to protect the public interest: it'll lose its teeth before ya know it. Just 
watch, in six or seven years it'll be taken over by the people it's supposed to regulate. 
It always happens that way." 

Welb this man was one of the great prophets of my esperience. Today the nobly conceived 
EP A has lost much of its clout and is showiDg sips of becoming more tabb¥ than f!K~. 
And in no area of responsibility has it suffered greater erosion than in Its ~clde 
registration and regulation function. Indeed, what has transpired can oiily 6ecri6ed 
as rape. 
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Medfly spraying kills 
good, bad bugs alike 

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Lady· 
bugs, boney bees and crickets ~ 
dropping like flies in Medfly-m· 
fested regions of Southern cali· 
fornia soaked in pesticide, leaving 
prdeners to battle aphids thriving 
with their natur8.l enemies sone. 

"It's gross. It's sickeDiDg, It said 
San Gabriel Valley bomeowner 
Peggy Watson, ~bose orange trees 
are covered with aphids. 

'We have people 
calling us up 
asking to reserve 
ladybugs.' 

- Henrick Mar, 
nursery manager Fnlstrated ~ are making 

a bee line for pesUdde shelves at 
nurseries and I aarden centers. 
wbere there bas been • ..un on 14 enOUlh to Idll 011' bendclal1Daects. 
tubes contaiDinl 1.080 ladybugs. The apbid. eDjoyiq a backyard 

"We have people c:alUDI us up wtthou risal 
asking to reserv

l 
e ladybugs.".-d llU"den feast t rep. , 

-' the San leaYeS d1sBgured rosebuds, wUted 
Henrick Mar. maDal8r w orcb1da anc:t mo1cl-c:oated leaves. Gabne! Nursery. 

Poisons sprayed by "helicoptel 5 a-rhere are aphids OIl my violets. 
were intended to rid th. I"8IiGD of apblcls coveriDI my herbs. It's hor· 
the Mediterranean fruit fly. rifYiDg." aald Marty Aaolas. 42, of 

The Medfly. thought to enter the BeW1ower. "I have just decided not 
countrY in Wegally imponed fruit. to plaDt IIDYthiDB else because I 
threatens pan of the state's 116 ca't bear to lee my flowers at· 
b1Won farm economy because it t&CkecL" 
feeds on and lays eBBS in more than The apbid iDfestation was ex. 
SO varieties of cash crops. pected by state o1Iicia1s. 

Gov. George DeukmejiaD aa1d MWe mew tb1s was IOiDI to ba~ 
Thursday there was DO alternative pen. But it is 1DflD1tely preferable 
to spraYini and· 1t would continue to wbat the Medfly caD do to the 
despite vocal protests ad attempts atate," said Robert DoWell. senior 
by local lovenunents to atop It economic entomologist for the state 
wbat they view as a potential Department of Food aDd A8r1cu1. 
health menace.

l 

tare. 
"The Department of AIricUlture Apblda bave become a hot topic 

iI pursuiDg wbat is a ~tested aDIODI members of the Pacific Rose 
method of eradicating the Medfly," Sactety, Mid the orpDization's 
Deukmejian tOld reporters. "We president Bart;te Miller. But memo 
caDDot give up! on this. We have to ben also blame prime aphid breed. 
eradicate It." l1li weather - a dry WInter fol· 

DeultmejiaD I said if eradication lowed by warm apriDa abowers. ea:ons fall th~ will be blgher food "Ira. whole combiDaUon of tac. 
E~t b·yq~oreilDtin.!'ve:mc::o=. 1DrB. I tbiDk Mother Nature is just 
Lnl.l D- • tbrowiDg us a curve," laid MWer. 
of jobs and even placement of mas· who 11 also cba1rwamaIl of Wrilley 
IOt·infested fruit on supermarket Gudms ill Paudcma. 
shelves. I. The apbids 8I"P. .~ wone I've 

The b~ossom-clevourb1g apbld ,_ the _'Mot vears I've been 
bas nourished because malathion seen.,:*, ~ oJ 

bas killed of!' its predators - lady- here, said Clair" G. MartiD m, 
bugs, lacewtnss. and tiDy wasps. curator of roses at the Hun1iDgton 
They· have been all but eliminated Library, Art ~11ec:tioDsSan u ... _~d 

".~,- th i 400 mil BotaD1cal Gardens m 1UA&A&&0. Wl~, e near y square es It could take up to a year or 
of quarantine Fd spray lODeS. IoD&er after malathion 1Jft)'1Ds 

WUd honeyt?ees• which ~te ends for lBI'Clens to become home 
fruit trees. bave fallen victim to ..m to beneficial 1DIects. "We 
malathion spraY1Dl. "It'. as if they don't know wbat the long term 
drop dead in mid-fliIht," said ef!'ects are on plant life. It Ehler 
Watson. i aa1d. 

Med1ly spraying also bas robbed EDtamolo8ists advile aardeners 
IPrinB of one of its traditional to ccmtrol aphids and other pests by 
sounds: the cb1rpiDa of cr1cketa. baJld.waabiDIleaves with IOI.p and 

Apbids,leafiscales and whiteflies water. UatDa more ~e w1l1 
IUl"Vive the s~rayings because they only proloDi the time it takes 
Uve close t~ petals or beD_th beDeIlc:ial bugs to retUJ'Il ad could 
leaves. sblelding them tram the barD leaves. 
pesticide droplets. Malatbion spraying 1D Southern 

"Malathion I sprayina causes an CalIfonUa bepn in force last 1\lID
imbalance." laid Lester Ehler. an mer and was recently 01"dered over 
entomologist iat the University of a Wide area of R1v~ County 
C&l1fomia, DaVis. He IBid seven or that Includes a commercial dtrus 
eight sprays over an urban area is grove. 
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I 
Helicopters 
bring back 
'Nam echoes 

When Dtl,bbon l&J.II to -lib. 
bon aOout the Of .. ~; 
lhlon lhtlT oo..:D 
I.I.b 10116 

HELICOPTER 
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Chapter 15 
SPELLS DANGER 



Introduction to Chapter 15 \$ . . 
.':.. , 

The PHOENIX Newspaper dated November 19-December 2, 1981 wrote an article in 1981 
regarding the CIA Air Empire. According to the article the CIA owns Evergreen Helicopters 
which were the helicopters used in the aerial spraying of malathion in northern California. 
in 1981. 

The L.A. TIMES Newspaper article by Richard C. Paddock, dated r.1arch 28, 1990 indicated 
that the San Joachin Helicopter Service is owned and operated by J.J. Josephson. According 
to this article, Mr. Josephson was appointed in 1989 to serve for a second term on the state 
Agricultural Pest Control Advisory Committee. Josephson was named by then Food and 
Agriculture Director Jack Parnall to the panel, which advises the Department on how to 
regulate the pesticide application industry. 

According to a retired Air Force Captain (pilot): "These helicopters are flying around and 
they are flying, to the best of my knowledge, below FAA minimum for flight ••• over a densely 
populated areas. II 

As the Editor I asked the pilot: "Do the helicopters always fly low over your house?" ••• 8l')d 
the pilot answered, "Yes, last Friday they came three times between 2:00AM and 2:30AM, 
and they were within 300 feet. Now when they are conversing from one area widely 
separated from another, they go up to 500 feet or maybe somewhere in that realm and 
get in a long line ••• then they come charging along in a long line. When they get to the next 
area they are going to spray, they get in a 'step-down' right or left echelon, like the point 
of an arrow, only it goes up in the air, and they charge around. I do know that in some 
parts of the Los Angeles basin legal limit is 2,000 feet." 

NOTE: See Chapter 12 for Interview with Rufus Young, Jr., Attorney for Pasadena, and 
other surrounding areas. He has discovered that the helicopters in use over L.A. and 
surrounding areas are flying below the minimum speed limit for helicopters over populated 
areas. In other words, these helicopters used in the spraying of malathion are flying at 
a maximum speed of 78 miles per hour. According to FAA requirements the speed 
'minimum' is 150 miles per hour. So these helicopters are in direct yiolation of FAA rules. 
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TIiE POISONING Of OUR PEOPLE 

Vol. 3 No. 20 November 18-~r 2, lN1 A WDfk.r Controlled ,"-per 10,000 copl.i 

Evergreen or Nevergreen? 

Medfly Helicopters Linked to CIA 
. I 

EVERGREEN HELlCOP1BS. THE SOLE ' 
company contracted by the State Medfly PrOjectl 
to conduct the aeriaJ spraying of malathion in 
Santa Crw Coun<v. has IinIa to the Centra! Intel· 
ligence Agency dating as far back as 1976. 

It wu in that va.r that E~ purchued the UIID of 
In~mo\llua&n AVLlllon. a ClA " propnftUy," Of pnvate! 
oxp:IftllOn wNch I.l aaualiy fund.! and openmd by the c.v. 
p~ auch U inla'lnDunQUD ItI'WU "frana" fordanJ 
dc&anc:ClA &cttVlty. puna&1u1., In Aina &ad l..atin ~ 

E\"trP'ftl\', aa to the CIAc:cmc _ ncALrpNe to the Ml'o
IJ*C mdUIU'Y. EYU'JtCCn COrpormon ..... fualmbd to tbt 
CIA.I the ClrD£ it pun:hued 1A~ca.in. Ia:ardma CD mt 
July 7. 1960, iINe of A"IAQGn W.dd, orw:t ~ T-=IwMaa. 
Tcrmq me ClA lIMn " 'KIIIlIIIJIDa b mt ...... ~" 
th£ I:I'1:lC.lt DOCed dlat E'tnIJ'eIm ',.. awad ..uh die CIA 
bruld" when It ~ Ita opIftQOnI from MonDlDA IX) tnt 
former 1D1ImDO\I:ltaln fac:Wty irI Manna, ArbcDa . • bere 
lnr:m:DCKalmin·. CIA coanecDOCI bad b.:D apoMd dwizIc • 

~. ': Da..a'C ",uqdw::oJ" .... 1 ... Eftf~ 
flll'ftfl1Und two fcrmn CLA ~ _ • chlcl a:acu:Dw uw:I 
~ aJaIUiW'lt. KCDnlmr CO dw."NIiob~. 
TIlCUIb t:be1t'Ddc did flOC ,...,..j, tbc am. 0I1be offiDn. the 
p~ bat *med dw CXM: of t:be -.mm I.b ~ wu 
Gcorp: DocMc, who had d..trea:.l. aumber ofClA<Cfta'DUcd . 
auiu'!£t.. r 

A CIA IfCnl for 17 'I'CUI. D001e became • cc:mall.taDt to 
EYeTp'CCn II tbt. ame It purc.blwd lnllnDC m'IIn aDd wu 
WoI~ to E~' . i:ardoi d&recun. AnEvwpwn 
lpokapenon bu reccnuy .a.tzd that be "co"'" nather con
fmn nor drny " Doole ', pranu role inE¥CI'JfHDopcnc:iaaa. 

Tnc.c allt:pcona ,u.rfaccd ian week dW'1.nlI weekly tallc 
show led by Ray Tahaicnoof1(GOndio, Ane:m:ployat.thr 
Sta~ Medfly Pro,a:t u::*t I kal counry aupenuor dw "1hiDp 
were avy . .. the: pbexw wu rinlmaoff the bClOk" ana. 'tali.I. 
ferro ', ~L and Project Dwa.or Jeny ScribnI::r c:UJ,.d 
KGO to pubUdy dtnOWlU the: a.I.k ahow. o.ma.u. EVCfj' 
"",,',.u.,.! ca ~'" "'" CIA u "imInan •. " SaibcCI THE CIA AIR EMPIRE 
ded..red. "I don't are wheth.n they I~ [eonnea:ed whh ~ , Fl u.c Friavil S· f 
ClA] or not." I '1 '1 JnG 0 ... 

In the MmC t:a.Lk ..now, T&l.i.aferrod.uc:UNed EYe'p'CICII." cxm- "Far and IWlY thr lupst&DdD'lClll~ua of &IJ the CtA 
trover su i he:rbiade: ~Y'':'' In Scon:.dale:, Naon.a, and IU proprierI:neI " ilhov.oa-ClAqenr V~Mard.cmdoc::ri.bed 
role In 'ecretly ttuuportlna the Shabo{ Irln from PInImI to theCtA ',t:nOmIO\II network of dand.uncwUt.a, PDUltlr\l 
Alora., the hut step of hu JOumcy 10 erik in EIYPL 8cKh OUtdv.t thrAtcncv necOt &II' Iuppon {or U»OO¥a1 opcn.oona 
.llcpl,oru wen conhrmed by A\II4lIOl'l Week. whICh aid N t in thr Third Wodd. . 
EYerareen pn::udm! Delford Sm.ith bad " no qualrru" about "lncndlblc u it mly lean, IN: CtA u CW'ftndy the: owner 
Ilcilnj the Shah ', fhaht. of one of tne: blaett-if not the: blft'lSl-f'Ie.ea of 'COtnml:r. 

"1 thouaht the: Shih had been , prmy tenw.ne: fnmd to ci&I ' urplana In wwotld," wrOtie Marchetti In TMC1Aand 
Amwu . .. We: Itntw the mp had been blewoed by tlv U.S. ' TM CMh o/lnrdll.rma. bplawna tNt thac "c:ornmnaal" 
rovernrncn\ " the mAP1Ifte quo= the EYCTIJ'een c:h.-f u 1 1J.fb.na-=rw.cownforCO'l'C"lfNi".ryope:noCIDI.Marcbem 
S-lI Vlnl The Whit.!:: HoUle chOM: E"'ervter"l u an lIltrrtned..ll I coacluded: "CtA rna-ccnana and CtA..upporued f<ftt1P' 
beaw.e II could rua qwclcl y " Srruth conch .. ded ttoopIoeedWlUpportto fiJinthe:u ' teen'! ' wan .. , Without 

Thutrotp.tc' wcdrJulao Inf CJm\S\aWt "wor!r.ll'Llfor dit I tht IU propnttltla, thtre could have: been no Tibetan or 
CIA ~I nOI be: all that bsd ' they Ply thtlr bllb .. , hr 1 ~.: Burmme: ~~t'II Motl un~t'tll.nl of I U, 
ISmlttl) loIld.AndthoushSmlthcittWllknowled,tofICLA. : . "'tbecnno wcm WVInLaOt-
hrr.,ern cOC'lfttCOon, ~ u q~tcd ... adm1rana WI "un- AIIhCDmtofMarchera'lwnDn!I. ClA;wopnecanmmclud. 
'J.nown to w ." the IlriUlt mlsh! h ..... t perionned. lOme 106. cd Au Amrna" ~ Aua, CiYiJ Air TtIAqXIl'I. Southern Al.r 
... ·lth CtA tonntCOoru. I Truvpon, and lnlZrtnOUfttllll AVilDOn. wh1c:h Marchtrc 

dacribcd III " I pan:icu.larlv mytUTlOUllll" propnn..~ . " 

--.i Oft PfJl't 6 
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1'HE POISONING OF OUR PEOPLE 

r SPRAYING: Firm Has Accident Record r Co~t'ftaetl from AS "There's been no Incident tnvol~- crashed near Caliente. No one was 
Until Tuesday. however. the of _ ing helicop~ers:' Josephson I&1d injured in that crash. 

flcWits said they were unaware of befo~e refusmg to dilcuss the mat- Apart from its accident record. 

r the company's history of crashes, ter fyrther, San Joaquin Helicopters haa been 
They also acknowledged that they Howe~er. NTSB records ShO~ cit~ by Kern and ~no coun~es 
did not check San Joaquin Helicop- that :hebcopters fiown by the De agnculture commissioners for VlO-
ler'! record of pesticide regulation lanor~ company ha~e gone latins a variety of regulations in its 

r' violations before hiring the firm, dow~ in nine ,crashes ranl1D1 u far aerial and ground applications of 
But they defended the state's south as Arvin in Kern Coul!ty and pesticides. 
choice. saying the company has a as far north as Chowchilla in Among the Violations were aen-
good overall safety record for its Mad~~ County. al spraying of an almond orchard 

r aerial pesticide applications. ~tails of the ~ most recent where a crew was working. Wegal-
' "When you add all these up with aCCIdents were available f~om re- Iy disposing of pesticide containers 

all of the helicopters they're fiying co~ of ~e Federal Aviation Ad- by burning. improperly labeling 
In .the state. I don't think that's mllustratiO,n, and. In two cases. pesticide containers. and not pro-

r much of a bad record," said Rex fro~ eyeWItness accounts: viding proper training to workers. 
Magee, associate director of the .~n Sept, 30. 1988. a helicopter On one occasion. a helicopter 
Deparunent of Food and Agricul- appl)'lng paraquat to cotton west of ed t' °d ~ 0 f' ld 

.. 0 • the town of McFarland ran out of spray pes ICI e on ~ 10 a Ie 
lure. Companng them With others f Ii tak ff 1 ded' h f' Id without notifying the beekeeper as 
. h bOld . d' ue Ion eo an In t e Ie 
111 l e usmess wou not 10 Icate dUd · Th il required. And twice. the company 
they have any worse problems an ro e over, e p ot was not ed ·th· 'd th t 

I .. injuted but the helicopter. a Hiller spray crops WI pesUCl es a 
than anyone ese, UH 12& bstanuall dam were not permitted for use on those 

As a f~rther indtcati~n of ~he ell was su y - crops. 
ompan~ ,5 good sta~d1ng With ag.IOn March 14 1988 a heli _ In most cues, the company re-

state offICials. the president of San :i 1 ed' 'f • leap, ceived wamtng notices for the 
J ° Hit J' J h ter ! nvo v In rost contro or 
oaqum e I~OP e~, 1m osep - almonds on the Tejon Ranch near violations, In one instance. the 

son, was appomted 10 1989 to serve '.. . . company was fined $150 for not 
for a second term on the state Arvm ran Into a LranBmlSSlon tow- ° . I r I, d hed'" th requlnng emp oyees to wear prop-Agncultural Pest Control Advisory erme an eras • InJunng e f . • 
Committee. Josephson was named pilot and demolishing the Bell ~H - erJ~ etw

y eqlsulPmenL. . 
hv then-Food and A iculture Di- IBaircraft un el, an offioal In the pest 
. gr • On March 8. 1987. a helicopter r I • MEDFLY SPRAYING MAP." B2 spraying pesticides in an almond 

° orchard hit a tree and crashed 

rector Jack ParnaU to the panel. 

r which advises the department on 
how to regulate the pesticide appli
calton industry, 

Any safety problems in the San 

r Joaquin Valley have btUe bearing 
on the operation to spray malathi
on over homes in Southern Califor
nia. Magee said. 

r Dunng farm operations. the heli
copters fly at much lower altitudes 
and must constantly avoid such 
obstacles as trees and power lines. 

80Utbeut of McFarlaDd. Tbe pilot 
was Dot Injured. but the Hlller 
OH~23G helicopter was substan-
tially damaged. . 

• On Feb. 19. 1987. a Hiller 
STOUH-12 ran out of fuel near 
Coalinga and crashed. aubstantJally 
daqlasing the helicopter. The pUot. 
who was not injured. reported that 
the fuel gauge was inoperative, the 
FAA repon said. 

management division of the Cali
fornia Deparunent of Food and 
Agriculture. said the state did not 
review the eompany's record be
fore hiring the firm because it was 
not necessary. 

He said the department has rou
tinely reissued state pesticide ap
plicator licenses to San Joaquin 
Helicopters and a host of other 
pesticide companies without 
checking their safety records. 

r During. spraying. for the Medfly. 

'
the helicopters fly in a straight line 
at an altitude of about 500 feeL In 
addition. state workers handle all 

~ On June 17. 1986. a Hiller 
UH-l2E crashed near Delano after 
parts of the main rotor blade sepa
ra~ in flight The pilot was not 
InjW'ed but his craft was substan
tially damaged. An investigation 
found that the blades were not 
airworthy . 

But Wells defended the overall 
safety record of San Joaquin Heli
copters. contending that all of the 
Violations werf relatively minor. 

"Looking at the amount of work 
(Josephson) did. both ground and 
air. his record is not poor." Wells 
said. "Anybody who does a lot of 
work is going to have violations," r ground crew activities for the 

Medfly spraying, while in normal 
farmland operations. these duties 
are performed without state in-
volvement. r None of the helicopters that 

'- were mvolved in the accidents are 

r 
\ 

r 

being used in the malathion spray-
Ing operation, according to a check 
of the aircraft regisU'atlon num
\)ers 

Jo!\ephson denied in a telephone 
interview that any of his compa
ny's helicopters had ever crashed, 

• On April 16, 1986. a Bell UH
IB iloat power near Chowchilla and 
rolled over during an emergency 
landing. The pilot was injured and 
th~ helicopter was demo1i8hed. An 
investigation found there was no 
011 In the tranamisaion. 

In 1984. according to the N'l'SH. 
twp HUler UH-12 helicopters oper
ated by the company crashed in 
seParate accidents near Delano. in 
both cases injuring the pilots. And 
in 11983. a Hughes 369D helicopter 

222 

No citations were issued in the 
cases where pesticides drifted onto 
workers during helicopter spray
lng. In one case. seven workers in a 
nearby almond orchard' suffered ill 
effects from the potent pesticide 
parathlon. And in another case, six 
employees became ill after they 
were sprayed With a dose of mala
!hion in a concentration much 
stronger than that used in the 
Southland Medfly spraymg opera· 
tion. 
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Chapter 16 
. ':AREt) 

CBEl\'llCAL wARE · 

Roell. the Aaembly Speaker pro tempore. 
Mid he baaalloUkedaJOlnt 
SeDale.Auembly c:oaunltlft In charp or 
approvlllI fundi for .... ylft, &0 "tum orr the 
1PIIOl" wsW a pubbe hun.nI II helcS on the 
..nal endauon effort. 

Mcamrbale.AUy. Gen. John K Van ~ x.... .. ~ Fnday &bat hCloffl« IS 
&aundwtI an IftYaUpbOft m&o whether 
IZIaIaUuon told 1ft atora ahOuld be f'elWaleG 
under \be ...u'ICUON 0( &be _le·. 
Prapoauon 86. The ~1IOn tmpOIeI IU1Cl 
DOCtfaIlOn and dsa:harp reqwranenll on 
&be,.... of LODe cMftueat&. 

YU de 1(amp. wheIR oftice baa ~n 
defend&na (he IUllel" UlW.wll &&medal 
~ rDlJal.tlJOn IPranna. IIIdtua 
mv ..... tlOn will fnt't~"n _,_" .. Ih· 



Introduction to Chapter 16 

ED1'I'OR'S NOTE: Not many Americans have thought of the United States in terms of 
biological and chemical warfare, but if one peruses this literature in that vein it soon 
becomes evident that the United States is involved heavily through the Pentagon in building 
up a huge stockpile of chemical and biological warfare. Some of these books are mentioned 
here and others inside this chapter on this most serious subject. Could the aerial spraying 
of malathion be chemical warfare on its own citizens? I leave it up to you .the reader to 
decide for yourself. 

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WAllPAllE, (Edited by Steven Rose, Beacon Press) states, 
"The U.S. Army's Field Manual on the Law of Land Warfare was quietly changed to point 
out that the United States is not a party to any treaty now in force, that prohibits or 
restricts the use in warfare of toxic or nontoxic gases." 

Our nation had also emerged from World Warn with new centers of gas and germ research 
and production. Biological warfare had come of age during the war years-the perverted 
stepchild of medical science. Poison gas production facilities had been added to our military 
machine. These additions were not dismantled after V-J Day. Our men went home but 
the military.professions, their civilian assistants and the research and production facilities 
remained as the nucleus of future growth. 

Much of the U.S. experimentation with nerve gases has taken place at the Army's oldest 
chemical warfare installation, the sprawling Edgewood Arsenal, some 20 miles northeast 
of Baltimore. • •• In July of 1969, under prodding by the House Subcommittee on the 
Environment headed by Congressman Henry S. Reuss, the Army revealed plans for testing 
239 gas weapons at Edgewood over a six-month period. 

SILEMT DEATH, by Yuri Fyodorov, published by Progress Publishers, l\foscow, RUSSia, 1987. 
states: "The enormous threat posed by nuclear arms in a way distracted public attention 
from the existence of huge arsenals of chemical weapons, other means of mass destruction, 
while scientists and technologists working for the military-industrial complex were 
developing more sophisticaated varieties of these weapons. 

Way back in 1969, the UN Secretary-General had this to say in his report: "Advances in 
chemical and biological science, while contributing to the good of mankind, have also opened 
up the possibility of exploiting the idea of chemical-warfare weapons, some of which 
could endanger man's future, and the situation will remain threatening so long as a number 
of states proceed with their development, perfection, production and stockpiling.1I 

People hold different political views are gravely concerned over the practical preparations 
for a rapid buildup of chemical weapons started by the U.S. Administration in the early 
1980s. ..The Pentagon is drawing up scenarios of chemical wars for various regions of the 
world. For instance, ItAirland Battle 2000" provides, among other things, for the use of 
chemical weapons during an armed conflict in Europe ••• 

The action of Western militarists have increased the possibility of a chemical war breaking 
out. Julian Perry Robinson, an outstanding British expert, in a yearbook of the Stockholm 
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) states, "The menance to international 
security from CBW developments during prior years ••• has become more evident." 

Dr. Bruce Halstead, M.D. is interviewed on "Health Plan for the United States and the 
Malathion Issue." Dr. Alan Levin, M.D. is interviewed on how to arouse the public to stop 
the spraying of malathion! 
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SILENT DEATH 
Yuri Pyodorov 
Progress Publishers 1987 
(Excerpted) 

MALAn-nON: TOXIC TIME BOMB 

i " 

Meanwhile, a factory that w1ill turn out a large amount of binary ammunition is going to 
be commissioned in the United States (Arkansas). Intensive research is under way in the 
laboratories of the Dow Chemical Company, fitted out with most up-to-date equipment, 
and other similar concerns. i But no one can tell what that chemical research will yield 
in the end. Perhaps a new f~rtilizer will be synthesised thus offering a solution to the food 
problem in the developing countries. On the other hand, the scientists may develop a 
technology of producing new super toxic agents capable of killing people and destroying 
crops and forests more effectively than the ones available today. 

NO PIRE, NO THUNDER 
MONTHLY REVIEW POUNDATION 
(The threat of chemical and *iological weapons) 
by Sean Murphy, Alastair Hay, and Steven Rose 
Copyright @ 1984 ! : 
Reprinted with Permission (~cerpted) 

"The control of vegetation jby herbicides is not novel. When plant hormones were first 
identified and purified in the'1920s it became clear that specific hormones control growth. 
In large amounts these subst~ces cause abnormal growth and plants outgrow their strength. 
Investigations into the militat-y use of herbicides as crop-destruction agents began in England 
in 1940, and it was the Brit~sh who were the first to use herbicides in a military conflict. 
During the Malayan Emergency, which perSisted from 1948 to 1958, British forces used the 
herbicide 2,4,5-T against t~e Communist insurgents to control vegetation along lines of 
communication and to destrpy food crops. But it was in the Vietnam war that herbicid~ 
and anti-crop chemicals we~e used on a large scale. Some 17 million gallons of mixtures 
(e.g. Agents Orange, Blue, W;hite) of 2,4-D (used in lawns for weed-killing), 2,4,5-T, picloram 
and cacodylate (an arsenic ?hemical) were sprayed by a US Air Force squadron, boasting 
the slogan 'Only we can pr,vent forests.' Between 1962 and 1971, US scientists estimate 

. that 10 per cent of the country's inland forests, 36 per cent of the mangrove forests, 3 per 
cent of cultivated land and 51 ~er cent of 'other' land was affected. 

The defoliation programme ~as" initially described as part of the strategy of denying forest 
cover to the guerillas in ~r~ly jungle terrain However, one, important aspect of this was 
the destruction of crops. The grand US strategy was to drive the largely agrarian, peasant 
population into the towns .Iqr strategic hamlets -vast concentration camps, where the 
availability of food could be". effectively controlled by the US and its puppet government 
in Saigon. The weapons sooh l became responsible for 1arge-scale starvation. Had this been 
the only effect of the spraying it would have been serious enC?ugh. However, before long 
it became clear that animJlls and humans were being directly affected by exposure to 
aircraft spraying of the d~foliants. There were reports of death, of cancers and birth 
abnormalities. One reason ~or these human casualties was that Agent Orange (a 1:1 mixture 
of 2,4,5-T and 2,4D) was he~vily contaminated with dioxin, a very stable toxic compound 
now known to cause birth abnormalities and cancer in animals. Dioxin is produced as an 
impurity during the manufafture of 2,4,5-T and its danger" to humans only became widely 
recognised in Europe when jcontamination of people and land followed factory explosions 
during production-at Coalit~, Derbyshire, in 1968; and Seveso, Italy, in 1976. It is estimated 
that l70kg of dioxin was accidentally sprayed on Vioettnam, Lao and Cambodia (Kampuchea) 
during the war. Dioxin is rhbre toxic than nerve gas and a few grams would be sufficient 
to wipe out a population the ISize of London. . 

Twelve years after the SPfa. ying finished, Vietnam's inland forests still bear the scars. 
Depite a massive replanting I programme begun in 1977 around Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnamese 
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scientists· are convinced that defoliation has led to changes in local rainfall, excessive 
erosion and irreparable damage to the local fauna and flora. Of equal concern are the 
effects of the spraying on people. Vietnamese scientists have evidence of an increase in 
liver cancer, spontaneous abortion and birth defects. In addition, 23,000 US, Australian, 
Korean and New Zealand servicemen have collectively sued the five chemical companies 
which manufactured the defoliants, claiming that their health has been irreparably damaged. 

CLOUDS OF SECRECY 
(The Army's Germ Warfare Tests oyer Populated Areas) 
by Leonard A. Cole 
Rowman c!c Littlefield Publishers - Reprinted with Permission 
Copyright @ 1988 (kcerpted) 

..... The current u.s. biological warfare program was intended by Congress simply to study 
ways to counter biological warfare agents (i.e., as defensive research.) The Reagan 
Administration says that as a matter of policy it is not developing offensive biological 
weapons. But as Leonard Cole suggests, unless one is constantly on guard, research in 
defensive biological weaponry can easily spill over into offensive research. 

••• Some of the experiments involved the release of supposedly harmless organisms which 
had properties resembling those of certain biological agents. The Army claimed the 
organisms were innocuous. But Cole presents evidence that those organisms were known 
to be harmful. He suggests this is still an open qu~stion despite the fact that the court ruled 
in favor of the government in a suit for damages brought by a San Francisco resident in 
1981. 

Congress has already taken steps to see that there is no recurrence of such secrecy. In 
1977 congress passed legislation requiring the Department of Defense to notify Congress 
before conducting any experiments with biological or chemical agents using human subjects. 
My information is that no secret tests have been conducted since the late 1960s. 

Pg.44 
Perhaps the most important question about the army's open air testing program concerns 
the danger of the simulant agents involved. The army has repeatedly contended that none 
of the millions. of people who have been exposed during the tests has suffered ill effects. 
In a memorandum to Congress in 1977, the army sought to assure everyone by insisting 
that it used only biological warfare simulants "considered by th~ scientific community 
to be totally safe." The official position was that the simulant agents were harmless and, 
by implication, that there was nothing wrong with using them in the past and nothing wrong 
with using them now. 

Pg.45 
ASPERGILLUS FUMIGATtJS 
Aspergillus fumigatus is a fungus that the army used during tests in the 1950s over populated 
areas. In a report provided during the senate hearings in 1977, the army suggested that 
the organism posed little danger to humans. It conceded that the organism "is considered 
an opportunist causing aspergillosis in debilitated persons," but contended that Aspergillus 
fumigatus is unremarkable and implied that there was nothing wrong with spraying it 
because the organism is all around us anyway: lilt is ubiquitous in nature and can be cultured 
from soil, water, air, food stuffs, ~mal waste products and most human body orifices.1t3 

The report is misleading in two respects. First, in saying that the army stopped using 
aspergillus after the 1950s, though not explaining why, there is an inference that until then 
the army might not have realized the organism could be IIconsidered" harmful. Second, 
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as the army would have it, only debilitated persons are at risk. Both of these propositions 
are wrong. 

Aspergillus fumigatus has lc;>ng been known to cause apergillosis, a disease not merely 
"considered" to affect debilitated people, but one to which any person may fall victim. 
Standard medical reference works before and during the testing program make this clear. 
A textbook published in 1951 noted that the danger of aspergillus had been recognized since 
the nineteenth century.4 AI description of the organism published in 1949 indicates that 
Aspergillus fumigatus is "important as a contaminant of lesions and as an agent of 
infection." A cause of aspetgillosis, it could lead to "infections of lungs, bronchi, external 
ear, paranasal sinuses, orbit, bones, and meninges.5 

The organism was known t~, cause death, and not just in previously debilitated persons. 
Although some types of inf~ctions caused by aspergillus were not especially threatening, 
this was not true "for the pulmonary and generalized infections, which frequently are fatal,:. 
according to a source book o~.medical diagnosis and therapy.6 Since the army tests involved 
inhalation of aspergillus sports, the risk w~s of a pulmonary nature. 

Portions of a report about art army test in 1951 involving Aspergillus fumigatus were released 
in 1980 in response to a Freedom of Information Act request. They indicate that the army 
intentionally exposed a disproportionate number of black people to the organism. The 
testers imagined that an enemy might use a more lethal! fungus that affects blacks in 
particular, and that assessirlg the dispersal of aspergillus among these people would help 
prepare defenses against an i~ttack. Thus in 1951 at the Norfolk Supply Center in Virginia, 
unsuspecting workers were handling crates that had been contaminated by the army with 
aspergillus spores. I ' 

I 

Pg.130 I 

The article dedicated to hislqrical review is plainly irrelevant. Its centerpiece is a lengthy 
recapitulation of a report w~itten in the late 1940s for u.s. intelligence, revealing that 
the. Soviet Union was then ~volved in chemical and biological warfare preparations. This 
evidently was meant to shoy( I that the Soviets have always been fond of bacterial. weaponry 
and to explain the roots of today's purported program. It makes as much sense as quoting 
from a U .8. W ar Departme~t report on the American biological warfare program written 
in 1946: IIwork in this field, tiorn of the necessity of war, cannot be ignored in time of peace; 
it must be continued."29 Should such 1940s wisdom give 'rise to suspicion that today the 
United States is ignoring treaties that it subsequently signed? That seems to be the intended 
message about the Soviet Union. 

In another non sequitur, we ~e told that the denial of an exit visa to Soviet microbiologist 
David Goldfarb helps conf~m the existence of a genetic engineering weapons program. 
31 After years of waiting, Goldfarb and his family received permission to emigrate to Israel 
early in 1984. Their visas were suspended when the KGB intervened, claiming that Goldfarb 
intended to take his collection of bacterial strains with him. While the KGB held that the 
material was of "national s'ecurity importance,: Goldfarb insisted that he never engaged 
in classified work. This le~ds the Journal to conclude that the Soviets show "particular 
sensitivity about microbiolo,.yll and supports suspicions that "Soviet Russia intends to use 
molecular genetics for biological warfare." 

,I 

Ii 

Meanwhile, Fort Detrick c ntinues to sponsor increasing numbers of biological warfare 
Pg.133 ~' : 

projects that involve the de. ~lopment of vaccines and other defensive work. Even if these 
efforts remain defensive, A"erican citizens have reason to :worry. Among other activities, 
a return to outdoor testing 9ver populated areas has never ;lost its appeal to some defense 
planners. As discussed in t~e next chapter, by the end o~ '~984 just such a proposal was 
made, and in 1986 field tests Iwere underway. 

j 
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MEDICAL MYCOLOGY 2nd Edition 
(The Pathogenic Fungi and 
The Pathogenic Actinomycetes) 
By John Willard Rippon, Ph.D 
Associate Professor of Medicine 
The Pritzker School of Medicine 
The University of Chicago 
Chicago, Dlinois 
Publisher: W.B. Saunders Co. 1982 
(Excerpted) 

"The importance of Aspergillus as an agent of opportunistic infections has only recently 
been recognized. Systemic disseminated disease is essentially a product of the antibiotic 
era and may be termed a 'disease of medical progress.' Fortunately this form of aspergillosis 
is still relatively rare. The debilitated patient, however, offers a special milieu for 
opportunistic fungi. In one large series of 454 leukemia cases, 14 per cent of deaths were 
attributable to fungus infections. Aspergillosis was second only to Candidiasis in this series. 
Several recent reviews have emphasized the increasing occurrence of aspergillosis in 
patients with leukemias." 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Systemic Candidiasis is one of the opportunistic infections for A.I.D.S. 
according to the Center for Disease Control. Much has been written over the last 8 years 
regarding Candida and systemic Candidiasis and the part it plays in a large percentage 
of the American population. Some of the books written and edited in the last 6 years on 
this subject include: The Yeast Connection, by Wm. Crook, M.D., The Yeast Syndrome, 
by J.P. Trobridge, M.D., The Missing Diagnosis, Dr. Orian Truss, M.D.; Candida Silver 
(mercury) Fillings &. the Immune System, Edited by Betsy Russell-Manning; Home Remedies 
for Candida, Edited by Betsy Russell-Manning. 

The above mentioned books give many reasons for Candida overgrowth and systemic 
Candidiasis. One of the reasons given is the wide-spread use of pesticides. 

Could Aspergillosis paralyze the different systems of the body just as the toxins from 
Candidiasis does? 
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DELAYED TOXIC EfPECTS OP CHEMICAL WARP AB.E AGENTS 
A SIPRI MONOGRAPH . 
Stockholm.lnternational Peace Research Institute (19'15) 
(Excerpted) 
CHAPTER 5. Delayed lesions caused by 
Organophosphorus CW agents. ' 

Pg.23 
L General Evaluation. 

I 

I I 

I 

I· 

The sole examples of openly published, discrete studies on delayed lesions caused by 
organophosphorus CW agents are the investigations made by Spiegelberg (50), U. Hellmann 
(51) and W. Hellmann (38). A! number of other scientific investigations have, of course, 
been carried out meanwhile 1 on widely different types of delayed lesions caused by 
industrially important organopttophorus compounds. In these publications - mainly concerned 
with organophosphorus pesticides, solvents and plasticizers - it is possible, however, to 
find the occasional reference I to cw agents. Since all these, organophosphorus compounds 
are structurally and functio~a1ly closely related to each other, the earlier findings on 
industrial compounds can - with justification - be essentially applied to their C W analogues. 

The advent of binary weaporls has, moreover, made it more difficult to decide whether 
certain chemical compounds *e meant for civilian or military applications. The personnel 
engaged in the manufacture land storage of such compounds are themselves very often 
unaware of the nature of the civilian or military use for which the products are intended. 

Where the term organophosphorus compounds is used without qualification in the following 
sections - as is frequently th~' case - it is intended to denote all those organic compound 
of phosphorus which are clos~ly related to each other in their chemical and toxicological 
properties, and which can bel represented by the general formula first stated in 1937 by 
Gerhard Schrader of Germany ~ the pioneer investigator in the field of organic phosphorus 
insecticides. I : 

Pg.24 , , 
According to Schrader, effective (that is, toxic) esters are obtained when the central 
phosphorus atom - in additioh! to being doubly bonded to an oxygen or sulphur atom - is 
bonded to two identical or di~ferent substituents and to an organic or inorganic acidic group 
(117). 

Militarily, the organophosphorus V-agents - and, to some extent, the G-agents- play the 
most important role as CW agents. In this connection, binary weapon techniques are likely 
to constitute the most impor~nt system of application (118). The advent of binary weapon 
technology might also lead ~ 'to a reappraisal of other highly toxic organophosphorus 
compounds, which only a few 1 years ago were dismissed as potential CW agents because 
of their unsuitable properties f,for example, poor transport and storage stability. 

• I 

Pr· 25 : 
n. Specific toxicological evaluation 
Symptomatology of acute po~ by _ compounds 

In order to elucidate the sU~ject of delayed lesions it is firsts necessary to give a brief 
account of the symptoms produced through acute poisoning by organphosphorus compounds. 
The reader is referred to monographs for a more detailed treatment (ll9-121) 

Phosphoric and phosphonic ~sters may enter the human body by inhalation, ingestion or 
- a noteworthy feature - by $kin contact. The entry of these virtually odorless and tasteless 
compounds into the system is not marked by any perceptible effects, being only manifested 
later by the onset of grave symptoms. 

I 
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Symptoms of intoxication by organophosphorus compounds are usually classified as (1) 
muscarinic effects, (2) nicotinic effects, and (3) central nervous system toxication: 

1. The muscarinic effects include miosis, accommodation spasm, bronchoconstriction, 
bronchospasm, bradycardia, nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea, urniary and 
fecal incontinence, pallor, increased salivation, perspiration, lacrimation and increased 
blood pressure. 
2. The nicotinic effects include tremor, myasthenia, cramps, and perhaps paralysis. 
3. The effect on the central Dervous system lea_ to giddiness, insufferable headache, 
feelings of aDZiety, speech and balance disorders, depression of the respiratory centre, 
and rmally coma and canw1siODS. 

BIOCHEMICAL MECHANISM OP POISONING BY ORGANOPHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS 

The organophosphorus compounds which concern us here are powerful poisons having a 
specific inhibitory action on the enzyme cholinesterase. Facts concerning this 
anticholinesterase activity on the part of organic phosphate derivatives were already mown 
to German biochemists and pharmacologists who, prior to the outbreak of World War II 
- acting on orders from the Wehrmacht - were intensively engaged on work with phosphoric 
esters intended for CW applications. British teams were also independently working along 
the same lines during World War II. We DOW know tbat, in addition to cholinesterase, a 
number of other enzymes may also be affected by 0_ compounds particularly 
chymotrysin, trypsin, liver esterase, milk lipase, choline. ODdase, cytocbrome cmidase, 
carbonic anhydrase, amylase, carbozylase and debydrapM .... 

EDITOR'S HOTE: Noting the just mentioned underlined statement, it is also worthwhile 
to note the following excerpt from YOUR ELBCTB.o-VlBIlATORY BODY by Victor 
Beasley ••• "The nervous SJBtem controls behavioral pattems, but enzymes control the nervous 
system. Hence, phJBioJaclcally speeJd. the enzyme is the lowest passible leyel of 
behavioral control, all bioJaclcal systems, necessarily, beiDg directed by enzymes." 
Pg.26 
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~. paaibly lUfti edema-like con
diIion.dyspra . 

Anaraia. n&UICL vomit.ina. u:namus. ciiIn'hca. 
inWMUary disdwp or feces 

Pallakiwil. possibly involuntary diIr:twIe of 
urine 

Pallor. poDibly initiaillCh)'Clldia with iftClaKd 
bkIad pn:aure.1Ublcquen1 tnd)'Clldia with de· 
cnIIIed blood pt'CII\ft. JlQllibly shock. C)'IftGIis 

PaIpiralion. lIIivation. Cl'iphara 
Miosis. nebulous vision. hadIche (ciliary pain) 

fllilue. OlCCidilY. (ascicu1allons. paaibly con· 
vuIsions 

NeuJasis. or psychasis-like conditions. qiWion. 
intOmftIL hcadlche. halluanauons. phobia. ap
uby. dysantma. aLUi&. conwlSlons. vernor. 
cIepn::sslon. coma. ciel'rasion of re:spamory cent 
tre 

The symptoms of cholinerterase inhibition predominate in the primary manifestations of 
poisoning. Knowledge of the processes inhibiting the other above-mentioned enzymes is 
still incomplete. 

Some general observations may be apt here on tbe part played by c:bolinesterase and OIl 

its importance for tbe basic proc:BBEes of nerve transmjssion. 
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Cholinesterase - together with other esterases, carbonic anhydrases, proteases and amidases 
- belongs to the large group of hydrolyticenzymes or hydrolases. Another principal group 
of enzymes - the desmolases -comprises the enzymes which catalyze the final general 
breakdown of hydrolytic decomposition products. 

Acetylcholinesterase (formerly called "true cholinesterase") should be distinguished from 
cholinesterase (formerly call~d "pseudocholinesterase", serum or plama cholines~erase). 
Acetylcholinesterase. has a high affinity for acetylcholine .and is capable of splitting this 
choline ester more rapidly th~ ,any other choline derivative. It is present in nervous tissue, 
Acetylcholinesterase plays a ~ve role in nerve-tr8118mission processes. 

: t 

Pg.27 . I 

Acetylcholine bas important I ,physiological functiaas, such as playing a role in the 
transmission of impulses from ~ nerve fibre to anotbel' acrass a synaptic junction. 

Acetylcholinesterase is inhi~~ted by organophosphorus compounds and the resulting 
accumulation of acetylcholine gives rise to the symptoms of endogenous acetylcholine 

• • ! polsonmg. 

••• As approximately 300 mole~~es of acetylcholine are assumed to be split every milisecond 
by a single molecule of choli~esterase, it is CODCeivable that minute concentrations of 
orpnophosphoric iDbibitors sr. 'capable of initiating disastrous' biochemical effects. 

I, 

Pg.28 : i 
••• TIle above discussion bas:. I. cbaracterized orpnapbosphorus c:ompolDlds primarily as 
enzymatic poisoas, specifi;;iiy as cholinesterase inhibitors. We have thereby overlooked 
a 'very important fact funclarltental to the clarification of the .matter of delayed lesions. 
This fact has likewise been n~~ected-or, at any rate, inadequately dealt with-by practically 
all scientists working in this fIeld. This fact is, namely, the alkylating capacity of these 

I oganophosphorus compounds. i 

I, 
Pg.3l; 
Research scientists working I .on pesticides were the first to indicate the biological 
consequences of the alkylat~ 1 property of organophosphorus compounds. Their publications 
were, however, primarily co~cerned with the metabolic problems associated with the use 
of pesticides. i • 

Lofroth of Sweden was tt~e first to show, by means of experiments with DDVP 
(2,2-dichlorovinyl dimethyl p~osphate) on microorganisms, that such alkylation processes 
in the case of organophosphorus insecticides can assume far-reaching significance because 
of their mutagenic effects ~ (~38). His publications attracted 'great attention -and also 
aroused much opposition; at :~y rate, they initiated a number of, intensive investigations 
with DDVP - the basis of I. important pesticide formulations in worldwide use. The 
manufacturers of this impor~ant class of trJlde products have naturally shown interest in 
clarification of the question o,;aIleged mutagenic effects. 

I 

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF'. iTD EFFECTS OF DELAYED LESlOIfS CAUSED BY 
ORGANOPHOSPHORUSCOMPIOUNDS 

I! 
It must again be pointed out :t~at, apart from Spiegelberg's findings on psychopathological
neurological delayed lesio~ (2,50), literature data on delayed lesions caused by 
organophosphorus compounds' .relate primarily not to CW agents but to the pesticidal 
derivatives of phosphoric ,a:qid. As mentioned earlier, because of the chemical and 
tOxicological similarity bet~~en organophosphorus pesticides and CW agents it appears 
permissible to draw generali~~~ conclusions. 

Health lesions caused bYO~OPhOSPhorus poisons may be grouped as follows from the 
biological and toxicological '~WPoints: 

! I 
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Pg.32 
Group 1 
Health lesions resulting from acylation-synonymous with the inhibition of cholinesterase, 
chiefly acetylcholinsterase. 

Group 2 
Health lesions resulting from alkylation-synonymous with action on the nucleic acids (DNA) 
or on the biogenic amines of the central nervous system, or on ·both. 

The major clinical manifestations take the form of delayed and permanent lesions of the 
central nervous system. Teratogenic, mutagenic, carcinogenic, bepatotoxic and hematotoDc 
symptoms also arise. 

Group 3 
Health lesions caused by various-not individually known-metabolites, and so on. 

The major cliDiea1lD8Difestations take the form of, for aample, paralysis, impotence and 
eye diseases-partly in immediate connection with Group 2 lesiODS. 

Pg.34 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGICAL AND NEUROLOGICAL LESIONS CAUSED BY 
ORGANOPBOSPBORUSCOMPOUNDS 

The biological mechanism of action of organophosphorus compounds suggests that they 
may cause damage to the nervous system in addition to the acute m8bifestations of 
poisanjng. The derangement of the transmitter function of acetylcholine by the inhibition 
of the cholinesterases- particularly acetylcholinesterase-brings on manifold dysfunctions, 
not simply restricted to the nervous system. Not all of these derangements can be offset 
fully and without complication by the metabolic counterregulatory and repair processes 
of the organism. 

If we .disregard the studies carried out in the early 1930s by Smith et ale on the neurotoxic 
effects of ortho-trlcresyl phosphate and related compounds (146), we first encounter 
indications of psychopathological-neurological lesions caused by organophosphorus 
compounds in a publication of 1950 by Rowntree, Nevin and Wilson (147). Experimental 
studies on animals were carried out in the late 1940s and early 1950s (148-150). In their 
publication of 1953, Bidstrup, Bonnell and Beckett ascribed the mental disorders in two 
cases of poisoning to the high doses of atropine administered (151). 

In the mid-1950s, Spiegelberg of PR Germany began his comprehensive studies on the 
psychopathological neurological delayed lesions of workers formerly engaged in CW 
production plants for the Wehrmacht (2,50). His publications will be discussed later in 
some detail. 

The article entitled "Psychiatric Sequelae of Chronic Exposure to Organophosphorus 
Insecticides" published by Gershon and Shaw in 1961 attracted great attention (152). The 
authors chose to carry out their studies on farm workers and agricultural technicians n ••• to 
see whether there is any seasonal or geographic variation in the incidence of these 
conditions in districts where these insecticides are used, and to determine the role of 
cholinesterase and the levels of acetylcholine in mental disease". They go on to say that 
although the toxic manifestations - both muscarinic and nicotinic in type-have been fully 
reported, the effects on the central nervous system are not so welllmown. 
They observed: 

Giddiness, floating sensations, tinnitus, nystagmus, pyrexia, tremor, ataxia, paralyses, 
paraesthesiae, polyneuritiS, speech difficulties, slurring, difficulty in forming words, 
difficulty in saying what is intended, memory defect-slowness of recall, insomnia, lassitude 
and weakness, drowsiness, concentration difficulty, meatal coafusioa, uneasiness, 
restlessness, anxiety, tremulousness, emotiODBl labDity, depression with weeping spells 
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and insomnia, scbizopbrenic reaction, dissociation, somnambulism and ezeessive dreaming, 
fugue. 

Gershon and Shaw summarize their findings as follows: 

.•. only two forms of psychiatric illness were induced-depressive and schizophrenic reactions. 
This indicates that these insecticides activated a tendency towards depression or 
schizophrenia. This effect appears to be brought about by the central action of these agents 
on cholinesterase. It is thus possible that the activation may be related to the 
anticholinesterase action of \ the drug on the brain. This effect contrasts with the 
improvement in schizophrenics produced by intravenous injections of acetylcholine ••• The 
effects on the central nervous system produced by these compounds which have been shown 
to inhibit cholinesterase within the brain suggest that the acetylcholine-cholinesterase 
cycle plays a positive, though as yet undefined, role in central neural function. 
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The following statement in the article "_ IDseeticides and Mental Alertness" 
by Durham, Wolfe and Quinby appears to be of importance (155): "These test results are 
consistent with the accepted: opinion that organic phosphorus compounds may affect mental 
alertness if absorbed in amounts great enough to cause clinical signs or symptoms of 
systemic illness. No cases were seen in which mental effects occurred alone." 

I I 

According to Reinl, an authority on industrial medicine, significant clinical manifestations 
of industrial phosphorus poisbning-apart from the classical symptoms-are cardiac and' mild 
renal lesions, damage to the hematopoietic system, and neuritic symptoms (156). He writes: 
"Considering, however, that the pathophysiologic effect is essentially one of cholinesterase 
inhibition-that is, it result~,~lin interference with the entire enzymic system of the body
a clinical pictW'e rich in sy ,ptoms is to be expected since all the organs, particularly the 
brain, are endallpred." ! ;' : '. 
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••• Mention should also be made of the investigations of Namba et ale (160) and Davignon 
et al (161) on the chronic effects of orpDOpbaapbate insecticides on man. 

In 1969, Aldridge, Barnes and Johnson succinctly summed up their extensive work of many 
years on delayed neurotoxicity produced by some organophosphorus compounds thus (124): 
"It is clear._tbat many orpnapbospborus compounds can produce delayed neurotoDcity 
in low doses. 

Pg.39 
Up to now, publications dealing specifically with the delayed effects of organophosphorus 
CW agents have been scant in the literature. Meanwhile, Davis, Holland and Rumens (170) 
and Durham, Gaines and Hayes (171) have been successful in showing by means of animal 
experiments that, for example, the neurotozic phenomena produced by _ 
compounds of the nerve-ps type in some poultry varieties are, witbin CS'tain limits, 
comparable to the manifestations produced in man. 

In their above-mentioned study, Davies, Holland and Rumens of the Chemical Defense 
Experimental Establishment, Porton, England, investigated the correlation between the 
chemical structure and neurotoxic effect of alkyl phosphates-including DFP, sarin and 
derivatives-and compared them with trialkyl phosphates (170). In 1960 they came to the 
following basic conclusion: ••• lt must therefore be assumed tbat all tbe _ 
compounds shown to be neurotoDc in chickeDs will, UDder appropriate conditions, produce 
neurotozicity in man. 

In a study published in 1964 on the behavioural changes produced on administration of a 
phosphoric acid derivate (code name EA-1701 or VX), similar to sarin, to US Army test 
volunteers, Bowers, Goodman and Sim arrived at the following conclusion after comparing 
the results with findings from animal experiments and from production workers in the 
phosphorus industry (173): "It seems, therefore, that an excess of the free endogenous amine 
acetylcholine as produced by anticholinesterase administration leads to a state of altered 
awareness in man.ft 

Pg.41 
In an experimental study on animals, W. Domschke and G.F. Domagk concluded· that the 
CW agent, so man, has an inductive effect on the entire enzymatic biosynthesis of the liver, 
which is, however, unspecific for individual liver enzymes (179). In 1971, on the basis of 
their investigations of the mechanism of liver-cell damage by alkyl phosphates, S. 
Domschke, W. Domschke and M. Classen concluded that It ••• the liver-damaging action of 
alkyl phosphates is ••• to be regarded as indirect, and to be interpreted as the result (like 
respiratory insufficiency) of general hypoxia caused by cholinesterase inhibition, which 
also affects the liver" (180). Their views were partly confirmed by findings from animal 
experiments published in 1971 and 1973 by Gibel and co-workers on the hepatotoxic effects 
of . trichlorphon and dimethoate, and also amplified with regard to the possible involvement 
of biochemically pertinent alkylation processes (181). We shall revert below to the results 
of Gibel et ale in connection with. the hematotoxic and carcinogenic properties of 
organophosphorus compounds. 

The hem atoxic effects of organophosphorus compounds became known at a relatively early 
stage. Thus in 1956, Rein! stated that E-605 (parathion) poisoning might possibly lead to 
bone-marrow lesions (156). • •• In 1972, Reizenstein and Lagerlof reported on longterm 
studies on agricultural workers, who-primarily as a result of handling organophosphorus 
pesticides -showed significantly marked leukocytosis (184). The study by Davignon and 
co-workers on the chronic effects of insecticides also indicated hematotoxic symptoms 
such as leukopenia (161). 

Pg.42 
••• It is thus high time to check other organophosphorus compounds for hematotoxic 
properties, and to rate them accordingly. The hematological findings from workers engaged 
in production plants for phosphoric ester CW agents during and after World Ws:r n shoul~ . . . 
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now be released in view of the urgency of appraising the actual hazards. This also applied 
to other clinical diagnostic findings obtained in these production plants. 

The hematological and hepatotoxic findings and the development of benign and malignant 
tumours make it necessary to revise the view held up to now-namely, that trichiorphon 
and dimethoate, as well as related organophosphorus pesticides, are to be considered 
innocuous from the point of view of long-term biological effects because of their relatively 
rapid hydrolytic decomposition in warm-blooded animals. Moreover, a Soviet team working 
on pesticidal alkyl phosphates has succeeded in demonstrating a teratogenic effect • 
••• Knowledge of this relati()~hip is not simply of theoretical interest for the problem of 
carcinogenes; it will enable, possible hazards to be assessed properly-thus contributing to 
practical cancer prophylaxis: In this connection, the investigations performed using 
trichlorphon and dimethoate seem decisive for the optimization of health protection and 
work safety in direct contact with such alkyl phosphorus derivatives in manufacturing 
industry and in applications in: agriculture and hygiene. 

Pg.44 
The publications of Lofroth on the mutagenic properties of organophosphorus pesticides 
(138) have attracted far gre,ter attention than other publications of recent years on the 
carcinogenic effects of orPnoPhospbonD compounds. As already mentioned, Lofroth's 
findings from investigations: on microorganisms were heavily attacked by the pesticide 
industry on account of the r~latively high dosages employed. However, the investigations 
carried out in the hope of refuting his findings have not been successful up to now. The 
value of all these investigations lies in the fact that they have stimulated thorough studies 
of the alkylating properties of alkyl phosphates and of the biological consequences entailed 
(186-187). 

EYE LBSIONS CAUSED BY ORGANOPHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS 

Remarkable scientific findings have been obtaned in recent years in the USSR and in Japan 
on eye damage caused by the handling or agricultural application of organophosphorus 
compounds (191-192). The Soviet study covered 1995 workers and 2272 students. The 
Japanese study dealt with the effects of aerial application of the organophosphorus 
pesticides, parathion, malathion, EPN, sumithion, and so on, in a fruit-growing area, and 
discussed the findings obtai~ed from a group of 71 children in the 4-16 year age-group. 
Since these findings were reproducible in dogs by the use of organophosphorus compounds, 
the authors concluded that the syndrome was induced by chronic poisoning by these 
chemicals. 

I 

" , 
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CHEMICAL WEAPONS: 
DmnRUcnONAXDCO~ON 
Current Disarmament Problems 
STOCKHOLM IHTBJUfATIORAL PEACE RESEARCH DfS'I'I'I'OTE . 
Taylor &: Prancis Ltd. 
London 
1980 

Pg.n3 
LONG-TERM EPPECTS OP ACUTE EXPOSURE TO NERVE GASES UPON BUMAN HEALTH 

B. BoskoYic and R. Kusic 
Military Technicallnstitut~ I Medical Dept., Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

, I 

Abstract: For many years, i~ has been maintained that acute poisoning by organophosphorus 
insecticides and nerve gases causes only functional but not histopathological changes. 
However, recent detailed studies of acute poisoning by organophosphorus anticholinesterases 
have revealed a high incidence of paralysis in humans which differed from the signed of . 
"delayed neurotoxicity", as well as skeletal muscle necrosis in rats. Furthermore, the latest 
results in monkeys and humans show that acute exposure to toxic doses of sarin produces 
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prolonged changes in the brain function. These r~sults point to the long-term risks to the 
health of. populations exposed to nerve gases and call for an immediate ban on chemical 
warfare agents and on their study in voluntary human subjects. 

On the other hand, the toxic effects followed by pathological changes after prolonged 
occupational exposure to nerve. gases and OP insecticides are today clearly established 
and have been summarized in a monograph published by SIPRI (1975) 

Pg.n4 
It has also been shown that poisoning by a single administration of sarin alters the 
electroencephalogram (EEG) in Rhesus monkeys for up to one year (Burchfiel et al., 1976). 
Furthermore, significant changes in waking and sleeping EEGs have been found 

The authors conclude that "regardless of the pathogenic mechanisms, results of the current 
study confirm the ability ••• that pathogenic mechanisms, results of the current study cqnfirm 
the ability ••• that OP exposure can produce long-term change in the brain function of 
••• humans." 

These results point to the marked hazards arising from exposure to toxic levels of nerve 
gases. Moreover, owing to the inadequacies of the existing methods used in routine control 
of human health, one cannot rule out some other, so far not detectable, changes in these 
poisonings. . 

REPERENCES 
Aldridge, W.N. and Johnson, M.K., 1971 Side effects of organophosphorus compounds: delayed 
neurotoxicity. Bull. W.H.O., 44: 259-263. 

Pg.259 
Since 1930 (Smith & Elvore) it has been known that some organophosphorus compounds 
produce a chronic neurotoxicity. 

Page 365 
Burchfiel, J.L., Duffy, F.H., and Sim, V.M. 1976. Persistent effects of sarin and dieldrin 
upon the primate electroencephalogram. Toxicol. Appl. Pharmacol., 35:365-379 

Page 365 
For sarin the predominant effect was in the EEG derivation from the temporal cortex, 
and for dieldrin from the frontal cortex. For both drugs, the beta increase was most 
prominent in the states of awake in darkness and drowsy. These results indicate that a 
single symptomatic exposure or a series of subclinical exposures to sarin or dieldrin can 
alter the frequency spectrum of the spontaneous EEG for up to I yelfr. 

Page 161 
Duffy, H.P., Burchfiel, J .L., Bartels, H.P., Goan M., and Sim, V.M., 1979. Long-term effects 
of an organophosphate upon the human electroencephalogram. Toxicol. Appl. Pharmacol., 
47:161-176 

"Statistically significant group differences included increased beta activity, increased delta 
and theta slowing, decreased alpha activity, and increased amounts of rapid eye movement 
sleep in the the exposed population. It is suggested that the above findings represent an 
unexpected persistence of known short-term OP actions. It is also suggested that these 
results, when taken along with the reported long-term behavioral effects of OP exposure, 
provide parallel evidence that OP exposure can produce long-term changes in brain function. 

Hernandez-Peon were among the first to suggest that the sleep-wake cycle was partially 
under cholinergic control. More recently, several reports have demonstrated a cholinergic 
link in REM sleep mecbenisms. .. lt has been postulated that cholinergic mechanisms are 
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involved in REM initiation, based upon the demonstration. that ch~linesterase in~ibitors, 
such as OP compounds, can elicit REM sleep in both lI'~tact arumals an~ br~ln-stem 
preparations. • •• It is possible, therefore, that the long-term EEG changes In this study 
represent the unexpected persistence of the well-known effects of acute OP exposure. 

.•. visual reading of standard EEG: decreased amounts of a1:p~a(9-l2Hz), i!l~re~ed amounts 
of slow activity (O-8Hz, del~a and theta), and nonspeclflc abnormalities In the EEG 
background; (3) sleep EEG: inCl'eased am01Dlts of REM sleep. . 

EDrroR'S NOTE: REM sleep, often called paradoxical sleep .because of its awake patt~rn 
in the EEG. My question to ,you the reader, "Are we as c1t1zens of the spray area, be1ng 
subjected to an altered state of consciousness because of the repeated spraying of this 
organophosphate ?" 

Holmstedt, B., Krook, L., and Rone, J.R., 1957. The pathology of experimental 
cholinesterase inhibitor poisoning. Acta Pharmac. Toxicol., 13: 337-334 

Pg.337 
The factors, among others, shown to be operative in Ch EI poisoning are: 
1. CNS. a. Cortex - convulsiv.e manifestations 

I -

.b. Medulla oblongata - paralysis of respiratory and circulatiory centers. 

2. Respiratory organs. 
.a. Increased secretion and bronchospasm 
.b. Neuromuscular block 'with early involvment of respiratory 

muscles (diaphragm, intercostal muscles) 
, 1 

3. Heart and peripheral circulation. Bradycardia, decreased cardiac output, peripheral 
vacular effects. ' 

W8dia, B.a., Sadagopan, C., ~min. B.R., and Ardesai, V.H., 1974 Neurological manifestations 
of organophosphorus insectici~e poisoning. J. Neuro1. Neurosurg. Psych. 37:841-847. 

I • 

Pg.841 , 
Paralytic signs were divided into type 1 signs (present on admission) and type 2 signs 
(appearing later while on atropine treatment). Type 1 signs, chiefly impaired consciousness 
and bilateral pyramidal tract signs, respond to atropine. The most common type 2 signs 
are proxi~allimb weakness, i~eflexia, an~ cranial nerve palsies. EMG studies during type 
2. paralYSlS sho!" a myasthefl1~ response 1n some cases. Of 36 cases with type 2 signs 15 
dled from resp1ratory paralysIS after a variable period of artificial respiration. Twenty 
one recovered and no resiqual neurological deficit has been noted. Atropine did not 
influence type 2 signs differ significantly from those described before as 'delayed 
neurotoxicity' and may . r~present an alternative mode of human toxicity with 
organophosphorous compoun~~ 
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THE HEALTH PLAN POR THE UNITED STATED 
AND THE MALATmON ISSUE 
by Bruce Halstead, M.D. 
Th~ basic issues in Ameri~a's health program are extremely complex. On one hand the 
various governmental agencles make all kinds of claims resounding of goodness motherhood 
and high. patriotic altru~sms. However, if you peel away all the hoopla and 'examine the 
bottom hne of our medical care program, you will find that it has little do with health 
care. The bottom line is to keep America sick. Medical care is a monopolistic industry 
that gener.ates in excess o~ $600 billion per year or almost 1296 of our gross national product. 
Although Its human constItuents are sick the industry is financially healthy and threatens 
to engulf the entire economy. It is a medical care program that operates by the golden 
rule: "Them that gots the gold makes the rules." 

There is 8 fundamental principle in medical economics which John Doe public has never 
understood, namely: SICK PEOPLE MAKE ASTRONOMICAL SUMS OP MONEY POR THE 
MEDICAL PROPESSION. HEALTHY PEOPLE MAKE MO MONEY POR THE MEDICAL 
PROFESSION. Once the public fully understands what this medical' equation is all about, 
the winds of medical fortune will begin to shift. At present our industrialized civilization 
is on 8 disaster course which will continue to increase our mortality statistics and decrease 
our survival rate. 

America is 8 sick society and getting sicker with each passing year. It has been estimated 
by the Coalition of Immune System Disorders that more than 65 million Americans are 
suffering from secondary immune deficiency disorders. The actual number of people 
suffering from immune incompetence probably approaches the 100 million mark. 

Consider the cancer problem. We have in this country one person dying of cancer every 
64 seconds, about 1350 persons a dey, or about 500,000 per year. We have about one million 
new cancer cases a year. Moreover, the cancer statistics are steadily worsening. However, 
there is one bright light in the cancer corner. Cancer is an important industry in the United 
States and generates ,more than $100 billion a year. Cancer is big business. More than 
one trillion dollars have been spent in the war against cancer. Most of this money has been 
wasted developing a large number of worthless cancer nostrums which cause cancer and 
deplete the immune system. 

Now lets talk about the malathion spraying problem. The issue at stake is complex and 
knotty. Thanks to governmental lassitude and ecological myopia over several decades of 
time we are completely unprepared to deal with the medfly problem from either an 
agricultural or health point of view. Weare now damned if we do and damned if we don't. 

A t the same time Los Angeles was battling medflies using biological control, Santa Clara 
incurred a medfly infestation. Santa Clara County, however, decided to use malathion. 
The battle continued for 14 months at a cost of more than $100 million. 

This was about 100 times more costly and ultimately proved to be less effective than using 
biological control methods. ~loreover, the authorities sprayed not only medflies, but the 
general population as well covering more than 10 million acres. They dumped more than 
190,000 gallons of malathion on flies and humans. As the Deputy Director of the California 
pepartment of Food and Agriculture, commented, "everything that could go wrong went 
wrong." Governor Deukmejian has concluded that we are losing the medfly battle. 

The medfly equation is similar to that employed in medical economics. Lots of money 
is being made by someone in malathion spraying, but not much money is being made USing 
biological control. 

There is an economic common denominator which is seldom brought to the attention of 
the public. There is an intertwining connection between cancer and pesticides which needs 
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to be examined more closely. So let's step back and .look at the big scene. 

Over the years agriculturists have been brain-washed by the chemical industry into believing 
that the only solution to getting rid of their insect pests is by means of highly toxic 
carcinogenic and immune destructive chemicals. 

Over the years cancer victims have been brain washed into believing that the only way 
of getting rid of cancer was to use highly toxic carcinogenic and immune destructive 
chemicals, better known as cancer chemotherapy. 

The history of the multinational chemical and pharmaceutical giants reveals that the early 
war gas industry was initially spawned by the great German international 
chemical-pharmaceutical cartel of I.G. Farbendustrie, who had its economic tentacles 
in about 80 of the major chemical and pharmaceutical companies in the United States and 
Europe. When World War II ended this chemical complex started to turn its attention (among 
many others) in two directions one was the production of pesticides and the other was the 
production of cancer chemotherapeutic agents. 

The sale of highly toxic pharmaceutical agents for the treatment of cancer was not difficult 
to achieve because various high ranking officers of pharmaceutical and chemical companies 
were also members of the advisory boards of both the National Cancer Institute and the 
American Cancer Society. Similar maneuverings and nepotisms have taken place throughout 
the agricultural industry. 

America was sold the big lie that the only salvation for cancer victims was the use of 
extremely expensive toxic chemotherapeutic agents. Cancer prevention through nutrition 
and the use of immunomodulating herbs were not only neglected, but physiCians using them 
were persecuted and prosecuted. 

America has also been sold another big lie that the only way to control insect pests is by 
means of highly toxic chemicals that are carcinogenic and lower the immune system. 
Biological control is much less expensive and when properly done is more ecologically 
acceptable to the earth's ecosystem. 

If anyone is under the delusion that malathion is harmless than they haven't investigated 
the substance and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health's (NIOSH) 
reports on the subject. First of all it is related to war gases and is an acetylcholinesterase 
inhibitor producing an adverse effect upon the nervous system. Malathion poisoning in 
humans causes increased bronchial secretions, excessive salivation, nausea, vomiting, 
sweating, constriction of the pupils, muscular weakness, and muscle twitching. The primary 
targets of attack include the respiratory system, liver, blood, cholinesterase, central nervous 
system, cardiovascular system and the gastrointestinal system. 

Malathion is only one more of thousands of highly toxic chemical agents which have been 
foisted upon the American public by the multibillion dollar multinational chemical cartels 
which are threatening to exterminate life on this planet. 

The end product of all of these insane criminal activities by government and industry is 
the production of an ever increasing cancer mortality rate and massive 
immunoincompetence in the public. The bottom line is we have to make a profit and who 
gives a damn how many people, animals and plants we kill as long as we make money. 

I would urge everyone to read the book by Ralph W. Moss entitled THE CANCER 
INDUSTRY , Paragon House, New York 1989. 

Dr. Halstead is Director of the World Life Research Institute in Colton, California. A former 
Navy Commander. Halstead was also a consultant in Global Medicine at the U.S. Naval 
Medical School and has held many visiting lecturer positions world-wide. He has been 
published over 280 times. 
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EDITOR l1n'ERVIEWS ALAN LEVIN, .M.D. 
ALLERGlST-8AN FRANCISCO 

DR LEVIN: American medicine is now being given to us by the same people who gave us 
Vietnam. Hughes Industries, through its front called 'The Hughes Medical Foundation,' 
runs the largest research program at Johns Hopkins, Harvard, and the University of 
California San Francisco. I am told that Hughes has purchased a Convent across the street 
from the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland and that their budget for 
'medical research' will be greater than the U.S. Federal Governments in the 2000's. 

Lockheed owns Dialogue Data Base which is the largest data base used by virtually all of 
the medical schools in the United States. McDonnell-Douglas runs the hardware and 
software for 40% of the hospitals in the United States. Monsanto and Dow Chemical gave 
us Agent Orange and they are 'heavy' into medicine in America. General Dynamics, General 
Electric, General Motors are all defense contractors and medical contractors. FMC has 
had a contract with Hybritech for monoclonal antibody research. 

In summary, most of the major defense contractors in the United States have large interests 
in the healthcare industry. With this interest goes the same mentality and ethical code 
of conduct. We all know that the American defense contractors provide the military with 
defective equipment. 

In fact, the defectiveness of military equipment is the subject of major feature films. 
In the movie "TOP GUN", the hero is afraid to fly the F1l4. The reason he fears the 
airplane is because it doesn't work in combat. It was designed by people who had no idea 
of the needs of combat aircraft. We very often lose pilots and crew members in this type 
of accident. The kids get killed. 

Interestingly enough, the Israelis fly the same aircraft. When they order the airplane from 
the manufacturer, they take delivery in crates. They do not allow their children to fly 
the stock F114. They rebuild these aircraft from the landing gear up with different leading 
edge slats, and trailing edge flaps, different induction systems and modified engines. While 
the Americans lost between 1 and 3 F114s per month in operational accidents between the 
years of 1977 and 1983, the Israelis lost none. You may ask, "If the Israelis can build these 
planes to be flown safely, why doesn't the manufacturer?" In my opinion, the answer is 
that they are practicing good American business. Every time an F114 goes down, the 
manufacturer gets another $40,000,000.00 order. 

You may ask, "How does this ·fit in with the Malathion issue?" The answer is simple, when 
the defense contractors dominated the American military, the cannon fodder was 18 year 
old boys. As we know from American history, 18 year old boys aren't worth much, so no 
real Americans worry about the defective equipment in the military. 

Now that the defense contractors dominate American medicine, the cannon fodder is 'John 
Q. Public.' John Q. is important. He can buy attorneys, he can buy politicians, and he 
also pays taxes. He also doesn't like being given defective medicine or being poisoned. 

For instance, I used to go around the country saying that 'Trichloroethylene (TCE) causes 
birth defects, learning disabilities, ·and childhood leukemia.' Everyone said, "That's 
irresponsible, we need more epidemiology, we need more studies." 

Then I said, "TeE causes wrinkles, hail'-ioss, and impotence." Then 'John Q. Public' became 
outraged ... and now it is illegal. 

We can, and will convince 'John Q. Public' that not onl,y are his children threatened by toxic 
chemicals but his own personal appearance and sex-life may be endangered. This will get 
action from the general public! 
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EDITOR: How do you know that the CIA sprayed M·alathion on the civilian public. It 

DR. LEVIN: The answer is that it is common knowledge. Evergreen Airways was the 
helicopter company that sprayed malathion in the Santa Clara Valley in the early '80s. 
A KGO radio talk show host, named Ray Taliaferro, uncovered the fact that Evergreen 
Airways was made up of principles of Air America, the CIA airlines. In fact, officials of 
that company admitted to having CIA contracts. San Joaquin Air Helicopter Service has 
similar people working for them. 

EDITOR: \tvhy.would the CIA spray malathion? 

DR. LEVIN: My answer is I don't know. I don't even know that it is malathion they are 
spraying. I guess that you can stand under the aircraft and aspirate the spray and test 
it for malathion. If it is malathion, are they using the same material every run? If you 
find that the material they are spraying isn't malathion, who would believe you? I can 
only speculate why they are spraying. Since they seem to be spraying over predominately 
poor and gay neighborhoods I speculate that this may be part of the Final Solution •• Part 
2 

EDITOR: Have you seen patients who you believe to be genuinely injured by malathion 
spraying?" 

DR. LEVIN: Yes. I have seen asthma patients made much worse by malathion sprayed from 
helicopters. I have seen cancer patients and AIDS patients who were previously in remission, 
develop severe disease and die shortly after being sprayed by malathion. I have seen 
incidents of high fever, seizures, and increased chemical sensitivity caused by malathion 
in patients with immune dysregulation. 

EDITOR: Were some of these patients you have seen not chemically sensitive before?" 

DR. LEVIN: No. All of the patients I have noted who became significantly worse from 
malathion spraying were people who had significant immunologic disease prior to their 
exposure. 

EDITOR: Do homeopathies or other remedies help with malathion exposure? 

DR. LEVIN: My answer is 'possibly.' The real problem is that we do not know whether 
or not we are dealing with :malathion. We need, some honest answers from the spraying 
companies and our government. If I were to follow the advice of our government, I would 
tell my patients that it is perfectly safe for their baby to roll in the grass after it has been 
sprayed with malathion but do not leave your car out because it will pit the paint. I guess 
the same goes if your child is freshly painted! This obviously fiys in the face of common 
sense but never accuse an American Government Official of USing common sense. 

EDITOR: What should the reader do about malathion spraying? 

DR. LEVIN: The answer is. obvious to me. If you care about 'the health of your children 
and your neighbors, 'STOP IT!' 

EDITOR: How do you stop malathion spraying on civilian populations? 

DR. LEVIN: THAT'S UP TO YOU! 
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TESTIMONY OF DR. ALFREDO SADUN 
LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL 
August 6, 1990 

WACHS: To begin with I would like to call upon Dr. Alfredo Sadun, Professor at the 
University of Southern California School of Medicine, the Doheny Eye Institute, Department 
of Neurological Ophthalmology and Surgery. Dr.Sadun, would you come forward to join 
at the end table? For the reco,rd, can you please state your name? 

1 

SADUN: Alfredo Sadun. 

WACHS: Dr. Sadun what is yo~ educational background? 

SADUN: I received Bachelor of Science at M.I.T., and a Masters thereafter. I went on 
to medical school where I received an M.D., then proceeded further by obtaining a Ph.D 
at the Albert Einstein School of Medicine -internship in General Medicine - residency 
in Ophthalmology followed by Fellowship in Neuro-ophthalmology. . 

; ~ I 

WACHS: Are you currently associated with the university medical school? 
I 

SADUN: Yes I am. 
; I 

WACHS: In what capacity? : I 

SADUN: I am a full professor of Ophthalmology & Neurosurgery there. 
I 

WACHS: What does this entail? 

SADUN: This is a full-time obligation with my work being divided approximately equally 
into one-third direct patient I care, one-third teaching and lectures, and one-third active 
laboratory research. ' i I 

WACHS: In your discipline have you had an occasion to become familiar with malathion? 
, i 

SADUN: Yes I have. 

WACHS: In what way? 

SADU~: In several instances, initially theoretically, and later more directly with my 
patients. 

. WACHS: Are you familiar with the term "Saku Disease?" 

SADUN: Yes I am. 

WACHS: Would you tell the committee and public what it is? 
I j 

I 

SADUN: Saku Disease is so called because of the district in which certain sprayings were 
done in Japan. Beginning, I believe in the late fifties, but mostly through the sixties and 
early seventies, there wa:s aerial spraying of organophosphates. A variety of 

I 
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organophosphates were used, and the applications did differ from that which we see here 
in Southern California. However, the most important part is that following these 
applications a number of medical problems developed. Most of these were temporary, 
but those that were permanent and more serious had to do with the visual system. Dr. 
Ishikawa, who was first involved with gathering this data, after some time was able to 
put out a rather extensive body of literature, including clinical case reports, epidemiological 
reports, toxicology reports, pharmacological reports, and finally, expanding on animal 
histopathology reports, which is to say he established a model in a dog where he was able 
to apply equivalent doses of organophosphates, and shows exactly the effects that could 
be seen by a microscopy of a damage tissue were the same as the effects that were seen 
clinically in humans. Then this large body of material came to be known as Saku disease 
because of the Saku district that was sprayed. 

WACHS: Sprayed with malathion? 

SADUN: Sprayed with a number of organophosphates, including large amounts of malathion. 

WACHS: In your professional capacity have you ever treated patients who have suffered 
from malathion exposures? 

SADON: Yes sir. 

WACHS: Would you tell us (you don't have to give us names obviously) what symptoms 
they may have had, or what you've seen in this capacity? 

SADON: It is a little bit difficult because it is not going to give you an idea of the typical 
or average situation. That is because I am a tertiary referral center. By the time I see 
a patient he has been seen by a variety of other doctors. Presumably the easy stuff has 
been excluded, and only the things that will continue to trouble the patient, and also those 
things that are felt to be beyond the competency of the referring physicians come to my 
attention. We did, for that reason, actually, somewhat of a screening on about 40 patients 
who felt they had problems. By and large it seems to me that majority of the patients 
who are going to have a problem with malathion affecting the eyes are going to have fairly 
not impairing and not permanent problem. They are going to have conjunctiviti$ - red 
teary eyes. A smaller number are going to have a more serious problem. They are going 
to have problem of focusing which may be temporary or may be permanent. One sub-group 
of those are going to have a problem focusing, which is classical for this disease, and is 
hardly seen in other settings. And then a smaller number yet are going to have one of the 
more permanent effects, either to the retina, or which concerns me the most, to the optic 
nerve, because there is actually no recovery or compensation anyone can provide. Glasses 
won't fix that. So the small numbers will get optic nerve disease. And a smallest number 
of all will have problems moving their eyes. This particular abnormality, moving the eyes, 
is almost exclusive for (in this case) malathion poisoning. There can be just about no other 
disease that would produce it .. 

WACHS: In your opinion, have any of your patients actually suffe~ed from Saku Disease? 

SADUN: I am sure of one case that has suffered from Saku Disease. 

WACHS: You're sure? 

SADUN: And there are several others of which I am suspicious. 

WACHS: And w ha t is their prognosis? 

SADUN: The individual who has Saku Disease is going to be permanently blind. 

WACHS: Are there any segments of the population which you feel are especially at risk 
with respect to malathion exposure? 
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SIDUN: Asolutely. I think that's one of the important issues here. Those who are very 
young, actually not even so young, perhaps the susceptible age is going to be the period 
from seven to 10. Those who are very old, and those who have some of the disease, 
especially those requiring medications, may have an exclusive sensitivity to the malathion 
which the young healthy men 'or women would not have. One of my concerns is that some 
of the data that is being considered, or some of the evidence that the State considers, is 
the workers who have been exposed to even larger doses, and saying, "See there, if they're 
not poisoned then no one will be poisoned." But that's really an apples and oranges 
comparison. i. I 

I 

WACHS: Have you conducted any studies yourself with respect to malathion? 

SADUN: Not the sort of studies that one could publish. Most of these have been to get 
a better sense of what is going on. What needs to be done is two types of studies. Large 
heavy funding study where we can look at the patients as they first present, not wait 
months until they finally make it to a referral center at the University. I have not been 
able to conduct that. And what I would most like to see is an experimental animal study 
with malathion. I 

WACHS: I am going to come back to these studies in a moment. Are you familiar with 
the State appointed Malathion Public Health Effects Advisory Committee? 

SADUN: Yes, very much. 

WACHS: In what capacity? 

SADUN: They've invited me :to attend their sessions, and to be part of the table discussion, 
and I have. 

WACHS: Were you a member of the Committee originally? 
I 
I : 

SADUM: I was told that I was, on the other hand when the official sheet with the 
membership came out, I was not, so I'd better hold off until 1 make sure. I may have been 
a special guest of the Committee. 

WACHS: What basically does the Committee do? What is "it's function, and what is your 
relationship with it up to thi$i point? 

I 

SADUN: In my naivety, I ibelieve, I began with a different impression of what the 
Committee was to do than which I may have concluded later on. Certainly the committee 
held open discussions, many of them with members of the public in attendance. The 
Committee was very courteous and open, allowing everybody's opinion to be well expressed. 
However, the concern that] have with the Committee was that no matter what was said, 
the conclusions of the Committee appeared to be not reflected by the statements made, 
nor by the expertise that the Committee avails itself of, but By certain members of the 
Committee's original and initial impressions of the situation • 

• I 

WACHS: Have you ever brought the issue of Saku Disease or other malathion caused eye 
disorder to the Committee's: attention? 

SADUN: Yes, most assured~y, as well as providing the Committee with the myriad of papers 
that have been written on th'e subject. 

'.1 

WACHS: What action did tl1e Committee take on these issues? 
I! . 

SADUN: They certainly exPressed considerable amount of concern initially. They did invite 
me to discuss the issue on: several occasions. A t these occasions I tried very hard to 
maintain what I considered to be professorial position, whic~ is to say with no axe to grind 
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and no positi9n concluded. And not surprisingly the State had certain individual members 
that you've already discussed, people like Dr. Stratton who had a fairly strong committed 
position, and there was open friendly and reasonable debate. My own complaints would 
not be with the way the hearings were held, but with the fact that the minutes presented 
each time would not reflect the full extent of the discussion of the previous meetings. 

WACHS: Would you elaborate on that? 

SADUN: The minutes might go so far as to even conclude the opposite of that which we 
in the open discussion had. This I thought was a question of unintentional error on several 
occasions even to the point where I missed a meeting and was quoted in absentia that I 
had recanted on everything I had said. When I attended the next meeting I said that this 
wasn't the case, but they still wanted to keep it in the minutes until I thought that, at 
minimum, if they are to keep it in the minutes the individual who had made the statement 
should take responsibility for it. But this individual who was there refused to take 
responsibility for it. They finally did strike it from the minutes. but it means so far in 
the end to state that the Committee, with all its expertise felt, and I'll paraphrase, 
something to the extent of "fear about eye disease unwarranted," which was obviously 
diametrically opposed to all the input I provided to the Committee. So in conclusion, I 
had to ask Doctors Stratton, Kizer & Siegel to please withdraw my name so as not to have 
me be any part of such conclusion. 

WACHS: Is the Committee preparing a malathion health effects report? 

SADUN: I believe so. 

WACHS: Are you familiar with their findings regarding eye disorders? 

SADUN: Yes, I know at least one of the draft elements. Dr. Stratton has been good enough 
to release it to me at various stages, and I responded each time with a point-point analysis 
from my point of view. 

WACHS: Perhaps you might sum up for the Committee what health concerns you have 
regarding the aerial applications of malathion in urban areas. 

SADUN: My concerns first of all are that they have not really been the open scientific 
discussion which I believe the committee is charged to perform. I certainly don't have 
the answers, and I believe that as long as the proper system is in place then we'll proceed 
towards the answers. So I suppose I'm more concerned with the process. It seems that 
the Committee would have been obliged to do two things. One is that it felt that either 
my credentialS, or for any reasons my statements, were in error then they should have 
availed themselves of other experts. In this case we're talking about neuro-ophthalmologists 
of which there are several excellent ones in the area. They have tJad the names available 
for six months. If not, then at" minimum, used the input of ophthalmologists or neurologists 
but instead the Committee's conclusions still seem to be based on Dr. Shusterman who 
is an epidemiologist, and by Dr. Stratton who does not practice medicine and does not see 
these situations. So it is a very awkward situation to find that the conclusions are made 
by people who really do not have the credentials or the appropriate expertise. Secondly, 
the actual discussions that began with the Committee were very reminiscence of what 
we call "roundsmanship" amongst interns and residents. It is very appropriate for them 
to nitpick to pull little sneaky tricks like pulling out a paper that's obscure, and say "do 
you know this one," which makes reference to having a personal conversation with somebody 
that discounts their credibility. But this is done for almost the fun and games of it in the 
roundsmanship setting, but the stakes are much lower. Moreover, following a grand rounds 
in a hospital after all this sort of games has gone on, finally the individual who was 
considered to be the greatest expert in the field is asked to make a conclusion regarding 
what should be the appropriate patient care. We don't have that level in terms of the 
Committee. The roundsmanship ends up on paper. If you wish, I was just making notes 
about five minutes ago about what were the State's reasoning"s, and I came up with six or 
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r seven points that they made which I think are in error. Should I itemize? 

r WACHS: Please. 

SADUN: First of all, they all felt that many other toxic agents of the malathion were 

r used, some of which were considered more powerful than malathion as insecticides in Japan. 
To this there are two importarit caviats. The first is that there was about three years, 
in the mid-to late-sixties, during which almost exclusively that malathion was used, and 

r yet the Saku district problems continued. The second is that even though it's true that 
there are other agents, perathion for example, which are much more powerful as insecticides 
the damage, the permanent damage to the visual system to the optic nerve is through a 
direct toxic effect, and not through the poisoning of the insecticides. In other words, this 

r' agent, malathion has at least: two separate individual effects. One is called cholinergic. 
That's how it poisons the bug, and it also poisons the human body. And that tends to be 

r 
r 
r 

reversible. If you survive it, you survive it well. The second is the direct neurotoxin which 
permanently destroys parts of I the nervous system. And these being independent events 

r 
r 

means that even if you had another agent like perathion, which is a hundred times more 
powerful in killing the insect,it doesn't mean that it is a hundred times more powerful 
as a neurotoxin. In fact, at first evaluation you have to assume they are about the same. 
So, it's inappropriate to disregard all of the studies that occurred in Japan because some 
of the agents were stronger insecticides. Another issue that they brought up was that of 
dosages. Unfortunately, Dr. :IShikawa published all his works in Japanese initially. We 
are talking about dozens of articles, some of which eventualy became translated as reviews 
in English. And there was a clear-cut mix-up. Some of his translations had a dosage which 
was higher than that which he had published in Japanese, and that's perfectly appropriate 
to be brought up by the State. However, we clarified it. We asked Dr. Ishikawa. He 
provided us the original data. He sent us faxes, which I have, saying that it was really 
the lower dosages that was the correct one. However, the State seems to cling to the 
alternative, which is the safer alternative, that their dosages were 10 times higher than 
ours, and therefore there is nO

I 

danger. Thirdly, they point out the differences in application, 
and this is a very legitimate Point, that the true aerosolization ~hich occurred in Japan, 
the fact it drained into ground water, and several other things that distinguished it from 
our program, means it's impoSsible to make comparisons on a point-to-point basis. However, 
while this to me represents a quantitative difference, 5096 of the children in the Saku 
District suffered permanent damage to their optic nerves. And God forbid that would be 
true here, and I'm sure it is much less than 5096. I would be concerned if it was 596 or even 
.5%. So, I think that the quantity that they dealt with was different, the application process 
was different, and in that sense we may have a quantitatively different situation here. 
But qualitatively I'm quite concerned that we are dealing with the same story. 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
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WACHS: Would it surprise you that of the several hundred cases that we've received in 
our office, eye inflammation is one of the three most frequently reported symptoms? 

. . 

SADUN: No, that wouldn't· surprise me. I think that eye inflammation is going to be 
extremely c~mmon, fortunately not extremely serious. 

, 

WACHS: You mentioned earlier that there were two studies that you would like to see 
made. Would you repeat those, and perhaps amplify a little bit about what these studies 
would accomplish? 

SADUN: Let me say that if we took the State's positions and all their itemized 
considerations at face value, then the conclusion is that we need to have some studies, 
because basically they are saying that the stUdies of Ishikawa were not any good - a point 
with which I disagree - then' it's clear that we do need to have studies. The two studies 
which need to be done are: one clinical and one experimental animal. The experimental 
animal study is going to be,: in my view, the tightest. You can, have better controls with 
that than you can with any~thng else as long as the correct animal is chosen - one that 
has pharmacology most sui~.ble and similar to humans. And. we can do a very simple 
experiment. We can apply different dosages of malathion, no other organophosphate, and 
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we can measure the effects on the visual system through a sophisticated analysis of the 
eye. In the clinical study, I think ·we need to go around and find out what is the cholinergic 
effect on humans by drawing their blood after they've been sprayed, and what is neurotoxic 
effect by having that large pile of patients that you have there examined, but examined 
right away, and not wait for the system to work itself through by having those who can 
see a physician see one. Those physicians recognize a problem to refer and so on. JI.ly 
concern is that not only is there no suggestion that we are going to have such studies, but 
through pressure I believe from the EPA, is discussing supporting or partly sponsoring a 
study that will be done on animals, but will be done in extremely crude way. They will 
be performed on rats which have extra enzymes that humans don't have that will destroy 
the malathion. They will give the rats the malathion by mouth, which would give their 
liver a chance to detoxify it before it gets into their system, unlike the situation with 
humans. And they will examine the rats' visual systems in extremely crude ways that 
wouldn't pick up anything short of total blindness. It is interesting that they would choose 
to do such a study when they have been the ones who have suggested that Dr. IShikawa's 
work is substandard, when in fact his animal studies was using dogs and his 
electro-microscope which counts the nerves are exactly the sort of experimental design 
we need. 

WACHS: Would you basically refute the State's position that they have, on every occasion 
of which I am aware, tried to tell the public "don't worry we've done all the studies we 
need to do, we know it's safe." Do you basically think that is a misleading position to take? 

SADUN: Yes, I can answer that clearly. I think that it's a shame because it is 
understandable that they want to allay hysteria, and if at the beginning they began with 
a position saying "don't worry we are going to look into it," one could almost understand 
if they in fact had thrown themselves to avidly checking both the literature and the 
evidence. Then you would think, with honesty, as soon as the literature showed a real 
problem they would put the brakes on. 

WACHS: You mentioned in the studies, at least perhaps in the clinical studies, that the 
people who exhibited symptoms should be examined right away. What period of time would 
you find to be an acceptable period from when the symptoms occurred to when the 
examination would take place? 

SADUN: There are two reasons that you want to have it right away. One is because at 
least you can measure the actual amount of malathion that entered the system by analyzing 
it within the first week. Secondly, many of the symptoms are going to go away with time. 
And while it's true that the symptoms that go with time reflect less minor disease, those 
are still the patients who are most likely to have major disease, so we have to have them 
see them. I would say one to two weeks at the longest would be the appropriate evaluation. 

WACHS: I guess for the following up,and related to that, does the risk get greater as the 
exposures are repeated? 

SADUN: That's a difficult question to answer. I think the best answer is that there is a 
theoretical potential for that, but nobody knows. It all depends on whether each exposure 
successfully gets rid of everything . 

. LEGAL COUNSEL: Dr. Sadun, you indicated that Dr. Stratton had a strong committed 
position in terms of the danger of malathion spraying, and I was wondering if you can 
elaborate on what his strong committed position was? 

SADUN: On one hand I appreCiate the fact that Dr. Stratton has been kind enough to invite 
me to participate, and there are other virtues of his personality, but I have found it 
somewhat difficult to deal with the fact that it seems to all be post hoc reasoning. He 
starts off, as does many of the other individuals we're talking about, with the conclusion 
that it must be safe, and all the reasoning works in reverse from that . in order to garner 
the evidence and the data to prove that he is right, as opposed to looking at the data for 
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what it is truly saying. 

WACHS: Sounds like politics. 

SADUN: Yes, I was going to make that comment myself. 
I 

LEGAL COUNSEL: You also 'indicated that the Committee has taken a pOSition that the 
basis for concluding that malathion spraying is not dangerous to people's eyes. I was 
wondering what sort of articulated basis they've used? 

SADUN: Two. One is that they have found, with what I would regard nitpicking, problems 
with the work of Ishikawa, and therefore would like to throw it all out, which is really my 
view of throwing out the baby with bath water, because there is a lot of excellent work 
published in some of the very best journals and fully accepted by the professionals in the 
field. It seems, in fact, somewhat presumptuous for one to hear them say that his work 
is substandard when the reviewers of his articles say it's excellent. And the reviewers 
are people in the field, and familiar with the technology. The second reason is worth 
discussing. They feel that since there haven't been more reported cases, particularly among 
those who are applying thernalathion, this proves that it can't be that dangerous. This 
is a very dangerous approach, though, because obviously one won't find what one doesn't 
look for. The absence of proof here is being used as proof in the other direction. And there 
are a large number of reasons· I believe, that they haven't found cases. First of all, the 
applications that the people ~pplying the malathion and exposed' to high doses are usually 
healthy young men who are least likely to develop problems. Secondly, the disease itself 
in it's relatively minor stages looks like so many other diseases. 

Conjunctivitis can be caused by allergies or by viruses. All the other problems of nausea, 
fatigue, and cramps can be caused by fiu. When you get to the very serious parts of the 
disease, the ocular disease, it is true that it doesn't look like a loti of other common diseases 
but it is also an exclusively ,I difficult disease to diagnose. The typical physician is not in 
a position to look for an optic neuritis, or extra ocular muscle abnormalities. As a matter 
of fact the ophthalmologist most often will not be able to do this sort of evaluation. So 
unless these people were to be particularly well educated about the situation, and since 
most of these articles are written in Japanese- they're not ••• then they aren't going to know 
what to do with it. They're not going to refer it on to the few people in this area who would 
be in the position to make the diagnosis. 

WACHS: Dr. Sadun, are there any other points that you might want to make to the 
Committee? 

SADUN: Maybe just two more. The first, is that as a physiCian we're frequently in a 
situation where we have to weigh the risks and the benefits, and I think that's exactly what 
the State is doing. But it concerns me, because if I have a medication that I am giving 
a patient, and the chances of it causing a serious problem are one in a hundred thousand, 
I say to him very reassuringly, "Look, one in a hundred thQusand, don't worry about it. 
And that's fair, because if he doesn't take that medication he is in deep trouble to start 
with. So it is a very legitimate risk for him to take it on his shoulders considering the benfit 
he receives. It is quite another thing to talk about risk-benefit when you are dealing with 
each individual as a healthy patient who doesn't have anything that he derives of great 
importance. But secondarily perhaps there is the economic argument we all know so well. 
And so I think that it is a rather poor approach to take risk-benefits when even if the odds 
are one in a hundred thousand that it causes blindness; when you are spraying a million 
people, that's 10 people who: are going to be blinded. Ten individuals who will find it very 
hard to understand why they have to have these risks for the benefit they receive by the 
spraying. 

Finally, if I may, I would like to make my own recommendations in terms of what I think 
would be appropriate right now, and I see five important things that need to be done. The 
first is to have an ability to reach the State. I'll say educate the State, because I don't 
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believe that despite what has gone ~n, the State is aware of the data. They are not really 
educated enough to understand these papers which they may be able to argue against very 
effectiviely in terms of statistics, but they really don't understand the medicine. So they 
need to have some advisors there who understand the medicine who can speak to them, 
who can see the forest and not just get all wrapped up in one tree at a time. Secondly, 
we certainly need to educate the people. And the first thing that has to be done towards 
educating the people is accept that there is a risk. Now, I am not suggesting that we go 
overboard and start hysterically saying that everybody is going to go blind, but let's start 
talking about what are the true symptoms, and what aren't the serious ones so people can 
do a little bit of self-selection. Thirdly, I think we need to educate the physicians. I would 
like to see a small set of guidelines describing the disease and problem sent to all the 
ophthalmologists, for that matter all the phYSicians, in the Southern California area so 
that they would be in a position to make these evaluations. 

WACHS: Could I interrupt you for one moment to follow up on that? To your knowledge 
has there been any real effort ot educate physicians? 

SADUN: Amazingly, the education seems to be coming from the worse source in the worse 
way. live had several of my physician colleagues say "my goodness" they did not know this 
when I sent out a report about my patient who was exposed to malathion. And they will 
pull out a little document and read to me what they had mailed to their home just before 
their home was sprayed. "It says right here by the State officials that there is no d~nger. 
How could I have thought about it for my own patients"! So it appears that the State, that 
doesn't have the "know how" and the credentials, these are individuals in the State who 
don't know anything about ophthalmology are informing the ophthalmologists about 
malathion. 

WACHS: So it is proper to conclude that if they have not, the State has not educated the 
practicing physicians. The practicing physiCians may well not be aware of, or not know 
what to look for when examing patients, or may be looking for other things? 

BADUN: That's fair to say. 

WACHS: And you had two other points. 

BADON: A proper two sets of studies need to be established, clinically and experimentally 
on animals. And then finally, I think that a responsible middle-road approach is to say 
that until such time as these studies suggest that things are safe, that we hold off on the 
aerial application in the indiscriminate fashion it is done" now. 

WACHS: Dr. Sadun, I really appreciate you being here. We've had several physicians who 
expressed a great reluctance to come to the Committee. They have spoken to us. Some 
have even written to us. But, there is little bit of a fear of perhaps things, retaliation or 
other things that come with rOCking the boat. I think that the city is very grateful that 
someone of your prominence, and a full professor of medicine at" the University of Southern 
California, would be willing to come before us and make such candid and complete remarks, 
and I think that all of us are very grateful to you for doing that. 

SADUN: You're very welcome. 
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